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PREFACE

In a rude and primitive state, the words are few and
simple that are required to express the thoughts and
desires of an untutored race of men. But with every
increasing want and every new desire, names and forms
of thought must be created

;
until the brief vocabulary

of the savage tribe swells into the complex dictionary

of the intelligent and civilised people. In this enlarge-

ment and amplification of expression, Flow'ers and their

associations have had a large share.

For instance, “Lovely as the Rose,” Fair as the

Lily,
’

’ or, “ Modest as the Violet,
’

' are phrases that

seem to have come universally into use. And no less do
the Flowers prefigure hope and frailty. We strew them
over the shroud of departed love, and plant them to bloom
brightly above the grave, that they may speak in spring

and summer of an eternal hope. To such and many
other simple expressions of natural feeling, have been
added gradually for centuries, many complex fancies from
early classic poetry and the later writers.

Yes, flowers have their language. Theirs is an oratory

that speaks in perfumed silence; and there is tenderness,

and passion, and even the light-heartedness of mirth, in

the variegated beauty of their vocabulary. To the poetical

mind they are not mute to each other; to the pious they

are not mute to their Creator ; and ours shall be the office,

in this little volume, to translate their pleasing language,

and to show that no spoken word can approach to the

delicacy of sentiment to be inferred from a timeously-

offered flower. That the softest impressions may be thus

conveyed without offence, and even a profound grief al-

leviated at a moment when the most tuneful voice would

grate harshly on the ear, and the stricken soul can be

soothed only by an act of grateful silence.

2



6 FREFACE
We will not, upon a subject so varied, parade our

learning by telling our fair readers what fine things Pliny

has said upon it
;

or, with the spirit of prosing upon us,

write a crabbed treatise upon the Egyptian hieroglyphics.

We will even spare them a dissertation upon the floral

alphabet of the effeminate Chinese; they had, and have,

their flowers and their feelings, their emblems and their

ecstasies. Let them enjoy them.

We shall do no more than rove through the European
garden, to cull from it its beauties, to arrange them into

odoriferous eloquence, and teach our refined and purifying

science to those fair beings. The symbols of whose mortal

beauty are but inadequately found in the most glorious

flowers, and of whom the mental charms can be typified,

only when we shall have reached those courts where the

spring is eternal and the idea of decay unknown.
But little study will be requisite for the science which

we teach. Nature has been before us. We must, how-
ever, premise two or three rules. When a flower is pre-

sented in its natural position, the sentiment is to be under-

stood affirmatively; when reversed, negatively. For in-

stance, a rose-bud, with its leaves and thorns, indicates

fear with hope

;

but if reversed, it must be construed as

saying, “You may neither fear nor hope.'' Again, divest

the same rose-bud of its thorns, and it permits the most
sanguine hope; deprive it of its petals and retain the

thorns, and the worst fears are to be apprehended. The
expression of every flower may be thus varied by varying

its state or position. The Marygold is emblematical of

pain; place it on the head, and it signifies trouble of

mind ; on the heart, the pangs of love
;
on the bosom, the

disgusts of “ennui.” The pronoun / is expressed by
inclining the symbol to the right, and the pronoun thou

by inclining it to the left.

These are a few of the rudiments of our significant

language. We call upon Friendship and Love to unite

their discoveries to ours; for it is in the power only of

these sweetest sentiments of our nature to bring to perfec-

tion what they have so beautifully invented, the mystical

yet pleasing links of intelligence that bind soul to soul,

in the tender and quiet harmony of the one, or in the

more impassioned felicity of the other.
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THE

LANGUAGE OF FLOWERS.

PART I.

Flowers, and the Sentiments which they

Eepresent.

Abatina
Abecedar)^

Acacia
Acacia, Pink
Acacia, Rose
Acacia, Yellow
xA.calia

Acanthus
Achillea Millefolia

Aconite (Wolfsbane)
Aconite, Crowfoot
Adonis
African Marigold ...

Agnus Castus
Agrimony
Almond, Common
Almond, Flowering
Almond, Laurel . .

.

Allspice

Aloe
Althaea Frutex
Alyssum Sweet
Amaranth
Amaranth
Amaryllis

Fickleness.

Volubility.

Chaste love.

Elegance.

Platonic love. Friendship.

Secret love.

Temperance.
The Fine Arts. Artifice.

War.
Misanthrophy.
Lustre.

Sorrowful remembrances.
Vulgar minded.

Indiference. Coldness.

Thankfulness.
Stupidity

y
Indiscretion.

Hope.

Perfidy.

Compassion.

Affliction. Grief.
Persuasion.

Worth beyond beauty.

Immortality

.

Unchangeable.

Timidity. Pride.
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Ambrosia Love returned.

Amethyst ... Admiration.

Andromeda Self sacrifice.

Apricot Blossom ... Doubt.

Anemone, Field Sickness.

Anemone, Garden ... Forsaken.

Angelica Inspiration.

Arigrec Royalty.

Apocynum Deceit.

Apple Temptation.

Apple Blossom Preference.

Apple, Pine Perfection.

Apple, Thorn Deceitful charms.

Arbor Vitae Unchanging friendship.

Arbutus Thee only do I love.

Arum, (Wake Robin) Ardour.
Ash, Mountain Prudence.

Ash Tree Grandeur.

Aspen Tree T^amentation.

Aster (China) Variety. Afterthought.

Asphodel My regrets follow you to the

grave.

Auricula Painting.

Auricula Scarlet Avarice.

Austurtium Splendour.

Autumnal Leaves ... Melancholy.
Azalea 'Temperance.

Batchelor’s Buttons Celibacy.

Balm Sympathy

.

Balm, Gentle Pleasantry.

Balm of Gilead Cure. Relief.

Balsam Impatience. Ardent love.

Barberry Sourness. Sharpness.

Ill temper.

Basil, Sweet Hatred.
Bay Leaf I change but in death.

Bay Rhododendron Danger. Beware.
Bay Tree Glory.

Bay Wreath ... Reward of jnerit.

Bearded Crepis ... Protection.

Beech Tree Prosperity

.

Bee Ophrys Error.
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Bee Orchis

Begonia
Belladonna
Bell Flower^ White
Bell Flower, Pyramidal ...

Belvedere

Betony
Bilberry

Birch Tree
Bindweed, Great ...

Bindweed, Small
Birdsfoot

Bittersweet, Nightshade ...

Black Poplar
Blackthorn ...

Bladder Nut Tree
Blaeberry

Bluebell

Bluebottle (Centaury)

Bonus Henricus
Borage
Box
Bramble
Broom
Buckbean
Bugloss

Bulrush

Burdock
Bur
Buttercup (Kingcup)
Buttercup Orchis

Butterfly Orchis

Butterfly Weed
Cabbage
Cacalia

Castus

Calceolaria

Calla ^thiopica
Calycanthiis

Camellia Japonica
Camomile

Industry.

Deformity.
Silence.

Gratitude.

Constancy.

I declare against you.

Surprise.

Treachery.

Meekness.

Insinuation.

Humility.
Revenge.

Truth.

Courage.

Difficulty.

Amusement. Frivolity.

Ingenuous simplicity.

Constancy.

Delicacy.

Goodness.

Bluntness.

Stoicism.

Lowliness. Envy. Remorse.

Neatness. Humility.
Calm. Repose.

Falsehood.

Docility.

Touch me not. Importunity..

Rudeness.

Childishness. Ingratitude.

Gaiety.

Gaiety

.

Let me go.

Gain. Profit.

Adulation.

Warmth.
I offer you pecuniary assist-

ance.

Magnificent beauty.

Compassion. Benevolence.

Unpretending excellence.

Energy in adversity.
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Camphire
Canary Grass

Candytuft

Canterbury Bell ... .;

Cape Jasmine
Cardamine
Cardinal Flower
Carnation

Carnation, Striped

Carnation, Yellow
Catchfly

Catchfiy, Red
Catchfly, White
Cedar Leaf
Cedar of Lebanon
Cedar Tree
Celandine

Centaury
Cereus, Creeping
Champignon
Cherry Tree
Cherry Tree, White
Chesnut
Chestnut Tree
Chickweed
Chickweed, Mouse-eared
Chicory

China Aster

China Aster, Double
China Aster, Single

Chinese Primrose

Chrysanthemum, Chinese

Chrysanthemum, Red
Chrysanthemum, White ...

Chrysanthemum, Yellow

Cineraria

Cinquefoil

Circea

Cistus, or Rock Rose ...

Citron

Cistus, Gum,

Fragrance.

Ferseverance.
Indiference.

Acknowledgment

.

I am too happy.
Faiernal error.

Distinction

.

Fascination. WomaNs love.

Refusal.

Disdain.

Fretended love. Snare.

Youthful love.

Betrayed.

I live for thee.

Incorruptible.

Strength . Constancy

.

Joys to come.

Felicity.

Modest gains.

Suspicion.

Education

.

Deception.

Luxury.
Do me justice.

Rendezvous.

Ingenuous simplicity

.

Frugality.

Variety.

I partake your sentiments.

I will think of it.

Lasting love.

Cheerfulness under misfor-

tune.

I love.

Truth.

Slighted love.

Always delightful.

Mater7tal affection.

Spell.

Popular favour.

Ill- natured beauty.

I shall die to-morrow.
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Cleanthus
Clematis

Clematis, Evergreen

Clotbur
Clover, Red
Clover, four-leaved

Clover, White
Cloves ...

Cobaea
Cocks-comb Amaranth
Colchcum
Coltsfoot

Columbine
Columbine, Purple

Columbine, Red . .

.

Convolvulus
Convolvulus, Major
Convolvulus, Minor
Convolvulus, Pink
Corchonis
Coreopsis

Coreopsis, Arkansa
Coriander
Corn ...

Corn, Broken
Corn Straw
Corn Cockle
Cornflower

Cornbottle ...

Coronella

Cosmelia Subra
Cow^slip

Cowslip, American
Crab (Blossom)
Cranberry
Crane’s Bill ...

Cress

Creeping Cereus . .

.

Crocus
Crocus, Spring

Crocus, Saffron

Crown Irriperial

Self-seeking.

Mental beauty.

Poverty.

Rudeness.

Industry.

Be mine.

Think of me.

Dignity.

Gossip.

Foppery.
My best days are past.

Justice shall be done.

Folly.

Resolution.

Anxious and trembling.

Bonds. Uncertainty.

Extinguished hope.

Night.

Worth sustained.

Impatient of Absence.

Always cheerful.

Love at first sight.

Concealed merit.

Riches.

Quarrel.

Agreement.

Gentility.

Delicacy.

Delicacy.

Success crown your wishes.

The charm of a blush.

Pensiveness. Winning grace.

You are my divinity.

Ill nature.

Cure for heartache.

Envy.
Stability.

Horror.
Abuse not.

Youthful gladness.

Cheerfulness.

Majesty.
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Crowsbill

Crowfoot
Cuckoo Plant

Cucumber
Cudweed
Currant

Cuscuta
Cyclamen
Cypress

Cypress and Marigold .

Daffodil

Daffodil, Great Yellow .

Dahlia
Daisy, Double
Daisy, Garden
Daisy, Ox Eye
Daisy, Party-coloured

Daisy, Red
Daisy, White
Daisy, Wild
Damask Rose
Dandelion
Daphne
Daphne Odora
Darnel
Dead Leaves
Deadly Nightshade
Dew Plant

Dianthus
Diosma
Dittany of Crete ...

Dittany, White
Dock
Dodder
Dodder of Thyme ...

Dogsbane
Dogwood
Dogwood Blossom

Dragon Plant

Dragonwort
Ebony

Envy.
Ingratitude.

Ardour.
Criticism.

Never-ceasing remembrance.

You please all.

Meanness.

Diffidence.

Death. Mourning.
Despair. Melancholy

.

Regard.
Chivalry.

Instability

.

Participation.

I share your sentiments

.

A token.

Beauty.

Unconscious.

Innocence.

I will think of U.

Brilliant complexion.

Love's oracle.

Immortality.

Painting the Lily.

Vice.

Sadness.

Falsehood.

A serenade.

Make haste.

Uselessness.

Birth.

Passion.

Patience.

Meanness.

Business. Care. Selfishness.

Deceit. Falsehood.

Duration.

Am I perfectly indiferent to

you I

Snare.

Horror.
Blackness. You are hard.
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Eglantine (or Sweet Brier)

Elder ...

Elm
Endive ... ...^

Escholzia

Eupatorium
Evening Primrose ...

Ever-flowing Candytuft ...

Evergreen Clematis
Evergreen Thorn
Everlasting

Everlasting Pea
Fennel
Fern

Fern, Flowering
Fever Root
Ficoides

Fig
Fig Tree
Filbert

Fir of Gilead
Fir Tree ...

Flax (Linum)

Fleur-de-lis

Flora’s Bell ...

Flowering Reed
Flower-of-an-hour

Fly Orchis

Flytrap

Fools Parsley

Forget-me-not

Foxglove
Foxtail Glass

Frankincense

Fritillary, Chequered
Frog Ophrys
Fuchsia, Scarlet

Fuller’s Teasel
Fumitory'

Poetry. I wound to heal.

Zealousness. Compassion.

Dignity.

Frugality.

Do not refuse me.

Delay.

Silent love.

Indifference.

Poverty.

Solace in adversity.

Never - ceasing remembrance

.

Lasting pleasure.

Force. Strength.

Sincerity.

Reverie.

Delay.

Your looks freeze ?ne.

Argument. Longevity.

Profuseness.

Reconciliation.

Juice.

Elevation.

I feel your kindness. Domes-
tic industry.

Flame.
You make no pretension.

Confidence in Heaven.

Delicate Beauty.

Error.

Deceit.

Silliness.

Remembrance. True love.

Forget me not.

Insincerity. A wish.

Sporting.

The incense of a failkful
heart.

Persecution.

Disgust.

Taste.

Importunity . Misanthropy .

Spleen.
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Garden Chervil

Gardenia
Geranium
GeraniuiUj Apple
Geranium, Dark
Geranium, Fish

Geranium, Ivy

Geranium, Nutmieg
Genanium, Oak
Geranium, Pencil-leaved

Genanium, Rose or Pink
Geranium, Scarlet

Geranium, Silver-leaved

Geranium, Sorrowful

Geranium, Wild
Gilly Flower

Gladioli

Glory Plower

Goat’s Rue .

Golden Rod
Gooseberry .

Gorse
Gourd
Grass
Harebell

Hawkweed .

Hawthorn
Hazel ...

Hearts-ease, or Pansy
Heath ...

Helenium
Heliotrope

Hellebore

Helmet Flower (Monkshood)
Hemlock
Hemp ...

Henbane
Hepatica
Hibiscus

Holly ...

Sincerity.

Refinement.

Gentility.

Vresent preference.

Melancholy

.

Disappointed expectation.

1 engage you for the next

dance.

An expected meeting.

Lady deign to smile.

Ingenuity.

Rreference.

Comforting. Stupidity.

Recall.

Melancholy mind.

Steadfast piety.

Unfading beauty. Bonds of
affection.

Ready Armed.
Glorious beauty.

Reason.

Precaution. Encouragement.

Anticipation.

Enduring affection.

Extent. But/i.

Utility. Submission.

Grief. Submission.

Quick-sightedness

.

Hope.
Reconciliation.

Thoughts.

Solitude.

Tears.

Devotion. Faithfulness.

Scandal. Calumny.
Knights-errantry

.

You will be my death.

Fate.

Defect.

Confdence.

Delicate beauty.

Foresight. Am I forgotten.
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Holly Herb
Hollyhock
Hollyhock^ White
Honesty
Honey Flower
Honeysuckle, Coral
Honeysuckle, French
Honeysuckle, Monthly

Honeysuckle, Wild
Hop
Horehound
Hornbeam Tree
Horse Chestnut
Hortensia

Houseleek
Houstonia
Hoy.^

Hoyabella
Humble Plant

Hyacinth
Hyacinth, Blue
Hyacinth, Purple ...

Hydrangea
Hyssop
Iceland Moss
Ice Plant

Imbricata

Imperial Montague
Indian Cress

Indian Plum
Ipomcea
Iris ...

Iris, Yellow
Ivy

Ivy sprig, with tendrils

Jacob’s Ladder
Jasmine
Jasmine, Cape

Enchantment.
Fecundity.

Female ambition.

Honesty. Sincerity.

Love, sweet and secret.

The colour of my fate.

Rustic beauty.

Bond of love. Domestic hap-

piness. 1 will not an-

swer hastily.

Inconstancy in love.

Injustice.

Fire.

Ornament.
Luxury.
You are cold.

Vivacity. Domestic economy...

Content.

Sculpture.

Contentment.

Despondency

.

Sport. Flay.

Constancy.

Sorrow.

.4 Boaster. Ilearilessness.

Cleanliness

.

Health.

Rejected addresses.

Uprightness.

Bower.
Eclat. Warlike trophy.

Frivation.

Attachment.

My compliments. 1 have a
message for you.

Flame. Fassion.

Friendship. Fidelity. Matri-
mony.

Assiduous to please.

Come down.
Amiability

.

Transport of joy.
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Jasmine^ Carolina ...

Jasmine^ Indian
... Separation.

I attach myself to thee.

Jasmine, Spanish ...

Jasmine, White
Sensuality.

Amiahility,

Jasmine, Yellow Grace and elegance.

Jonquil I desire a return of affection.

Judas Tree Unbelief. Betrayal.

Juniper Succour. Brotection.

Justicia The perfection of female
loveliness.

Kennedia Mental beauty.

Kingcup 1 wish I were rich.

Laburnum Forsaken. Tensive beauty.

Lady’s Mantle
Lady’s Slipper

Fashion.

... Fickleness. Capricious beauty.

Lagerstrcemia Eloquence.

Lantana Rigour.

Larch ... Audacity. Boldness.

Larkspur Lightness. Levity.

Larkspur, Double ... Haughtiness.

Larkspur, Pink Fickleness.

Laurel, Common ... Terfidy.

Laurel, Mountain ... Ambition. Glory.

Laurestina ... A token. I die if neglected.

Lavender . . . Distrust.

Lavender, Sea Dauntlessness.

Lemon Zest.

Lemon Blossoms . .

.

Fidelity in love. Discretion.

Lettuce Cold-hearted.

Lichen Dejection. Solitude.

Lilac, Field Humility.

Lilac, Purple The first emotions of love.

Lilac, White ... Turity. Modesty. Youthful
innocence.

Lily, Day Coquetry.

Lily, Imperial Majesty.

Lily, White Turity and sweetness.

Lily, Yellow Falsehood. Gaiety.

Lily of the Valley ... Return of happiness.

Linden (Lime Tree) Conjugal love.

Lint I feel all my obligations.

Licorice, Wild I declare against you.
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Liverwort

Lobelia

Locust Tree
Locust Tree^ Green
London Pride

Lote Tree
Lotus ...

Lotus Llower
Lotus Leaf ...

Love-in-a-mist

Love-in-a-puzzle .

.

Love-lies-bleeding .

.

Lucern
Lupine
Lychnis
LvchniS;, Meadow ..

Lychnis^ Scarlet

Lythrum
Madder
Magnolia
Magnolia, Swamp ..

Maiden Hair
Maidwort
MalloWj Marsh
Mallow, Syrian

Mallow, Venetian ..

Manchineal Trqe ..

Mandrake
Maple ...

Marianthus ...

Marigold
Marigold, African ..

Marigold, French ..

Marjoram
Marvel of Peru
Meadow Lychnis ..

Meadow Saffron

Meadowsweet
Mercury
Mesembryanthemum
Mezerion
Mignonette ...

Confidence.

Malevolence.

Elegance.

Afection beyond the grave.

Frivolity.

Concord.

Eloquence.

Estranged love.

Recantation.

Ferplexity.

Embarrassment.
Hopeless, not heartless.

Life.

Voraciousness.

A religious enihusiasi.

Wit.

Sun-beamed eyes.

Fretension.

Calumny.
Love of nature..

Ferseverence.
Discretion.

Tranquillity

.

Benefcence.

Consumed by love.

Delicate Beauty.

Hypocrisy . Falsehood.
Horror.
Reserve.

Hope for better days.

Grief.

Vulgar-minded.
Jealousy.

Blushes.

Timidity.

Wit.
My best days an past.

Uselessness.

Goodness.

Idleness.

I desire to please.

Your qualities surpass your
charms.
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Milfoil

Milkvetch

Milkwort
Mimosa (Sensitive Plant)

Mint
Mistletoe

Monkshood
Mock Orange
Moonwort
Morning Glory

Moschatel
Moss
Moss, Iceland M
Mossies

Mossy Saxifrage

Motherwort
Mountain Ash
Mourning Bride

Moving Plant

Mugwort
Mulberry, Black ...

Mulberry Tree
Mullen
Mushroom
Musk, Crowfoot
Mustard vSeed

Myrobalan
Myrrh
Myrtle

Narcissus, Poet’s ...

Nasturtium
Nasturtium, Scarlet

Nemophile
Nettle

Nettle, burning

Nettle Tree
Night-blooming Cereus .

Night Convolvulus
Nightshade

War.
Your presence softens my

pain.

Hermitage.

Sensitiveness.

Virtue.

I surmount all obstacles.

A deadly foe is near.

Counterfeit.

Forgetfulness.

Afectation.

Weakness.
Maternal love.

Health.

Ennui.

Affection.

Secret love.

Frudence.

Unfortunate attachment.

I have lost all.

Agitation.

Happiness.
I will not survive you.

Wisdom.

Good nature.

Suspicion.

Weakness.

Indrfference.

Privation.

Gladness.

Love.

Egotism. Self-esteem.

Patriotism. Warlike trophy.

Splendour.

Patriotism.

Cruelty.

Slander.

Concert. Plan.

Transient beauty.

Night.

Sorcery. Scepticism. Witch-

craft. Dark thoughts.
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xNlghtshade, Bitter

Nosegay, a

Oak Leaf
Oak Tree
Oats ...

Oleander
Olive Branch
Orange
Orange Blossom

Orchis

Osier ...

Osmunda
Ox-Eye
Palm
Pansy (Heart’s-ease)

Parsley

Pasque Flower
Passion Flower

Patience Dock
Peach Blossom
Pea, Everlasting ...

Pea, Sweet
Pear, Prickly

Pear Tree
Pennyroyal ...

Peony
Peppermint
Periwinkle, Blue ...

Periwinkle, Red ...

Periwinkle, White
Persicaria

Persimon

Petunia

Pheasant’s Eye
Phlox
Pimpernel
Pine Black

Truth.

Gallantry

.

Bravery and humanity.

Hospitality.

Music.

Beware.

Peace.

Generosity

.

Your purity equals your
loveliness.

A beauty. A belle.

Frankness.

Dreams.
Patience.

Victory.

You occupy my thoughts.

Feasting. Useful know-
ledge.

You have no claims.

Belief. Susceptibility.

Religious superstition.

Patience.

I am your captive.

An appointed meeting. Last-

ing pleasure.

Departure.

Satire.

Comfort.
Flee away.
Shame. Ba '’fulness.

Warmth . Cordiality

.

Pleasures of memory.
Early friendship.

Pleasant recollections

.

Restoration.

Bury me amid nature's
beauties.

Your presence soothes me.
Remembrance.
Unanimity.
Change.
Pity.
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Pine^ Pitch Time. Philosophy.

Pine^ Spruce ... Farewell hope in adversity.

Pink Boldness.

Pink;, Carnation . .

.

Woman's love.

Pink, Indian Double Always lovely.

Pink, Indian Single Aversion.

Pink, Mountain You are aspiring.

Pink, Red Double ... Pure and ardent love.

Pink, Variegated ... ... Refusal .

Pink, White ... Ingeniousness. Talent.

Plane Tree Genius.

Pleurisy Root Cure for heartache.

Plum Tree ... Perform your promise.

Plum Tree, Wild ... . . . Independence.

Polyanthus Pride of riches.

The heart's mystery.Polyanthus, Crimson
Polyanthus, Lilac ... Confidence.

Pomegranite Foolishness.

Pomegranite Flower Mature elegance.

Poor Robin Compensation.

Poplar, Black Courage.

Poplar, White Time.

Poppy Evanescent pleasure.

Poppy, Red Consolation.

Poppy, Scarlet ... Fantastic extravagance.

Poppy, White Sleep. My bane, my anti-

dote.

Potato Benevolence.

Potentilla I claim, at least, your esteem.

Prickly Pear Satire.

Pride of China Dissension.

Primrose Early youth.

Primrose, Evening ... Inconstancy.

Primrose, Red Unpatronised merit.

Privet Prohibition.

Quaking Grass Agitation.

Quamoclit ... Busybody.
Queen’s Rocket ... Fashionable. You are the

queen of coquettes.

Quince Temptation.
Ragged Robin ... Wit.
Ranunculus I am dazzled by your charms.
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RanunculuSj. Garden
Ranunculus, Wild ...

Raspberry
Ray Grass ...

Red Bay
Reed
Reeds, Split

Rest HarroAT
Rhodod,endron
Rhubarb
Rocket .V.

Rose ...

Rose, Austrian

Rose, Bridal

Rose, Burgundy ...

Rose, Cabbage
Rose, Campion
Rose, Caroline

Rose, China
Rose, Christmas ...

Rose, Daily ...

Rose, Damask
Rose, Deep Red
Rose, Dog
Rose, Full-blown, placed

over two Buds ...

Rose, Full Moss ...

Rose, Full Red ...

Rose, Full l¥hite ...

Rose, Guelder
Rose, Hundred-leaved ...

Rose, Japan

Rose, Lancaster
Rose, Maiden-blush

Rose, May ...

Rose, Mundi
Rose, Musk ...

Rose, Musk, Cluster
Rosje, Pompon
Rose, Red-leaved ...

4

You are rich m attractions.

Ingratitude.

Remorse.

Vice.

Love. Memory.
Complacence.

Indiscretion.

Obstacle.

Hanger.
Advice.

Rivalry.

Love.

Thou art all that is lovely.

Happy love.

Unconscious beauty.

Ambassador of love.

Only deserve my love.

Love is dangerous.

Beauty ahvays new.
Tranquillize my anxiety.

Thy smile I aspire to.

Brilliant complexion.

Bashful shame.

Pleasure and pain.

Secrecy.

Superior merit.

Beauty.

I am worthy of you.
Winter of age.

Pride.

Beauty is your only aU
traction.

Union.

If you love me you will dis-r

cover it.

Precocity.

Variety. You are merry.
Capricious beauty.

Charming.
Gentility. Prettiness.

Beauty and prosperity.
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Rose, Thornless

Rose, Unique
Rose, White and Red to-

gether

Rose, Withered White ...

Rose, Yellow
Rose, York
Roses, Grown made of ...

Rosebud, Moss
Rosebud, Red
Rosebud, White
Rosebay
Rose Leaf
Rosemary

Rudbeckia
Rue
Rush
Rye Grass

Saffron

Saffron Crocus
Saffron Flower

Sage
Sainfoin

Saint John’s Wort
Salvia, Blue
Salvia, Red
Saxifrage, Mossy
Sardony
Satin Flower
Scabious
Scabious, Sweet
Schinus

Scotch Fir ...

Sensitive Plant

Senvy ...

Service Tree
Shamrock

Shepherd’s Purse
Snakesfoot

Early attachment.

Call me not beautiful.

Unity.

Transient impression .

Jealousy. Decrease of lore.

War.
Reward of virtue.

Confession of love.

You are young and beautiful.

A heart ignorant of love.

Beware.
You may hope.

Your presence revives me.

Remembrance.
Justice.

Disdain.

Docility.

Changeful disposition.

Marriage.
Mirth.

Do not abuse. Beware of
excess.

Esteem, Domestic virtues.

Agitation.

Animosity.

Wisdom.
Energy.

Affection.

Irony.

Sincerity.

Unfortunate love.

Widotvhood.
Religious enthusiasm.

Elevation.

Sensibility

.

Indiference.

Brudence.

Light-heartedness . Emblem of
Ireland.

I ofer you my all.

Horror.
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Snake’s Lounge
Snapdragon
Snowball
Snowball Tree
Snowdrop
Sorrel

Sorrel, Wild
Southernwood
Sowbread
Spearmint
Speedwell
Speedwell, Germander ..

Speedwell, Spiked
Spider Ophrys
Spiderwort ...

Spin He Tree

Spirse Hypericum Frutex
Spring Caroline

Star of Bethelem ...

St. John’s Wort

Stock ...

Stock, Ten Week ...

Stonecrop
Stramonium
Strawberry

Strawberry Tree
Straw, Broken
Sultan, Lilac

Sultan, White
Sultan, Yellow
Sumach, Tenise
Sunflower, Dwarf
Sunflower, Tall

Swallow-wort
Sweet Basil

Swjeet Brier
‘

Sweet Brier, Yellow
Sweet Flag
Sweet Sukan

Slander.
,

Presumption.

Bound.
Age.

Consolation. Hope.
Parental affection.

Wit, ill timed.

Jest. Bantering.

Diffidence.

Warmth of sentiment.

Female fidelity.

Facility.

Semblance.

Adroitness. Skill.

Esteem, hut not love.

Transient love.

Your image is engraved <om

my heart.

Uselessness.

Disappointment.

Guidance.

You are a prophet. Super-

stition.

Lasting beauty.

Promptitude.

Tranquillity.

Disguise.

Perfect excellence.

Esteem and love.

Rupture of a contract.

/ forgive you.

Sweetness.

Contempt.

Splendour.

Adoration.

Haughtiness

.

Cure for heartache.

Good wishes.

Simplicity

.

Decrease of love.

Fitness.

Felicity.
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^weet Suitan Flower

Sweet William
Sycamore
Syriiiga

Syringa, Carolina

Tamarisk
Tansy
Tieasel

Tendrils of Climbing Plants

Thistle, Common ...

Thistle, Scotch
Thorn, Black
Thorns, Branch of

Thrift

Throatwort
Thyme
Tiger Flower

Toothwort
Touch-me-not
Traveller’s Joy
Tree of Life

Trefoil

Tremella Nestoc ...

Truffle

Trumpet Flower ...

Tuberose
Tulip
Tulip, Red
Tulip, Variegated
Tulip, Yellow
Turnip
Tussilage

Valerian

Venus’ Car
Venus’ Looking-glass
Venus’ Trap
Verbena, Pink
Verbena, Scarlet ...

Verbena, White
VernaJ Grass

Widowhood.
Gallantry. Finesse. A smile.

Curiosity.

Memory.
Disappointment.

Crime.

1 declare against you.

Misanthropy

.

Ties.

Austerity. Emblem of Scot-

land.

Retaliation.

Difficulty.

Severity.

Sympathy

.

^
Neglected beauty.

Activity.

For once may pride befriend
mt.

Secret love.

Impatient resolves.

Safety

:

Old age.

Revenge.

Resistance.

Surprise.

Fame.
Dangerous pleasures.

Fame.
Declaration of love.

Beautiful eyes.

Hopeless love.

Charity.

Justice shall be done you.

Accommodating disposition.

Fly with me.

Flattery.

Deceit.

Family union.

Church unity.

Fray for me.

Foor, but happy.
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Yeronica
Vervain
Vetch
Vine
Violet, Blue

Violet, Dame
Violet, Purple

Violet, White
Violet, Wild
Virgin’s Bower
Wallflower

Walnut
Wheat
Whin
Whortleberry
Willow
Willow-Herb, Spiked
Willow, Water
Willow, Weeping ...

Wisteria

Wolfsbane
Woodbine
Woodroof
Wood Sorrel

Wormwood
Xanthium
Xeranthium ...

Yew
Zephyr Flower
Zinnia

Fidelity.

Enchantment.
Shyness.

Drunkenness.

Faithfulness. Love.

You are the queen of coquettes.

You occupy my thoughts.

Innocence. Modesty.
Love in idleness.

Filial love.

Fidelity in misfortune.
Intellect. Stratagem.

Frosferity

.

Anger.

Treason.

Forsaken.

Pretension.

... Freedom.
. . . Mourning.

Welcome, fair stranger.

Misanthrofhy

.

... rFraternal love.

Modest worth.

foy. Maternal tendermss.

Absence.

Rudeness.

. . . Cheerfulness under adversity.

Sadness.

Expectation.

Thoughts of absent friends.
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PART Ila

Sentiments, and the Flowers which Represent

Them.

Absence
Abuse not

Acknowledgment
Activity or Courage
Addresses, rejected

A deadly foe is near

Admiration
Adoration
Adroitness

Adulation
Adversity, energy in

Advice
Affection beyond the grave

Affection, bonds of ..."

Affection, enduring

Affectation

Affliction

After-thought

Age
Age, winter of

Agitation

Agreement
Alas for my poor heart ...

Always cheerful

Always delightful ...

Alw'ays lovely

Ambassador of Love
Ambition
Amiability

Am I forgotten ?

Am I perfectly indifferent

to you
Amusement
Anger

Wormivood.

Crocus.

Canterbury Bell.

Thyme.
Ice Plant.

Monkshood.
Amethyst.

Dwarf Sunflower.

Spider Ophrys.
Cacalia.

Camomile.
Rhubarb.
Green Locust Tree.

Gtlly Flower.
Gorse.

Cockscomb.

Aloe.

Michaelmas Daisy.

Snowball Tree.

Guelder Rose.

Quaking Grass. Moving
plant.

Straw.

Deep Red Carnation.

Coreopsis.

Cineraria.

Indian Pink.

Cabbage Rose.

Mountain Laurel.

White Jasmine.

Dolly.

Dogwood Blossom.

Bladder Nut Tree.

Whin.
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Animosity
Anticipation

Anxiety, tranquillize my ...

Anxious and trembling ...

Ardour
Argument
Artifice

Arts

Assfduous to please

Assignation

Attachment
Attachment, early

Audacity
Austerity

Avarice

Aversion
Bantering

Baseness

Bashfulness

Bashful shame
Beautiful, call me not ...

Beautiful eyes

Beauty

Beauty, a

Beauty always new
Beauty and prosperity ...

Beauty, capricious

Beauty, delicate

Beauty is your only at-

traction

Beauty, magnificent

Beauty, mental
Beauty, neglected

Beauty, pensive

Beauty, rustic

Beauty, transient

Beauty, unconscious
Beauty, unfading
Belief ...

Belle, a

Si. John’s Wort.
Gooseberry

.

Christmas Rose.

Red Columbine.

Arum.
Fig.

Acanthus.

Acanthus.

Ivy Sprigs with tendrils.

Pimpernel.

Indian Jasmine.

Thornless Rose.

Larch.

Common Thistle.

Scarlet Auricula.

Indian Single Pink.

Southernwood.

Fodder of Thyme.
Peony.

Feep Red Rose.

Unique Rose.

Variegated Tulip.

Party-coloured Faisy. Full
Red Rose.

Orchis.

China Rose.

Red-leaved Rose.

Lady’ s slipper. Musk Rose.

Flower-of-an-hour. Hibiscus.

Venitian Mallow.

Japan Rose.

Calla Mihiopica.

Kennedia. Clematis.

Throatwort.

Laburnum.
French Honeysuckle.

Night-blooming Cereus.

Burgundy Rose.

Gilly Flower.
Passion Flower.
Orchis.
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Be minie

Beneficence

Benevolence
Betrayal

Betrayed

Beware
Birth

Bitterness

Blackness

Bluntness

Blushes

Boaster, a ...

Boldness

Bonds
Bonds of Affection

Bound
Bravery and humanity ...

Brilliant complexion
Bulk
Bury me amid nature ^s

beauties

Business

Busybody
Calm
Calumny
Care
Change
Charity

Charming
Cheerful, always ...

Cheerfulness under misfor-

tune

Childishness

Chivalry

Cleanliness

Cold-hearted
Coldness

Come down
Comfort
Comforting
Compassion
Complacence

Four-leaved Clover.

Marsh Mallow.
Calycanthus. Potato.

Judas Tree.

White Catch-fiy.

Oleander. Rosebay.

Dittany of Crete,

Aloe.

Ebony.
Borage.

Marjoram.
Hydrangea.
Larch. Pink.

Convolvulus.

Gilly flower.

Snowball.

Oak Leaf.

Damask Rose.

Gourd.

Persimon.

Dodder of Thyme.
Quamoclit.

Buckbean.

Hellebore. Madder.
Dodder of Thyme.
Pimpernel.

Turnip

.

Musk Rose Cluster.

Coreopsis.

Chinese Chrysanthemum.
Buttercup.

Great Yelloiv Daffodil.

Hyssop.
Lettuce.

Angus Castus.

Jacob's Ladder.
Pear Tree.

Scarlet Geranium.
Calycanthus. Elder.

Reed.
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Concealed love

Concert
Concord
Confession of love

Confidence

Confidence in Heaven
Conjugal love

Consolation

Constancy

Content
Coquetry

Cordiality

Counterfeit

Courage
Crime
Criticism

Cruelty

Cure
Cure for Heartache

Curiosity

Danger
Dangerous pleasures

Dark thoughts

Dauntlessness

Death
Deceit

Deceitful charms ...

Deception
Declaration of love

Decrease of love ...

Defect
Deformed
Dejection

Delay
Delicacy

Departure
Despair

Despondency
Devotion

Motherwort.
Nettle Tree.

Lote Tree.

Moss Rosebud.

Hepatica. Liverwort. Lilac

Polyanthus.

Flowering Reed.

Linden.

Snowdrop. Red Poppy.
Cedar Tree. Blue Hyacinth.

Bluebell.

Houstonia.

Hay Lily.

Peppermint.

Mock Orange.
Black Poplar.

Tamarisk.

Cucumber

.

Nettle.

Balm of Gilead.

Cranberry. Pleurisy Root.

Swallow-wort.
Sycamore.

Rhododendron.
Tuberose.

Nightshade.

Sea Lavender.

Cypress.

Apocynum. Dogsbane.

Thorn Apple.
White Cherry Tree.

Red Tulip.

Yellow Rose.

Henbane.
Begonia.

Lichen.

Fupatorium. Fever Root.

Cornbottle. Bluebottle.

Sweet Pea.

Cypress and Marigold.
Humble Plant.

Heliotrope.
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Dexterity

Difficulty

Diffidence

Dignity

Disappointment

Discretion

Disdain

Disguise

Disgust

Disposition, accommodating
Dissension

Distinction

Distrust

Docility

Do not abuse
Domestic economy
Domestic happiness

Domestic industry

Domestic virtues ...

Doubt ... .i.

Dreams
Drunkenness
Duration
Early attachment ...

Early friendship

Early youth

Eclat

Education
Egotism
Elegance
Elegance, mature
Elevation

Eloquence
Embarrassment
Enchantm.ent
Encouragement
Energy
Ennui
Enthusiast, a religious

Envy ...

Sweet William.
Black Thorn.
Sowbread.
Cloves. Elm.
Spring Caroline. Syringa

Carolina.

Lemon Blossoms. Maiden
Hair.

Yellow Carnation. Rue.
Stramonium.
Frog Ophrys.
Valerian.

Bride of China.

Cardinal Flower.

Lavender.

Rush. Bulrush.

Saffron Flower.

Houseleek.

Monthly Honeysuckle.

Flax.

Sage.

Apricot Blossom.

Osmunda.
Vme.
Dogwood.
Thornless Rose.

Blue Beriwinkle.

Primrose.

Indian Cress.

Cherry Tree.

Poefs Narcissus.

Pink Acacia. Locust Tree.

Pomegranate Flower.

Fir Tree.

Lagersircemia. Lotus.

Love-in-a-puzzle.

Vervain. Holly Herb.

Golden Rod.
Red Salvia.

Mosses.

Lychnis.

Craned Bill. Bramble.
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Error

Error, paternal

Esteem
Esteem and love

Esteem, but not love ..

Estranged love

Excellence, perfect

Excellence, unpretending

Excess, beware of

Expectation

Expectation, disappointed

Expected meeting

Extent

Extinguished hope
Extravagance, fantastic ..

Eyes, beautiful

Eyes, sun-beamed
Facility

Faithfulness

Falsehood

False riches

Fame
Family union

Farewell

Fascination

Fashion
Fashionable
Fate
Fate, the colour of my ...

Feasting

Fecundity
Felicity

Female ambition

Female fidelity

Female loveliness, the per-

fection of

Fickleness

Fidelity

Fidelity in lore

Bee Ophrys.
Cardamine.
Sage.

Strawberry Tree.

Spiderwort.

Lotus Flower.
Strawberry

.

Camellia Japonica.

Sapfron Flower.
Zephyr Flower.
Fish Geranium.
Nutmeg Geranium.
Gourd.
Major Convolvulus

.

Scarlet Poppy.
Variegated Tulip.

Scarlet Lychnis.

Germander Speedwell.

Blue Violet. Heliotrope

.

Bugloss. Dogsbane. Man-
chineal Tree. Yellow
Lily.

Tall Sunflower.
Tulip.

Pink Verbena.

Spruce Pine.

Carnation. Honesty.
Lady'' s Mantle.

Queen^s Rocket.

Hemp.
Coral Honeysuckle.

Parsley.

Hollyhock.

Centaury. Sweet Sultan.

White Hollyhock.

Speedwell.

Justicia.

Abatina. LadyS Shipper.

Pink Larkspur.
Ivy. Veronica.

Lemon Blossoms.
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Fideiity in mistortune ...

Filial love

Fine arts, the

Finesse

Fire

Fitness

Flame
Flattery

Flee awav
Folly ...'

Foppery
Foolishness

Force ...

Foresight

Forgetfulness

Forget me not

Forsaken

Fragrance
Fraternal love

Fraternal syrnpathy

Frankness
Freedom
Freshness
Friends, thoughts of , absent

Friendship

Friendship, early ... ...

Friendship, unchanging ...

Frivolity

Frugality

Gaiety

"Gain

Gallantry

Generosity

Genius
Gentility

Girlhood
Gladness
Gladness, youthful

Glory

WalIjiower.

Virgin’s Bower.
Acanthus.

Sweet William.
Uorelwund.
Sweet Flag.

Fleur-de-lis. Yellow Iris.

Venus’ Looking-Glass.

Pennyroyal.
,

Columbine.

Cockscomb.

Pomegranate.

F'efinel.

Holly.

Moonwort.
Forget-me-not.

Garden Anemone. Laburnum.
Willow.

Camphire.
Woodbine.

Syringa.

Osier.

Water Willow.
Damask Rose.

Zinnia.

Rose Acacia. Ivy.

Red Periwinkle.

Arbor Vitce.

Bladder Nut Tree. London
Pride.

Chicory. Endive.

Butterfly Orchis. Yellow

Lily.

Cabbage.

A nosegay. Sweet William.

Orange.

Plane Tree.

Geranium. Pompon Rose.

White Rosebud.

Myrrh.
Spring Crocus.

Bay Tree. Mountain Laurel.
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Good nature

Goodness
Good education

Good wishes

Gossip

Grace and eiegance

Grandeur
Gratitude

Grief

Guidance
Happiness
Happiness, return of

Happy love

Hatred ...

HaughtineSxS

Health
Heart, the incense of a

faithful

Heart’s mystery, the

Heartiessness

Hermitage
Hidden worth
Holv wishes

Honesty
Hope
Hope, extinguished

Hope in adversity

Hopeless love

Hopeless, not heartless ...

Horror

Hospitality

Humility

Hypocrisy
I am dazzled by your

charms
I am. unworthy of you ...

1 am your captive

I aspire to your smile

I attach myself to you ...

Mullen.

Bonus Henricus.

Cherry Tree.

Sweet Basil.

Cobcea.

Yellow ]asinine.

Ash Tree.

White Bell Flower.
Aloe Harebell. Marigold..

Star of Bethlehem.

Mugwort.

Lily of the Valley.

Bridal Rose.

Sweet Basil.

Eouble Larkspur. Tall Sun-
flower.

Iceland Moss.

Frankincense.

Crimson Polyanthus.

Hydrangea.
Milkwort.
Coriander

.

Tlumbago Larpenta.

Honesty.

Hawthorn. Snowdrop.
Major Convolvulus.

Spruce Bine.

Yellow Tulip.

Love- lies-bleeding.

Mandrake. HragonworL,
Snakesfoot.

Oak Tree.

Broom. Field Lilac. Small
Bindweed.

Manchineal Tree.

Ranunculus.

Full White Rose.

Beach Blossom.

Daily Rose.

Indian Jasmine.
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I change but in death ...

I declare against you

I desire to please

I desire a return of affection

I die if neglected

I engage you for the next

dance
1 feel all my obligations ...

1 feel your kindness

I have a message for you
[ have lost all

I live for thee

I love

I partake your sentiments

I shall die to-morrow
I share your sentiments ...

I will not answer hastily ...

I will not survive you
I will think of it

I wish I were rich

I wound to heal

Idleness

If you love me, you will

discover it

Ill-temper

Imagination
Immortality

Impatience
Imperfection

Importunity

Inconstancy

Inconstancy in love

Incorruptible

Independence
Indifference

Indiscretion

Indolence

Industry

Ingeniousness

Bay Leaf.

Belvedere. Tansy. Wild.

Licorice.

Mezerion.

Jonquil.

Laurestina.

Ivy Geranium.
Lint.

Flax.
Iris.

Mourning Bride.

Cedar Leaf.

Red Chrysanthemum.
Double China Aster.

Gum Cistus.

Garden Daisy.

Monthly Honeysuckle.

Black Mulberry

.

Single China Aster. Wild
Daisy.

Kingcup.
Eglantine.

Mesembryanihemum

.

Maiden-blush Rose.

Barberry.

Lupin.

Amaranth.
Balsam.
Henbane.
Burdock. FulleCs Teasel.

Evening Primrose.

Wild Honeysuckle.

Cedar of Lebanon.

Wild Plum Tree.

Senvy. Candytuft. Agnus
Castus. Mustard. Seed.

Split Reeds. Almond Tree.

Mittraria Coccinea.

Bee Orchis. Red Clover.

White Pink.
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Ingenuity

Ingenuous simplicity

Ingratitude ...

Injustice

Innocence
Innocence, youthful

Insincerity ...

Insinuation

Inspiration

Instability

Intellect

Intoxication

Ireland, emblem of

Irony

Jealousy

Jest

Joy
Joys to come
Juice

Justice

Justice, do me
Justice shall be done ...

Knowledge, useful

Keep your promise

Kindness
Knight-errantry

Lady, deign to smile

Lamentation
Lasting beauty
Lasting pleasures

Levity

Liberty

Life

Light-heartedness

Idghtness

Longevity

Love

Love, a heart ignorant of

Love, ambassador of

Love, ardent

Pencil-leaved Geranium.
Mouse-eared Chickweed.
Buttercup. Wild Ranunculus

.

Hop.
White Daisy. V/hite Violet.

White Lilac.

Foxglove.

Great Bindweed.
Angelica.

Dahlia.

Walnut.
Vine.

Shamrock.
Sardony.
French Marigold. Yellow

Rose.

Southernwood.
Wood Sorrel.

Celandine.

Fir of Gilead.

Rudheckia.

Chesnut Tree.

Coltsfoot.

Parsley.

Petunia.

Scarlet Geranium.
Helmet Flower.
Oak Geranium.
Aspen Tree.

Stock.

Everlasting Pea.

Larkspur.

Live Oak.
Lucern.

Shamrock.
Larkspur.

Fig.

Blue Violet. Myrtle. Rose.

Red Bay.
White Roselud.

Rose Cabbage.

Balsam.
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Love at' first sight

Love, bond of

Love, chaste

Love, confession of

Love, consumed by
Love, declaration of

Love, decrease of

Love, estranged

Love in idleness

Love is dangerous

Love, only deserve my ...

Love, platonic

Love, pretended

Love, pure and ardent ...

Love returned

Love, secret

Love, slighted

Love, sweet and secret ...

Love, the first emotions of

Love, true

Lovely, always

Lovely, thou art all that is

Love’s oracle

Lowliness

Luxury
Magnificence

Majesty

Malevolence
Make haste

Marriage
Maternal affection

Maternal love

Maternal tenderness

Matrimony
Matronly grace

Mature charms
Meanness
Meekness

Arkansa Coreopsis.

Monthly Lioneysuckle.

Acacia.

Moss Rosebud.

Syrian Mallow.
Red Tulip.

Yellow Sweeibrier. Yellow
Rose.

Lotus Flower.
Wild Violet.

Carolina Rose.

Campion Rose.

Rose Acacia.

Catchfly.
Red Double Fink.

Ambrosia.

Toothwort. Yellow Acacia.

Motherwort.

Yellow Chrysanthemum.
Money Flower.
Furple Lilac.

Forget-me-not.

Indian Double Fink.

Austrian Rose.

Dandelion.

Bramble. Aconite - leaved

Crowfoot.
Chestnut.

Magnolia.
Crown Imperial. Imperial

Lily.

Lobelia.

Dianthus.

Saffron.

Cinquefoil.

Moss.
Wood Sorrel.

Ivy.

Cattleya.

Cattleya Fineli.

Cuscuta. Dodder.
Birch Tree.
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Meeting, an appointed ...

Meeting, an expected ...

Melancholy

Melancholy mind
Memory
Memory, pleasures

Mental beauty

Merit, concealed
Merit, reward of

Merit, superior

Merit, unpatronised

Message
Mildness
Mirth
M isanthropy

Modest w^orth

Modesty
Mourning
Music
My bane, my antidote ...

My best days are past ...

My compliments
My regrets follow you to

the grave

Nature, love of

Neatness

Neglected beauty
Never despair

Night

No
Obstacles

Obstacles, I surmount all

Old age

Ornament
Painful recollections

Painting

Painting the lily

Parental affection

Participation

Passion

5

Everlasting Tea.

Nutmeg Geranium.
Dark Geranium. Cypress

and Marigold.
Sorrowful Geranium.
Red Bay. Syringa.

Blue Periwinkle.

Clematis.

Coriander

.

Bay Wreath.
Full Moss Rose.

Red Primrose.

Iris.

Mallow.
Saffron Crocus.

EullePs Teasel. Wolfsbane.
WOodroof

.

White Lilac. White Violet.

Cypress. Weeping Willow.
Oats.

White Poppy.
Meadow Saffron.
Iris.

Asphodel.

Magnolia.
Broom.
Throatwort.

Watcher by the Wayside.
Minor Convolvulus. Night

Convolvulus.

Snapdragon.
Rest Harrow.
Mistletoe.

Tree of Life.

Hornbeam Tree.

Flos Adonis.

Auricula.

Daphne Odora.
Sorrel.

Double Daisy.

White Dittany. Yellow Iris.
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Paternal error Cardamine.
Patience ... Dock. Ox Eye.
Patriotism ... Nasturtium.
Peace Olive Branch.
Pensiveness Cowslip.

Perfection ... Bine Apple.
Perfidy Common Laurel.
Perform your promise Blum Tree.

Perplexity . . . Love-in-a-mist.

Persecution Cheq^uered Eritillary.

Perseverance Canary Grass. Swamp Mag-
nolia.

Persuasion A.lthcea Fruiex.
Pertinacity Clotbur.

Philosophy ... . . . Bitch Bine.

Piety, steadfast Wild Geranium.
Pitv' . . . Black Bine.

Plan ... Nettle Tree.

Play . . . Hyacinth.

Pleasant recollections White Beriwinkle.

Pleasantry ... Gentle Balm.
Pleasure and pain ... Dog Rose.

Pleasure, evanescent Boppy.
Pleasure, lasting ... . . . Everlasting Bea.

Poetry Eglantine.

Pomp Dahlia.

Poor, but happy ... Vernal Grass.

Poverty ... Evergreen Clematis.

Power ... Imperial Montague.
Pray for me White Verbena.

Precaution ... Golden Rod.

Precocity . . . May Rose.

Prediction Brophetic Marigold.

Preference ... Apple Blossom. Rose Gera-

nium.

Preference, present ... Apple Geranium.

Presumption Snapdragon.

Pretension Lythrum. Willowherb,

Spiked.

Prettiness . . . Bompon Rose.

Pride ... Amaryllis. Hundred leaved

Rose.
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Pride befriend me, for once

may
Pride of riches

Privation

Profit ...

Profuseness

Prohibition

Prolific

Promptitude
Prosperity

Protection

Prudence
Purity

Purity and sweetness

Quarrel
Quick-sightedness

Ready armed
Reason
Recall ...

Recantation
Reconciliation

Refine,ment ...

Refusal

Regard
Regret
Relief

Religious superstition

Remembrance
Remembrance, never-ceas-

ing

Rememxbrance, sorrowful

Remorse
Rendezvous
Repose
Reserve
Resistance

Resolution

Resolves, impatient

Restoration

Retaliation

Return of happiness

Tiger Flower
Folyanthus.

Indian Flum. Myrobalan.

Cabbage.

Fig Tree.

Frivet.

Fig Tree.

Ten Week Stock.

Beech Tree. Wheat.
Bearded Crepis. Juniper.

Mountain Ash. Service Tree.

White Lilac.

White Lily.

Broken Corn Straw.

Hawkweed.
Gladioli.

Goal s Rue.
Silver-leaved Geranium.
Lotus leaf.

Filbert. Hazel.

Gardenia.

Striped Carnation. Varie^

gated Fink.

Dafodil.
Furpie Verbena.

Balm of Gilead.

Fassion Flower.
Rosemary. Forget-me-not.

Cudweed.
Adonis.

Bramble. Raspberry

.

Chickweed.

Buckbean.

Maple.
Tremella Nestoc.

Furple Columbine.
Touch-me-not.

Fersicaria.

Scotch Thistle.

Lily of the Valley.
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Revenge
Reverie
Riches
Rigour
Rivalry

Royalty

Rudeness
Rural happiness

Rustic beauty
Rustic oracle

Rupture of a contract

Sadness
Safety

Satire

Scandal
Scepticism

Scotland, emblem of

Sculpture

Secrecy

Self-esteem ...

Selfishness

Semblance
Sensitiveness

Sensuality

Sentiment, warmth of

Separation

Serenade, a

Severity

Shame
Sharpness
Shyness

Sickness

Silence

Silliness

Simplicity

Simplicity, ingenuous

Sincerity

Skill

Slander

Trefoil.

Flowering Fern.
Corn.

Latana.

Rocket.

Angrec.

Clotbur.

Yellow Violet.

French Honeysuckle.

Dandelion.

Broken Straw.

Dead leaves. Yew.
Traveller' s Joy.
Rrickly Rear.

Hellebore.

Nightshade.

Common Thistle.

Hoya.
Full-blown Rose placed over

two Buds.
Poet's Narcissus.

Dodder of 'Thyme.

Spiked Speedwell.

Mimosa.
Spanish Jasmine.

Spearmint.

Carolina Jasmine.

Dew Plant.

Branch of Thorns.

Peony.

Barberry.

Vetch.

Field Anemone.
Belladonna.

L'ool's Parsley.

Sweet Brier .

Blaeberry. Mouse - eared

Chickweed

.

Fern. Honesty. Satin

Flower.

Spider Ophyrs.
Snake's Lounge. Burning

Nettle.
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Sleep

Smile, a

Snare

Solitude

Sorcery

Sorrow
Sourness ...

Spleen

Splendour

Sport

Stability

Steadfast piety

Stoicism

Stratagem
Strength

Stupidity ...

Submission
Success crown your wishes

Succour
Superstition ...

Surprise ...

Susceptibility

Suspicion

Sympathy
Talent
Tardiness

Taste
Tears
Temperance
Temptation
Thankfulness
Ties

Time
Timidity

Token, a ...

Touch me not

Tranquillity

Tranquillize my anxiety ...

Transient impression

Transient love

White Foppy.
Sweet William.
Catchfly. Dragon Plant.

Heath. Lichen.

Nightshade.

Purple Plyacinth.

Barberry.

Fumitory.
Austurtium. Scarlet Nastur-

tium.

Hyacinth.

Cresses.

Wild Geranium.
Box.
Walnut.
Fennel. Cedar Tree.

Scarlet Geranium. Almond
Tree.

Grass. Harebell.

Coronella.

Juniper.

St. John’s Wort.
Betony. Truffle.

Passion Flower.
Champignon. Mushroom.
Balm. Thrift.

White Pink.

Flax-leaved Goldenlocks.

Scarlet Fuchsia.

Helenium.
Azalea.

Apple. Quince.

Agrimony.
Tendrils of climbing plants.

Pitch Pine. White Poplar.
Amaryllis. Marvel of Peru.

Ox-Eye Daisy. Lauristina.

Burdock.
Maidwort. Stonecrop.

Christmas Rose.

Withered White Rose.

Spiderwort.
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Transport of joy ...

Treachery
True love

True friendship

Truth

Unanimity
Unbelief
Uncertainty ...

Unchangeable
Unconscious
Unfortunate attachment
Unfortunate love ...

Union
Unity
Unpatronised merit

Unrequited love

Uprightness

Uselessness

Utility

Variety

Vice
Victory

Virtue

Virtue, reward of ...

Vivacity

Volubility

Voraciousness
Vulgar-minded
War
Warlike trophy

Warmth
Watchfulness
Weakness
Widowhood

Winning grace

Winter
Wisdom
Wish, a

Wit

Cape Jasmine.

Bilberry.

Forget-me-noi.

Oak-leaved Geranium.
White Chrysanthemum. Bit-

ter Night Shade.

Phlox.

Judas Tree.

Convolvulus.

Globe Amaranth.
Red Daisy.

Mourning Bride.

Scabious.

Lancaster Rose.

White and Red Rose together.

Red Primrose.

Dafodil.
Imbricata.

Diosma Spirce Hypericum
Frutex. Meadowsweet.

Grass.

China Aster. Mundi Rose.

Darnel. Ray Grass.

Palm.
Mint.

Crown made of Roses.

Houseleek.

Abecedary.

Lupine.

Africa^i Marigold.

Milfoil. York Rose.

Indian Cress. Nasturtium.
Peppermint.
Dame Violet.

Moschatel. Crowfoot Musk.
Sweet Sultan Flower. Sweet

Scabious.

Cowslip.

Guelder Rose.

Mulberry Tree,

Foxglove.

Meadow Lychnis. Ragged
Robin.
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Wit, ill timed

Witchcraft

Woman^s love

Worldliness ...

Worth, modest
Worthy of all praise

You are a prophet

You are aspiring

You are cold

You are hard

You are merry
You are my divinity

You are rich in attractions

You are the queen of co-

quettes

You are young and beautiful

You have no claims

You make no pretension ...

You occupy my thoughts

You please all

You will be my death ...

Your image is engraved on
my heart

Your looks freeze me
Your presence revives me
Your presence softens my

pain

Your purity equals your

loveliness

Your qualities surpass your

charms
Youth, early

Youthful beauty
Youthful innocence

Youthful love

Zealousness ...

Zest

Wild Sorrel.

Nightshade.

Carnation. Carnation Fink.

Clianthus.

Woodroof .
•

Fennel.

St. John' s Wort.
Mountain Fink.

Hortensia.

Ebony.
Mundi Rose.

American Cowslip.

Garden Ranunculus

.

Queen' s Rocket. Dame Violet.

Red Rosebud.

Fasque Flower.

Flora' s Bell.

Fansy. Furpie Violet.

Currants.

Hemlock.

Spindle Tree.

Ficoides.

Rosemary.

Milkvetch.

Orange Blossom.

Mignionette.

Frimrose.

Cowslip.

White Lilac.

Red Catcirfiy.

Elder.

Lemon.
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THE

ASSOCIATIONS OF FLOWERS





INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER I.

There certainly was never a time when the love and
study of flowers was more general than at present. Not
only is the number of botanists annually increasing; but

flower-shows and horticultural societies are frequently

inviting public attention to the beautiful ornaments of

the garden or conservatory. Many who will not study

plants scientifically, or who care little to rear them, are

disposed to listen to any general information to be ob-

tained respecting them. To those who value the study

of nature, it is matter of congratulation that wild -flowers

are now regarded with so much interest, that they who
wander abroad in the meadows wish to know their names
and properties, and to learn the old legends connected
with many of them, and which have brought down to

us so much of the feelings and habits of other da-ys.

There is something in the love of any portion of

nature, which is calculated to produce kindly emotions
in the bosom where it resides. It is, indeed, a gift of

blessings to him who owns it. “It serves,” says Alison,
“ to identify us with the happiness of that nature to v/hich

we belong, to give us an interest in every species of being

which surrounds us, and, amid the hours of curiosity and
delight, to awaken those latent sympathies from which
all the moral and intellectual greatness of man finally

arises.” And well may we, therefore, when we see the

child treasuring his daisies and cow^slips, or chasing the

brown bee on the moor ; or behold the artisan tending
his auriculas, or the lady teaching the jessamine’s sweet

wreath to robe her bower in silver;—well may we wel-

come the sight. It is an indication of a perception of

beauty—of an awakened love of nature, which will not

be satisfied with the object before it, but will comprise
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in its regard, the wonders and beauties of earthy and
bear with it an intellectual joy and improvement.

There is a charm in the thought, that the pleasure

derived from wi id-flowers lies open to the youngest and
the poorest of mankind. It has been said of birds, that

they are the poor man’s music; and we may observe of

flowers, that they are the poor man’s poetry. For him,

as for all, they are scattered unsparingly over the lap

of earth; smiling in clusters among the leafy wood, frin-

ing the field-path, glowing in the sunny regions of the

world, or raising their pale heads above the dreariest

snows. In viewing the beautiful colours, and inhaling

the rich odours of plants ;
in examining their structure^

and marking how well it is adapted to the situation for

which it is intended, the mind is led to a cheerful

gratitude to Him who has painted the meadow with

delight

—

And thus, with many feelings, many thoughts.

We make a meditative joy, and find

Religious meanings in the forms of Nature.”

The lover of either the garden or the country land-

scape cannot have failed to remark the effect of the sea-

sons upon the gradual development of its leaves and
blossoms. Each month has its peculiar floral ornaments;
and although the warmth or the coldness of the atmos-

phere has an influence in accelerating or retarding, by
a short period, the unfolding of flowers, yet each month
is so far constant in its processes that we look with

confidence for the plants wTich generally grace it.

January has its snowdrops, and June its roses. In the

coldest weather the laurustinus and Christm.as-rose are

blooming in our gardens, and the furze gives its lustre

to the lone moorland. Then that “ bonnie gem,” the

spring-daisy—the morning star of the flowers—appears

here and there, and the groundsel puts forth its yellow

blossoms. The garden beds present the fair snowdrop,
and the rich golden luxuriance of the crocus. The
boughs of the mezereon are clothed with lilac clusters

;

the hepaticas venture to unfold their small rose-coloured

or blue flowers; the daffodils hang down their yellow
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cups
; and the brilliant vases of the anemonies are open

to the vernal showers; and then follow the many lovely

blossoms of spring and summer.
The trees, as they resume their foliage in the early

part of the year, exhibit, each month, a greater richness

and variety of colour. The young buds of the honey-

suckle often unfold in January ; the gooseberry and lilac

about February; and the hawthorn is getting gradually

covered during April, and preparing for its show of May
flowers, while the lime is at yet scarcely producing a

leaf. Then, when the lilac-tree is full, not only of its

foliage, but covered with its flowery clusters, and the

birch-leaves quiver to the winds, the elm and ash open
their young buds, and a small leaf or two appears here

and there on their branches. The garden acacia remains
many days longer before it shows one token of spring,

and the summer foliage has lent a rich glory to wood and
garden before one full green leaf decks the stately walnut-

tree.

It was the opinion of Linnseus that the agriculturist

might be guided in sowing his grain by the leafing of

trees; and several naturalists have agreed with him. The
old proverb, often acted upon by farmers, is founded on
a similar principle.

When the sloe-tree is white as a sheet,

Sow your barley whether it is dry or wet.”

Mr. Templeton, in his Naturalist’s Report, thus re-

marks upon the subject: “As plants vegetate according to

the temperature which prevails, and flowers blow in a
regular and never-varying order, we have certain means
which can never fail for directing us when to begin and
leave off the various operations of husbandry and garden-
ing. Should we therefore find, after a few years’ ex-

perience, that the best crops were uniformly produced
when we sowed or planted at the time a particular tree
or plant flowered, we have ever a sure guide, independ-
ent of astronomical revolutions, and can direct others to
pursue the same plan in whatever country they are placed.
Thus, if we have found that on sowing peas, or other
seed, when the gooseberry flowered, they are ready for
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gathering when the corn-marigold flowered, we are pretty

sure that each succeeding year the same uniformity will

prevail/’ It is well known that our ancestors named
some months according to their natural appearances

;

thus February was termed Sprout-kale, and March,
Stormy- month ; and Mr. Loudon tells us that the In-

dians of America plant their corn when the wild-plum

blooms, or when the leaves of the oak are about the

size of a squirrel’s ears. The names of some of their

months are also given according to their observations

of vegetable changes. Thus, one is called by the poeti-

cal name of the budding-month, and one rather later

is termed the flowering month ; while the autumn is mourn-
fully characterised by a word which signifies the fall of

the leaf.

“ As the spring among the seasons, are the young
among the people,” was the remark of a writer of an-

tiquity
;
and its truth has been recognised in all succeed-

ing ages. It has been well said, that the loveliest of

earth’s many contrasts is that of green and white; and
so fresh and tender is the green which the leaves on the

spray and the young grass present to us at this season,

and so clear and frequent is the white tint of early flowers,

that this contrast may be seen in every spring walk. In

a few months later, both the foliage and the grass have
a far deeper and fuller hue, but now they give to earth

a character of freshness, and seem to remind us of what
the world must have been when first created.

The flowers of summer, like those of sunny climates,

are mostly remarkable for their bright colours and a
great degree of fragrance. This odour is emitted by
means of the sun’s influence, and most flowers are either

scentless, or yield diminished perfumes during darkness.
The night-scented flowers are exceptions to this rule,

but they are few in this country, and rare in any, ex-
cept in those lands which are situated in the hottest re-

gions of the globe. Light is of great importance to
plants, enabling them to derive nutriment from the matter
which they extract from the soil. Plants exposed to a
great degree of solar influence are not only harder and
more vigorous, but also fuller of colour, than those of
shady places

;
and odoriferous flowers are found in most
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abundance and greatest perfection in countries on which
the sun shines with fullest power.

“Chill is thy breath, pale autumn,” sings the poet,

though had not poets called this season pale, we might
have termed it the rosy, or the golden autumn. In

the rich month of September the fruits of the earth

are most abundant, and these are chiefly of a deep red,

and always of some full colour, as purple or brown.
The berries which hang about the autumn trees may vie

with the blackness of the jet, or the redness of the coral

or ruby. There are the berries of the bryony and the

honeysuckle, of a deep and soft red ; and the more bril-

liant scarlet clusters of the common nightshade
;
and the

glossy red bunches of the dogwood ; and the mountain-
ash, and the wayfaring tree ; and all the numerous hips

and haws, upon which revel the merry songsters, and
the meek woodmouse, and the many little creatures for

whom a feast has been spread with a liberal hand. A
deep yellow tint is also the predominating colour among
autumn flowers, almost all our native blossoms at this

season having either some tinge of redness, or wearing
that deep yellow in which, as the Chinese say, the sun
loves to array himself : while the deep and varied colour

of the wild wood and* the shrubbery delight the artist

and the lover of nature, who pause in their walks to

mark, in the foliage, the rich green tint, the bright yel-

low, the brown, or the crim.son.

Our native plants often display a considerable degree

of this latter hue upon their stems and leaves at the de-

cline of the year. Some few like the red-cornel, have

their foliage altogether red; others have here and there,

“ The one red leaf, the last of its clan.

That dances as often as dance it can

;

Hanging so light, and hanging so high.

From the topmost twig that looks up at the sky.*’

The prevalence of crimson foliage is, however, often an

indication that the plant to which it belongs is of Ameri-

can origin. Never does the Virginian-creeper present

half so lovely an appearance as when, clothed in its

autumn suit, it might rival in depth and richness of colour
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some of the glowing tints of an autumnal sunset.

As in the spring the trees gradually assume the sunny
livery, so in the autumn they gradually lose it. The
walnut-nut tree soon drops its foliage, and the park is

early strewed with the large leaves of the horse chestnut.

By the end of September the town walk has lost its shade
of limes, and nothing but a few brown leaves remain to

tell of the lately shaded grove
;
but it is not till November

has passed, amid stormy gusts and drenching rains, that

the apple-tree of the orchard and the oak of the forest

hang out their naked branches to the winter winds

;

while the privet and ivy, the holly and the butcher’s-

broom of the hedges, and the evergreens of the garden,

still remain to cheer us, and the brown leaves of the

young beech-tree wait for the spring breezes to scatter

them from the spray.

‘‘Tale rugged winter, bending o’er his tread,.

His grizzled hair bedropt with icy-dew,”

is Chatterton’s description of the concluding season.

Vegetation is now almost covered with snow, and were
it not so, plants would perish from the countries at the

north of our globe, and from elevated districts. So
effectual is the preserving power of the snowy covering

to the young vegetable beneath it, that, plants, when re-

moved to gardens whose aspects is much warmer than that

of their native regions, are often killed by the frost,

which, in their late situations, could not reach them for

the snow. The progress of vegetable growth, upon the

removal of the snow is, in cold countries, so quick, that

in Sweden the earth, which was one white sheet for

months during winter, is, in the course of a fortnight, gay
with leaves and flowers. Mr. Laing says of its rapidity

in this country, that it gives you the impression of a self-

acting power, rather than a process following warmth
and moisture. “ The coltsfoot and strawberry plant

seem,” says this gentleman, “to have thawed a little

circle of snow around themselves, and to be in full vege-

table life before there is any perceptible cnange in the

temperature of the air. The grass springs up so sud-

denly that its growth must have been in progress under
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the cover of the snow. In the last week in May the

snow was gone, the country was green, the cuckoo was

in the woods, the swallow about the houses, and the

salmon springing in the fiords. Summer was come.”
Snow is, both by its soft texture and want of colour,

Viseful to the plants and seeds lying beneath it, being thus

a bad conductor of heat. Plants under its protecting

shelter never experience a greater degree of cold than

32 degrees of Fahrenheit.

Winter is the season allotted to that repose from

growth which is necessary to the vegetable constitution;

but the repose is not of that absolute nature which it

is sometimes thought to be. The sap does not, as was
formerly supposed, cease to flow

;
but the fluids of plants,

although in a languid state, continue to make some move-
ment. It is owing to the comparatively torpid state of

plants at this season that transplantation, if attempted,

generally proves fatal.

The mosses so num_erous and beautiful during winter,

upon the old roots and stems of trees, are also provi-

sions against the excess of cold
;
and while they serve as

a clothing to the trees, they add greatly by their ver-

dure, and minute beauty, to the scene, in which bright

tints have become unfrequent; their most common places

of growth are cold situations and barren soils.

In the summer this verdant covering preserves the

trees from the heat of the sun, and by its power of readily

imbibing, and long retaining, in its small cells, the moist-

ure of the atmosphere, it secures the larger plant from
the drought to which it might else be subjected.

Those countries only which are situated within the
Polar regions, and constantly covered with snow, are
entirely destitute of plants, if we except the summits of
those lofty mountains of other countries whence the ice

never dissolves. The plants peculiar to very cold and
elevated districts are chiefly diminutive in size, and bear
blossoms which are large in proportion to the leaves.
In such situations mosses and lichens are numerous

; and
plants, having compound flowers, like the daisy, or cross-
shaped blossoms, like the wallflower, are common, while
some of the umbelliferous tribes, like the carrot and
parsley are found there.

6
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In the Torrid Zone vegetation assumes its most

majestic form, and a tree like the baobab and the banian,

is large enough to cover a regiment of soldiers. The
flowers of tropical countries possess the richest lustre

and strongest odour
;

yet the plants of the different

hemispheres vary greatly. Thus, throughout America
there are no heaths, and in South America no rose-trees

;

while in Africa, vast tracts of land are gay with varieties

of beautiful heaths, and Asia is the garden of roses.

The plants of Africa are remarkable for their numerous
thorns, the bluish green colour of their foliage, and for

the succulent nature of the leaves of those flowers, which,

like the fig marigold, bloom in the desert. The leaves

of American plants are frequently long and smooth, and
in North Am.erica the prevailing colour of the blossoms
is white, nine out of ten being said to be of this hue.

The trees of New Holland have a dull and uninteresting

appearance, owing to the existence of glands upon both

surfaces of the leaves
;
and there is no other part of the

world in which vegetation has altogether so singular a

character as in this. The leaves of many Australian

trees seem twisted out of their usual position, and the

leaf-stalk is often flat and expanded, performing all the

usual functions of a leaf to its parent plant. An island

climate is generally considered very favourable to the

development of a variety of vegetation, and many islands

have each its own peculiar flora.
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CHAPTER II.

Frimrose—Anticipations of Spring—Regions in which the

Frirnrose is found—Eiferent kinds of Frimrose—
Auricula—Cowslip—Some account of Order Frimu-
lacece— Verses on the Mountain Frimrose.

“ Welcome;, pale primrose ! starting up between

Dead matted leaves of ash, and oak, that strew

The every lawn, the wood and spinney through,

’Mid creeping moss, and ivy’s darker green:

How much thy presence beautifies the ground j

How sweet thy modest unaffected pride

Glows on the sunny banks, and wood’s warm side.

And where thy fairy flowers in groups are found.”
Clare.

Sometimes on a morning in March, when the sun and
rain may alternately remind us of spring and winter, the

inhabitant of a town is surprised to see from his window
the countryman carrying into the city the nosegay of

primroses, mingled perhaps with a few early violets.

The snow was so lately on the ground, and the wind
whistles yet so shrilly around his dwelling, that spring

and its flowers seem hardly to be thought of, till its

herald in the cheerful nosegay bids him leave the fire-

side, and tells him with voiceless eloquence that it may
be worth his while to visit the woods, for that primrose

banks are already beginning to unfold their sulphur-

coloured beauties, and to breathe on the air their deli-

cate odours.

The common primrose (Primula vulgaris) is the

early blooming flower, and where is the meadow, or the
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green lane of England, which it haunts not? Its name,
derived from the word primus (the first), happily ex-

presses one of its charms. If we value the autumn
flowers because they are the last, because they are soon

to leave us, still more do we delight to welcome the

blossoms of spring. Long summer days are approach-

ing; we may anticipate pleasant walks in

“ Each lane and alley green,

Dingle or bushy dell of the wild wood,’’

and hope soon to revel in the profusion of trees and
flowers.

There are five species of primrose indigenous to Great

Britain, and the simple beauty of the whole family has

led to the cultivation in the garden of several others.

The double lilac primrose especially, is very generally

the companion of the crocus on the garden-bed. No
primrose banks grace the warm countries lying between
the Tropics; but on the top of elevated mountains, or

in spots where the temperature of the air is reduced by
the sea-breeze, a few stray primroses appear. The vivid

flowers that delight in sunshine are seldom contrasted

by so pale a hue as that worn by these little blossoms^

—

for white flowers are found most in northern lands, or

in the early season of temperate climes. In moderately
tempered regions, however, our little primrose is common,
delighting peculiarly in the moist clayey soil of the mea-
dow of wood. The root of this flower, as well as that

of the cowslip, has a strong scent of anise
;
and persons

who like this odour, often gather the root in March and
dr}' it. It is said to impart the flavour of wine.

On one of those rocky mountains of America, above
whose summits the clouds roll in solemn darkness, or by
their dense whiteness seem to mingle with the wide
canopy of snow, the botanist Douglas found a primrose,

almost concealed by the fleecy mantle—a species which
has been named in honour of the discoverer, the Douglas
Primrose.

‘‘ Tree nor shrub,

Dare that drear atmosphere; no Polar pine
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Uprears a veteran front; yet there ye stand,

Leaning your cheeks against the thick-ribbed ice,

And looking up with brilliant eyes to Him,
Who bids you bloom, unblanched, amid the waste

Of desolation.”

All the wild primroses of our island are not pale

coloured. There is the bird’s-eye primrose (Primula

farinosa), with its musk-scented foliage and lilac blossom,

often found in Yorkshire, and in other places in the north

of England
;
and there is the Scottish species (Primula

Scotica), which is almost as deeply coloured a purple as

the garden auricula.

Besides the flowers which are universally called prim-

rose, botanists include under this name the polyanthus

and auricula, the oxlip and the cowslip. The polyanfhus

is merely a variety of the field primrose, produced by
the skill of the gardener; and the oxlip, which is gener-

ally like a large cowslip, is thought also to be but a

variety of the sulphur-coloured primrose.

The auricula (Primula auricula) is very frequent in

cottage-gardens, and assumes various colours under cul-

ture. The artisans who are so happy as to have a small

piece of ground in the neighbourhoods of some of our

manufacturing towns, have taken this flower under their

especial care. They have bestowed considerable pains

and expense on its improvement, and seem to have almost

as great a passion for it as the Dutch entertain for the

tulip. It grows wild on the mountainous parts of Swit-

zerland, Italy, and Germany; and is, in its native state,

either yellow or white, the skill of the florist having

brought it to its present colour of brown or purple, some-
times varied with a green or white edge: it was formerly

known by the name of mountain cowslip, or bear’s ears.

‘‘ Pale cowslip, fit for maiden’s early bier.”

Cowslip and Drelip are the old names of this flower, yet

it is often called Paigle in the midland counties of Eng-
land, and in Scotland, where it is rare. Ben Jonson,
associating it in verse with our other spring favourite,

speaks of “Bright day’s eyes, and the lips of cows;”
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and it probably received its name from its soft velvety

texture resembling that of a lip. The country people

in some parts of Kent call it fairy-cup.

In the midland and southern counties of England, a

sweet and pleasant wine, in flavour resembling the

Muscadel, is made from the cowslip flower, and it is one

of the most wholesome and pleasant of home-made wines,

and slightly narcotic in its effects. In times when Eng-

lish wines were more used, every housewife in Warwick-

shire could produce her clear cowslip wine, and many a

maiden could say of this, as did Christabel of her wild-

flower drink,

—

“ It is a wine of virtuous powers.

My mother made it of wild flowers.’’

The cowslip is still sold in many markets for this pur-

pose, and little cottage-girls still ramble the meadows
during April and May in search of it. Silkworms may
be fed upon the foliage, and are said to thrive as well as

on the leaves of the mulberry: country people use it as

a salad, or boil it for the table.

The primrose is the type of the natural order called

by botanists Primulaceae, which consists of a number of

lowly but very beautiful plants, the flowers of which are

chiefly pale coloured, though occasionally of a deep hue.

In some of the orders, in which plants are classed upon
the natural system, the general appearance is so similar,

as that if one plant is known, the rest are recognised

immediately, as belonging to the same order. Thus the

leguminous tribe may be known by their pea-shaped
blossoms, and their seed-vessels formed of a pod

;
and

the labiate tribe always bear flowers shaped like those of

the thyme and rosemary; but the primrose order does
not exhibit marks so obvious to general observers. The
scarlet pimpernel of the fields, and the yellow pimpernel
of the woods

;
the water-violet, which raises its purple

and white flowers above the stream
;
the cyclamen, whose

white blossoms often grace our parlours in early spring

;

the American cowslip, and the pretty and rare chickweed
winter green, which was a favourite plant with Linnaeus,

—are all included, with many others, in the primrose
order.
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THE MOUNTAIN PRIMROSE.
The traveller hastened on his way,

He sought to reach that mountain’s brow,

And often feared he, lest the day,

Which fast was gaining on him now.

Should see him stretched upon the snows,

Wearied and spent ere it should close.

He knew that either voice or sound.

Though echoed by the mountain’s side,

Would fall unheard upon the ground;

—

He knew that o’er the landscape wide,

Nor herdsman’s song, nor convent bell,

Of human hearts or homes should tell.

A sad and lonely feeling came
Upon that weary wanderer’s heart,

A shivering o’er his manly frame,

—

He seemed from human ties apart;

For in those regions cold and wild,

Were none who loved, were none who smiled.

He gazed in sadness on the snow.

And wondering spied a floweret’s bloom;
He stooped to gather it, and lo,

A primrose grew amid the gloom

!

And to his anxious spirit brought
A cheerful home—a gladdening thought.

It wore not just the modest hue.

Of that which in his native dell,

Impearled with early morning’s dew.
Of spring and pleasant days would tell;

But a wild primrose was it still.

Smiling upon that dreary hill.

And to his fancy, in that hour.

It seemed a messenger from home.
And its sweet fragrance had the power.

As, o’er the blue sea, it had come
To tell, for him were uttered there.

The words of love, the voice of prayer.
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Companionless he now might be,

Yet were there some in that loved spot,

Who, or in sorrow or in glee.

Never their parted one forgot;

He knew that when the wild flowers blew,

They sighed for him who loved them to©.

For he in other times had strayed

To seek this blossom in the wood,
Or with his mirthful sister played,

In haunts of loveliest solitude.

And wreathed for her the primrose fair.

Or placed it in her garden there.

Oh, who that e’er in mournful hour
Has seemed as if alone on earth.

Has never hailed with joy a flower.

That gave to happier feelings birth.

And won his spirit back from gloom.
To hope and love—to friends and home!
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CHAPTER III.

Violet—Love of the Violet in Childhood—Situations of

Violets—Violets of Pcestum—Autumn Violets— Violets

in Canada—Bog Violet—Regard of Poets for the

Violet—Violets of Stratford— Violet in the East—
Origin of Name—Rarity of Sweet Violet in Scotland

— Violet Sherbet—Use of Violet in Medicine—Gall on

Stem of Violet.

“Fast fading violets covered up with leaves.”

—

Keats.

Violets, the white and the blue ! have we not all hunted

after the violets with hearts brimful of enjoyment, as we
looked up at first at the sunny sky, and then on the

banks of the green lane where we wandered
;

or, almost

too busy for a selection, gathered them as they lay scat-

tered plentifully in our pathway ? Where is the heart

to which the wild violet does not speak of childhood ?

Where is he to whom its odour does not breathe of holi-

day seasons and healthful joys? How well can they who
spent their childhood in the country, and knew the de-

lights of a little garden of their own, share in the feelings

with which Miss Bowles describes the simple beauties of

her garden plot!

“ And thriving plants were there, though not of price.

No puny children of a foreign soil.

But hardy natives of our own dear earth;

From many a field, and bank, and streamlet side.

Transplanted, careful, with the adhering mould.
The primrose, with her large indented leaves,

And many blossoms, pale, expanded there.

With wild anemone and hyacinth.

And languid cowslip, lady of the mead

;

And violets’ mingled lines of every sort.

Blue, white, and purple. The more fragrant white.

E’en from that very root, in many a patch.

Extended wide, still scents the garden round.”
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Like its companion the primrose, the violet is a native

of both hemispheres, and hardily dehes the blasts of the

Alpine mountain, often growing at a height far above

the level of the sea
;
while in our owm woods and meadows,

it braves the east winds of the early spring. Its blossom

cheers the bleak Norway and the snowy Magellan. It

blooms in winter beneath the tall palm of Africa; fur-

nishes the poet of Arabia with a subject of song, or a

choice simile, and bids the native of Syria or China turn

from his rich roses and gorgeous crysanthemums, to mark
its humbler beauty. It is abundant in the isles of the

Mediterranean, and was constantly seen in the Athenian
market, among the flowers wLich were there exposed to

sale. Even when ine snow covered the ground, the

Athenians succeeded in rearing it in their gardens, and
it was to be found in Athens in almost every season.

The far-famed rose of the ancient Psestum, which
bloomed twhce in the year, and which “ now a Virgil,

now an Ovid sang,” w^ere said to arrest the voyager on
his course by their delicious odours: but Psestum equally

boasted of its violets, “which,” says Mr. Rogers, in a

note on a passage in his ^Pleasures of Memory,’ “were
as proverbial as the roses, and mentioned by Martial.”

That ancient city is changed now, in all but its flowers,

yet

—

“ The air is sweet with violets running wild,

’Mid broken sculptures, and fallen capitals.”

The author of ‘The Backwoods of Canada,’ speaking
of this flower says, “ of violets we have here every shade
of colour, size, and shape, looking only like the delightful

viola odorata (swee-t Violet) of our home woodlands
;
yet

I know not why we should quarrel with these meek
daughters of the spring, because they want the fragrance
of their more favoured sisters. Many of your wood
violets, though very beautiful, are also devoid of scent;
here variety of colour ought to make some amends for

want of perfume. We have violets of every shade, of

blue, some veined with purple, others shaded with a
darker hue. We have the delicate white, pencilled with
purple; the bright brimstone, coloured with black vein-
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ing; the pale primrose with dark blue veins—the two

latter are remarkable for the luxuriance and size of their

leaves—the flowers spring in bunches, several from each

joint, and are succeeded by large capsules, covered with

thick white cottony down. There is a species of violet

that grows in the woods, the leaves of which are exceed-

ingly large, so are the seed-vessels; but the flower is so

small and insignificant, that it is only to be observed by

a close examination of the plant ; this has given rise to

the vague belief that it blooms underground. The flowers

are of a pale yellow.’’

In our English meadows it is very common for the same
root which supplied us with the spring violet, to blossom

again in winter, and it will sometimes yield a fine but less

scented flower at Christmas. Besides the sweet purple

violet (Viola odorata) and its white variety, there are

five native species. The common dog violet (Viola ca-

nina) often gives a blue or lilac colour to the spot of

rugged rock where it hangs its cheerful clusters. It may
be seen in the midst of summer, when the fragrant violet

has left us, enlivening the moist bank, and flourishing

under the shady hedge, or on the chalky m.oor, where
nothing else mingles with the short grass but the stunted

daisy and the little eyebright, or the wild thyme. Tike
our wild briar or dog-rose, it probably received its spe-

cific name to mark its inferiority to the scented kind.

The latter flower has not, however, lost much by ex-

changing its old for its modern appellation, for it was
formerly called canker, and we have in Shakespeare,
“ I would rather be a canker in a hedge than a rose to

his grace.”

Several very beautiful violets are reared in our gardens.
The double purple violet (Viola purpurea plena), and
the softly tinged Neapolitan violet (Viola pallida plena),
with its pleasant odour, are among the most generally
cultured kinds.

In the neighbourhood of Stratford-upon-Avon there
are some extensive grounds upon which the violet is

reared, for the purposes of the chemist. Like the la-

vender and rose grounds of Surrey, these spots, though
fragrant, are not beautiful

;
and the flower loses from its

associations, much of the loveliness which belongs to it

in its native woodlands.
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A few years since, when this flower was the emblem

of Napoleon’s party, and that general was called le pere

la violette, a small bunch of violets hung up in the house,

or worn about the person of a Frenchman, characterised

his politics as certainly as once in our own country the

red or white rose bespoke the adherence of the wearer to

the house of York or Lancaster.

Many ancient fables have accounted for the origin of

the name of violet; for not to modern poets only has the

flower been an object of beauty. From Homer, down
to our own Byron and Wordsworth, few poets have failed

to mention it. To one, it has suggested the image of a

secluded miaiden
; to another, a beautiful eye has seemed

a violet dropping dew. We are all acquainted with

Shakspeare’s beautiful comparison :

—

“ That strain again—it had a dying fall

;

Oh! it came o’er my ear, like the sweet south

That breathes upon a bank of violets.

Stealing and giving odours.”

Perhaps of the various etymologies assigned to the name,
that may be truest which derives its origin from the

word Vias (wayside), whence its sweet fragrance often

greets the wanderer in the country.

In former times various flowers bore the name of

violet. Thus the snowdrop was called the bulbous or

narcissus violet
;
the wallflower was termed the Garnesee

violet ; and in French, Viole jaune. The plant now
comonly known by the name of honesty, had, in addi-

tion to that of moonwort, the appellation of Strange

violet; and two species of gentian were called, one the

autumn bell-flower, or Calathian violet, and another the

Marion’s violet. The periwinkle, now generally known
in France by the name of Pervenche, went, in other times,

by that of du lisseron, or Violette des sorciers

;

and our

own favourite spring-flower was called, in distinction from
the others, the March violet, and by its French synonym
of Violette de Mars.
A wine made from the flowers of the sweet violet was

much used by the Romans, and the sherbet of the Turks
is composed of violet syrup, mingled with water. The
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syrup so much used in the East, is made either from roses

or violets, and is an invariable accompaniment at Oriental

entertainments. Mr. Lane, in his notes on the ‘ Arabian

Nights,’ relates one of the Mohammedan traditions of

this flower : The prophet said of the violet, ‘ The ex-

cellence of the extract of violets above all other ex-

tracts, is as the excellence of me above the rest of

the creation; it is cold in summer, and it is hot in win-

ter:’ ” and another tradition asserts, that “the excellence

of the violet is as the excellence of El Islam above all

other religions.’ ” The author, like most other travellers

in the East, gives his testimony to the delicious flavour

of the violet sherbet.

The sweet violet is now rare in Scotland, yet it would
seem that it once flourished among the Highland glens,

for the Highland ladies formerly used a preparation from
it as a cosmetic. Professor Hooker quotes some lines,

translated from the Gaelic, which prove that the cosmetic

was once in high esteem. “ Anoint thy face with goat’s

milk, in which violets have been infused, and there is

not a young prince upon earth who will not be charmed
with thy beauty.” Probably the goat’s milk was the

most efficacious ingredient in the composition.

The violet of India bears its blossom in an erect posi-

tion, while our own native flow'er hangs down its head.

The seed of the latter plant is contained in a capsule,

and projected, when ripe, with considerable force from
the stem. It has been remarked by Professor Rennie,
that the drooping position of the purple petals, shaded
still more by the large green flower-cup, serves as an
umbrella to protect the seed, while unripe, from the rains

and dews which would injure it. As soon as the seed is

matured, and the little canopy is no longer wanted, the

flower rises, and stands upright upon its stem; and as

the observer marks these changes, he is reminded of the

care of Him who, while guiding all things amidst the

vast range of the Universe, forgets not even the flower

of the field.

The sweet violet was formerly much used as a remedy
in complaints of the lungs; but the great changes which
have been of late years made by chemistry, have led to

the conclusion that it is inefficacious. A syrup formed of
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these flowers is, however, much used by chemists, to

detect the presence of acids and alkalies.

Some of our most beautiful species of butterfly feed

entirely upon the sweet violet. The stem of this plant

often presents, during winter, a swelled and spongy ap-

pearance. This is caused by insects, the eggs of which
were desposited on the stalk during the preceding summer.
The little animal, upon being hatched, finds its food
ready for it; and, penetrating into the plant, disturbs its

juices, and causes this excrescence. The punctures of

several insects, chiefly of the genus Cynips, give this

swelled appearance to several other plants. They cause

the smmll red excrecences common on the leaves of many
species of willow tree

; and a similar production at the

end of its branches has given its name to the rose willow

(Salix helix). The mossy ba]ls which grow upon rose

trees, and the oak galls procured from the south of

Europe, for the manufacture of ink, are formed by the

same process. The galls of one kind of willow (Salix

pomifera) are even agreeable to the taste, and are valued

as a delicacy in eastern countries.

We have too many cultured violets, to render a sepa-

rate description of them desirable. They make a pretty

addition to the garden in spring. It is the wild sweet

violet, however, with its blue or white petals, which is

the chief favourite of the tribe, on account of its con-

nection with scenes and seasons dear to all. If we except

the daisy, there is no flower of the wood or meadow
which has been so long and so often celebrated. Among
those early wandering bards, the Troubadours, it was
considered the loveliest of all flowers

; and the far-famed

prize of a golden violet, which was given at Toulouse, to

him wTo produced the best poetical composition, not only

showed the estimation in which these poets held it, but

served to increase and continue the poetic admiration of

the flower. The poem on the Golden Violet, which that

lamented lady, Mrs. Maclean, wrote some years since,

has made the subject of the floral prize familiar to most
readers. The floral games of Toulouse were instituted

by Clemence Isaure, a lady of the fourteenth century

;

and she is represented as sending, during a weary im-

prisonment, her chosen flower, the violet, to her knight,

that he might wear it in honour of her.
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The violet order (Violarie^) consists chiefly of hardy
and fragrant plantS; some of them useful in medicines,

and chiefly inhabiting cold and temperate climates or

mountainous regions. They have all a singular power of

projecting their seeds to a considerable distance, and often

with much force, from the spots on which they grow.

There is included in this order, besides the flowers

which W'C always call violet, a genus much resembling

them, termed lonidium. These flowers are not very

common, and have not yet even received an English

name. Another genus only of plants belongs to it, the

flowers of which are termed Sauvagesia, after Monsieur
Sauvages, a French botanist. They would not, by the

general observer, be thought much to resemble the com-
mon violet.
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CHAPTER IV.

Hear! s-ease—Wild Species of this Flower—Flower Shows
—Diference between the Florist and the Botanist—
Origin of various Names of the Heard s-ease.

“The Pansy freaked with jet.”

—

Milton,

It is not customary, in popular language, to term the

heart’s-ease a violet
;
yet such it really is. Two species

of the pansy violet grow wild in Great Britain. This

flower and the dahlia seem to have taken the place in

the esteem of the florist, once engaged by the auricula

and tulip; and its culture has, of late years, received

great attention. The large and handsome varieties now
produced, so beautiful in colour, so well shaped, and in

many cases so fragrant of violet odour, prove that the

flower is well worth the care bestowed upon it. The
frequent occurrence of flower-shows in our large towns,

has had a great effect of exciting attention to its improve-

ment ; and few of our floral ornaments are exhibited

more often on these occasions, when so much pleasure is

given to the lover of flowers, and so much encouragement
to their skilful cultivators.

Flowers, it is true, can never be seen to so great an
advantage as when beheld blooming in the garden or on
the country landscape, when they are accompanied by so

many things that are beautiful on the green earth, and
where a blue sky is over all. Besides, a nosegay, how-
ever tastefully disposed, will not allow the unrestrained
display of that gracefulness of arrangement in the leaves

and stems of flowers, which is peculiar to each when
viewed singly. We shall perhaps in a few years see at
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these pleasing shows less of that desire of exhibiting

something strange or uncommon, which seems now so

prevalent
;

and simple elegance of grouping may be

thought more desirable than present modes of arrange-

ment. Dahlias placed together to resemble peacocks,

and other flowers clustered to imitate parasols, or similar

uninteresting objects, often greatly destroy the pleasure

which flowers in their natural simplicity would convey,

and seem scarcely less to amuse by their absurdity, than

to offend by their tastelessness.

The taste of the botanist and florist are, indeed, often

somewhat at variance. To the botanist, the wild flower,

or the flower little changed by culture, is an object of

more interest than the highly cultivated one, as it affords

him better means for pursuing his study of plants. He
considers the blossoms which have been by the gardener’s

aid rendered double, or otherwise altered, as having an
artificial character

; and in botanical language such
flowers are often called monsters. Few^ of my readers

will perhaps agree with the sentiments of the German
botanist, Wildenow, who remarks upon the subject of

highly cultured flowers, “ Florists value them, more
especially amateurs, for they have acquired so unnatural

a taste as to despise nature in its simplicity, and with

care often transplant these deformities into their garden.”
Few^, indeed, will look upon the rich double wallflowers,

or stocks of the parterre, with the displeasure with which
this gentleman w^ould regard them.
The florist, by erring on the other hand, may justly,

however, deserve some censure, since singularity cannot
equal beauty in appearance

j
yet surely there is no reason

why we should not admire the blossoms both of the

garden and the meadow, nor why the single and more
quickly fading flower should win our regard exclusively,

while the more permanent and showy full flower should
be passed by as an object unworthy our notice.

The two wild species of pansy are the little yellow
common heart’s-ease (Viola tricolor), and the mountain
pansy (Viola lutea). The former is common in hedges,
but especially frequent in corn-fields, and is well known
to every person accustomed to walk in them—to all to

whom the song of the reaper, or the loud laugh of the

7
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little gleaner^ sounds as an invitation to wander in the

country. It is in bloom during the whole of the summer,
and although var\ing considerably in size and colour, it

is easily distinguished from any other species of violet,

and is always shaped like the garden heart’s-ease. It is

commonly a small flower, of a delicate sulphur colour,

with a little spot of purple on its lowest petal.

The yellow mountain violet (Viola lutea), though
usually of a pale yellow, is sometimes found with its

petals of a deep purple, or of a mingled tint. This

species is always much larger than that of the corn-field,

and is peculiar to mountainous pastures. It is common
in Scotland and Wales, and in the northern parts of

England, but unknown in the more level districts of

southern counties.

Our garden pansies have been introduced hither from
various parts of the continent. Germany, Switzerland,

and France have furnished us with several kinds; and
the cold Siberia, which has contributed so little to our

garden-bed, has yet yielded us the pansy.

Pansy, heart’s-ease, three-faces-under-a-hood, herb-

trinity, kit-run-about, and love-and-idleness, are among
the many names by which this flower is familiarly known.
Owing to its power of throwing its seed to a- distance,

the plant often quite overruns the garden, and intrudes

itself where most unwelcome.
If we pause to look upon a neglected spot of ground,

once a garden, and still “ where many a garden-flower

grows wild,” we are sure to find the pansy. I have

seen garden pansies scattered over a field, which was
near a large garden-ground, so plentifully, as to give it

in spots quite a purple colour. Miss Martineau tells us

that many kinds are common in meadows in America,

and says, that as early as February, the fields about

Washington are quite gay with their flowers.

In the Midsummer Night’s Dream the poet alludes to

this flower. After describing the uselessness of Cupid’s

aim at the heart of the maiden queen, the poet says,

« Yet marked I, where the bolt of Cupid fell,

It fell upon a little western flower,
^

Before milk-white, now purpled with love’s wound,

And maidens call it Love in Idleness.”
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Neither is heart’s- ease a modern appellation merely of

the flower: John Bunyan represents the guide as saying

to Christiana and her children, of a boy who was singing

beside his sheep, Do you hear him ? I will dare to

say this boy leads a merrier life, and wears more of that

herb called heart’s-ease in his bosom, than he that is

clothed in silk and purple.”

Pansy, one of its oldest names, is a corruption of the

French word Pensee (thought), “ There’s pansies, that’s

for thought.” Ben Jonson says

—

“ Now the shining meads
Do boast the paunse, lily, and the rose,

And every flower doth laugh as zephyr blows.”

And this orthography would give the sound of the French
word much more nearly than our modern mode of writing

it.

The name of pensee is still retained in France, and to

the French this flower conveys a far different meaning
from that which it bears to us. Its familiar name of

heart’s-ease renders it to us a pleasing emblem—^to out

gay neighbours its name of thought presents a sad one.

“May they be far from thee,” is a motto affixed to the

little painted group of pansies, mingled with marigolds

(called Soucis, cares), which is sometimes given as an
offering of friendship by a French lady. Alas! for the

boasted language of flowers ! time and place seem greatly

to alter its meaning. The very marigolds, which now
stand as an emblem of care, were in former times said by
our old herbalist Gerarde, to be “ great comforters of the

heart.”

The celebrated Quesnay, founder of the Economists,
who was physician to Louis XV., was called by that

monarch his thinker. The great regard which Louis
had for this nobleman, induced him to devise for him an
armorial bearing, which consisted of three flowers of the
pensee.

Among the pansies which cultivation has so much im-
proved, the one which seems most deservedly and per-
manently admired, is the dark purple flower (Viola
amoena). Its rich petals have a surface like velvet, and
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it is often very large. Every year, Irowever, seems to

produce a reigning favourite among the pansies, and many
florists value highly the amber brown-coloured flowers.

Gardeners bestow upon the numerous varieties of heart ’s-

ease so many names, sometimes in honour of queens or

princesses, and sometimes in comimemoration of those

who have been successful in their culture, that no botan-

ist can pretend to a knowledge of them all. One variety,

called the monkey-faced pansy, is very singular. Its

similarity to the face of an ape may escape observation,

but if once perceived, it is impossible to look at the flower

without being reminded of it. It is in this respect, like

those landscapes, which if regarded aright, are found to

represent the face of an individual. We look with plea-

sure at the picture ; but when we find that a broken arch

resembles an eye, and that a nose is discernible in the

mountain peak, which had just impressed us with its sub-

lime beauty, the object loses its charm for the future, and

is only valued for its singularity.

The remarks made in the former chapter respecting

the properties of violets in general, apply equally to the

heart’s- ease.
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CHAPTER V.

Rosemary—Fortner use of Rosemary at Funerals—Funeral
customs in South Wales—Virtues formerly attributed to

Rosemary—Its use on Festive occasions—Roney of Nar-
bonne—Derivation of name of Rosemary—Introduction

of Riant into England— Labiate Flowers — Wlid

Thyme—Betony—Ground Ivy—Cat Mint—Gipsy Herb—Sage—Mint—Mint ]ulep of the Americans—Use of
Mint by the Amcient Jews—Balm.

“ Come, funeral flower ! who lov’st to dwell
With the pale corse in lonely tomb,
And throw across the desert gloom
A sweet decaying smell;

Come, press my lips, and lie with me.
Beneath the lowly alder tree

And we will sleep a pleasant sleep.

And not a care shall dare intrude

To break the marble solitude.

So peaceful and so deep.”
-—Henry Kirke White.

It is almost exclusively to times gone by that we must
refer the practice alluded to by the poet, of placing rose-

mary in the coffin of the dead. There are, however, still

a few' retired villages of England wdiich retain the customs
of other days, and the funeral flower is there plucked,

wdien the village mourners gather round the remains of

the deceased.

In South Wales it is yet common for those who accom-
pany the burial to carry each a sprig of rosemary or yew',

\Yhich, when the body is laid in its last resting-place, they
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strew over the coffin. In many parts of Wales it is cus-
tomary to plant the graves with shrubs and flowers. The
nearest female relative of the dead, whether she be widow,
mother, or sister, employs som.e poor person, as near as
possible in age to the departed, and of the same sex, to
keep the tomb strewed over with plants for several weeks,
and to set slips of the mournful rosemary, or other suit-

able shrubs.

Our older poets refer continually to these simple cus-
toms.

“ Give her strewings, but not stir

Earth that lightly covers her,”

says the old epitaph. Thus, again, the beautiful lines of

Herrick :

“ Thus, and thus, we compass round
Thy harmless and unhaunted ground.
And as we sing thy dirge, we will.

The daffodil,

And other flowers, lay upon
The altar of our love—thy stone.”

In some places in Wales the graves are regularly weed-
ed, and decked for two or three successive years, on the

eve of Whitsuntide, Christmas, or any other great festival.

The most thoughtless will not irreverently pluck the

flowers from a grave
;
but as the clods of the valley lie

sweet about him, a bereaved mourner will sometimes
gather a small blossom from the dust to which some
beloved object has changed, to serve as a remembrance
of the departed, and to lead him to moralise over the

frailty of human loveliness. “ As a flower of the field,

so it flourisheth
;
but a wind passeth over it, and it is

gone.” It was once superstitiously thought a happy omen
of the future state of the deceased, if a shower of rain

fell and refreshed the evergreens immediately after they

were planted
;
and it was this idea, probably, which ori-

ginated the latter part of our familiar proverb :

“ Blessed is the bride whom the sun shines on.

And blessed is the corpse which the rain raineth on.”
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1 he rosemary (Rosmarinus) was formerly considered
very ornamiental. Its silvery foliage often covered the
walls of the garden, when the clipped yew and box stood
upon the terrace. In the days of Elizabeth it grew all

over the walls of the gardens of Hampton Court. It is

now seen more frequently in the cottage garden than else-

where, and is generally cultivated there on account of the
excellence it imparts to the honey gathered from it. It

was once believed to possess the power of improving the
memory, and our forefathers employed it as a means of

invigorating the miental faculties
;
but it has now lost its

repute.

To these supposed medicinal virtues it may be attri-

buted that rosemary was so long regarded as the emblem
of remembrance.

“ There’s rosemary for you—that’s for remembrance :

I pray you, love, remember,”

said the sad Ophelia
;
and it was as an emblem of kindly

thought that it was used both at the funeral and the mar-
riage ceremony. Parkinson, in his “Garden of Flowers,”
after having recounted the various uses of bay-leaves, as
“ good both for the sick and sound, both for the living

and the dead, and fit to crown or encircle, as with a gar-

land, the heads of the living, and to sticke and decke
forthe (forth) the bodies of the dead, so that from the

cradle to the grave we have still use of it, we have still

need of it,” goes on to say, “Rosemary is almost of as

great use as bayes, as well for civil as physical purposes;

for civil uses, as all doe know, at weddings, funerals, etc.,

to bestow among friends.”

But it was not among the herbalists and apothecaries

merely that rosemary had its reputation for peculiar vir-

tues. The celebrated doctor of divinity, Roger Flacket,

did not disdain to expatiate on its excellencies in the

pulpit. In a sermon which he entitles “ A Marriage Pre-

sent,” and which was published in 1607, the following

curious remarks occur. Speaking of the powers of rose-

mary, he says, “ it overtoppeth all the flowers in the

garden, boasting man’s rule. It helpeth the brain,

strengtheneth the memorie, and is very medicineable for
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the head. Another property of the rosemary is, it affects

the heart. Let this rosmariniis, this flower of men, en-

signe of your wisdom, love, and loyaitie, be carried, not
only in your hands, but in your hearts and heads.”
The spiced ale and wine which filled the tankards at

the feasts of former days, were flavoured by the rosemary
sprig; and one cannot help wondering at the taste of our

forefathers, when we find that the liquor was thought to

be greatly improved by a strong flavour of this plant, with

which it was stirred when brought to table. Among the

Christmas festivities which were held in former years,

when Father Christmas and his attendants were person-

ated, New Year’s Gift was represented by a man “ wearing

a blue coat, and holding in his hand a sprig of rosemary.”
The boar’s head, too, that famous dish, which held the

place of our roast beef on the Christmas table, was duly

“crested with bays and rosemary;” and the silver leaves

of this shrub mingled with the shining holly and yellow-

green mistletoe, when the houses were annually decked
with greens. In those days certain greens were used to

deck the rooms and churches, at various seasons of the

year. Thus the mistletoe, holly, and rosemary were dis-

placed by box, and afterwards by other plants, as the

different festivals and saints’ days occurred. This we
learn from Herrick

:

“ Down with the rosemary, and so,

Down with the bales and mistletoe,

Down with the holly, ivie, all

Wherewith ye deck the Christmas hall

;

No one least branch leave there behind,

For look how many leaves there be
Neglected there, maids, ’tend to me,

So many goblins ye shall see.”

The rosemary blossoms during the frosts of winter,

bearing a purple flower, of the shape which is called by

botanists labiate, on account of its resemblance to the

lips. A waxy substance exudes fromi this plant; and the

Hungary water, so useful to bathe the head and face

affected by cold, is made chiefly from the oil procured

by distillation, from every part of this shrub, but said

to exist more particularly in the flower-cups.
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The celebrated honey of Narbonne is thought to derive

its peculiar excellence from the abundance of rosemary
trees, which invite the bees of that country. The Nar-
bonne honey almost rivals the fam.e of that of Mount Ida,

which was said to be the food of Jupiter, and the excel-

lence of which is attested by modern travellers. The
Narbonne honey may be imitated by mingling an infusion

of rosemary flowers with the common produce of the hive.

This plant bears a very elegant name; the two Latin

words which form Rosmarinus signifying “ the dew of the

sea.” Its native place of growth is the neighbourhood of

the sea-breezes
;
and the sailor, as he reaches some of the

rocks of southern Europe, is greeted by its fragrant breath,

as by a sweet welcome from the land. It was once so

common in Languedoc that it was used as the ordinary

flrewood of the inhabitants; and it is still abundant there.

It would not be supposed to be a flower of the desert

;

yet travellers over the plains of Africa have found here

and there a few sprigs, both of this plant and our garden

lavender, and have welcomed them in a spot v/here vege-

tation is so rare, and so usually different in its character.

The plant went formerly by the name of Rosmarinum
coronarium; “that is to say,” says Lyte, “ rosemarie,

whereof they make crowns and garlands.”

We have in the garden two species of the shrub—the

common rosemary (Rosmiarinus offlcinalis), and a less fre-

quent plant, a native of Chili, the Rosmarinus cliiiensis.

The former species is thought to have been introduced

into Britain by the monks, to whiom we are indebted for

several plants. As they were during many years the only

persons who attended to the medical properties of herbs,

it is to their care in tending them, and dispersing them
throughout the country, that we owe many valuable vege-

tables. The garden of the monastery was better stocked
than the garden of the palace

;
and if the cultivators some-

times attributed to plants, as in the case of rosemary, a

degree of healing virtue which they did not possess, yet

were they often made the means of invigorating the health

of the patient, who knew no other remedy.
The rosemary belongs to the labiate order of the botan-

ist (Labiatess); and every reader who knows this plant,

or the lavender, may recognise this order by the shape
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of the flowers. The plants contained in it are^ too, very

similar in their properties. Not one of them is of an un-

wholesome nature, and they are throughout characterised

by a fragrant volatile oil, and by their stomachic and
cordial virtues. The oil which they yield contains so

great a portion of camphor as to have suggested the pro-

priety of cultivating some of these plants for the produc-
tion of that drug. Some of them are to be found in every

garden and under every hedge. Who does not know the

sweet wild thyme of our meadows? Who has not enjoyed

the delicious odour which has arisen as he walked over

the thyray grass, or marked how the bees hovered about
it, if they thought it more fragrant than any of the

neighbouring plants ? How often does the summer wan-
derer lie down on the thyme-covered bank to enjoy the

pure delights of the scented air, and rise from it to join

with the good man who thanked his God for his pleasant

dreams 1 When the ancients wished to express their sense

of the Attic elegance of the style of their writers, they

said that they smelt of thyme; and still is the wild thyme
growing luxuriantly over mossy banks, and in shady glens

of Greece, as richly as it clusters on the carpet of our own
mountains and plains.

Another common plant of the labiate kind, which often

blooms under the hedges, its spike of purple flowers bear-

ing somewhat the appearance of the dead nettle, is the

betony (Betonica officinalis). This plant, if eaten while

fresh, will produce intoxication. Then there is the sweet-

marjoram, whose name (Origanum) signifies the joy of the

mountain
;

the pretty ground-ivy (Glechoma hederacea),

which was used in ale until hops were introduced into

this country; the cat-mint, and many others equally com-

mon. Cats are very fond of the latter plant; but there

is an old legend that they will destroy it if cultivated;

thus ti\e proverb :

“ If you set it,

Cats won’t eat it.”

A common labiate plant, the water horehound (Lyco-

pus Europa6us), which grows on river-banks, and bears

white flowers and crumpled leaves, received its old name
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of Egyptian’s herb, “bycause,” says an old writer, “of
the rogues and runnegates, which call themselves Egyp-
tians, and doe colour themselves black with this herbe.”
It is still called gipsy-wort, though the gipsies of modern
days are said to use walnut leaves for this purpose; but

the wandering tribes, with their picturesque encampments,
seem to have found more favour in these times, and we
seldom hear of them now as “rogues and runnegates.”

Some of the species of sage (Salvia), which have been
introduced from abroad, are plants of great beauty. Many
kinds of sage have been used as substitutes for tea. The
Chinese prefer sage tea to their native product

;
and the

Dutch import a great quantity of sage leaves into that

country for their use. One of our wild sage plants (Salvia

pratense) is very handsome, and bears a large purple

flower, which is highly ornamental. The various kinds

of mint (Mentha) belong to the same order. The Jews
of ancient times strewed this plant over the floors of their

synagogues, on account of its agreeable scent
;
and the

mint-julep of the Americans is well known to travellers

in that country. This “compound,” which in the sou-

thern and western States is often called hail-storm, is

made of wine and a small quantity of brandy, and is a

very favourite beverage. The liquor is brought to table

with a bunch of mint, through which it percolates before

it reaches the drinker’s lips.

The common plant, balm, which is still much esteemed
in villages, and frequent in country gardens, was a plant

of great renown, as it was thought to have a peculiar

influence over bees. Pliny says (Dr. Holland’s transla-

tion), touching baulm, if bee-hives be rubbed all over

and besmeared with the juice thereof, the bees will never

away.” These little insects seem, indeed, to have a pe-

culiar predilection for this plant, as they certainly hover

about it with great delight, and revel among its small

blossoms. Many more plants of the labiate order might
be mentioned; but those now enumerated will sufflciently

show the general nature of the rest.
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CHAPTER VI.
Buttercup—Meadow Flowers in ]une—Speedwell—Wild

Cranesbill—Wild Succory—Charms of Country m
Summer—Various kinds of Crowfoot—Acrid Froper-
ties of Crowfoot—Water Crowfoot—Its Use— Celan-
dine—Ranunculaceous Flants— Christmas Rose— Cle-
matis—F(^ony—Liver Wort—Fheasanfs Eye—Marsh
Marigold—Larkspur— Fennel Flower— Cummin of
Scripture—Columbine—Ingenuity of the Bet.

“ Buttercups that will be seen^

Whether we will see or no.”—Wordsworth .

It would seem that modern poets have taken a great pre-

judice against those two flowers^ the tulip and the butter-

cup. They seldom honour them with a stanza, except to

adduce them as emblems of pride. Yet buttercups have
had their day, when the older poets sung of them, under
the names of king-cups, or gold-cups, or leopard 's-foot,

or cuckoo-buds; names significant of their beauty, or of

their connection with the bird whose note is one of the

first voices of the spring. The appearance of a meadow
in summer, covered with the glossy yellow blossoms of

this plant, is certainly such as may induce us to regard

it as an ornament to the landscape, however little the

farmer may value it as pasture. When

Cuckoo buds of yellow hue
Do paint the meadows with delight,”

they have a very rich and beautiful aspect; and as we
stand upon an eminence and look down upon the thickly-

studded plain, or sit upon the meadow-style and look

upon the wide expanse, coloured by the gay flower, we
are charm.ed at beholding a field of gold.
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Just at the period when the buttercup is blooming, the
daisy and the blackthorn, the cowslip and the primrose,
are putting on their spring attire. The hedges are full

of leaves, and there is a scent of the violet in every green
lane. One species of buttercup or another decks the

meadow through the summer, and the same spot furnishes

us with numerous other floral attractions. The blue of

the various little speedwells or germanders (Veronica) is

deep and clear as the sky above them
; the several species

of the wild cranesbill (Geranium) are remarkable both for

the bright pink and clear lilac tints of their blossoms and
for the elegant forms and arrangements of their round or

lobed leaves; while the white and yellow blossoms of the

bedstraw (Galium) are like small stars thrown among the

grasses. The clover perfumes the air; the wild succory,

one of the gayest of our summer flowers, with its brilliant

blue rays
; the twining convolvulus, and the drooping blue-

bell, and the scabious, spring up in beauty and profusion.

The hedges are filled with privet and foxglove, and briar-

roses, and honeysuckles; and these all render the seques-

tered meadow one of the most delightful haunts of the

summer. The decrease of energy which is experienced

during the warmer months of the year, serves so greatly

to enhance the pleasure of the quiet scenes of the country,

that even those who are accustomed to the more artificial

life of a town are glad to retire for a season to the rural

villa or cottage; while those who have spent their days

chiefly amid country scenes feel a peculiar longing to

return to them. In the large city, whatever may be the

season of the year or the time of day, the active pursuits

of life are proceeding with ardour. Almost every pas-

senger in the .street is eager and intent; the perpetual

whirl of carriages and the noise of a large population

passing to and fro dispel every idea of leisure, and are

never felt to be so wearisome to those who in other days

were accustomed to the country, as now, when the occa-

sional sight of a tree covered with foliage, or the breath

of soft summer air, or the song of an imprisoned bird,

brings before the mind the rural pleasures of the past.

vStretched upon the meadow bank, the thoughtful may
consider, and the idle may dream ;

the poet may indulge

reveries which shall another dav be embodied in numbers.
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and become thoughts that breathe and words that burn;”
the painter may watch the effects of light and shadow,
of form and colouring; and the wearied spirit lose in soft

slumbers the consciousness of sorrow, or indulge in pensive
recollections, undisturbed by the soft melodies around him,
which will rather mingle with his musings than interrupt
them. The voices of the sweet summer, though they may
not rouse to activity, have a soothing effect on the imagin-
ation. The stream murmurs its “quiet tune” so softly

that not one abrupt sound awakens the attention. The
bee winds his horn in a prolonged and sonorous cadence,
and the “drowsy herd,” as Gray expressively calls them,
low as they approach the pool, as if the heat of summer
oppressed them so much that they were too idle to exert

their voices, or to move their limbs, or to do aught but
linger musing on the brink of the water. The clouds in

their slow motions across the sky, and the lazy movement
of the sheep, seem to have found their imitators in the

footstep of the countryman, whose deliberate pace forms
a great contrast to the quick advance of the occupier of

the city. The very winds are scarcely stirring, and

“ Rob not one light seed from the feathery grass,

But where the dead leaf falls, there does it rest.”

Several kinds of crowfoot contribute to the gay clothing

of the mead; but the bulbous-rooted species (Ranunculus
bulbosus) is the flower generally termed the buttercup.

Its round root procured for it, in former times, the name
of St. Anthony’s turnip; though it would have required

a miracle to render these a wholesome diet for the hermit,

as they are when raw of an emetic property, and have an

acrid flavour, and even when boiled are not nutritious.

It was formerly thought that crowfoot mingled with the

pasture improved its nature, and that the butter yielded

by cows which fed on them was of a superior quality.

This opinion is now changed, and it is well known that

cows avoid as much as possible eating the buttercup, while

several kinds of crowfoot are highly poisonous to cattle.

On some pasture lands, in those counties where the pro-

duce of the dairy receives particular attention, women and

children are employed to destroy the crowfoot, which they
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do either by pulling up the root, or by plucking off the

liower and preventing it from dispersing its seed. The
root of the buttercup is of a highly stimulating property if

taken in an uncooked state, and its iuice will occasion
sneezing

; but boiling deprives this as well as many other

vegetable productions of its noxious qualities. Drying in

the sun has a similar effect upon it : so that the hay is

not at all injured by its acrimonious nature.

All the species of crowfoot possess the power of raising

blisters upon the skin
;
and, when judiciously applied, are

sometimes as serviceable, in cases of inflammation, as an
application of cantharides, and are attended with a less

degree of suffering. From unskilful management, how-
ever, in the method of using them, very painful results

have occasionally followed; and this is the more frequent

as they are more generally administered by persons igno-

rant both of the nature of disease and medicines, than by
the regular practitioner; and, in such hands, it is very

evident that those remedies only can be pronounced safe

which possess little power. The wounds on his limbs

which the mendicant sometimes finds it profitable to make,
as an appeal to the benevolence of the compassionate, are

said to be caused by an application of this plant.

The leaves of two species of clematis (a plant of the

same natural order as the ranunculus) are also used for

this purpose. The Ostiacks of Siberia are accustomed,

in cases of inflammation, to produce a blister on the skin

by means of a fungus which grows on the birch-tree
;
and

the people of the Hebrides use, almost entirely, the vege-

table blister of two species of ranunculus, the celery-

leaved kind and the sort called lesser spear-wort; both

plants growing by lakes and ditches.

Our spring buttercup is the bulbous-rooted crowfoot.

It commences blooming in May.
The properties of the creeping crowfoot (Ranunculus

repens) are very similar to those of the spring buttercup.

The acrid crowfoot (Ranunculus acris) received its specific

name from Linnaeus, on account of its possessing the

vesicatory principle in a great degree. Cattle generally

refuse this plant; but if they eat it, it will blister their

mouths. Instances are common in which the wanderer in

the meadow has lain down to sleep with a handful of these
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flowers beside him, and has awakened to find the skin of
his cheek pained and irritated to a high degree, by the
acrid blossoms having Iain near it.

The water ranunculus (Ranunculus aquatalis) is a hand-
some ornament of pools and streams. Its leaves vary
according to the depth, or stillness, or velocity of the
water in which it grows

; those leaves lying on the surface
having a round lobed shape, while those which are im-
mersed are cut into a number of small fibres.

These variations in the leaves of aquatic plants are
familiar to botanists. The leaves of floating plants are
also peculiar, as being totally free from any down or hair
on either surface; but if a water-plant be removed to a
dry soil, its leaves, if before much divided, become more
expanded in shape, and are soon covered with hairs. The
texture of the plant becomes flrmer, and adapts itself to

an upright, instead of a floating position, and commonly
it becomes altogether smaller than when in its native

waters.

It is peculiarly remarkable that the aquatic species of

ranunculus should be the only one wholly destitute of

noxious qualities, since the fact of its growing in watery
places would, in most instances, lead us to determine a

Xjlant, if at all of a suspicious family, as certainly danger-
ous. It is well known that many of our wild umbelli-

ferous plants, which, when growing on dry lands, are of

an aromatic nature, are converted by the presence of

streams into deadly poisons. Mr. Loudon relates of this

species, that in the neighbourhood of Ringwood, on the

borders of the Avon, some of the cottagers feed their

cows, and even horses, almost solely upon it. A quantity

is daily collected, and brought in a boat to the edge of

the water. The cows, when allowed to eat it, consume
it with great avidity, and would eat so large a quantity

that the farmer is compelled to limit their allowance.

One agriculturist supported a horse and several cows ex-

clusively upon this food, and the small quantity of grass

which they could find on a common near the river; and
as they could always find a sufficient supply of the ranun-

culus, this group of cattle only consumed about a ton of

hay throughout the year.

This species is very plentiful in lakes, rivers, and
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ditches
;

its white flowers forming beautiful little patches
upon the water during the early part of summer.
Those who are little acquainted with flowers might not

suppose that the glossy, starry celandine, which Words-
worth has so praised, is also a ranunculus :

—

Ere a leaf is on the bush,

In the time before the thrush

Has a thought about its nest,

Thou wilt come with half a call,

Spreading out thy glossy breast,

Like a careless prodigal

;

Telling tales about the sun,

When we've little warmth or none/’

The celandine (Ranunculus ficaria), which is also called

smallwort, is of the same bright colour as the buttercup,

but formed like a star; and its leaves are heart-shaped.

In some of the northern parts of Europe, where vege-

tation is not very prolific, its leaves are boiled and eaten

as greens. The plant grows all over England, in woods
and meadows or barren commons, and under rich hedges,

and peeps up in the gaixien among the hepaticas and
primroses, or there outshines the daffodil. A number of

small grain-like tubers lie around it, close to the surface

of the earth, and induced the superstitious of less in-

formed ages to report of this that it showered down wheat
around it.

This cheerful little flower is called the lesser celandine,

in distinction from the celandine, which is a totally dif-

ferent plant, and not a ranunculus. In a rare old herBal,

by Lyte, which, according to the title-page, “ was first

set foorth in the Almaigne tongue in 1578,” the author,

speaking of the larger celandine, gravely adds, “ Cheli-

donium^ that is to say, swallow herbe; bycause, as Plinie

writeth, it was first found out by swallowes, and hath

healed the eyes and restored sight to their young ones,

that have had harme in their eyes, or have been blinde.”

He tells us also that the lesser celandine received its

English name from this, and was so c'^lled “bycause that

it beginneth to spring and to flower at the coming of the

swallowes, and withers at their returne.”

8
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Several foreign species of ranunculus grace our garden-

beds during the summer season, their petals rich with the

most glowing colours. They are not quite so much an

object of culture to the florist as they were some years

since
;

but their great beauty will prevent their being

altogether neglected by those who admire flow^ers. The
exotic species are wild in countries both of the north and
south of Europe, as well as in some parts of North Ame-
rica. The Asiatic ranunculus (Ranunculus Asiaticus) is a

well-known and handsome flower. All the plants of this

tribe possess an acrimonious principle. They received

their names from rana, a frog, because many species,

like that animal, frequent watery places.

The order termed by botanists Ranunculacem (of which
the ranunculus is the type) comprehend some of our

most brilliant garden plants. Several deadly poisons are

among them, and very few can be pronounced wholly

innocent in their properties. They generally prevail in

cold moist climates, and, wdien found whthin the tropics,

inhabit mountainous situations only. To this order be-

longs the poisonous hellebore, one species of which, the

black hellebore or Christmas rose (Helleborus mger), is

one of our most beautiful winter garden ornaments.

The ancients considered an extract of it as a wonderful
remedy in mental disorders. It is a lovely flower, ri-

valling in whiteness the snow which often lies around
it, and the snowdrop wTich rears its head above it. It

is called the black hellebore, to distinguish it from the

two wild species wdiich grow- in our woods
;

its root being
covered with a thick black skin. The fragrant white

clematis, as well as the darker coloured kinds, belong
to this order, as do also the bright and elegantly formed
anemone, the globe flower, the pseony spread wide’'
(whose acrid root is useful in medicine), and a large

number of flowers of the summer garden. It includes

the hepatica, with its pretty blue or pink blossoms, and
its three-lobed leaves, which, from their resemblance to

the form of the liver, have given the plant its English
name of liverwort, and induced our forefathers to fancy
it must be a useful remedy in liver complaints. Then
there is the pheasant’s eye, or Adonis, or (as Gerard
calls it) the rose-a-rubie, which is termed by the French
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goiitte-de-sang, because of the ancient fable which states

it to have sprung from a drop of the blood of Adonis.

It is a pretty crimson flower, very common in corn-fields

in the southern counties of England, lifting its deep red

cup among the green slender leaves of the wheat and
barley long before they are ripening. The marsh mari-

gold (Caltha), or, as it was formerly called, the brave

bassinet, is another ranunculus plant. Its young flower-

buds form a good substitute for the capers which are

procured from the caper bush of the continent.

The larkspur (Delphinium), of which one species is

used in France as a cosmetic ; the wolfsbane, or monks-
hood (Aconitum), with its lurid purple flowers, which
the ancients thought the most deadly of all poisons, and
\vere afraid to touch

;
and the fennel flowmr, called also

familiarly, love-in-a-mist, are classed with them. The
aromatic seeds of the latter (Nigella) are used in the East
as pepper, and possess there much more pungency than
in our climate. They are thought to be 'the cummin
alluded to in Scripture, where our Saviour reproved the

Pharisees for their scrupulosity in minor things, and their

neglect of important duties.

The columbine (Aquilegia) received its name from
aquila, an eagle. Dr. Darwin says of it, that it is called

Columbine, in English, because its nectary represents the

bodv of a bird, and the two petals standing on each side,

its expanded wings, the whole reseriibling a nest of young
pigeons, fluttering wFile their parent feeds them. This
flower is often found growing wild in the neighbourhood
of gardens, and it has been discovered in some spots

of England, where it appears to be truly wild. Withering
remarks of the blossom, “ the elongated and curved nect-

ary seems to bid defiance to the entrance Of the bee in

search of the hidden treasure ; but the admirable in-

genuity of the sagacious insect is not to be defeated
;
for,

on ascertaining the impracticability of effecting his usual
admission, he, wfith his proboscis, actually perforates the
blossom near the depot of the honey, and thus extracts
the latent sweets.’’ Those who examine flowers may find
the honeysuckle, or other tube-shaped blossoms, pierced
in the same way by the little honey-gatherer.
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CHAPTER VIL

E'ocnmg Primrose—Garden CEnothera—Showy (Enothera

—Introduction mto England of Evening Primrose—
Singular manner of Expansion—Aspect of Country
Landscape during Night—-Use of Darkness—Sleep of
Plants—Expansion of T'lowers at various thnes of Day
—List of times at which many Flowers open and close

—Changes of the Insect World in Tropical Climates.

Now came still evening on, and twilight gray

Had in her sober livery all things clad;

Silence accompanied, for beast and bird,

They to their grassy couch, these to their nests

Were slunk; all but the wakeful nightingale.

She all night long her amorous descant sung;

Silence was pleased
;
now glowed the firmament

With living sapphires; Hesperus, that led

The starry host, rode brightest; till the moon
Riding in clouded majesty, at length.

Apparent queen, unveiled her peerless light.

And o’er the dark her silver mantle threw.’’—Milton.

The evening primrose (CEnothera biennis) is so common
a flower as to need no description. Its pale yellow

blossoms are to be found unfolded during evening, all

the summer long, in almost every garden, whether that

spot be the wide-spreading parterre of the rich, or the

limited plot of the poor. Its gentle odour needs not,

like that of most flowers, the strong influences of the sun

to draw it forth, but is wafted upon the air of evening

and night.

The Oenotheras of the garden, of which there are nearly
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thirty species, are plants requiring little care and atten-

tion
;
they are handsome flowers, and have been introduced

here chiefly from North and South America.

One of this genus, the showy oenothera (CEnothera

speciosa), which was brought into England from North
America, in 1821, has been lately observed to secrete

at the base of its corolla a sweet liquid. “This/’ says

a correspondent, in a periodical work, “ is glutinous

enough to retain prisoner several species of moth, of the

genus sphynx, especially those which frequent the vine,

the bindweed, and the milk thistle.”

The evening primrose, from having been so generally

planted, has scattered its seeds over many a scene of un-

cultivated nature; and in Warwickshire and some other

counties, is found on hedge-banks, by meadow sides,

on the borders of corn-flelds, or similar spots, towering

above many of the wild flowers which charm us in these

places. It is, in works treating solely of British plants,

often enumerated among them, as it may now be con-

sidered naturalised
;
but it is of American origin, and

was unknown in this country until 1674, when it was in-

troduced by the French. It is often cultivated on ac-

count of its roots, which are edible, and are said to act

like olives as an incentive to wine.

The petals of the evening primrose open in a manner
so remarkable, as to claim our notice. The calyx has
small hooks upon its upper extremity, by which it holds

the flower together before expansion. The divisions of

the calyx open gradually at the lower part, and show the

yellow flower, which for some time remains closed at the

upper part, by the hooks. The flower then suddenly

opens about half way, when it stops, and afterwards gra-

dually completes its expansion, finally opening with a

loud noise. It is sometimes half an hour performing this

curious operation, which may be witnessed any summer
evening.

Very few British flowers are open, like this, during

the night
;

but in tropical countries, nightly-blooming

flowers are common. Several species of creeping plants,

as well as the Marvel of Peru (Mirabilis jalapa) have
been termed by the French, belle-de-nuit, on account
of this peculiarity. The night winds of India are sclented
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with the large blue, lilac, or- white blossoms of plants,

of so magnificent an appearance that they well deserA e

their appellation of the ‘‘glory of the night.”

The evening primrose opens generally at about six' or

seven o’clock in the evening.

The periodical opening of flowers is, in many cases,

so regular, as not to vary live minutes throughout the

season ; but this is not the case wuth this plant, as it is

affected by the temperature of the air. Its time of un-

folding is, however, sufficiently constant to justify its name,
as it never fails to welcome the approach of evening,

and to be ail night tlie companion of the moon, wdrile

the other flowers are folded in sleep. vSometimes, when
it has lost its vigour, it continues open b\' day as well

as night.

We are so little abroad in. the meadoAvs and gardens
during night, that many are little acquainted with the

aspect of vegetation at that period. Most have, however,

experienced some nights of the wakefulness which at-

tends sickness or grief, or have “ watched the stars out

by the bed of pain.” If, upon such occasions, we have
gazed from a window into the thoroughfare of a populous
city, we have been struck with its stillness. There is

something almost overpowering in the solemnity which
night spreads over the scene, lately so full of life.

“When all that mighty heart is lying still,” it seems as

if the city was one vast cemetery—emphatically a “ city

of silence.” But our windov/s may have fronted field or

garden, and so much light may have been shed over the

landscape, by moon or stars, as to enable us to see the

folded flow'ers
;
and the robinias and labernums, with

their drooping leaves. Here and there only, are to be
seen a little cluster of the blossoms of night-flowering

plants, which the dews serve only to animate and beau-
tify, and from tvhich an odour is borne sweetly to us

upon the night breeze. The country, however, seems
not to lie in all the solemn stillness of the town, for its

stillness is not heightened by the contrast with the scenes

of the preceding day, and it is, at all times, compara-
tively at repose. The nightingale too is interrupting the

silence with strains of melody, which seem as if they

would rend her throat in the expression
;
and tlm bird
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of night, with its uneartiily sound, flits ever and anon

from the ivy, across the green.

“Night’s voices are awaking: from the lone

Elf-haunted cavern, hark their stilly calls.

The winds are lulled by their sweet whisperings,

The wearied flowers, earth’s rainbows, lay them down.
With folded leaves in clusters.”

Naturally as we shrink from darkness—even by in-

stinct, before w'e have heard those fearful tales which
make it terrific to childhood—still we can but contem'-

plate the veil of night wfith gratitude to the Beneficent

Creator. Little need be said of the value of sleep to

mankind; the daily awakening in strength, of the mind
and body, which languidly sank to rest an the preceding
evening, occurs to all, and is favoured by darkness.

But the sleep of the vegetable differs in one respect

from that of the animal, that it is not caused by its ex-

hausted powers; but when light, which acts as a sti-

mulus, is withdrawn, then the stalks of compound leaves

hang back, and fold their leaflets together, or the leaves

droop over the flowers, or cover the fruits, so as to shel-

ter them from the cold dews. This was termed by Lin-

naeus, the sleep of plants, and said by him to be analo-

gous to the action of spreading the wing, by which some
birds shelter their young during night. It is generally

thought that Linnaeus’s term is somewhat hyberbolical

;

but that the cessation of the stimmlus of light, and the

constrained position of the flower and foliage, may be
advantageous to the vegetable constitution, in a way
somewhat similar to that in which it is beneficial to the
animal system. Sir James Smith remarks, that as the

infant requires a fuller measure of sleep than is needed
by the man, so the young plant is more thoroughly closed
during night than the older one.

All blossoms, if we except the few which, like the
evening primrose, are open during night, are more or
less affected by what is termed the sleep of plants

;
and

the leaves of leguminous plants, as the pea, the lupin,

and the clover, experience it very sensibly. Pinnated
leaves are more sensitive than any others. These are
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leaves, formed of a number of leaflets, growing on each

side of one stalk, as in the tansy
;
and this plant will

not only fold during darkness, but when the light is too

powerful.

Many compound flowers, as the daisy, have their florets

or rays in an erect posture in the night. Like

“ The marigold which goes to bed with the sim,

And with him rises weeping.”

This sleep of the blossoms was discovered by Chaucer.
He had all a poet’s fondness for the daisy, which in his

time was called, as it now is in France, by the name of

Marguerite, and was considered an emblem of constancy

and love. Chaucer would lie for hours on the greensw^ard

of the meadow, looking at it, and framing dreams of

poesy, in which he represented trains of fair ladies and
brave knights coming out to greet it. He visited the

meadow with the sun, and saw the white or crimson-tipped

petals of the little flower gradually unfold as his shining

dispelled the darkness
; and then he marked how evening

came again, and its rays closed once more over its yellow

disk, and the “silver droppes hanging in the leaves,”

warned him that night was coming.
The appearance presented by vegetation during night

is not, however, seen so plainly in a plant standing alone,

as when it occurs in groups. “Thus,” says Professor

Lindley, “ plants of corn, in which there is very little

indication of sleep, when growing singly, exhibit this

phenomenon very distinctly when observed in masses;
their leaves becoming flaccid, and their ears drooping at

night.”

When by an eclipse of the sun darkness is spread over

the face of nature at an unusual time, not only do the

birds, mistaking the veil for that of night, betake them-
selves to their accustomed repose, but flowers and leaves

are affected by it. This was obsen’able during the last

eclipse, in the garden pheasant’s-eye (Adonis autumnalis).

This flower, which usually closes for the night at four

o'clock, folded up rapidly as the darkness occurred, which
w^as some hours previous to its ordinary^ time of enfolding.

On the other hand, if the light of a candle be ad-
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mitted during night, they will be roused from their state

of sleep, or they may be kept closed by preventing the

admission of the dawn.
Although it is very evident that this peculiarity of

the vegetable world had been noticed occasionally in

earlier years, yet to Linnseus we are indebted for the

most valuable and accurate information on the subject.

It had not previously occupied the attention of the care-

ful botanist
;
and though Chaucer and Shakspere, and

many others, had alluded to it, and many must have

marked the flowers in their moonlight walks, and [)on-

dered over their changes, still little progress had been

made in ascertaining the state of these facts. A cir-

cumstance which occurred in his own garden first led

the Swedish naturalist to a series of investigations. A
friend had sent him some seeds of a species of Lotus.

The red flowers which sprang from them excited his

admiration, and as his gardener was absent when they

came in bloom, Linnseus, immediately upon his return,

took him to the greenhouse to see this new floral treasure.

It was evening, and with a lantern they proceeded to

the spot
;

but what was the surprise and vexation of

Linnseus at finding that his beautiful blossoms had quite

disappeared ! He concluded that they had been eaten

by insects
; but on returning the next morning to his

greenhouse, he saw them in full beauty upon the sa.me

part of the plant on which he had left them the pre-

ceding day. Again in the evening he accompanied his

gardener to visit the plants, and again the flowers v/ere

gone, while the next morning once more exhibited them
in full glory. His gardener declared that his master
must have mistaken, and that these could not be the

same flowers, but must be fresh blossoms. Linnaeus was
too much of a philosopher to be satisfied with such an
idle conclusion, and in the evening he examined the
plant, carefully taking up leaf by leaf, until he discovered
that the blossoms had been quite hidden by the drooping
foliage. This lotus is a papilionaceous or butterfly-

shaped flower; and he found upon looking further that
the lupins and the garden acacias, and peas, and many
more flowers similarly shaped, were affected in nearly
the same way by the influence of night.
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But absence of light is not the only cause of the

folding up of flowers. Many, both cultivated and wild

flowerS; are closed by the middle of the day. The com-
mon goat’s beard is frequently called by country people

go-to-bed-at-noon, and the little pimpernel is safely

enclosed in its calyx by twelve oTlock, while many a

handsome garden flower shuts up during the afternoon.

The causes of these differences have not yet revealed

themselves to the naturalists. Linnseus enumerated the

regular times of opening and closing of forty-six flowers,

but as these observations were made at Upsal, in Sweden,
they do not exactly accord with the same flowers in our

latitude. He also divides flowers into three kinds: ist,

Meteoric flowers, which being dependent upon the moist-

ure or other circumstances of the atmosphere, are not

punctual in their periods of expansion and closing; 2 nd,

Tropical flowers, which opening at morning and folding

up when the sun goes down, close earlier or later as the

length of the day increases or declines
;

and, lastly.

Equinoctial blossoms, which unfold regularly at a stated

hour, and have generally a determinate hour for com-
mencing their periodical sleep.

Linnseus’s dial of flowers, by which the time was shown
by the opening or folding of blossoms throughout the

day, has always been interesting to lovers of gardens.

Mrs. Hemans has a beautiful poem on the subject, of

which the two following verses are the commencement:

’Twas a lovely thought to mark the hours

As they floated in light away.
By the opening and the folding flowers,

As tliey laugh to the summer’s day.

Thus had each moment its own rich hue.

And its graceful cup and bell.

In whose coloured vase might sleep the dew,
Like a pearl in an ocean shell.”

But that this poetical invention did not originate in

Linnaeus, we learn from a passage taken from Marvell’s

poem, of the Garden—a poem less generally known than

that of Mrs. Heman’s, and of some of the thoughts of
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which that lady’s stanzas seem but a fuller illustration r:

How well the skilful gardener drew^

Of flowers and herbs this dial new

!

Where^ from above, the milder sun,

Does through a fragrant Zodiac run,

And, as it works, the industrious bee
Computes its time as well as we.

How could such sweet and wholesome hours

Be reckoned but with herbs and flowers?”

In the Encyclopaedia of Gardening,” Mr. Loudon has.

given a list of well-known flowers, with their respective

periods of unfolding and folding in this climate, for the

purpose of assisting those to the selection of suitable

materials who may wish to form a floral dial.

The list is subjoined, as taken from that work, and.

the English names of the flowers are added.
Baron Humboldt has remarked, that in Tropical coun-

tries various objects of nature announce the hour of the

day far more plainly than they do in our climates. Not
merely do leaves and flowers expand at more regular

times, but the insect world presents to the observer a

means of telling the hour both of day and night. Trains,

of those insects, which by their sting destroy the com-
forts of a residence in hot climates, have their regular

periods of appearance and retirement, and are succeeded
alternately by other trains, which are, by the American.
Indians, called respectively sunrise, twilight, and noc-
turnal insects.
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Time &f Folding and Unfolding of the following Flowers :

Goat’s-beard

Late-flowering

Dandelion
Hawkweed Picris

Alpine Plawk's-beard

Wild Succory

Naked-stalked Poppy
Copper-coloured

Day-lily.

Smooth Sowthistle.

Blue-flowered Sow-
thistle.

Field Bindweed.
Common Nipplewort.

Spotted Cat’s-ear.

White Water-lily.

Garden Lettuce.

African Marigold.

Mouse-ear Hawkweed.
Proliferous Pink.

Field Marigold.

Purple Sandwort.
Creeping Mallow.
Chickweed.

Tragopogon luteuni.

Leontodon serotinum.

Picris echioides. .

Crepis Alpina.

Cichorium intybus. .

Papaver nudicaule. .

Hemerocallis fiilva. .

Sonchus laevis. .

Sonchus Alpinus.

Convolvulus arvensis.

Lapsana communis.
Hypochaeris maculata.

Nymphaea alba. .

Lactiica sativa. .

Tagetes erecta. .

Hieracium pilosella.

Dianthus proliferus. !

Calendula arvensis. .

Arenaria purpurea. .

Malva Caroliniana. .

Stellaria media. .

H. M, H. M.

3 5
!

1

t9 10
4 O' 1 12 i

4 5 12 0
4 5 12 0

4 v5 8 9

5 0 7 0

5 0 n
8

5 0 11 12

5 0 12 0

5 6 4 5

5 10 0

6 7 4 5

7 0 5 0
7 0 10 0

7 0 3 4

8 0 2 0
8 0 1 0
9 0 3 0
9 10 2

o
O

9 10 12 1

9 10 9 10

*Opens in the morning, t Shuts from noon to night.
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CHAPTER VIII.

MyrlU—Myrtle in England : at Cape of Good Hope : in

Madeira—Elowers of Madeira—Myrtles on Mountains
—Jew^s Myrtle—Use of Myrtle at Eeast of Taber-

nacles—Myrtle of Judea—Scent of Myrtle—Anecdotes

of Astringent Property of Myrtle—Eragrant Essences

—Regard of the Ancients for Myrtle—Myrtle Wreaths

—Uses of Myrtle among the Swiss—Allspice Tree—
Clove Tree.

‘‘ AbcJ myrtle blooming on the sea-beat shore.”

Sotheby's Virgil.

It is in Africa, or in the land of the East, the dime of

the sun, or beneath the ever blue and smiling skies of

southern Europe, that we must look for the myrtle

hedges, so beautiful, so fragrant, and so often the theme
both of ancient and modern poetry. In our own less

congenial and continually varying climate, the odour of

the myrtle, sweet though it be, is not very powerful, and
the favoured spots are few, where the shrub is so plentiful

or so luxuriant, as to present anything like the groves of

which the poets sing. Indeed the myrtle in most parts

of England requires during winter the protection of the

greenhouse, though there are some sheltered places where
it will bear exposure. In Cornwall and Devonshire it

well endures the winter, and grows around the garden
bower, or against the wall of many a dwelling.

Sacred to Venus is the myrtle shade.”

“The shrub consecrated to love,” says a French tra-

\ elle:r, forms in Candia, hedges, thickets, etc., and is

so common that it might almost be considered as the
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brambles of the countiy.” Among the most striking or-

naments of the garden of the Cape of Good Hope are

the myrtle hedges, which grow to a great height around

ever\^ enclosure
;

“ their blooming beauties waving over

the head of the passenger; they unite their fragrance

with the odoriferous exhalations, from the orange and

lemon trees, so abundant in that clime.” Sometimes
these luxuriant hedges extend for one or two miles, sepa-

rating gardens, orchards, and other cultivated grounds.

In the Madiera isles the myrtle is very abundant, and
grows to a considerable height. It is also found there at

as great an elevation as 3000 feet above the level of the

sea. It was seen formerly still more profusely covering

the mountains of Madeira; but it has been cut down
in large quantities by the Portuguese, to assist in adorn-

ing the churches on the festivals of the saints, or to be
borne in those processions so frequent in Catholic coun-

tries.

The profusion of this shrub contributes greatly to the

picturesque beauty of these renowned isles, where (as

Mrs. Bowdich tells us) the flowers and fruits are so

varied that one may see the bright blue sky through

the delicate pinnated leaves of the mimosa, while the

wood strawberry at its feet recalls the still dearer recol-

lections of home,” or partake either of the apple of

Europe, or the tree of the Tropics—the grateful Banana.
In Australia the myrtle rears its ponderous trunk a

hundred feet high before it expands into its umbrageous
canopy of foliage.

It is among vallevs formed by the ridges of elevated

mountains that the myrtle attains its greatest perfection ;

and so often is it found shading the calm and peaceful

vales which lie among the “eternal hills,” “that,” says

a modern traveller, “ it naturally becomes associated in

the mind with all that is lovely and peaceful. It offered

a chosen emblem of peace and quietude, and gave a

living freshness to the annunciation of the angel men-
tioned by Zachariah, who said, as he stood among the

myrtle-trees. ‘ we have walked too and fro through the

earth, and behold all the earth sitteth still and is at

rest.’
”

The Portuguese consider the wood of the myrtle the
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haxdest which grows. That it was formerly valued for

this quality, and used for warlike instruments, v/e know

from Virgil

:

“The war from stubborn myrtle shafts receives.''

The white blossoms of this plant, with their numerous

and conspicuous stamens surrounding the centre, are very

pretty : but even when no bloom is on them, the myrtles

are always beautiful. Their foliage is of so deep and soft

a green, and has so polished a surface, that when they

stand in the sunshine reflecting the rays, they may re^

mind us of what Professor Wilson said of some other-

plants, that “ they are shrubs whose leaves of light have

no need of flowers.”

Several species of Myrtle, all natives of warm climates,

have been cultivated in England. The common myrtle

(Myrtus communis) is known to every one; it is the

myrtle of Palestine—the myrtle of the Scriptures, and

has several varieties. One variety, the broad-leaved

Jew^’s myrtle (as it is generally called), on which the

leaves grow in threes at each joint, is in much request

among the Jews. It is interesting to remark, that though

far from the land of their fathers, and nationally de-

graded, this ancient people still retain many of the cere-

monies prescribed in other times, and under other cir-

cumstances; and yearly do the Jews keep the Feast of

the Tabernacles, by gathering “ the boughs of goodly

trees, and the boughs of thick trees, and the willow^ of

the brook.” Still do they, as far as may be, conform to

the command of the prophet, who exhorted them, when
about to celebrate this annual festival, to “ go forth into

the mount and fetch olive branches, and pine branches,

and myrtle branches, and palm branches, and branches
of thick trees, to make booths as it is wu'itten.” The
myrtle to which Nehemiah referred, is the common
myrtle, and rvas then, and still is, very abundant in

Judea. The Jewish people attach some particular vene-

ration to this broad-leaved variety of it, and are anxious
to procure it on this and similar occasions. This kind is

therefore cultivated for their especial use by nurserymen
who supply the London market, and it can often be pro-

cured only at great expense.

The name of the myrtle is derived from a Greek word
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signifying perfume. The volatile oil, which exists in

glands in the bark and leaves of this plant, is the cause
of its sweet odour. It is thought to have considerable

effect in improving the hair, and is therefore a frequent

ingredient in the pomade employed for this purpose.

The whole plant has a singularly astringent property,

and this is peculiarly partaken by the oil. An amusing
anecdote, taken from the ‘ Dictionnaire Portatif d’Histoire

Naturelle,’ may serve to prove its astringent nature. A
gentleman who was accidentally left alone in the boudoir
of a lady, employed himself in examining the contents

of several vases, which were scattered about the room.
Not being altogether destitute of that failing so generally

attributed to the female sex, he placed himself before a

glass, and endeavoured to improve the beauty of his lips,

by putting upon them some pomade containing myrtle

oil. He was interrupted in the operation by the unex-

pected entrance of the lady, whom he was awaiting ;
and

the youth upon attempting to address her, found his lips

completely closed by the adhesive property of the po-

made. A sudden glance at the open vase in which it

was contained, explained to the lady the cause of his di-

lemma, and produced a burst of laughter at his expense,

which, if it had not the effect of curing his vanity,

would at least render him more cautious in its indulgence.

The fragrant essences of different kinds which are pre-

pared by the perfumer, are the volatile oils of plants,

and are extracted either by the process of expression, or

by that of distillation. The aroma which delights us far

more than the perfume which we purchase—that odour
of spicy shrub or flower which is borne upon the gale, or

crushed out from the plants at our feet, is the more eva-

porable part of their volatile oils, escaping from their re-

servoirs in the blossom, leaves, or bark. Every plant

which delights us by its fragrance, which contributes its

sweetness to the breath of morning or evening, has a

peculiar volatile oil.

The myrtle is a very favourite plant of Eastern coun-

tries. Mr. Lane mentions that, in the esteem of the

Arabs, it rivals the violet. Their tradition is that “ Adam
fell down from paradise with three things: the myrtle,

which is the chief of sweet-scented flowers in this world

;
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an ear of wheat, which is the chief of all kinds of food in

this world ; and pressed dates, which are the chief of the

fruits of the world.”

The particular attention given to odorous shrubs by

the ancients, rendered the myrtle an obiect of great re-

gard among them. They dedicated it to Venus, either

because it often grows near the sea, whence she is said

to have arisen, or because the sweet and unfading nature

of its foliage might seem to render it a suitable tribute to

the goddess of beauty. The richer climate of Greece
strengthens the perfumes of plants, and the groves so

renowned in song were planted so that he who wandered
among them was greeted by a succession of odoure from
shrubs so arranged as to diffuse it abundantly

;
and when

the light shower was succeeded by the rainbow, and earth

sent up in her freshness the richest perfume, then they

imagined that the influence of the bow upon leaf and
bower had called forth the fragrance, and sung of its

wonder-working power upon vegetation.

On the first of April, the Roman ladies were accus-
tomed to bathe beneath the myrtle-trees, and crowned
with its leaves, to proceed thence to the shrine of Venus
and offer sacrifice.

Steeped in their wine, the ancients believed tha.t the

myrtle-bough improved its flavour, and added to its invi-

gorating property
; it was therefore regarded by them as

an emblem of festivity. The invalid too hoped for resto-

ration to health by using the berries as a medicine, and
the magistrate of Athens wore it about his head as a
symbol of office.

The magisterial wreaths were composed by some of
those artists whose profession it was to form garlands,
and to construct letters, the flowers of which should be
symbolical of different ideas. The meaning of these
wreaths or epistles was as fully understood by the great
body of the people, as the language of flowers is recog-
nised in the Eastern harem. The wild olive, or the
wreath of laurel or parsley, which crowned the brow of
the successful combatant, appealed to the imagination of
his countrymen, and was deemed by the Grecian hero as
a well-understood token of applause. It was with the
desire of giving to the dead that which they had loved in

9
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life, that the ancients crowned the corpse witn myrtle.

The practice was long continued, nil the fathers of the

church at length forbade it, because it was taken from
heathen people; but so old and pleasing a custom—one
which expressed so well the feelings of the mourner

—

was not easily done away, and the remains of it reached,

in our own land, even down to the present ceui ry, when
the dead were enwreathed with flowers, or a chaplet hung
up in the church or laid upon the tomb.
We learn, from Evelyn, that myrtles were urtroduced

into England long before the invention of greenhouses.

It is, however, supposed that our forefathers had some
means of sheltering them from cold, which was apparently

more severe in the winter of past years than at present.

Few people make greater use of the myrtle in modern
times than do the Swiss. They dye their cloth with its

berries, and use them as an ingredient in tanning.

They improve their brandy with some admixture of its

fruit; and when rvinter comes down upon the mountains,

and renders the hearth the meeting-place of friends and
families, then the trunks and stems of the myrtle make
excellent firewood, and its bright blaze is reflected on the

happy faces of many a peasant's fireside.

The myrtle belongs to the natural order Myrtaceas,

which contains some other plants besides those strictly

termed myrtles, though all very similar in appearance.

They have all dotted leaves, and contain a fragrant oil.

Their blossoms—the joy of plants, as Pliny terms them—^are all beautiful. They contain numerous stamens,

arranged in circular rows around the pistil or central co-

lumn of the flower. Their flowers are iisualiy white or red.

To this order belongs the pomegranate, with its rich

red blossoms and glossy green leaves, and the luscious

guava of the Indies. The allspice is the berry of a

shrub formerly called myrtle (Myrtus pimento), but it

now bears the latter name only, and is not considered a

myrtle; this tree is a native of Jamaica. To this be-

long also the Eucalyptus, or gum-tree, of Australia, which
is among the loftiest timber-trees of the forests of that

country, and the aromatic clove (Caryophyllus), every part

of which possesses considerable fragrance, while its fruit

is considered one of the hottest of aromatic substances.
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CHAPTER IX.

Fassion - fiower—Solitude—’ V/oods of America—Native

Regions of Fassion - flower—Fruits of Fassion - flower—Granadilla—Origin of the fiarne of Passion - flower

—Reverence paid to this Flower on some -parts of the

Continent.

“ And the faint passion-flower; the sad and holy,

Tells of diviner hopes.” —Mrs. Hemans.

To those who are not fond of the wild scenes of nature,

it may seem strange that Audubon should have chosen

to dwell among the woods, to watch the birds, to listen

to their notes, and mark their rising and retiring and
various habits. Yet he lived among these free creatures

of air till he regarded them with so strong a sympathy,

that he imagined them possessed of feelings such as ac-

tuate the human bosom, and thought, as he lingered

among the vast solitudes, that the voices which inter-

rupted the deep stillness, were the morning or evening-

prayers of the fowls of the wilderness to their Maker.
Strange, too, will some deem it, that Waterton should

leave behind the joys of home and country, and spend
years among the forests of the West, marking each

living thing with a curious eye, or gazing with delight

on the magniflcent coronals of flowers which hang about

the lofty trees, till nature seemed his best companion,

and he scarcely cared to return to the busy haunts of

man. But to many an enthusiastic lover of nature, the

shady woods of our own land have a charm beyond the

most smiling and fertile scenery, and the students of the

stern forests of the western hemisphere create an immense
wish to roam amid their gloomy grandeur: like the lofty

aisles of old cathedrals, they seem to speak of other-

days ; for ages must have come and gone since the stately

trees first sprang from, the earth -— and their shadowy
arches recall the period when the hapless Indian sought.
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in these recesses, a shelter from the cruelty of the

Spaniard.

There are times, too, to every human heart, when
solitude is welcome, and human sympathy can for awhile

be dispensed with
;
and then, to wander in the quiet and

shady wood—to commune with God alone amidst the

glory of his works—this is to experience the fulfilment of

the wish of the Psalmist, when the aspirations of his

weary spirit were,—“ O that I had wings like a dove,

for then would I fly away, and be at rest: Lo, then would
I wander far off, and remain in the wilderness.

Hanging in beautiful festoons about the venerable

trees of the American forests, the various kinds of pas-

sion-flower form an object of splendour which arrests

the attention of the traveller. In this, their native soil,

they are far larger than in our country, and very fra-

grant, and their large starry blossoms hang down in pro-

fusion among the branches, or clasp, by their strong

tendrils, about the immense trunks of the trees. Of the

most brilliant colours—blue, red, white, or purple—^they

contrast with their dark green leaves, and rival the other

blossoms of forests, the beauty of whose floral ornaments
is the greatest in the world. Many of the flowers which
bloom there, almost unseen, are far beyond the reach

of the traveller, and are known to us but by a very

general and imperfect description; for, twining their

leaves and stems together, it is impossible for the ob-

server to regard them with any degree of accuracy.

Of these immense forests of South America, Baron
Humboldt has observed—'* It might be said that the

earth, overloaded with plants, does not allow them space

enough to unfold themselves. The trunks of the trees

are everywhere concealed under a thick carpet of ver-

dure; and if we carefully transplanted the Orchidea:,

the pipers, and the pothos which a single American fig-

tree nourishes, we should cover a vast extent of ground.

The same lianas (or vines) which creep on the ground,

reach the tops of the trees, and pass from one tree to

another, at the height of more than a hundred feet.

Thus by a continual interlacing of parasitic plants, the

botanist is often led to confound the flowers, the fruits,

and leaves which belong to different species.
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We walked for some hours under the shade of these

arcades^ that scarcely admit a glimpse of the sky, which
appeared to me of an indigo blue, so much the deeper,

as the green of the equinoctial plants is generally of a

stronger hue, with somewhat of a brownish tint.”

A considerable degree of moisture in the atmosphere,

joined to a high temperature, seemed the necessary con-

ditions of the excessive growth of vegetation exhibited

by these forests, and especially for the height of their

tiees. It is very seldom that our tallest tree—the patri-

arch of an English woodland—attains a greater height

than a hundred and twenty feet, while in the American
forests many of the trees are a hundred and fifty feet

high.

Upwards of forty species of passion-flower (Passiflora)

have been brought into this country. Some of them
will produce their fruits in the conservatory, others will

only blossom there, but several species will thrive out of

doors, and ornament our verandas with their flowers, or

even deck the fronts of houses in the squares of Lon-
don. They are all climbing plants, hanging by their

tendrils or their twisted leaf-stalks. They are very

abundant in South America and the West Indies; one
or two species grow wild in North America, a few are

found in Eastern India, and many gladden various parts

of Africa and the. islands near it.

These flowers are of a very ephemeral character; they

bloom one day only, opening at about eleven or twelve

o’clock, and closing in the evening. On the next day
they may be seen hanging, brown and withered, upon
the stem which bore them. Some of them burst into ex-

pansion with great elasticity.

Several species of passion-flower are powerfully odori-

ferous, and most of them emit a faint and delicate per-

fume. The berries which they produce are, in some in-

stances, so large, and contain so great a quantity of

pulpy acidulated substance, as to form a fruit for the

dessert, which is in great request for its delicious flavour,

and the refreshment it affords in the warm climates in

which it is indigenous.

The sweet calabash of the West Indies is the fruit of

a passion-flower (Passiflora maliformis). The fruit has a
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most beautiful appearance in its native woods, and it has

been in a few instances produced in England. It is

round, about the size of an apple, with a smooth but

very thick rind, and has a great number of black seeds

among its yellow pulp. The flowers of this species are

delightfully fragrant, and of a reddish colour. The
fruit of this kind, as well as that of four others, is some-
times called the granadilla, or little pomegranate. Some
of the other granadilla vines bear large oval fruits, of a

rich violet colour, much resembling in appearance that

of a purple egg-plant, and highly aromatic in flavour.

Another species of passion-flower bears a berry the

size of an olive, which, as well as the flowers, is much
used in Jamaica to form a syrup, valued by the West
Indians.

The thread-like coloured stamens which surround the

flower-like rays, and some other portions of this deli-

cately constructed blossom, attracted the notice of the

Spaniards in their conquest of America, and induced them
to give it the name of passion-flower. To their enthu-

siastic imaginations, the difl^erent parts of the blossoms
figured the number of the Apostles, the rays of glory,

the nails, the hammer—those sad signs of the Saviour’s

passion ! and the sight of this wonderful symbol in the

far-off wilderness, was to them an assurance of con-

quests which were to be effected under the name of re-

ligion. More anxious to promote their own peculiar

doctrines of faith, and to ensure a temporal dominion,
than to exemplify the spirit of Him whom they profess

to follow, the very men who beheld in a flower of the

forest an emblem of love— an emblem for faith to rest

upon— carried misery wherever they raised their

standard.

It requires some imagination to see, in the passion-

flower, a symbol of the subject it is thought to repre-

sent
;
but it is still, in some Catholic countries, regarded

with some veneration and affection, and considered a

marvellous confirmation of the Scriptural doctrine of the

Atonement.
The passion-flower gives its name to the natural order

Passifloreae, which contains but few other plants, and
none of them natives of Britain.
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Sivce!-ped—Tendrils—Morning after a Summer Storm—
Native Countries of Sweet - pea—Everlasting Pea—
Wild Yellow Vetchling—Beauty of Streams in the

Country—Chickling Vetch—Tuberous-rooted Tea—Use
of its Tubers in Holland—Leguminous Tlants—Bloom
Laburnum—Field Bean—Melilot-Trefoils—Coral Tree—Decanne Bean— Mimosa— Judas Tree— Moving
SaintJoin—Value of Leguminous Plants— Verses on

Wild Floivers.

Few seif-supported flowers endure the wind
Unim'ured, but expect the upholding aid

Of the smooth-shaven prop, and neatly tied.

Are wedded thus, like beauty to old age

For interest sake, the living to the dead.

Some clothe the soil that feeds them, far diffused

And lowly creeping, modest and yet fair.

Like virtue, thriving most where little seen :

Some more aspiring catch the neighbour shrub

With clasping tendrils, and invest his branch.

Else unadorned, with many a gay festoon

And fragrant chaplet, recompensing well

The strength they borrow wdth the grace they lend.”—Coivper.

Every one is disposed to ackno^vledge that circular or

spiral lines are more pleasing to the eye than straight or

angular ones. Philosophers may not coincide as to the

degree of influence exerted over our tastes by associa-

tions already formed in our minds respecting them, but

the fact is indisputable. The tendril upon plants, that

graceful spiral shoot, by which the weak cling to the

strong, affords a pleasing illustration of Hogarth’s line
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of beauty, and is beautiful, even to those who, in their

observations, recognise no science, but judge simply by
their uninstructed senses.

Many weak plants are provided with tendrils, by whose
means they attain to great height, or are enabled to re-

sist the winds. The tendril or clasper (called by botan-

ists cirnis) is at first a straight thread-like shoot, which
afterwards assumes a spiral form, and clinging to some
other object, becomes gradually firmer in its texture.

That its mode of growth gives this prop additional

strength is evident from the fact that the tendril of a

plant is much stronger than a straight branch of equal

size. On some tendrils other shoots put forth, forming
a compound tendril, and giving the plant to which they
belong a still further means of support.

Tendrils are usually found on the stems of a climb-

ing plant, but there are instances in which they grow
at the end of each leaf

;
and in one singular genus

(Strophanthus) the points of the bright yellow petals

(or divisions of the coloured part of the flower) become
tendrils, and twine about the branches of neighbouring

plants.

Many plants, besides possessing tendrils, have a stem

and leaf-stalks, which grow in a spiral slope, when the

plant requires the support of another. Thus the travel-

ler’s joy, or wild clematis, that beautiful ornament of

our summer hedges, by its stems as well as tendrils, so

clings to the bushes that it is impossible to sever a large

portion without tearing it. The large white clusters of

flowers, and the numerous dark leaves, seeming to belong

to the brambles among v/hich they entwine, so closely

are they interlaced by the convolutions of their stems.

When a plant which needs the assistance of claspers

is situated at some distance from a wall or tree, its ten-

drils form on that side of it which is nearest that object

;

a provision which is remarkably adapted to the need of

the w’eaker vegetable.

It is a bright sunshiny morning in June. The earth

seemed yesterday covered with leaves and flowers, and
the garden was full of them. Sweet-williams in all their

glory
; honeysuckles twining about the bushes, and cloth-

ing them with their fairy trumpets
;
lychnises, too bright
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for the eye to look upon; roses, lilies, irises, rhododen-
drons, and a hundred others, blooming all as if tliey

were so vigorous, as well as beautiful, that they were

not destined to remind us of fragility and change.

“All that's bright must fade," has been sung over many
a withered flower, once of sweet promise, and been
sighed by many a mourner over some monument of

human decay, and long as earth shall last its truth

must be echoed even by the most hopeful of us ail. The
rain has fallen during night, and with the wind, beaten

upon the heads of the flowers, and the lilies are snapped,

and the tuberose lies soiled upon the ground, and some
summer's days must elapse before the garden will resume
its wonted loveliness. But amidst the devastation of

the flower-beds, the sweet pea is still throwing its vigor-

ous stems with twin leaflets and its winged clusters over

the arbutus, and clinging with such tenacity, that the

storm has not riven it, and budding in such profusion

among the dark leaves and branches of the tree, and so

greeting the passer-by with its odours, that even he who
was little charmed with flowers, might pause to admire
it, and think perhaps, that the arbutus was the parent of

its delicate butterfly-shaped blossoms.

The sweet pea (Lathyrus odordtus) flnds admission

into almost every garden, and flings its flexile branches
over the shrubs, or clasps the sticks placed on the beds
bv the gardener for climbing plants. It is valued ever}-

whene for its light and airy form, and for its sweet

odour. It grows wild in the south of Europe ; and in

Sicily, that land of sunny skies and flowering turfs, it is

very abundant. It was introduced from that island into

England many years since.

Another species of pea, generally called the everlasting

broad - leaved pea (Lathyrus latifolius) has, during late

years, become no less common than the sweet pea, and
makes a handsome ornament for the trellis-work of a

veranda, intermingling with the scented clematis or the

jessamine. Those who delight in a summer arbour, often

avail themselves of its showy and abundant blossoms,

which fade less quickly than do those of many other

plants. But it is still more often seen with the honey-
suckle growing against the whitewashed wall of the cot-
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tage, or over its garden palings, yielding its pods lb great

abundance, and covering, perchance, a happy home with

its bright garlands. Sometimes it grows wild io quarries

and woods, but this occurs rarely ; and most botanists

think it is not a native of Britain.

But besides the garden peas, we have several very pretty

wild species in meadows and other rural places. One little

yellow-flowered pea (Lathyrus pratensis) is very common
on pasture lands, especially if the soil be moist. Its

stems are two or three feet long; and it may often be
seen tangling the lower branches of the thicket which
borders those delightful little brooks that, like a. line of

silver, meander along the pathway of our rural walk.

Beautiful they are 1 stealing by noiselessly, yet diffusing

freshness wherever they wander : like the voice of kind-

ness, unheard by the many, yet gladdening those immedi-
ately under its influence. Now and then sweeping through

the sedges, they rustle so gently as to invite us to listen

to their soft music
;
or they display the smooth pebbles

so plainly, through their pellucid waters, as aimo-sf to

tempt us to linger and drink of the brook by the way.

I know a stream, a gentle stream,

Which by a valley glides along.

That well might suit a poet’s theme.

Or fit a raptured, minstrel’s song ;

And often I have stood to look

On the calm beauty of that brook,

And thought the scene was such as might

Have shown upon Creation’s morn.

When all the morning-stars of light

Sang joyously that earth was born ;

And angels, as they paused to see,

Joined the triumphant jubilee

;

And God Himself in glory stood,

.And there pronounced it very goodl''

Cattle are very fond of this meadow pea or ^'elchiing,

and resort to the streams not only to drink the water,

but to feed on the plant, which often flourishes plentifully

about their margin, or to lie lazily crouched on the green-

sw'ard beside the stream.
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Another species, the yellow vetchling (Lathyrus apha-

ca), is very similar to the last, but more rare; and if its

seeds be eaten they produce headache. The seeds of all

the vetchlings are very abundant in dry seasons ;
and

country children often gather them, calling them mouse-
peas.

The chickling vetch of Italv and the south of Europe
(Lathyrus sativus) is sometimes planted as a garden flower,

it is cultivated on some parts of the Continent for the

sake of its seeds, from which a light and palatable bread
is made. This food has, however, been found to have
had so bad an effect on the health of those who eat it,

that the subjects of the Duke of Wirtemburg were, about
two centuries since, prohibited by law from planting it.

When the flour procured from the seeds is m.ixed with an

equal quantity of wheat flour, the bread is not deleterious

;

but its effect, when eaten alone, of softening the bones,

and producing rigidity in the muscles of the human frame,

has made its culture less frequent than it formerly was.

A well-known species of garden pea, the tuberous-rooted

kind (Lathyrus tuberosus), forms tubers on its roots, which
in Holland are sold as an article of food, and are much
valued for their flavour.

The pea - flower belongs to the leguminous order of

plants, which, as it is characterised by marks that are

obvious to the unscientific observer, may be the subject

of a more particular description than can be usually given

in a work intended for general readers.

The leguminous order (Leguminosse) may be generally

known by its papilionaceous or butterfly-shaped flowers;

blossoms of this form being found in no other order of

plants. In the absence of flowers of this shape, its pin-

nated leaves and its pods distinguish it. There are a very

few instances, and these consisting of exotic plants, which
have not these marks of distinction. The pinnate leaf

consists of a number of leaflets placed opposite each
other, on a leaf-stalk, as in the garden acacia.

Everyone will immediately remember examples of this

order. The bonnie broom (Genista) which gave its name
to the family of the Plantagenets, and the bright yellow

flowers of which perfume the heaths and clothe them with

lustre. The laburnum (Q/tisus), often called golden bios-
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soms by country people; a tree dear to the child at school,
because its pendent clusters unfold just before the Mid-
summer vacation, and whose opening buds have erewhile
made the young hearts within ns beat with joy and hope.
The field-bean (Vicia), which, when in full flower, by its

sweet scent reminds us, perhaps more than any of our
native odours can do, of the fragrant breath of Eastern
gales. The winds as they play above the bean-field, bear
to us at times a sweetness almost overpowering, and far

stronger than that breathed from the bed of roses. These,
with the lupins and many more, belong to the leguminous
family.

But let us walk away into the meadows, and there we
may find these plants in abundance. Blue and lilac vetch-

es creep in winged clusters over the hedges, and the

yellow flower of the melilot springs up beneath them.
This flower, which wms formerly called golden saxifrage,

yields, when dried, a delightful fragrance, but is scentless

while growing. It bloom.s in June, and is about two or

three feet high. Its scent is far more powerful in Switzer-

land; and the plant is much used in the Swiss dairy to

prevent, by its powerful odour, the decay of the cheese.

The little pea-shaped lady’s-slipper springs among the

grass
;
and the rich clovers, from the minute yellow trefoil

to the large purple and white kinds, mingle their fra-

grance. The clovers, or trefoils, as they are called, be-

cause their leaves are all composed of three leaflets, are

very valuable on pasture lands. They were formerly

called three-leaved grasses; and village people often term

them the husbandman’s barometer. When the atmos-

phere is damp, their leaflets close together
;
and no sooner

are the dews of evening upon the clover-field, than the

leaflets fold up; as Hurdis writes:

¥\^hat time the sun has from the west withdrawn

The various hues that graced his cloudy fall,

—

^ the recent leaf

Of clover ’gins to sleep, and white with dew,

Closes its tender triple-fingered palm.

Till morning dawn afresh.”

An the clusters which form the head of the clover are
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composed of many florets, we do not discover, until we
separate them, that the blossoms are papilionaceous; but
it is owing to this form that they are so easily dispersed.

They have, besides, little pods for seed-vessels, which
would confirm the fact of their being leguminous plants.

The common white or Dutch trefoil (Trifolium ripens) is

the Irishman's shamrock. It w^as in high repute among
the Druids, either as a charm against evil spitits or for

some supposed medicinal virtue. The legends of Ireland

tell how St. Patrick explained the doctrine of the Trinity

by its triple leaflets to the Pagan Irish, till they became
his converts. Some years ago the white clover was culti-

vated in small patches about Edinburgh, in order that the

Irishmen who w^ent thither to the University might have
a piece of shamrock to dress their hats on the day of their

patron saint. The ancients represented Hope by a. little

child standing on tiptoe, and holding a trefoil in his hand.

Some of the trefoils, besides those commonly called

clover, are very pretty. There is one species, called the

strawberry-headed trefoil, which immediately reminds us

of the fruit from which it is named
;
and several downy-

looking trefoil flowers grow in the meadows.
In former times, when charms were worn by the super-

stitious to protect them from ghostly intruders, the trefoil

was considered among the most potent; but the spirits of

old times, w^hich, as the poets tell,

“ Had haunts in dale or piny mountain,

Or forest by slow stream, or pebbly spring,

Or chasms, or watery depths—all these have vanished.

They live no longer in the faith of reason.”

The climate of England is, on account of its moisture,

considered less favourable to leguminous plants than that

of drier regions. They extend, however, from regions

bordering the perpetual snows, increasing in abundance

in the temperate and torrid zones. In tropical countries

—in those lands so full of gorgeous and beautiful vege-

tation—this tribe of plants displays its chief beauty. We
read of the glowing tints of the coral tree (Bauhinia),

whose deep-red butterfly-shaped flowers crown even the

lofty summits of the trees of western woods ;
and who has
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not, when lingering over the narrative of the traveller in
the deserts of Africa, participated the joy which he felt
when his weary wanderings brought him to a clump of
mimosa-trees? Glad indeed w^as he, wdren his eye had
seen nothing for many days but sand and sky, to gaze
on the feathery foliage of the mimosa, and the golden
threads of its delicate blossoms, and to sit down in its

checkered shadow to take his repast, in a spot where none
but the wild beast and the fowl of the wdlderness have
found a home. Alas, how many who have been cheered
by the sight of a tree of the desert, have laid them down
to die upon the sands which nourished it ! One kind of
mimosa (Mimosa sensitiva) is the sensitive plant of the
conservatory. The scarlet blossoms of the Decannee bean
(Butea superba) are described by Forbes, as he saw them
in the neighbourhood of Bombay, as '' contrasting vividly
with their black stalks, and giving so brilliant an effect

to the woods as to appear at sunset like imm.ense forests
in a glow of lire.”

But I must not omit mentioning the Judas-tree, wTich
is a handsome tree of the leguminous kind, bearing pink
flowers on its trunk. Its name is derived from the sup-
position that the wretched Judas hung himself upon it.

If we are to believe the old botanist Gerarde, however,
he hung himself upon an elder-tree.

To this order belong also the liquorice and the indigo,

and that wonderful plant the moving saintfoin (Hedysarum
gyrans), the leaves of which, without any apparent cause,

are in almost perpetual motion.

Linoi^us asserted that not one of all this numerous and
universally extended family of plants is poisonous. This
assertion has since been found to require some little quali-

fication. The poisonous plants are, how'ever, very rare;

\vhile the nutritious are abundant. The scarlet berries,

frequently used for necklaces, are the seeds of the Abrus
precatoriiis, a leguminous plant

;
and cases are recorded

in which persons have been killed by accidentally punctur-

ing the finger and admitting their juice, while piercing

them with a needle. The negroes have so exaggerated

an idea of . their deleterious properties, that they say if

one half of a seed be eaten by a man it will cause death.

The seeds of the laburnum are violently emetic in their
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natuie
;
aiid the scent of its blossoms often produces head-

ache « Upon the whole, it may be said of the leguminous
family of plants that there is not a more wholesome or

serviceable tribe known to man.

Wild Flowers.
Why is it that I love the flowers

That grow in woods, and lanes, and fields,

Better than all the glowing ones
The richly cultured garden yields?

Why is it that the daisy has

A charm for me all flowers above;
Or why the hawthorn’s fragrant breath

More than the myrtle’s do I love?

The cuckoo-flower and hyacinth.

Those blossoms of each woodland wild,—
The primrose and anemone.

O, I have prized them from a child !

And still the odours that arise

From clusters of the wild woodbine,
Are sweeter, lovelier to me,
Than scent of Eastern jessamine.

And yet, the flowers I prize so much.
Than cultured flowers are not more sweet,.

And they are withered sooner far

Than those we in the garden meet;
Their colours are not half so gay

As tints of flowers from far-off land.

From Isle of Greece, or Indian grove.

Nurtured by man with careful hand.

But meadow-flowers bring to my mind
The thoughts of pleasant days gone by.

When with my sisters, hand in hand,

¥/e roamed beneath the summer sky

;

And twined a garland for our hats,

Of blossoms from each bush around.

And linked the daisies into chains,

And culled the cowslips from the ground.
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And then, I love the field-flowers too,

Because they are a blessing given,

Evhi to the poorest little one
That wanders ’neath the vault of heaven.

The garden-flowers are reared for few,

And to those few belong alone

;

But flowers that spring by vale or stream,

Each one may claim them for his own.

The rich parterre is walled around,

But meadow lands stretch far and wide,

And we may gather lovely flowers

For miles along the river-side

;

And far amidst the landscape wild

Wander the scenes of beauty o’er,

Now lingering in the violet glen,

Now roaming on the thymy moor.

Or pause where foam-like meadow queers

Scatters her blossoms on the lake.

Or where the orchis blooms among
The lady-fern or feathery brake;

Or sit beside the winding path

Bordered by ripening wheat or oat,

When on the gentle summer air

The poppy’s crimson banners float.

And O, I joy as spring comes round,

Flinging her scents o’er glen and hill !

For though I love the garden-flowers,

I love the wild buds better still.

Then let me stray into the fields,

Or seek the green wood’s shady bowers,

Marking the beauties and the scents

Of .simple blossoms—sweet wild-flowers.

A. F.
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CHAPTER XL

Snowdrop—Snows of Winter—Ancient Name of Snow-
drop—Snowdrop consecrated to the Virgin Mary—
Snowflake— Guernsey Lily— Narcissus— Baffodil—
FoeVs Narcissus,

I love snow, and all the forms

Of the radiant frost;

I love winds, and waves, and storms,

Every thing almost

That is Nature’s, and may be
Untainted by man’s misery. —Shelley.

We are apt during the latter months of autumn to look

back with regret upon the summer which has left us, and
to regard the coming winter as a period when the gay

scenes of nature shall have departed, and when the face

of earth will be sad and gloomy. It is perhaps the deso-

late and cheerless appearance of natural objects—of fields

and gardens—during November, which thus casts a cloud

over our anticipations of winter; for when that season

has fairly commenced, we find it in some of its aspects

“beautiful exceedingly.”

To say nothing of the charms of the domestic circle,

of books read by the fireside to cheerful auditors, of the

meeting of friends around one hearth, and all the social

pleasures which Time, with his many innovations, has

yet spared to the English Christmas home, the scene ex-

hibited by earth itself is often of the most magnificent

character. The dazzling snow lying smoothly over a long

line of hills and valleys beneath them, or drifted here

and there into high mounds, is a sight of great beauty.

10
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The long icicles or hoar-frost hanging about the dwellings,
and bespangling the casements, give to the buildings the
appearance of palaces touched by the enchanter’s hand,
and bid to glitter to the sun. Every blade of grass is

crested with diamonds
; and the reflection of the clear blue

skies upon the snow, lends it a tinge of most delicate lilac.

Then the hollow, dirge-like sounds of the winds, as they
drive all before them in their fury, and rustle the dead
leaves and the broken branches, or tear up the high trees

by their roots, so impress the imagination with sublimity,
and bear so wild and deep-toned a music withal, that we
are compensated for any temporary fears for our own
safety which they awaken

; and did we not think upon the
sailor on the deep, and the weary, half-frozen traveller,

and the homeless poor; could we forget all but ourselves,

we might welcome winter as a season of sublimity, and
even be willing that it should last a month longer than its

appointed time.

Those who are not aware that white flowers belong as

much to regions of ice and snow as to the glowing por-

tions of earth, may wonder to see so frail-looking a flower

as the snowdrop

“ Come before the swallow dares,

And take the winds of March with beauty.”

A lovely flower it is in itself
;

its simple English name
signifying the intense whiteness which it possesses, and
which few other blossoms exhibit to so great a degree.

Indeed, when the snowdrop is seen on the country land-

scape, it may bear comparison with the whitest tint which
nature can display. There is no flower whose hue seems
equally impaired by the air of a town

;
for the slightest

soil will tarnish its lustre. Like many another lovely

thing, an unkindly atmosphere may bid it perish. Lovely

it is in its drooping blossom and unsullied purity ! Lovely,

too, in its early appearance; this firstling of the year is

like the feelings of youth, gentle and pure, and heedless

of clouds and storms. The French call it “ Perce-neige,
”

because it lifts its head above the snowy ground
;
while its

leaves have their fleecy garment hanging upon them.

In former times, when the Roman Catholic religion
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prevailed in this country, this little blossom was dedicated

to the Virgin Mary. It was called the Fair Maid of

February, because it usually was in bloom on the second

of that month, or Candlemas Day, which was the day

kept in celebration of that on which the Virgin took the

Holy Child to the Jewish temple, and there presented

an offering. Some old writers call it also the narcissus

violet, or the bulbous-rooted violet
;
but in those days it

was not a common flower, and only to be found in choice

gardens. Evelyn mentions it as a rare flower, and calls

it the snow-flower, or snowdrop.
There are two species of snowdrop in the garden—the

plaited snowdrop (Galanthus plicatus), and the common
flower (Galanthus nivalis). The last is often considered

indigenous, as it grows without culture in several parts of

the United Kingdom. It is, however, certainly not an old

English plant, though now pretty extensively naturalised.

It is found sometimes in woods, but chiefly in orchards,

into which it may have escaped from the garden. Who
does not feel pleasure in finding it wild, or in seeing it

in the small winter nosegay among the flowers of the

lanrustinus and the crocus? And who is not willing to

say with the poet, to its Maker

:

Make Thou my spirit pure and clear

As are the frosty skies.

Or this first snowdrop of the year.

That on my bosom lies?’’

This flower is often in bloom from the month of Janu-
ary until spring has quite taken possession of the land,

and casting her flowery garlands over grove and hill, has

converted it into one wide-spreading garden. It derives

its name (Galanthus) from two Greek words signifying milk
and a flower.

A small white summer-blooming plant, the snowflake

(Leucojum aestivum), which often adorns the moist mea-
dows of England, very much resembles the snowdrop. Its

chief mark of difference is that it has several blossoms on
its stem, while the snowdrop is single-flowered. This
plant may be found wild in the meadows about May or

June.
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There are in gardens three cultivated species of snow-

drops which are natives of Germany and other parts of the

Continent.

The snowdrop is placed by botanists among a class all

somewhat similar in the form, of their leaves and manner
of growth. The amaryllis gives its name to the order

Amaryllidae. The plants comprised in it have all bulbous

roots, and are many of them very beautiful, especially

those genera brought from the Cape of Good Hope. The
Guernsey lily (Amaryllis sarniensis), though brought from

Japan by a vessel, and cast upon the shore of that island,

has found there and in Jersey a very favourable reception.

It does not, however, flower there so freely as on its native

soil. “In Guernsey,’’ says Dr. MacCulloch, “every gar-

dener and almost every petty farmer who has a bit of

garden-ground, appropriates a patch to this favoured root

;

and the few hundreds of flowers which are brought to

England in the season, or which are kept for ornament in

the island, are the produce of thousands of roots. The
average rate of flowering is about fifteen or eighteen in a

hundred.”
The narcissus is another plant of this order, and is

highly esteemed in the East. Its scent is, however, gene-

rally considered very unwholesome; and the ancients de-

voted it to the Furies, who were said to torment their

sufferers by its stupifying powers. Three species of this

flower grow wild. Among these is the daffodil, or Lent
lily. In som.e parts of England this flower is commonly
wild; but in many it is found only in gardens. Sometimes
on the borders of rivulets in the countrv one may see,

among other river-side flowers, the “ daffodillies fill their

cups with tears,” and sometimes one meets with a patch
of its strongly-scented blossoms in the meadow. The
Turks call it golden bowl. Herrick has beautifully apos-

trophised it

:

“ We have short time to stay as you,

We have as short a spring.

As quick a growth to meet decay
As you or anything

:

We die.

As your hours do, and dry

Away,
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Like to the summer rain,

Or, as the pearls of morning dew.

Ne’er to be found again.”

The poet’s narcissus (Narcissus poetica) is the white

flower, with a narrow red rim round the nectary, which
we often see in the spring flower-bed. It deserves culti-

vation, for its beauty justifies its name. It grorvs wild in

some parts of England, but is not very common. Several

of the Amaryllidae are ornaments of the conservatory, and
display the most brilliant colours.
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CHAPTER XTI.

Crocus—Aspect of Garden during Winter—Garden Crocus
—Meadow Crocus— Crocus in Greece— In Safjron-

Walden—Uses of Saffron in the East—Yellow Dye
of several Flants—Mode of selling Saffron in Greece

—Yellow Iris—“ Swete Clothe ” of the Reign of Eliza-

beih.

Like lilac-flame its colour glows,

Tender and yet so clearly bright,

That all for miles and miles about
The splendid meadow shineth out,

And far-off village children shout

To see the welcome sight/''—Mrs. Howitt.

The several spring - blooming species of garden crocus

derive less of their attraction from their purple or golden

colours than from their early appearance. They spring

up from the earth when as yet its surface is but little

variegated by the numerous flowers of later months. The
garden crocuses, indeed, appear much less beautiful than

the wild kind; for the former are often planted upon the

bed in formal rows, or enclosed by the little hedge of

box, while the latter grow in tufts in various parts of the

meadow, the free wild children of earth. Still, under all

circumstances, the crocus is a handsome flower, and c'on-

trasts beautifully wdth its companion, the delicate snow-
drop. Then, too, it enlivens the barren aspect of the

garden, which has long looked desolate and dreary; so

that we hail the crocus as a favourite, and it mingles with

all our dreams of spring, as assuredly as the cherished

violet or meadow daisy. It is, indeed, as much the pre-
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cursor of this season as its accompaniment, as it blooms
both in February and March; and when it first gilds the

bed, we know that spring is coming quickly. It is like

the early beam of the morning sun—a promise of a rich

noontide glow. We are glad, when the rain will cease

awhile, and when the thaw is not dropping from the trees,

to wrap our warm clothing about us, and venture forth into

the garden to watch the first crocuses, and to predict the

beauty with which the earth shall soon be covered.

Perhaps there is not, throughout the year, a more un-

delightful month than February. It is that in which na-

ture presents her fewest beauties. We observe this espe-

cially in the flower-gardens. Indeed, the grass is getting

green upon the meadow, and under the hedges several

plants are putting forth their herbage, their delicate green

leaves and stems. The woods are always lovely, even in

winter, with their black and red berries, and the varied

outlines presented by the naked boughs of the differently

formed trees, and the pathways dry from the carpet of

brown leaves which the angry winds have flung over them.
The beautiful snow has melted away from the flower-beds,

and here and there the leaves of the early plants may be
seen unfolding themselves

;
but the large uncovered spaces

of the parterre, adorned by scarcely any other blossom,

seem, notwithstanding the open cups of its knots of cro-

cuses, a barren, dreary spot.

There are generally enumerated fourteen species of gar-

den crocus; either of blue, in its varied shades, from, the

full purple to the azure tint, or of the most brilliant yellow.

They are almost all natives of warm climates; though,

with the exception of the autumn species, they bloom with

us during February and March.
The autumn-blooming crocuses, though not inferior in

beauty to those of spring, are of course, from the season

of their blossoming, less generally admired ; but one of

these species, the Crocus sativus, is valuable for its pro-

duction of saffron.

But it is in the few spots in English meadow-land where
this flower is found, that it is invested with all its. loveli-

ness. There it rises among the shining blades of grass,

or grows beneath the welcome plants which, at the begin-

ning of the year, grace the hedges, adding greatlv, bv
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their numerous small white blossoms, to the beauty of the

vernal landscape. The wild crocus is more frequently of

a yellow than any other colour; but the fields of purple

crocuses (Crocus nudifiorus) are those alluded to in the

verse placed at the head of the chapter. It is the same
species as that vrhich grows on the Alps; and at Friuli

it is very abundant, and grows quite near the sea. It is

plentiful in the neighbourhood of Nottingham, and may
be found occasionally in several parts of England; but it

is in the vicinity of that town that it is seen to most
advantage. There the lands which it adorns are like

radiant spots, compared with which the other meadows
seem almost colourless. Its full-blown cups stand open
to invite the spring butterfly to his regale, or the diligent

bee to add to the store which he is gathering for others.

Not one little upland or dell of these meadows but is

covered with the daisy and the crocus. Every hedge
violet that there expands, seems of a darker hue by its

contrast; and never does cowslip or primrose better merit

its long-worn epithet of pale, than when either the sunny

or blue crocus stands beside it.

In Greece the same floral beauty is very frequent, cover-

ing the sides of the mountains with one sheet of blue or

gold. In the few British scenes which it enriches, it is

probably not truly wild, but having been cast from some
garden, and found a soil peculiarly favourable to it, has

flourished and extended itself around the spot on which it

first took root.

Four species of ciocus have been thus naturalised; and
the saffron crocus is cultivated in fields. It is planted in

the suburbs of Saffron Walden, in Cambridgeshire, having

given its name to this town, from its culture in the neigh-

bourhood, as earh- as the reign of Edward III.

Saffron was formerly more highly esteemed, and applied

to more purposes than at present. It was once a consider-

able object of culture in various parts of England, par-

ticularly in the counties of Hereford and Suffolk. It is

made of the stamens of the crocus, which require to be

gathered early in the day, while the sun’s rays are power-

ful. The people employed in procuring it gather the

flower in baskets, and, carrying it to their homes, pick

out the threads which are in the centre of the blossom.
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and which are the only useful part; the bright petals

being thrown away. The stamens are then dried in a kiln,

and pressed into cakes, when the saffron is ready for com-
mercial purposes.

The use of saffron as a medicine has been greatly super-

seded by the late discoveries of physicians; and its chief

use now is in dyeing and confectionery. To this latter

use it has been put for many years; for the clown in the

“Winter’s Tale,” \\hen enumerating the articles he has

to sell, does not forget to mention the “ saffron to colour

the warden-pies.” From the gradual diminution, during

late years, of the use of this drug, it is not thought worth
while to cultivate the saffron crocus to any extent in Eng-
land; it is therefore often imported from France and
Spain, though the native produce is considered superior

to that derived from foreign sources. When saffron was
at first generally used throughout Europe, as a medicine,

it was entirely brought from the Levant
;
but the method

of cultivating the crocus, and the means of making it

serviceable, soon became known to the English.

Among the nations of the East the crocus is still ga-

thered in large quantities and made into saffron. This is

in high repute as a cordial and restorative medicine
;
and,

among a people delighting in perfum.es, it is valued as

an agreeable arom^atic. Letters of invitation to the m.ag-

nificent nuptial or other entertainments, in which the rich

Orientals delight, are written upon paper flowered with

gold and sprinkled with saffron. A beautiful .yellow ex-

tract is very generally obtained from it throughout the

East, and used for the purpose of dyeing.

Garments dyed in saffron are apt to fade upon exposure
to the sun

;
so that many other plants are used now for

dyeing’—the yellow extract being procurable from a great

number of vegetables. The dyer’s 'weed, or wild migno-
nette, is cultivated in France for the use of manufacturers;
and the yellow-berried buckthorn of the south of Europe,
the black or dyer’s oak of the American forest, the timber
of the West-Indian mulberry-tree, with a large number of
other vegetable dyes, have almost superseded the use of

saffron in England.
The abundance of wild crocus in some of the islands of

the Greek Archipelago is very great. Tt colours the land-
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scape for many miles, and gives a hue of beauty to the
mountain sides. The procuring of the flower and making
it into cakes, is an employment of the villagers; and to

the poor the preparation and sale of the saffron is a very

important business.

One singular practice of the Greeks is recorded by
travellers in these islands, which shov/s how little accus-

tomed their inhabitants are to the calculations necessary
for successful commerce. The saffron is sold by the

weight of a hen’s egg. It is not material to them whether
the egg be large or small, provided its size is not very

considerably above or below that of eggs in general.

Neither is any regard paid to the circumstance of its

freshness; although it is well knowm that an egg which
has been long kept, is considerably heavier than one newly
laid. Enough it is to the Greek peasant to see his saffron

cake faidy weighed in the scale against an egg; and he
makes no further stipulations in his bargain.

Mr. Madden says that although the Oriental crocus is

the same as that cultivated in England, it possesses a far

greater degree of vigour in the East than in this country.

According to some authors, the crocus derives its name
from a Greek word signifying thread, from the thread or

filament used for saffron; hut the ancient fable is that it

received its name from Crocus, a youth who, being killed,

w'as changed into a flo\ver.

The crocus may be often observed to thrive less in

situations where a stream washes the banks of the garden

than elsewEere
;
for the root is so palatable to the wmter-

rat, that he will huiff it out wdth great diligence, and
greedily devour it.

The crocus belongs to the same natural order as the

iris (Irfde^e), an order containing a great number of beau-

tiful flow^ers, but mostly destitute of fragrance. Many of

tlie genera are found in Africa, m.aking even the desert

glad by their beauty; and by far the greater number which

we possess have been brought from the Cape of Good
Hope. A few of this order of plants enliven our native

meadows. The yellow^ iris (Iris pseud-acorus) adds a

lustre to the groups of wild flow^ers \vhich assemble about

our rivulets, rendering their margins some of the gayest

spots which England can show'. The roots of this iris
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are powdered^ and used for the same purposes s.s gall-

nuts, The root of the Iris florentina, a native of the south
of Europe, forms the orris root so often used as a denti-

frice. Lyte says of it, The iris is knowen of the cloth-

workers and drapers, for with these rootes they use to

trimme their clothes to make them sweete and pleasant.”

This was probably the “ swete clothe” so celebrated in

the reign of Elizabeth. This root is much used in Russia
to flavour a drink sold about the streets, made of honey
and ginger.

The word iris is the Egyptian word for eye
; and this

name, meaning the eye of Eleaven, has been given to this

genus on account of the varied colours of its handsome
flowers.
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CHAPTER XIIL

liawthorn—WLonth of May—Love of Flowers—May-day
—Ancient Ceremonies of this Fay—Fink liawthorn—

-

Universality of Liawthorn Tree—Glastonbury Thorn
—Beauty

. of Fruit Blossoms—Rose—Potentilla—Herb
Bennet—Fruits—Mountain Ash—Mountain Ash plant-

ed by Druids—Ancient Superstitions connected with the

Tree.

'' Farewell to thee, April, a gentle farewell.

Thou hast saved the young rose in its emerald cell;

Sweet nurse, thou hast mingled thy sunshine and
showers,

Like kisses and tears, on thy children the flowers.

As a hope when fulfill’d to sweet memory turns,

We shall think of thv clouds as the odorous urns

Whence colour and freshness and fragrance were
wept

;

We shall think of thy rainbows, their promise is

kept

;

There is not a cloud on the morning’s blue way,

And the daylight is waddng the first of the May.”
—L. F. L.

Hovv^ gladly does the lover of nature welcome May, with

its profusion of leaves and flowers, and its gay and soft

tints, and. gentle breezes. Perhaps there is not a human
being by whom, at some period or other, the love of nature

has not been felt. We commence life with it. In child-

hood, the fields, the copses, the flowers, the birds and
lambs—all the features of the country scene animate and
cheer us; the violet is a treasure, the flowering hawthorn

a delight. Too often as w^e advance in life, compelled

to spend our days far aw^ay from rural scenes, and no
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longer daily witnesses of the beauties of nature, this love

seems exhausted or forgotten. Yet the small but carefully

tended plot of garden-ground, in the midst of the town,

where the lilac and laburnum seem stunted for want of

free air, and where the white flowers are clouded, while

the London-pride and persicaria seem to bid defiance to

the smoke; or the myrtles, and geraniums, and migno-
nette, which smile over some of the dingiest avenues of

the city, attest that the love of nature still lingers, though
not a green field is in sight, and little can be seen of the

blue sky.

“ Ev’n in the stifling bosom of the town
A garden, in which nothing thrives, has charms
That soothe the rich possessor; much consoled

That here and there some sprigs of mournful mint,

Of nightshade, or valerian, grace the spot

He cultivates. These serve him with a hint

That nature lives; that sight-refreshing green

Is still the livery she delights to wear.

Though sickly samples of th’ exuberant whole.’’

it is May, the smiling, cheerful May ! Our fathers did

well to greet its coming with flowers. Rare indeed are

now these pleasing welcomings
;
though yet the May-bough

is hung over some houses in Hertfordshire, and the May-
pole lingers still on the village green of Wales. The re-

mains of the old practices are, however, in m.ost places,

confined to the small chaplet of cowslips and blue-bells,

which are borne by little timid country girls, or rosy

urchins, whose young voices salute us with “ Please to

remember the May morning.’’ The hawthorn, or May,
seldom mingles its blossoms with the other wild flowers

of the garland. Our May-day, according to the new style,

being by so many days earlier than that of our forefathers,

the May is not in full flower, except when the spring is

unusually forward; and many a lament used to be uttered

some years since by old dames in villages, that philosophy

should have ever interfered with the seasons of the year,

and brought the May-day before its time.

In a few rural spots of our country, a May-day queen

is chosen and crowned with flowers, and the day kept as
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a holiday; but this is only in villages remote from towns,
which old customs haunt the longest. In some villages

of Cornwall May-day sports are continued in almost their

primitive fashion
;
the day is devoted to out-of-doors en-

joyment, and at Helston the youths and maidens cover
themselves with the snowy wreaths of spring, and, pre-

ceded by the queen of the May, dance merrily through
the houses, and scatter flowers about them.

It is generally thought that our May-day customs are

derived from the practice observed by the ancients, of

dedicating the last four days of May and the first of April

to the goddess Flora. In our country, three or four cen-

turies ago. May was kept universally. Even the avenues
of the Metropolis looked like bowers, from the boughs
which each man hung over his doorway. The young
people of both sexes went a-Maying after midnight, ac-

companied by bands of music. Crowds of them went out

of the town, as Stow says, “ into the sweet meadows and
green woods, there to rejoice their spirits with the beauty

and savour of sweet flowers, and with the harmony of

birds, praising God after their kind.” They returned at

sunrise, in joyful procession, carrying large boughs of

hawthorn, birch, and other trees, garlanded with coronals

of wild flowers, and bearing large nosegays in their hands,

with which they decorated the doors and windows of their

houses.

Hear our old poet Herrick invoking his mistress on a

May morning :

Each flower has wept and bow’d toward th’ East

Above an hour since, yet you are not dress’d

—

Nay, not so much as out of bed.

When all the birds have matin said.

And sung their thankful hymns;—’t is sin.

Nay, profanation, to keep in;

Whereas a thousand virgins on this day
Spring sooner than the lark, to fetch in May.

Rise ! and put on your foliage, and be seen

To come forth, like the spring-time, fresh and green.

And sweet as Flora. Take no care

For jewels for your gown or hair;
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Fear not, for the leaves will strew

Gems in abundance upon you

—

.Besides, the childhood of the day has kept,

.Against you come, some orient pearls unwept;

* * * * * *

Come, m^y Corinna ! come, and coming, mark
How each field turns a street—each street a park,

Made green and trimm’d with trees !—see how
Devotion gives each house a bough
Or branch !—each porch, each door, ere this

An ark, a tabernacle is.

Made up of whitethorn neatly interwove.

As if here were those cooler shades of love.

Can such delights be in the street

And open fields, and we not see ’t?

Come, we’ll abroad, and let’s obey
The proclamation made for May.

.And sin no more, as we have done, by staying,

But, my Corinna! come, let’s go a-Maying.”

The May-blossom, whose very name awakens pleasant

remembrances of the vernal season, has ever been a fa-

vourite object to all who delight in rural scenery. Its

profusion, its sweetness, its blossoming in spring-time, all

lay their claims to our regard. It is the loveliest flower

of the loveliest month—the ornament of every hedge, of

every glade. Its petals lie scattered over our pathway in

each secluded lane, blown about by the winds, which are

not yet soothed into their summer gentleness.

The hawthorn is often merely a large bush, which, while

young, grows very rapidly; but when trained, as it some-

times is, into a tall tree, it is of slow growth, and the lapse

of many years seems to make no change in its appearance.

The traveller who, after a long absence, returns to gaze

upon the hawthorn under whose shade he once sat, con-

ning his lessons, or perchance musing idly upon the life

Avhich then lay all before him, sees it now just such a

tree as he left it. Many changes may have taken place

in his home and his friends, and many natural objects

may have changed too. The young larches, and oaks and
ashes, which his own hands had planted, have grown
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taller and stouter, and scarcely look the same; but the
old hawthorn bush is there

;
its very shape seems un-

altered
; not a bough seems longer than when he last saw

it, and its massy top is still covered with a wreath of

flowers, as in days of yore.

There is no natural object which better than a tree

serves as a mem^orial of the events of the past. It is

among the most beautiful of the productions of earth, and
is comparatively a durable miCmento. When we read of

the “Oak of Weeping,” beneath whose wide-spreading
boughs the pilgrim family of Jacob buried the nurse of

their mother, we feel that no epitaph could have been
more expressive, and no monument more suitable. The
trees of Shakespeare and Milton, of Chaucer and Tasso,

have been regarded with veneration and affection by many
visitors, and will still stand in many future years to tell of

those for whose sakes they have been honoured.
There is not a country in Europe where the common

hawthorn does not grow wild, and wEere its clusters of

white flowers do not enliven the landscape. If, during

the latter end of May, we enter a cottage of almost any
English village, we find it intermingled with the lilac

bough, forming a nosegay for the fireplace, and strewing

over the wide brick hearth som.e of its mnum.erable blos-

soms.

In France the hawthorn is often called “ TEpine noble,”

from the idea that it furnished the crown of thorns wiiich

was placed around the brow^ of our Saviour before his

crucifixion. In Greece its white flowers are made into a

garland for the bride, and strew- ed over the marriage altar.

The spine or thorn which abounds upon this and other

plants, is often made to disappear by cultivation. Thus,

the pear-tree is smooth in the garden, but is, in its wuld

state, beset wdth thorns. This is not the case wuth the

prickle, which, arising from the bark only, and being dis-

tinct from the wood of the stem, is not affected by the

circumstances of the plant. The prickle may be stripped

off wuth the bark, as in the rose and bramble
;
but the

thorn, proceeding from the wood, cannot be torn off in

this way.
1 he pink - blossoming hawthorn (Crataegus rosea) is

merely a variety of the common hawthorn. Another va-
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riety—the yellow - berried hawthorn (Crataegus aurea)

—

which is often planted in shrubberies, is still more beauti-

ful. It is familiarly called the golden thorn, and well

deserves its appellation, for its fruit has the appearance
of golden berries, and its young buds are of a bright

yellow.

All the species of hawthorn are ornamental shrubs.

The pyracanthus, or evergreen thorn (Crataegus pyra-

cantha), is a well-known and favourite species, often

planted against houses, and covering the wall with its bril-

liant and abundant scarlet berries and evergreen foliage.

It is one of the most beautiful shrubs in the garden during

the month of October. The Mexican thorn has large

yellow fruit, which might rival the golden apples of the

Hesperides in appearance
;
and the fruit of the scented

thorn is very agreeable in flavour.

A variety of the common hawthorn called the Glaston-

bury thorn, instead of flowering in May, blossoms during

winter, and was for many years believed to blow regularly

on Christmas day. The Abbey of Glastonbury, in Somer.
setshire, now a heap of ruins, and of whose origin none
but vague memorials exist, was said, by the monks, to

have been the residence of Joseph of Arimathea. Ac-
cording to their legend, he came to Britain accompanied
by eleven followers, and raised to the memory of the

Virgin the first Christian temple erected in this country.

The celebrated hawthorn bush is said to have sprung from
a staff which Joseph stuck into the ground on Christmas
day, which, blossoming immediately, attested the appro-

bation of God to his mission, as the blooming of Aaron's

rod confirmed the priesthood to the family of Israel
;
while

the yearly blooming of this hawthorn at this unusual sea-

son, was regarded by the monks as sufficient confirmation

of the truth of their statement, A fable propagated pro-

bably by some who had an interest in attaching sacredness

to the Abbey and its precincts, easily obtained belief in

those superstitious times, when all that was not evident

to the senses was recognised as miraculous. And this

thorn, which is certainly interesting from its singularity,

was regarded formerly almost universally with blind vene-

ration.

The flowering of the Glastonbury thorn was once
II
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deemed so great a wonder that our merchants annually
exported its blossoms into foreign countries, for the bene-
fit of the curious. 'I'he original tree of the Abbey garden
was partly cut down in the reign of Elizabeth by the
Puritans, who, in their pious zeal to clear away the super-
stitions of the land, were too prone to destroy anything,
however valuable, to which a legend was attached. The
other part was cut down during the Great Rebellion. At
that time, however, a number of plants derived from the
original stock were in existence.

It is now well known that the Glastonbury hawthorn is

not regular in the day of putting forth its blossoms
;
and

although it flowers in December, January, or February,
this occurs as often in the last as in the first-named month.
Cuttings taken from this thorn have retained their pecu-
liarity of bearing blossoms in winter; and a hawthorn in

the arboretum of Kew gardens is often covered with its

white clusters while the snow surrounds it.

The hawthorn belongs to the rose order, Rosacese; and
anyone who examines the flower of the briar rose, will

see that there is a great family likeness in all the plants

composing it. This likeness is lost in the double rose of

the garden, because its whole form is completely altered

by culture. None of the rose tribe are found in the

southern hemisphere. The beautiful white or pink blos-

soms of this order, covering the orchard and garden trees,

form the most prominent natural characteristic of the

lovely spring. They begin with the almond-tree, which,

long before the trees in general have put forth their leaves,

is covered with a profusion of flowers, and are succeeded

by the peach, and the various blossoms of gardens and

orchards. In the cherry counties, as well as in those in

which apples are cultivated for cider, few more beautiful

objects in spring than the fruit orchards present them-

selves to the traveller. Evelyn, while warmly recommend-
ing the use of cider instead of the more recently introduced

beverage of beer, thus remarks :
“ Not to refine upon the

rare effects of cider, which is, above all, the most eminent,

soberly to exhilarate the spirits of us hypochondriacal

Islanders, and by a specific quality to chase away that

unsociable spleen without excesse; the very blossome of

the fruit perfumes and purifies the ambient air, which (as
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Mr. Beale well observes in his “ Hertfordshire Orchards
is conceived, conduces so much to the constant health and
longevity for which that county has been always cele-

brated, fencing their habitations and sweet recesses from
winds and winter invasions, the heat of the sun, and his

insufferable darts. And if (saith he) we may acknowledge
grateful trifles, for that they harbour a constant aviary of

sweet singers, which are here retained with the charge of

Italian wires.’’

The queen of our gardens—the rose—in its many thou-

sand varieties, is at the head of this order; its beautiful,

conspicuous flowers gracing our parterre, and yielding the

most delicious odour, and its pretty, simple blossoms per-

fuming our hedges and lanes. The delight of the East,

the theme of the poet in all ages, the praises of the rose

have been sung in the language of every nation where it

is known. All virtue, all loveliness, has been character-

ised by it
;
from the solemn personification of Scripture,

of Him v/hom the “ preacher ” called the Rose of Sharon,
down to the simile of the humblest minstrel that ever

touched the harp of poesy.

The Romans, whose profuse use of flowers subjected

them to the reproofs of their philosophers, were accus-

tomed to strew roses over the streets at their public festi-

vals. The Egyptians made the rose a symbol of silence,

and crowned Harpocrates with a garland of its blossoms.
The Eastern lady still tells her love by sending a rose to

her lover
;
and “ the time of roses

’
’ is yet a poetical name

for our sum.mer.

To this order belong those pretty velvety yellow flowers,

the potentillas, v/hich creep over the banks by the way-
side, their blossoms shaped like those of the wild rose;
and the taller avens, or herb-bennet, which has, after

flowering, a clammy ball of spines, by which its seeds
cling to different objects, and are dispersed far and wide.
The blackberry, strawberry, and most of the fruits both
of our woodlands and cultivated grounds, belong also to

it.

One very common tree, both in shrubberies and woods
—the mountain ash (Pyrus aucupacia)—is deserving a little

notice. It is in Scotland called the Rowan tree. In
Westmoreland they term it the Wiggen tree, and the old
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X)eople place it on their pillows to charm away evil spirits.

The blossoms of this tree are very much like those of the
hawthorn, except that their colour is not so clear a white,
and they stand in clusters amongst a foliage which may
well be termed feathery, as their leaves convey the idea
of plumage. Rich-looking red berries succeed the blos-
soms, giving a cheerfulness to the gloomy November, and
greeting one

Like a pleasant thought
When such are wanted.”

But the thrushes will not suffer them to hang long un-
touched, as they, with their companions the blackbirds,

claim, them as their reward for the summer songs, and
seldom leave a berry in spots which they haunt. The
cottage children in Wales go, with their little baskets, to

seek the “ Rowan of the rock,
’

’ and gather its berries for

their mothers, who crush them, and make them into a

liquor of which they are very fond. Mr. Bingley says this

drink has the flavour of perry. These berries are also

used in making punch, their acid serving instead of lemon
juice.

It is supposed that the Druids regarded the mountain
ash with great veneration, as it has often been found
planted near those huge piles of stones which they have

heaped up in various parts of our island. That some
ancient traditions belong to this tree is certain, as in many
counties in England, as well as in the Highlands of Scot-

land, it has for centuries been planted near houses, to

preserve them from evil spirits. It is thought, too, by

the Highland peasantry, that a branch of the rowan car-

ried in the hand can defend the bearer from any charm

or witchcraft. The dairymaid, as she follows her cows to

their pasture, drives them onward with a branch of this

tree, persuaded that by this precaution she shall preserve

them from danger, and fully believing that at sight of the

rowan the witches turn pale and tremble. The hardness

of the wood of the mountain ash renders it valuable.
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CHAPTER XIV.

Anemone, or Wind -
-fiower—^ Music of Nature— Wood

Anemone— Blue Mountain Anemone— Basque - fiower

Anemone—Wild Yellow Anemone—Naturalisation of
Foreign Plants—• Corn Cockle— Eumitory— Garden
Anemones—Verses on Wood Anemones.

And flowers—the fairy-peopled w^orld of flowers.

Thou from the dust hast set that glory free

;

Colouring the cowslip with the sunny hours,

And pencilling the wood anemone :

Silent they seem—yet each to thoughtful eye

Glows with mute poesy

!

—Mrs. Remans.

Are you, my reader, one who loves music? Not tha,t

music alone which is uttered by human voice, or swells

from harp or lute
;
but do you love the music of nature?

If so, away to the woods in March. It is not merely to

the song of the birds that your attention is invited. They
are not yet carolling in full chorus

;
though

“ There’s a blackbird and one or two thrushes,

And a far-off wind that rushes,

And the cuckoo’s sovereign cry

Fills all the hollow of the sky.”

The robin sings loudly, and the ringdove coos softly to

its mate. Nature is full of music
;
but the winds, as they

career among the tall trees, or sweep away the clouds,

or raise the ocean in their fury, or softly stir the leaves

and flowers, have the most varied and sonorous tones of

any of her many melodies. “Did you never observe,”
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says Gray, “ Gvhile rocking winds are piping loud/’ that

pause, as the gust is recollecting itself and rising upon
the ear in a shrill, plaintive note, like the swell of an
Eolian harp—I do assure you, there is nothing in the

world so like the voice of a spirit.’’ This idea was not

peculiar to the poetical mind of Gray. Almost everyone
who has stood listening to the cadences of the wind, as

they died away, then again swelled in full peal, has
fancied this resemblance. Even the inspired writers were
reminded by this element of an invisible presence, when
they speak of the Almighty as “ making the clouds His
chariot, and walking upon the wings of the wind;” or

as “riding upon the whirhvind and the storm, while the

clouds are the dust of His feet.”

The sublime poetry of Holy Writ is so full of imagery
derived from nature, that we can scarcely look abroad
over the face of the earth without being reminded of some
of its comparisons. The fowl of the air, the lamb of the

fold, the corn ready for the sickle, the flower of the field,

the morning cloud, the early dew, the green pastures, the

still waters—bring all to the religious mind some emblem
of beauty, some subject of contemplation. When the

ancient people were filled with dread, Isaiah says of them
and their monarch, “ His heart was moved, and the heart

of his people, as the trees of the wood are moved by the

wind.” The sound of the roiling leaf, so often rustling-

in the autumn forest, was to chase the wicked
; and they

were, in their instability, declared to be as the chaff,

which the wind driveth away.

But it is time to turn to the woodland flowers, which,

though not so numerous as during the height of summer,

or the rich days of autumn, are already trembling in youth

and beauty under the trees and bushes.

Towards the end of March the wood anemone (Ane-

mone nemorosa) begins to display its snowy buds and

beautifully-formed leaves. But it will not be in full glory

till April, when there will not be a spot in all tire wood
but it will be seen, contrasting itself with the deep blue

of the wild hyacinth, and looking up with the primrose

between the withered leaves which yet cor-er the wood-

path, Sometimes a delicate lilac tinge colours its petals,

like a blush on a maiden’s cheek, and sometimes the wood
anemone is coloured like the rosebud.
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The roots of this plant are so full of fibres that they

by tlreir interlacings form a complete matwork beneath the

surface of the earth, which extends all over the wood that

they frequent. The wood anemone grows very far north,

and is as common in the woods of North America as in

those of our own land.

Linnaeus observed that the wood anemone expanded in

Sweden at the same time as the swallow returned from
its migration, and that the marsh marigold bloomed when
the cuckoo's note commenced. The same circumstances

have been remarked in this country by a British naturalist.

Country children call by the name of cuckoo-flower not

only the wood anemone, but the cardamine, and several

other spring flowers. With them spring and the cuckoo
stand in intimate connection.

“ When skies are blue,

Then comes the cuckoo,”

says their rude rhyme
;
and all the winter rains wait only

the arrival of the cuckoo to give way to clear sunshine.

A naturalist who took an annual account of the days

on which various flowers came into bloom in spring, found
that the wood anemone never blossomed earlier than

March i6th, and never later than April 22nd. The ob-

servations of this naturalist were made each spring during

thirty years. All agree as to the beauty of the wild ane-

mone
;
ail are prepared to utter its praises. Some persons

ran also discover in it a very pleasant odour; while others

deny that it possesses any.

It seems singular that an odour should be perceptible

to one person, and imperceptible to another who is pos-

sessed of an equally acute sense of smelling; yet it is

certain that one person can detect the perfume existing in

one flower, while another is acutely alive to that of a

different one, and cannot distinguish this. Of course, the

lavender, rose, myrtle, and plants diffusing a powerful

fragrance^ are smelt by every person
;
but many accus-

tomed to walk daily beneath the lime-trees are incapable

of perceiving their scent, and lose the regale which they

present to the many ; and the same may be said of various

delicately-scented blossoms.
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The anemone derives its name from a Greek word,

“anemos/’ signifying wind; and its English name of

wind-flower is a common and poetical appellation. This
has been given to it because many of the species grow
on elevated situations, where they are exposed to high
winds, or, according to other writers, because they tremble
and shiver before the blasts of spring. Pliny asserts that

it never blooms except when the winds blow. Though
most frequently found under the shelter of overhanging
branches, the wood anemone sometimes rears its frail-

looking flower upon the summits of hills and mountains,
fearless of the storm. It is evident that the shelter of

trees is not necessary to it, since it may occasionally be
found in pastures; and on spots which have once been
woods, but on which the trees have been felled, it rises

up, year after year, exposed to all the fitful gusts of March
and April.

This plant is considered very unwholesome to cattle;

and two species of anemone wdiich grow wild in America
are quite fatal to animals who eat them.
The Egyptians regarded the anemone as an emblem of

sickness, probably on account of its noxious properties.

Perhaps, however, the frail and delicate appearance of the

wood species first suggested the idea. The flush of pale

red which tinges the white petals of the wood anemone,
might well remind us of that delicate glow which lingers

on the cheek of the consumptive sufferer, marking to

others the inward decay, but giving a lustre and a glow

of beauty which deceive its victim.

The wood anemone is another of our wiid-flowers pecu-

liarly sensitive to the changes of weather. When a storm

threatens the wood, the flower closes; and if

“ Between the gloaming and the mirk,

When the kye come hame,''’

we wander into the quiet copses, we shall find it closed.

The winds of heaven have sung their evening psalm among
the branches, and the wood flower is hushed to sleep.

The wood anemone, though generally a common flower,

is not found in some counties of England. It is most
prevalent on moist soils.
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Another wild kind, the pasque-flower anemone (Ane-
mone piilsatilla), bears a handsome purple blossom, and
is often reared in gardens. Its native haunt is the chalky
soil. It is a silky, downy plant.

The yellow wood anemone (Anemone ranuncuioides) is

a rare flower, but found in woods about Wrotham, in

Kent—a neighbourhood remarkable for scarce plants, and
well known to botanists.

The remaining British species, the blue mountain ane-

mone (Anemdne Apennma), is known by its extremely

beautiful flowers, which are of a bright blue colour. It

is, as its name imports, a dweller upon the mountains

;

and some botanists consider that it is not a truly wild

plant.

It is not always easy to distinguish native plants from
those which have been scattered by the winds from culti-

vated grounds, or introduced into our fields and lanes by
those who are in the habit of planting seeds from their

gardens in the wild portions of the landscape. Besides

that, birds carry seeds to a considerable distance; and
they are often conveyed among the grain sown in the corn-

field. The common bluebottle of the corn-field (Centaur-

ea cyanus), and the handsome corn-cockle (Agrost^mma
githago), though so very common in our corn-lands, are

not indigenous plants, but w^ere brought from the East

among the grain; and the fumitory (Fumaria), now show-
ing its small red blossoms under every hedge and in every

field, and coming up betw^een the brown ears of corn,

was, in the time of Gesner, a rare plant in Europe, and
is supposed to have been introduced from some eastern

country. It is now so plentiful that it well deserves to

be called smoke-of-the-earth— fume de terre "—as the

French term it, and of wFich our fumitory is probably a

corruption.

Some species of garden anemone, especially the poppy
anemone (Anemone coronaria), and the star anemone
(Anemone hortensis), are well known as winter flowers,

decking wuth their brilliant blossoms the beds on which

few other flowers are blooming. They are so hardy that

they may be made to blossom in any month of the year,

by proper management in planting them. They grow wild

generallv throughout the south of Europe, and are found
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decking the hedge-banks there as richly as the primroses
of our meadow-borders deck those of our colder climate.
It is chiefly from the Isle of Candia that florists have
procured the beautiful species of ranunculus and anemone
which constitute the ornament of our parterre. A French
traveller mentions that in the lovely islands of the Medi-
terranean whole plains are enamelled with narcissuses^
while lilies, tuberoses, hyacinths, roses, saffron and or-
chises, of uncommon beauty, present themselves at every
step.”

More than twenty species of anemone have been culti-

vated in this country, and have been brought from various
parts of Europe, as well as from North America and
Siberia. This is what is termed a florist’s flower; and
having received so much attention, it has been greatly

improved. Like other flowers which florists have taken
under their especial care, its criterion of beauty is rather

arbitrary. It is quite necessary, with this plant, as with
the tulip and auricula, that its admirer should be a florist,

or he may perhaps praise the common anemones instead

of the more choice specimens, and, like the gentleman
among the tulips, mentioned in the “ Tatler, ” be laughed
at for bis ignorance. Many a visitor to the anemones has

felt like this gentleman by the tulip-bed, who at length

desired the owner of the garden to “ let him know which
were the finest of the flowers; for that he was so unskilful

in the art, that he thought the most beautiful were the

most valuable, and that those which had the gayest colours

were the most beautiful.” But while we are indebted to'

the florists for their great improvement of so many valu-

able flowers, and while we rejoice in seeing them making
their culture a means of recreation, we can easily pass

by a few harmless whims, and wish them abundant and
increased success, and hope that many more may imitate

them. The anemone belongs to the same order as the

ranunculus, of which some account was given in a pre-

ceding chapter.

Wood Anemones.
Flowers of the wild wood !

your home is there,

’Mid all that is fragrant, all that is fair,
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¥/here the woodmouse makes his home in earth,

Where gnat and butterfly have their birth,

Where leaves are dancing over each flower,

Fanning it well in the noontide hour.

And the breath of the wind is murmuring low.

As branches are bending to and fro.

Sweet are the memories that ye bring

Of the pleasant leafy woods of spring;

Of the wild bee so gladly humming.
Joyous that earth’s young flowers are coming;.

Of the nightingale and merry thrush,

Cheerfully singing from every bush

;

And. the cuckoo’s note, when the air is still.

Heard far away on the distant hill.

Y'e have lovely companions too,

The primrose and the violet blue
;

And the celandine with starry rays.

And the bluebell, which the poets praise;

And the stitchwort, with its cheek of pearl.

And the woodruff, with its leafy w^horl,

And sanide nodding before the breeze,

Beneath the shadow of pleasant trees.

Pure are the sights and sounds of the wild

Ye can bring to the heart of nature’s child;

Plain and beautiful is the story

That ye tell of your Maker’s glory;

Useful the lesson that ye bear.

That fragile is all, however fair.

While ye teach that Time is on his wing,

As ye open the blossoms of every spring.

A. Pi.
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CHAPTER XV,

Scarlet Fimpernel— Corn-field— Singing dttring Rural
Labour—Closmg of Fimpernel—Natural Indications

of Atmospheric Changes—Siberian Sow-thistle—Blue
Fimpernel at Madeira—Bog Fimpernel—Garden Fim-
pernel.

Comfort have thou of thy merit,

Kindly, unassuming spirit I

Careless of thy neighbourhood
Thou dost show thy pleasant face

On the moor, and in the wood,
In the lane—there's not a place,

Howsoever mean it be.

But 'tis good enough for thee.—Wordsmortk.

These words were addressed by the poet of nature to his

golden favourite, the celandine, one of the earliest bloom-
ing flowers in the wreath of spring, and one, too, which is

lavished plentifully over every part of our comitry. They
may with equal propriety be referred to the scarlet pim-
pernel (Anagallis arvensis), which is no less prodigal of

its beauty, or more limited in its haunts. Its seeds are

scattered over hill and plain
;
and its brightly coloured

little blossoms often appear in the gardens, gleaming espe-

cially from among the broad leaves which cover the straw-

berry-beds.

But the scene of nature to which the pimpernel is the

most constant is the corn-field, where it blooms, just as

the wheat is getting ripe, until some w'eeks after it has

been gathered in from the field. The old name of this

flower was centunculus, from “cento,” a covering, be-

cause it spread itself in such quantity over cultivv^ted
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fields; but that name is now given to a plant in some
measure resembling it, the little rose-coloured chaffweed,
the smallest wild plant which bears a distinct flower.

The scailet pimpernel must be known to everyone who
notices wild-flowers, for it is scarcely less common than
the primrose; but perhaps it is not known by this desig-

nation, as in the country it is more frequently called the

shepherd’s warning, or poor man’s weather-glass; and
children often know it by the name of bird’s-eye. It may,
however, be recognised simply by its bright scarlet colour,

which is, among our wild blossoms, peculiar to itself and
its companion in the wheat-field, and the red poppy;
though there are several fiow^ers which, like the pheasant’ s-

eye, or Adonis, are of a deep crimson.

It would be almost impossible to wander along the

pathway bounded by waving corn, without seeing this

flower to the right and left of our walk. And who that

loves the country does not occasionally stray among the

corn-fields? Who does not feel a pleasure in listening to

the song of the reaper, as it floats upon the calm air of

noon, mingling with the voices of the few birds which are

vocal during the glowing noons of August, and with the

low humming of unseen insects, filling the imagination

with all those dreams of the happiness of a country life,

which, though it may have been overdrawn by the poet,

is not quite so unenviable as the world may deem it?

Now and then the sound of several voices may be heard

together, as the band of rustics are singing among the

sheaves. Such,” says Sir Walter Scott

—

Such have I heard in Scottish land,

Rise from the merry harvest band.

When falls before the mountaineer.

On lowland plains, the ripened ear;

Now one shrill voice the notes prolong.

Now a wild chorus swells the song

;

Oft have I listened and stood still,

As it came softened up the hill.”

It is, however, more often that we hear the solitary than

the united song of the peasant labourer; and even this,

like the song of the Venetian gondolier, is gradually be-
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coming more rare. A passage often quoted from St.

Jerome says that in his day you could not go into the

country but you might hear the pioughman at his halle-

lujahs, the mower at his hymns, and the vine-dresser

singing David^s psalms.” In Germany the song of the

labourer may be still always heard; and one might as well

expect to wander in the country and to find the birds all

silent, as to hear no human voice in song where the labours

of the field are going forward.

The pretty little pimpernel is quite a village favourite,

from its usefulness in foretelling the approach of rain.

Its power of closing its petals in damp wealher is known
to many country people

;
and when clouds are passing over

the blue sky, villagers often refer to it to ascertain whether
they are likely to discharge their contents upon the earth.

Darwin enumerates the shutting up of the flower among
the signs of rain :

“ Closed is the pink-eyed pimpernel,

In fiery red the sun doth rise.

Then wades through clouds to mount the skies

;

’Twill surely rain, we see’t with sorrow —
No working in the fields to-morrow.”

When the rain continues, however, for many days toge-

ther, the pimpernel loses its sensibility, and fails to give

its signal to the husbandman.
The closing of this, and other flowers similarly consti-

tuted in this respect, is among the many indications of

atmospheric changes which enable the intelligent country-

man as confidently to predict them as the sailor knows by

the winds and waves, and the sounds of ocean birds, that

a storm is coming.
Remarkable as is the circumstance of the flowers antici-

pating rain by hiding themselves in their chalices, still

more singular is the habit of the Siberian sow-thistle

(Sonchus sibiricus). This plant, during that clear weather
wNich is generally favourable to flowers, never uncloses;

but let a thick mist overspread the atmosphere, or a cloud

arise large enough to drive home the honey-bee, and it

will soon unfold its light-blue blossoms.
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It is a matter of regret that many who pass their lives

.among the scenes of nature should so little observe the
interesting objects which are constantly around them.
Such persons speak of the monotony of a country life

;

for they do not see or hear any of those things which
delight the observer, and present a constant fund of

amusement. They who mark well the habits of animals,

birds, and plants, may find a sure data on which to cal-

culate the coming weather. Observe only the merry robin.

On a summer evening he greets us from the garden pal-

ings or the orchard tree as blithely as possible, and then
we may be sure that the fine weather will last; but some-
times even when the air is pleasant, and seems dry to our

less acute sensibilities, poor robin looks sad and drooping,

and then the rain is coming.

Like the robin, many plants possess so acute a sensi-

bility to atmospheric influences, that they feel moisture in

the air long before it is discernible by us. Thus, when a

storm is approaching, several species of anemone fold up
their blossoms, the almond-scented flowers of the wild

pink convolvulus wind themselves together, the awns of

the wild oat, and the sweet-scented vernal grass of our

meadow, stand in an erect position, and the clover leaves

are drawn closely up.

Naturalists cannot altogether discover v/hj moisture

should affect some plants and not others; but the regular

changes of these natural barometers seem a providential

arrangement for the need of those plants in which they

occur. We may infer this fromi seeing the different posi-

tions of several flowers, according to their circumstances.

Thus the poppy, when in bud, hangs down its stem, and

by this means the petals are preserved from rain and

winds; but when it is fully expanded and stronger, and

the sun’s rays are necessary for its perfection, it spreads

open to the full light of day. The violet, again, while

its seed is forming, shades the capsule by its purple

corolla; but when the seeds are ripe, and it is requisite

that they spring to some distance from their capsules, then

the flower rises up with the cup for its support, and throws

out its seed. Adaptations of this kind are frequent and

striking in the vegetable kingdom. Thus, a common spe-

cies of grass has a bulbous root when in dry situations.
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and a fibrous one when it grows in a moist meadow or

by the water-side
; because in the latter case the bulbous

root is not necessary to hold a supply of moisture for the

plant. So, too, the orchis plants, which grow on the

ground in Europe, are provided with roots formed of large

lobes ; but when they hang upon the trees of the American
forests, their roots are formed of a number of fibres, in

order that they may penetrate the bark of the trees.

In former days the pimpernel was considered as a

remedy against low spirits, and a promoter of mirth. It

was probably on this account that it received its name of

anagaliis, which signifies to laugh.

The seeds of this plant, which are very numerous, are

enclosed in small capsules, and are eaten by the birds

;

so that independently of its value to man, as an ornament
of his daily path, the flower is useful to a large class of

living creatures, and thus doubly contributes to our grati-

fication.

There is but one other British species of pimpernel
;
but

the common pimpernel varies in the colour of its flowers—-being sometimes found of a white, and more frequently

of a blue colour. The blue pimpernel (Anagaliis cerulsea)

is not uncommon in some parts of England. It is de-

scribed as growing in beautiful little tufts about the hills

of Madeira, and enlivening them by its cheerful colour,

which may bear comparison with the azure of the sky.

The other native species, the bog pimpernel (Anagaliis

tenella), is among the most delicately beautiful of our wild

plants. Its blossoms are larger than those of the scarlet

pimpernel, and of a pale rose colour; and the leaves,

which are numerous, are very small in proportion to the

blossom. It is found on wet, marshy grounds, but is rare.

There are a few species of cultivated pimpernel in the

garden and conservatory which have been introduced here

from the countries at the south of Europe.
This flower belongs to the same order as the primrose

(Primulacese), of which some account has been given in

an earlier chapter.
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CHAPTER XVI.

Forget-me-not—Haunts of Country Children—Islets on the

Streams—Use of Forget-me-not by the Germans—Field

of Waterloo— Various Names of the Forget-me-not—
Hairs on Plants—Effect of Accurate Investigations on

Mental Habits— Borage —• Heliotrope— Comfrey—
GromwelL

Ye field-flowers! the gardens eclipse you, Tis true,

Yet, wildlings of nature, I dote upon you;
For ye waft me to summers of old.

When the earth teemed around me with fairy delight.

And daisies and buttercups gladdened my sight,

Like treasures of silver and gold.

Even now what affections the violet awakes.

What loved little islands, twice seen in the lakes,

Can the wild water-lily restore

!

What landscapes I read in the primrose’s looks 1

What pictures of pebbles and minnowy brooks.

In the vetches that tangle the shore

!

—Campbell.

If, amid the rich glow of summer noon, we ramble abroad,

how delighted we are to rest in glen or copse-wood, or

beside the river, which, “ gliding at its own sweet will,”

diffuses a sense of coolness even on the hottest day! It

is pleasant to linger on the river-brink, and to find a group
of children playing among the flowers, and collecting

images of beauty to which they may look back in future

days. Not altogether idle are the hours spent in wading
among the sedges to gather the forget-me-nots, or in

throwing stones into the stream
;
for the little loungers are

drinking in the delights of the blue, cloudless, summer

12
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heavens, and sweet melodies of birds, and murmurings of
waters, and sounds of playful and healthful breezes, and
all the beauties and choruses innumerable, which are to

render

“ The mind a mansion for all lovely forms,

The memory as a dwelling-place

For all sweet sounds and harmonies,”

which may soothe them in coming years of sorrow or toil.

They will not, perchance, any of them be poets
; yet there

is somewhat of the spirit of poetry in many a human heart,

and it is seen when the toil-worn man turns him back to

the scenes of his childhood, and expatiates on the rural

joys which he then knew, and snatches a moment from
busy thought to shut his eyes on the world, and bring

before his mind the grassy turf and the flower-crowned

stream, once so familiar, and never to be forgotten.

Happy are the children whose home is in the country

!

Happy not alone the child of the rich, but the little cot-

tager ! Nay, it is more especially among the latter class

that we are led to this remark; for we instinctively com-
pare him with the poor child of the town, where, in some
narrow alley, groups of little ones play amidst the dirt,

breathing the impure and confined air, and exhibiting, to

its full extent, the saying of Lamb, “ that the children of

the poor are often dragged up, not brought up.” The
wide-spreading meadow is the scene of the early sports of

the peasant child; his first companions the young lambs

and summer flowers. His labours are fitted to inspire him

with cheerful feelings
;
and he drives the birds from the

field, or wanders with the cattle down the green lane, or

otherwise joins in rustic employ, with as light a heart as

the morning bird or the evening grasshopper.

How beautiful are the little islands of the stream, edged

with the tall, white meadow-sweet, which sends its per-

fume far up over the green lands that lie around, and

contrasts with the deep lilac colour of the purple loose-

strife! The willow herb, or codlins-and-cream, as chil-

dren call it, grows in perfection there; and there, too,

bloom the tall yellow water-flag, and the vetches, and the

rich water-lily, which, seated on its round leaf, seems to
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swim over the crystal stream. The water-plantain, with

its numerous small pink blossoms, grows in thick clusters

quite down in the water, mingling with the white flowers

and large spear-shaped leaves of the arrow-head, or half-

shading the large cup of the yellow water-lily. Then, too,

the blue-eyed forget-me-not covers the little isles in such

abundance that many of them well deserve the name of

azure islands. The water-rat hides among the flowers,

nibbling with much glee at the arrow-head, or rushing out

from under its broad green leaves; and the water-fowl,

followed by her young, sails across the stream in all the

stateliness of matron dignity; and the little meek-eyed
daisy grows beside the yellow velvet flower of the silver-

weed, or the blue blossoms and succulent leaves of the

brook-lime.

A little bright-blue flower, the meadow scorpion-grass

(Myosotis arvensis), which is common in green fields, is

often called the forget-me-not
;
but the plant which by

botanists and sentimentalists throughout Europe is pro-

nounced to be the true forget-me-not, is the flower which
grows upon the stream. It is the largest species of scor-

pion-grass that is to be found wild. The Myosotis palus-

tris has a blossom of a bright-blue colour, shaped some-
thing like that of a primrose, but much smaller : it has
a yellow centre, with a small portion of white on each
segment of the coloured part of the flower. The plant

altogether seldom exceeds a foot in height. It is, with

the exception of the water-lilies, “ those flowers made of

light,” the most beautiful of the many coloured ornaments
of pools and rivulets which our country scenery presents,

and is generally very abundant in such places. If is often

sold in pots or bouquets in the markets of Paris.

The Germans, who display considerable taste in decking
graves with flowers, place the forget-me-not upon their

tombs. If this flower be taken from the water and planted

in dry places, its aspect becomes considerably altered
;
but

it is still a pretty blossom. Its frequent use in the burial-

place might allow of its bearing the same name among
the Germans that the Italians give to the periwinkle, which
they employ for a similar purpose, and call " flor di

morto,” the flower of death.
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“ Meet offerings they are to the kind and the good,

Those flowers of an azure as pure as the sky;

And there are they gathered in mournfullest mood,
Or planted and tended with many a sigh.

Where friendship reposes, or love is asleep.

Their beauty is decking the lowly green sod

;

While heart-stricken mourners come hither to weep
Over her who has left them to rise to her God.”

It is said that after the battle of V\mterloo an immense
quantity of forget-me-not sprang up upon different parts

of the soil enriched by the blood of heroes. This was
probably the small but bright-blue meadow scorpion-grass,

which, as before-mentioned, sometimes receives that name.
A poet might say that the appearance of such a flower

in this memorable spot seemed to ask that we should not

soon forget those who perished on the held.

The na.me of mouse-ear (Myosotis) was given to these

plants, from a fancied similarity in the form of the leaf

to the ear of a mouse
;
and they received the name of

scorpion-grass because the top of the stem bends round,

while the buds are unblown, in the shape of a scorpion’s

tail. The legend of the dying knight who cast a handful

of these flowers to his mistress, and faintly uttered “ Forget

me not!” as he sank under the water, is a very pretty,

though scarcely a probable, origin of the name.

The young buds of the water scorpion-grass, as well as

several of the field species, are, before expansion, of a

delicate rose-colour, which tint gradually becomes paler as

they develop themselves; though the under surface of the

flower, when fully open, always retains a shade of this

colour.

Seven species of scorpion-grass grow wild in Great Bri-

tain, and some others have been introduced into the garden

from different parts of Europe. One kind, Myosotis

suav^olens, a native of Hungary, is odoriferous.

It is, probably, to the bright little blue field scorpion-

grass, which is often found in woods, that the following

lines refer. The author of this work cannot tell who is

the writer, or if they have ever appeared in print ;
but
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their simple beauty will render any apology for their inser-

tion here unnecessary.

The Wee Flower.
A bonny wee flower grew green the wuds.
Like a twinklin star amang the cluds^

And the langer it livit the greener it grew^

For hwas lulled by the winds and fed by the dew.
When the mornin sun rase frae its eastern ha’;

This bonny wee flow’er was the earliest o’ a’

To open its buds sealed up in the dew.
And spread out its leaves o’ the yellow and blue;

When the winds were still, and the sun rode high,

And the clear mountain burn ran wimplin by.

When the wee birds sang, and the wilderness bee
Was floatin awa like a clud o’er the sea,

This bonny wee flower was bioomin unseen,

The sweet child o’ simmer in its rokely green

;

And when the nicht clud grew dark o’er the plain,

When the stars were out, and the moon on the wane,
When the bird and the bee were gane to rest,

And the dews o’ the nicht the green earth press’d,

The bonny wee flower lay smiling asleep,

Like a beaiitifu’ pearl in the dark-green deep;
And when hairst had come, and the simmer was past,

And the dead leaves were strewn on the circling blast,

The bonny wee flower grew naked and bare,

And its wee leaves shrunk i’ the frozen air;

So this bonny wee flower hung down its braw head,

And the bricht mornin sun flung its beams on its bed,

And the pale stars looked out—but the wee flower was
dead.

The scorpion-grass has received great attention from
botanists

;
and the plants composing this genus are in some

of their species so similar that their chief mark of dis-

tinction has been found in the manner of growth of the

hairs which are upon their foliage. The degree of hairi-

ness’ upon plants is not a permanent character, as it

varies with culture, situation, or other accidental circum-

stances; but Sir James Smith has observed that the

direction of the growth of the hairs or the bristles oo a
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plant is as little liable to exception as any mark of dis-

tinction which vegetables present, as it is always the same
in every plant of the species. He adds that some species

of the bedstraw are admirably characterised by “ the bris-

tles of their leaves being hooked backwards or forwards.”
Those who are not accustomed to examine plants with

a microscope, are little aware of the wonders they present

to the close observer, or of the perfect structure which
even the smallest plant exhibits. The situation of the

hairs, as well as their mode of arrangement, on the stems
and leaves of vegetables, differs greatly in various in-

stances. In some cases they are disposed in a starry

form; in others they are branched and entangled. Some
hairs are armed with barbs at their summits, which pre-

vent their being extracted from any object they enter.

Some are cylindrical in form, others jointed like a bam-
boo

;
and occasionally the hairs themselves are beset with

still finer hairs. The downy clothing is designed, in most
plants, to defend them from winds or insects, or from too

great a degree of cold, or the heats of summer. In addi-

tion to these more obvious purposes, it has been thought

by many philosophers that hairs serve, by the number of

points which they present to the air, to convey a degree

of electricity from the atmosphere, or to restore the elec-

tric equilibrium which may have been disturbed by the

processes of vegetation.” Hairs are never found on very

succulent plants, nor on those which are wholly immersed
in water.

The minute investigation necessary to ascertain facts of

this kind, is by some considered a useless employment;
as if that were unworthy the notice of man which the

Great Creator deemed worthy of his skill. “The world,”

says Sir Thomas Browne, “ was made to be studied and
contemplated by man

;
it is the debt of our reason we owe

to God, and the homage we pay for not being beasts.”

One great advantage attending botanical observations is

that they accustom the student to habits of accuracy. The
effort demanded by the study may at first appear tedious

;

but the interest shortly acquired, as he discovers marks

of providential design, and minute and unexpected exem-

plifications of beauty, will not fail to gratify the observer.

The habit of accuracy, once formed, is also likely to
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extend itself to the general character, and is undoubtedly
favourable to veracity. Dr. Johnson used to say, “ If a

child tell you that he saw from one window a circumstance

occur which he saw from another, correct him, lest he
acquire a habit of untruth;” and some associates of that

great man, though previously men of integrity, have con-

fessed that from his frequent advice of marking even the

smallest thing attentively, and faithfully stating it, they

had acquired a habit of a far stricter veracity.

The scorpion-grass belongs to the natural order Bora-
gineae. Boragineous plants receive their name from the

common borage, a bright-blue flower, with very rough
leaves. All plants of this order are rough or hairy, except
when, like the water forget-me-not, they become smooth
from living partly under water. The black stalks of the

borage are said to burn like match-paper
;
and the root

is much used in the composition of rouge. The flowers

are often gathered by country people, and used in making
what is called a cool tankard. According to Pliny, “ if the

leaves and flowers of borage be put into wine, and that

wine drunken, it will cause men to be glad and merry, and
it driveth away all heavy sadness and dull melancholy.”
Burton, in his “Anatomy of Melancholy,” says also of it:

Borage and hellebore fill two scenes,

Sovereign plants to purge the veins

Of melancholy, and cheer the heart

Of those black fumes which make it smart.”

The boragineous plants are mostly weeds
;
but a few

ornamental garden flowers are among them. The Peruvian

heliotrope is one of them, and is well known by its lilac

blossoms, which are very fragrant. The plant is often

called cherry pie, because its odour is thought to resemble

that of this dish. The heliotrope received its usual name
from two Greek words, “sun” and “to turn,” because

the ancients thought it always turned its blossoms to meet
the rays of that luminary; but neither this flower nor the

sunflower deserves the reputation for constancy to the sun

which old philosophers and all poets have ascribed to it.

“ As the sunflower turns to her God, when he sets.

The same look which she turned when he rose,
’ ’
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sounds well as a poetic comparison; but no one must walk
into a garden of sunflowers and expect to witness the fact

alluded to in these lines.

A plant of this order, the common grorowell (Litho-

spermum officinale), which bears a sm.ail yellowish-green

flower, and grows on chalky places, has very singular

seeds. These are like small nuts, but of a greyish colour,

and highly polished. They are as hard as any stones,

and, indeed, contain a great quantity of flint. This plant

was formerly called by the elegant name of “ herbe aux
perles.”

It would be easy, among our wild-flowers, to point

out many more boragineous plants. The comfrey (Sym-
phytum), a plant whose white flowers droop in clusters

among the rough foliage; and the viper’s bugloss, a bright-

blue flower, common on chalky places, its leaves covered

with thick bristles, belong to them. Sometimes in gather-

ing flowers at the water-side one meets vdth the comfrey;

and persons unaware of the nature of its stem and leaves,

find, after gathering it, their hands full of its bristly hairs,

and irritated as much as if they had plucked a handful

of nettles. It is still in great repute in villages for its

medicinal properties.
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CHAPTER XVn.

Hyacinth— Oriental Hyacinth-— Colours of Flowers—
Plants reared in Water—Fable of the Ancients respect-

ing the Hyacinth—Wild Hyacinth—Star of Bethlehem—Asphodel.

“ Blush not if o’er your heart be stealing

A love for things which have no feeling.”

The hyacinth is a favourite flower of the cultivator, and
much cherished on the garden-bed. It seems, however,
more especially the flower of the lady florist, and to belong
as much to the parlour as the garden. It may be reared

there when the atmosphere is chilly, and the earth too

damp to allow the delicate to venture abroad and tend

the flowers out of doors. To those wdio are fond of flowers

there is pleasure in watching the progress of the beautiful

wfliite fibres which descend from the bulbs into the water,

tinged with the hue of purple or green, which is reflected

from the vase which contains them, and in watching the

gradual expansion of the beautiful bells which crown the

stem. The lament of Milton’s Eve when quitting the

lovely bowers of the fairest garden which this world ever

knew, accords well with female feelings generally on the

subject of flowers. To a woman her flowers seem almost

as her friends.

Must I then leave thee. Paradise? thus leave

Thee, native soil ! these happy walks and shades

Fit haunt of gods ! where I had hoped to spend
Quiet, though sad, the respite of that day
That must be mortal to us both. O flowers,

That never will in other climate grow

;
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My early visitation^ and my last

At even^ which I bred up with tender hand
From the first opening budSj and gave ye names

:

Who now shall rear ye to the sun^ or rank
Your tribeSj and water from the ambrosial fount?”

Two species only of hyacinth, besides the native wood-
land flower, are reared in our gardens. The Oriental hya-

cinth has, however, many hundred varieties, distinguished

chiefly by the various colours or forms of the flowers.

In the neighbourhoods of Aleppo and Bagdad the East-

ern hyacinth is very abundant, growing wild on the plains,

and attracting by its beauty the notice of travellers. It is

much valued throughout the East, and forms a conspicu-

ous part in the bouquet destined to convey the sentiments

of Oriental ladies. The language of flowers in the East
seems to have been brought to a regular system, and each
flower has a definite meaning

;
but unfortunately in Europe

it is too vague, and too ill understood, to be bv any means
a safe medium of conveying any sentiment. Each person,

in our country, has a system of his owm, which, like many
systems of shorthand writing, can be read but by him in

whom it originates.

To Eastern poets the hyacinth presents a famous subject

of simile. Hafiz compares his mistress’s hair to the hya-

cinth
;
and hyacinthine locks, probably originally an Ori-

ental comparison, have been long expressive of graceful

tresses, because the petals of the hyacinth turn up at the

points. This bending up of the tips of the flow^er is more
apparent in the wood hyacinth, the poet’s bluebell, than

in the garden flower.

The hyacinth is very common throughout Greece, and
in some other w^arm climates of Europe. It blooms in the

former country about February, The Dutch have taken
much pains in its culture

; and to them we owe the greater

number of kinds of this flower. They are said to have
had in Holland in the year 1620 more than two thousand
varieties of hyacinth

;
w^hile in England at this period the

flower was scarcely known.
For many years the hyacinth was only a single flower;

but it is now an object with the florist to produce large

double bells. Brilliance of tint is, however, the chief

point aimed at in the culture of this flow^er.
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It h Eemarkabie how seldom in the dress of flowers we
meet with any sombre colours. The few blossoms which
are of a dull-purple hue belong to poisonous plants

;
brown

flowers are almost peculiar to night-scented plants; and
scarcely an instance occurs of a blossom approaching to

black. The black hollyhocks and roses, of which we
often hear, are in reality of a deep purplish-red. A spot

of almost pure black is seen in the midst of the white

petals of the bean-flower, and was by the ancients believed

to be worn as mourning, on account of the supposed per-

nicious effects of the bean.

The hyacinth is one of the few flowers which will bear

the saline atmosphere. It seems also to grow quite as

well with its roots immersed in water as when fixed in

the soil. Moisture being requisite for the growth and
fertility of vegetation, it was formerly thought by many
philosophers that vegetables derived their nuti’iment solely

from water, and that the earth was merely useful to them
as affording them the means of stability. Du Hamel,
who advocated this opinion, raised several young trees by
water alone. He even reared an oak to the age of eight

years, when it died from some neglect; but as its roots

were found at the lime of its decay to be in a very un-

sound state, and it had annually decreased in vigour for

some years, the experiment has not been deemed favour-

able to his opinion.

Later experiments have proved that plants derive sus-

tenance from the‘ various ingredients which compose the

soil, and also from the atmosphere; and that very few,

except marine plants, and some bulbous-rooted flowers,

as the hyacinth and lily, will vegetate if wholly immersed
in water.

When reared in sitting-rooms, the hyacinth is often

weakened by the plan of filling the glass with water, which
renders the bulbs liable to decay. When first placed in

the glass, the water should not reach the bulbs by an
inch or more, as the fibres will then touch the water with-

out its coming in contact with the bulbous part. Hyacinth
growers should prefer green or other dark-coloured glasses

to white ones, and place them in a damp, dark situation,

where the plant will have a tendency to strike out its roots
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before the stem and leaves are formed

; and this will

greatly promote its strength. When a number of fibres

are secured^ the glass should be removed to the window.
By carefully cutting through the root of the hyacinth
lengthways, the flower, which was shortly to have sprung
up above it, is found formed in minute beauty within the

bulb. Montgomery alludes to a similar circumstance in

the root of the tulip

:

“ Here lies a bulb, the child of earth,

Buried alive beneath the clod,

Ere long to spring, by second birth,

A new and nobler work of God.

’Tis said that microscopic power
Might through his swaddling folds descry

The infant image of the flower.

Too exquisite to meet the -eye.’''

The ancient poets told that the hyacinth received its

name from Apollo, who unfortunately killed his friend,

the youth Hyacinth, and then turned him into a flower,

that he might ever bathe in morning dews, and drink the

pure air of heaven. He is said to have imprinted the

expression of sorrow in black streaks upon the leaves of

the flower. The ancient festivals at Sparta, dedicated to

Apollo, and termed Hyacinthus, were held in memory of

this event, and were commemorated by two days of mirth

and festivity and one of mourning. Hyacinths are used
in the Greek isles at weddings, and worn both by the

bride and her attendant maidens.

The flowers m.entioned by classical writers have been
the subjects of many discussions; and as no marks are

found either on the flower or leaf of the plant termed

in modern language hyacinth, several flowers have been

mentioned by different authors as the hyacinth of the

poets. It is now, however, generally believed, and Pro-

fessor Martyn was fully of the opinion, that the ancient

hyacinth was that red species of lily now called the Mar-

tagon lilv, or Turk’s-cap. Virgil describes the flower as

of a bright-red colour ; and it was said to be m.arked with

the Greek exclamation of grief, AT, AT. The black marks
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of the THi'k’s-cap may, by a little help of the imagination,,

be considered to bear this inscription.

Milton, when enumerating the flowers w^hich were to

strew the bier of Lycidas, alludes to the ancient belief

:

“ Bring the rathe primrose that forsaken dies,

The tufted crow-toe and pale jessamine.

The white pink, and the pansy freaked with jet.

The glowing violet.

The musk-rose, and the well-attired woodbine.
With cowslips wan, that hang the pensive head.

And every flower that sad embroidery wears :

Bid amaranthus all his beauty shed,

And daffodillies fill their cups with tears.

To strew the laureate hearse where Lycid lies.’’

Farther on he adds, in allusion to the hyacinth,

“ That sanguine flower inscribed with woe.”

We might look in vain for these w^onderful initials, or any
lines resembling them, on the foliage of our wood hya-

cinth, which is, from the absence of these marks, termed
“ Hyacinthus non scriptus ” (not written). This flower is

sometimes called wood-squill; but the French term it as

we do, “ Jacinte des bois.” Every wanderer in mead or

woodland knows this simple flower. It grows wild

throughout Europe under every hedge, from that which
skirts the vale of Avoca, where two waters meet, and in

which Inglis found it in great beauty and luxuriance, to

the most sequestered glade, untrodden by the traveller or

the poet, and unhonoured by song or story. May is the

month when its blue flowers swing before the breezes, and
when crowds of gleeful children go out into the w^oods to

gather it.

The hyacinth belongs to the order Asphodelese, which
comprises a large number of beautiful garden flowers, and
received its name from the asphodel. This plant is very

common on the plains of Greece, and it was used by the

ancient Greeks at funerals. The star of Bethlehem (Orni-

thogalum), which is a frequent garden ornament, is a plant

of this order. From one species was obtained that ancient
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medicine the squill. Another species of this flower, the

large star of Bethlehem (Ornithogalum majus), was for-

merly called the lily of Alexandria, and is often termed
eleven-o’clock-lady, because it opens at this hour. Its

roots are nutritious, and are supposed by Linnaeus to have
been the dove’s dung mentioned in Scripture as the food

of the famished Jews when Jerusalem was surrounded by
the proud armies of Sennacherib. The musk or starch

hyacinth is a well-known plant of the order. It grows

wild in many parts of England; and its dark purple bells

have a strong odour of starch.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Convolvulus—Eglantine—Climbing Plants—Peculimity of
Twining Plants— Large White Bindweed— Smaller
Bindweed— Seaside Convolvulus— Garden Comolvu-
luses—Sweet Potato—-Dodder—Parasitic Plants,

On the hill

Let the wild heath-bell flourish still,

Cherish the tulip, prune the vine,

But freely let the woodbine twdne,

And leave untrimmed the eglantine.

—Sir W . Scott,

From some other lines of Sir Walter Scott's, in which the

lady is bidden to twine a wreath of eglantine for the brow,
it is probable that he, in speaking of this plant, alludes

to that luxuriant creeper the traveller's joy, or wild cle-

matis, or virgin’s bower, which is very commonly, though
erroneously, termed eglantine. Milton apparently calls

the honeysuckle by this name

:

“ Through the sweet-briar or the vine,

Or the twisted eglantine.”

The true eglantine of the older writers is, however, the

prickly sweet-briar, which so often forms a hedge for our
gardens, pouring upon the breeze the delicious odour that

resides in the herbage as much as in the blossoms. It is

the Rosa riibiginosa of modern botanists, and the Rosa
eglanteria of the olden time. It is to this Shakespeare
refers

:
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“ And leaf of eglantine, whom not to slander,

Ontsweeten’d not thy breath.”

Thus, again, Spenser, in the “Fairy Queen,” describes a

bower

:

“ And over him, art striving to compare
With nature, did an arbour green disspred,

Framed of wanton ivy, flow’ring fair.

Through which the fragrant eglantine did spread

Flis prickly arms, entraibd with roses red.

Which dainty odours round about them threw,

And all within with flowers was garnished,

That when mild Zephyrus amongst them blew,

Did breathe out bounteous smells, and painted colours

shew.”

Spenser was very careful to preserve the old names of

flowers; and he, as well as Shakespeare, calls the honey-

suckle—our woodbine—by the name of caprifole. It is

still called by botanists caprifolium.

Of all the flo\vers wdth which summer with a lavish hand
graces our pastoral scenery, filling the air with fragrance

and covering the earth with beauty, none are more gene-

rally attractive than the wdld climbing plants of the hedges.

They are most numerous tow^ards the latter part of summer
or the beginning of autumn. By interw^eaving their slender

boughs, covered wnth foliage and flowers, or with berries

no less beautiful, or, as in the wild clematis, crowned whth

their light and feathery seeds, they hang about the trees

and bushes, and contribute very materially to that aspect

of richness and beauty which the landscape presents at this

part of the year. As the stems of these plants are so

slender and yielding that they would sink under the weight

of their flowery clusters or their numerous leaves, or be
shattered to pieces by the winds, if they did not find sup-

port from other plants, w^e see them hanging by their

tendrils, or bending their stems into the most graceful

twinings, and clothing the trunks of aged trees, “ those

green-robed senators of mighty w^oods, tall oaks,” with

an abundant verdure, the dark glossy green of which con-

trasts with their grey lichen-covered trunks, or with the
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brighter tints of that massy canopy which overhangs them.
It is very evident that the ascending position of the

greater number of plants is necessary both for their pros-

perity and the welfare of man and the lower animals.

How soon would the profuseness of vegetation become a

curse rather than a blessing, if it were not for the pro-

visions made for this ascending direction ! Were it not

for this, the whole earth would be clogged with stems

and foliage, and the industry of man could not effect a

clearance for culture or pathway. At every step his foot

would be entangled. Then indeed the woods would all

be pathless, and the want of a free circulation of ak
would render the plants coarse and rank, and destroy

some of the most delicate among them. The vegetable

matter would accumulate by their continual decay, and
render the air impure

;
while, as in the jungles of hot

countries, the noxious reptile would lurk there unseen, and
the wild animal would there lie down in his lair.

One circumstance respecting twining plants is worthy of

remark. Some of them follow the apparent course of the

sun, and turn around the supporting stem, from left to

right. This is the case with the common black bryony

of our woods, which, with its shining heart-shaped leaves

and small green flowers, may be seen in any wood during

the summer months climbing over the trees. Other plants,

as the large white bindweed or convolvulus, twine contrary

to the sun, or from right to left. The peculiar tendency

of the stem of every plant is always constant in each indi-

vidual of the species. Thus, a large bindweed, wherever
found, always turns one way, and a plant of black bryony

the other; we never see its position reversed. Even if

the gardener turn it in another direction, the plant, if

unable to disengage itself and assume its natural bias, will

eventually perish.

The large white bindweed (Convolvulus sepium) is

termed by recent botanists Calystegia sepium. It is very

common about rivers, streams, or other moist grounds,

and is a very graceful plant. The large white bells, which
are called by country people “old man’s nightcap,” are

exceeded by no blossoms in whiteness of tint or beauty of

outline; and the leaves, which are heart-shaped, are very

handsome. It often creeps over the drooping willow tree,

^3
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festooning it lightly with its large flowers; or it wanders
over the green bank, or almost covers some little rill, so

that the heedless traveller might plunge his foot unex-
pectedly into the midst of the hidden waters. It is, like

the other species of wild convolvulus, very tenacious of

life; and if it gets into the hedge of a garden, it costs

the gardener considerable trouble in its eradication. In-

deed, in some places it seems almost impossible to get

rid of it; and summer after summer it unfolds its unwel-
come blossoms, which are not less beautiful, though less

rare, than many of the plants that are carefully nurtured

in the enclosure. The root of the large bindweed, or

bearbindj as it is often called, is said to have the same
medicinal virtues as the scammony, which is procured
from another species, and at great expense, from abroad.

How often do we admire flowers for their novelty rather

than their beauty ! Many a florist will exult in the ac-

quirement of a plant from a distant country, which is

neither remarkable for a lovely appearance nor a sweet

odour, while he will pass by the flovvers of his native

meadow—the wild thyme, or the briar rose—and call them
weeds, and scarcely bestow a thought on their loveliness.

Some of our countrymen who have visited the Cape of

Good Hope have recorded that upon their first arrival

there they have trodden with caution, lest they should

destroy the bright geraniums or the beautiful heaths which

are so abundant in Southern Africa. And w^hen they

w'andered into the country, and saw the new and bright

flowers, how have they laden themselves and their com-
panions with large branches covered with wild blossoms;

and knowing that the lustre was unrivalled by those of

European origin, they have wondered much that the set-

tlers should wholly neglect them, while they cultivated

with care the plants reared from seeds which had been

brought from the different countries of Europe. Thus,

the hollyhocks, the tulips, hyacinths, and other flowers,

engage the whole attention
;
w^hile not one of all the large

tribe of magnificent heaths is admitted into a garden of

the colonist, or has received so much of his notice as even

to have acquired an individuM name—this whole family

of plants being included in the general name of bushes.

Yet even with our countrymen, after a 'while, the Cape
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flowers were regarded as common, and admiration was
shoitiy bestowed upon some paler beauty of more northern
regions and cloudy skies, which, commonly as it might
have grown around their former homes, had now attained

to the value of an exotic.

Not less frequent a flower than the large bindweed, and
adding to its beauty the charm of a sweet fragrance, is the

small pink field convolvulus (Convolvulus arvensis). Who
ever trod the grassy plain on a summer’s day and did not

find it wreathing the grass at his feet, and yielding so

sweet a perfume that he might have thought an almond
tree in full blossom must be somewhere near his path?
The very meadow grass is entwined by it. But when it

creeps into the corn-field, and its tiny stem encircles the

corn, its fairy wreath is an annoyance to the farmer, for

he knows it will injure the produce of his field. Its

slender white roots can live best on driest soils; and diffi-

cult indeed it is to expel it when once it enters the culti-

vated land. This flower has, in common with the pimper-

nel and many others, the property of closing up previous

to rain. Indeed, all plants of the convolvulus family

rejoice in the sunshine; and several of their blossoms do
not display their beauty after noon.

One other kind only can be reckoned among our wild

convolvuluses. This is the sea-side bindweed (Calystegia

soldanella), a larger flower than the field species, of a

rose - colour, somewhat tinged with purple, and having

yellow plaits. Its stems run along the sandy shore, but

do not ascend
;
although they entwine about anything near

them. These plants are all in blossom during the months
of June, July, and August.

These flowers receive their English name of bindweed
from their propensity to cling to other plants; and the

Latin name has the same signification, being formed from

“convolvo,” to entwine.

If we turn to our gardens, we shall there find several

species of convolvulus. The most common is that usually

termed minor convolvulus (Convolvulus tricolor). The
bright-blue flowers of this plant, rayed with white, form

an excellent border ornament; for though the blossoms

are frail, there is so great a profusion of them that they,

in succession, present a blooming plant during two or
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three months, commencing with July. This hower closes
at four o’clock; and obeys this law of its nature whether
it is blossoming on its bed or is forming a parlour orna-
ment among the gathered bouquet of the vase. The tri-

coloured convolvulus is a native of Southern Europe, and
was introduced into our gardens two centuries since. It

requires little care
; and its colour and form alike render

it a favourite flower.

In the warm countries of Europe it often grows on hilly

situations; and it is described as flourishing profusely on
the top of a very high hill in the neighbourhood of Lisbon.

In the country in the suburbs of Rome, where many
very handsome and fragrant wild-flowers attain great luxu-

riance, different species of convolvulus are very numerous
in the hedges, and offer a great variety of colour. In
some parts they completely cover the hedges with their

leaves and blossoms, adorning both sides of the highroads
for several miles. The Italians also plant them as orna-

ments to their verandahs.

The elegant taste of the natives of Italy leads them to

admire flowers
;
but their national antipathy to perfumes

prevents the admission of odorous plants in their dwell-

ings, and excludes many from their gardens. It is singu-

lar that the descendants of the Romans, a people so lavish

in their use of fragrant flowers and perfumes, should now
be so annoyed by their presence. Yet so great is the

disgust excited in modern Italian ladies by their scents,

that even the sight of an artificial rose, by merely recalling

the remembrance of its natural perfume, will cause many
to faint. When Mrs. Piozzi was in Italy, she paid a visit

to some Roman ladies with some perfumed powder in her

hair. To her great surprise and vexation, she found her-

self an object of universal remark, and plainly saw that

she was avoided by the company. Servants brought in

rue on salvers, which the ladies smelt; and Mrs. Piozzi,

having ascertained the cause of this conduct, left the

party, which no entreaties could ever again induce her to

join. One would have supposed that a national antipathy

might have served as an excuse for the aversion of the

Roman ladies; but Mrs. Piozzi had a prejudice against

prejudices. The large wild convolvuluses which entwine

the hedges of Italy may gain their due admiration, since
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they are chiefly scentless ; but the jessamine and rose,

which flourish so well under an Italian sky, and which we
prize so highly, are, notwithstanding their beauty, rather

offensive than pleasing.

The great number of garden species of convolvulus ren-

ders it useless to particularise them all. The scammony
of the druggists, a gum-resin much employed in medicine,

is obtained from the roots of a species of this plant grow-
ing wild in countries bordering the Mediterranean. The
Convolvulus scammonia has flowers of a yellow colour.

The Convolvulus batata, or sweet potato plant, is interest-

ing, as its root is the potato of Shakespeare and the earlier

writers. The common potato (Solanum tuberosum) is

thought to have been introduced into England by the

unfortunate Sir Walter Raleigh. Owing to a prejudice

which existed against it, it was not, for many years after-

wards, used as an article of general consumption. This
arose from the circumstance that the potato belongs to a
highly poisonous class of plants, of which the common
nightshade is an example. The potato, indeed, contains

poison, which is subdued by boiling; but Linnaeus always

denounced it as unwholesome.
The batata, or sweet potato, was highly extolled for its

restorative virtues; and it was thought to have so much
power in repairing decayed constitutions, as to have been
almost a specific for the infirmities of old age.

The potato convolvulus is a trailing plant, bearing pur-

ple blossoms and angular leaves. It is now often reared

in gardens, as an ornament. At every joint of its long

stem it sends forth a tuber. These tubers are very nume-
rous upon the plant; and as, in their native soil, they are

so easily propagated, they form an important article of

food to the natives of warm countries. They are much
used for the table in Spain and Portugal, and are annually

exported from those countries into England.

The batata was introduced into this country by Sir

Francis Drake and Sir John Hawkins; and great numbers
of the roots were brought hither for many years succeeding

its introduction. The potato of present use being, how-
ever, better adapted to general culture in this climate, it

has superseded the use of the sweet potato
;
and that plant

is but little valued amongst us, except as a curiosity,
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though still much in request in the southern parts of

Europe, and an object of general culture in tropical

countries.

The very beautiful climbing garden plants whose plaits

of pink or blue vary with the purple or white colours of

their flowers, and which are usually termed major con-
volvuluses, are more correctly called Ipomaea. Many
kinds of this plant throw their bells about the verandah,
or over the summer bower of the garden, or they hang
down amid the foliage of the tree round which they have
been trained. Almost all the species of this graceful

flower are natives of North or South America or of the

East or West Indies. They are abundant in the Canadian
forests, festooning the very summits of their tall trees, and
growing on flexile stems a hundred feet in length. The
Canadians call them “ morning gloves,

’
^ beca,use they dis-

play most of their beauty in the early part of the day.

Several of the less hardy species require, in our country,

the protection of the hothouse.

The tuberous-rooted Ipomaea is, in Jamaica, an ever-

green plant, and frequently trained over lattice-work. It

is said that is may be carried over an arbour of three

hundred feet in length; and as its leaves and flowers are

very abundant, and the latter delightfully odoriferous, it

is a useful plant in a country where shade is always wel-

come, and it forms eg frequent part of the garden arrange-

ment.

The convolvulus order (Convolvulacem) contains a few

other genera of plants besides the convolvulus; but they

are, with few exceptions, all climbing plants, and are

rnostly distinguished by their plaited blossoms. Some of

them are found occupying every variety of soil and cli-

mate; but they are far more abundant in the torrid zone,

and in warm, than in cold climates. The roots of many
convolvuluses contain an acrid milky fluid. The medicinal

jalap is procured from the Convolvulus jalapa.

A very common plant belonging to this order is the

dodder of our heaths. This plant creeps over the yellow

gorse bush in great quantity. Its small pink blossoms are

situated on leafless stems, which wind among the prickly

bushes, or entwine the nettles so closely that it is im-

possible to separate them. This is one of the few truly
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parasitic plants indigenous to our country. The only

other true wild parasites are the mistletoe and the purple

broom-rape, which grows upon the broom or nettles, or

even derives its nutriment from the clover. A purplish-

coloured flower, with broad leaves—the toothwort—is by
some botanists considered parasitic. The convolvulus, the

honeysuckle, and other creeping plants, are sometimes
incorrectly termed parasites; but as their roots are in the

ground, and are not nourished by the plant on which they

lean for support, they are merely creepers, and are what
botanists term epiphytes, or false parasites. The ferns,

mosses, and other plants which derive nutriment from the

air, are also epiphytal.

All kinds of creeping plants, both those which are para-

sitic and those which are not, are more frequent in warm
countries than in our climate.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Henna—Gardens in the East—Uses of Henna in Eastern
Countries— Garden Balsam— Furpie Loose - strife—
Black Saltwort— Verses.

No tree that is of count in greenwood growes,

From lowest juniper to cedar tall

;

No floure in fielde, that dainty odour throwes,

And decks his branch with blossoms over all,

But there was planted or grew naturall.
• —Spenser.

However great may be the pleasure which the inhabitants

of temperate climates derive from the possession of a

garden near their own homes, the delight which it affords

those who live in the warmer climates of the world can
perhaps hardly be imagined by any who have not felt the

heat of a tropical sun, or the sultry air of the interior of

an Eastern dwelling.

As a shelter from the excessive heat of the climate, a

garden combining both shade and water becomes almost

necessary to the European who has left his ov,m country

for a residence in India; while the rich natives of hot

climates are remarkable for their love of these retreats,

where they may luxuriate in that dreamy idleness so de-

licious to the Oriental, and something of which we experi-

ence in England on the noontide of a warm summer’s day.

The Eastern gardens are filled with umbrageous ever-

green trees, and with a great variety of the brightest

-

tinted flow'ers, whose lustre would be impaired by trans-

plantation to our uncongenial clime. The growth of vege-

tation is in warm countries so profuse and rapid that the
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beauty of these gardens may be constantly maintained at

the expense of comparatively little trouble.

It is not infrequent that these spots, which nature and
art have combined to embellish, are distinguished by some
appellation that conveys an idea of the value attached to

them by their owners. The royal garden of an Eastern
prince is often called the Garden of God, a name which
is supposed by some to refer to the Garden of Eden; and
a promise adapted to the idea of enjoyment which the

imagination of an Oriental would form, is given by the

Koran to the faithful follower of the Prophet :
“ Good

tidings unto you this day, gardens through which rivers

flow, ye shall remain therein for ever.’’

But it would not be enough that these enclosures should

exhibit plants remarkable for beauty only. The inhabit-

ants of those countries whose flowers distil sweet odours,

and whose trees drop aromatic gums, are fond of a great

degree of fragrance. It enters into every reference of

their poets; and a poem which, like the Song of Solomon,
should abound in such allusions, would be w'ell adapted
to the taste of the people of the East; for there are still

prized the “ spikenard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon,

with all trees of frankincense, myrrh, and aloes, with all

the chief spices : a fountain of waters, a well of living-

waters, and streams from Lebanon.”
Throughout Egypt, India, Persia, Arabia, and Greece,

the henna or al’hinna plant (Lawsonia in^rmis) is a shrub

in universal estimation for its beauty, and the sweet per-

fume it exhales. Its leaves, which are oval, are of a

remarkably bright green, and the flowers of a purplish

or lilac colour. “ The Egyptian privet or henna,
’

’ says

Mr. Lane, “ is pronounced more excellent than the rose.

Mohammed, speaking of this flow^er, said, ‘ The chief of

the sweet-scented flowers of this world, and of the next,

is the faghiyeh, and this was his favourite flower.’
” “I

approve of his taste,” adds that gentleman; “for this

flower, which grow-s in clusters, somewhat like the lilac,

has most delicious fragrance.”

The henna generally constitutes a considerable portion

of the hedges which surround the favourite garden; while

over it, with many other flowers, creeps the lovely Arabian

jessamine, the long stems of which are perforated to make
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the sticks of the Turkish pipes. Sometimes the henna
grows on the hills of the Greek isles, pouring its sweetness
on the vales beneath. Its blossoms, when gathered, form
the favourite bouquet of the Grecian females, who delight

peculiarly in flowers, and w^ear them in profusion about
their persons.

The Greeks call this plant ‘‘kupros;’’ but its most fre-

quent Indian name is mendey. It is generally believed to

be the plant which was by the ancient Hebrews termed
kopher, and which is, in the Song of Solomon, called

camphire.

Three species of henna are to be found in England; and
the plant is not very difficult to cultivate in our climate.

It is one of the employments of the females of those

countries in which henna is valued, to impart to their nails

a pink dye, obtained from the dried leaves of the plant.

They also use it to give this colour to the soles of their

feet and the palms of their hands. Moore alludes to this :

“ Thus some bring leaves of henna to imbue
The fingers’ ends of a bright roseate hue,

So bright that in the mirror’s depth they seem
Like tips of coral branches in the stream.”

The Oriental ladies also deck their sofas and adorn

their houses with the rich blossoms of the henna. The
dried leaves are preserved as a scent ; and an extra.ct pre-

pared from them is used on visits and festive occasions,

and profusely employed in their religious ceremonies.

The Hindoo maiden assumes the red dye to her nails

as soon as she is betrothed, which is generally at a very

early age. The practice of using this dye appears to be

very ancient, from the circumstance that the mummies of

Egypt, those gloomy-looking remains of past generations,

have often their nails covered wdth the red paste of the

henna.

This plant is also of extensive use in Eastern manufac-

tures, being employed for dyeing maroquins of a reddish-

yellow colour.

One species of the balsam, which we cultivate as an

annual, is used in the East in the same way as the henna,

•for dyeing the nails.
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The aged Mahometan frequently perfumes his beard by
holding his face over the vapour arising from a prepara-

tion of the odoriferous henna. This reminds us of that

perfume which, poured upon Aaron’s beard, was, in its

sweetness, compared by the Psalmist to the delights of

fraternal affection. In Egypt the henna iiovifers are car-

ried about the streets for sale
;
and the seller, as he pro-

ceeds, calls aloud, O, odours of Paradise
;
O, flowers of

the henna!”
This plant receives its, botanical name from Dr. Isaac

Lawson. It is similar in its nature to our common loose-

strife (Lythrum salicaria), and placed by botanists in the

same order, Salicarise. The flowers of this order are, like

the henna, almost all of a purplish or red colour. Our
purple loose-strife is very common bv streams, and is a

conspicuous and handsome flower
;
yet fev/ country people

know its name. Villagers have alm.ost aivt'ays familiar

names for common plants
;
and these are often different

in different counties. Sometimes names of the old poets,

names almost forgotten, are still retained in the country,

and may be learned by conversing with some of those old

village dames who go about collecting “ simples,
'

' as they

call herbs which they use for remedies. The flower called

loose-strife is two or three feet high, and at the top of

the stem bears a uumber of flowers placed round it. The
leaves are long, but shaped at the base like a heart. If

the reader find a flower answering this description by the

stream-side, and take the trouble to count the chives, or

threads, which are within the purple blossom, he cannot
mistake it. It has six long and six short stamens.

VjERSES.

It was at evening’s silent hour;
A gentle maid reclined

In a lone spot, where tree and flower

Bent to the summer wind

;

A volume lay within her hand,

O’er which she fondly bent.

And on a scene of distant land
Her thought was all intent;

And now and then the maiden smiled,

As that sweet scene her thoughts beguiled.
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She read of isles renowned in songj

Of skies of cloudless blue,

And flowery plains, which all year long

Wore tints of brightest hue

;

Of vine-clad groves and myrtle shade.

And hills with verdure clad.

Where rose and henna ever made
The fragrant earth seem glad;

And as she read, the dreamer fair

Sat wishing that her home was there.

But what has bid the colour rise

Unto that maiden’s brow?
And what has dimmed those gentle eyes

That were so laughing now ?

Alas 1 the pleasant tale has changed

;

She reads of woe and pain.

Of exile from his land estranged.

Of youth and maiden slain,

And dying children on the strand.

Oh ! where is home in that bright land ?

Thine may not be a land of flowers,

Thou simple English maid

;

Its azure skies, its sunny hours,

Soon change to clouds and shade :

But fearlessly, o’er mead or hill.

Thy footsteps lone may tread.

And thou mayst seek the wood-flower still

Upon its native bed

—

No warrior’s arm, no despot’s breath,

Dooms thee to wretchedness or death.

Thy winter fire burns bright and high

Upon the cheerful hearth

;

The laugh is echoed merrily.

The song of household mirth :

Thy mother clasps her infant there,

And smiles his mirth to see;

Thy father’s heart knows not a care

Lest war should check thy glee;

But calmly eyes his happy band,

And triumphs in his native land.
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O Nature ! fitted as thou art

To solace and to bless,

Not e’en thy charms can win the heart

Like social happiness;

And happier far our native isle,

With all its change and gloom.

Than lands where, ’mid thy brightest smile,

There dwells no sacred home

;

And better still our social ties.

Than flowery plains and cloudless skies

!

A. P.
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CHAPTER XX.

Orchis —' Bee-0phrys —- Fly-0phrys — Man-Orchis —
Furple Orchis—Salep—Climbing Orchises—Butterfly-
Orchis — Epidendrum — Air - Orchis — Orchideous
Plants,

Where Java’s isle, horizon ’d with the floods,

Lifts to the skies her canopy of woods,
Pleased Epidendra climbs the waving pines,

And high in heaven the intrepid beauty shines.

Gives to the tropic breeze her radiant hair.

Drinks the bright shower, and feeds upon the air

;

Her brood, delighted, stretch their callow wings.

As, poised aloft, their pendent cradle swings.

Eye the warm sun, the spicy zephyr breathe.

And gaze unenvious on the world beneath.—Darwin.

The adherence of plants to their own particular circum-

stances of soil and situation is rather remarkably seen in

those singularly - formed flowers the bee and fly - orchis.

Neither of these plants grows in Scotland
;
although on

calcareous hills and plains of England they are sometimes
numerous, seldom collected into groups, but scattered far

and wide over the landscape. There are, however, many
districts in England which possess situations that might
have been supposed favourable to their growth, where they

cannot be found, or where, when met with, they are so

rare as to be regarded as peculiar curiosities.

There is something so singular in the appearance of an

insect resting upon a stem as represented by the form and
colours of a flower, that few plants which do not by their

utility appeal to our gratification, excite more general in-

terest than these. It is not unusual, in towns contiguous
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to chalky hills^ to see them exposed for sale, and to hear

in early morning the cry of invitation to the purchaser

sounded by the countryman, who has risen with the dawn
to procure them, and brought them some miles for the

inspection of the curious, before the towns-people have
awaked from their slumbers, or have yet bethought them
that “ truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing it is

for the eyes to behold the sun.’’

The basket containing these floral curiosities is some-
times half-filled with bluebells, sweet woodruff, and other

wild-flowers, besides the plants which are familiarly termed
man-orchis, butterfly-orchis, lizard and spider orchis, and
all the many richly-coloured orchises with which the mea-
dows and woods abound. And if none of these flowers

can yield us the powerful odours of those which are trans-

planted from afar, yet is their scent so redolent of the

country, and so fresh and rural are their looks, that they

to whom the wide extent of the unwalled meadow, or the

steep ascent of the wooded hill, or the long and free

meandering of the stream, or the glen whose loneliness is

not interrupted even by a cottage, is dearer and lovelier

than even the well-enclosed and nurtured garden-ground,

are apt, upon seeing these flowers, to draw comparisons by
no means favourable to the tulips, and carnations, and
picotees. Many true lovers of the country can say with

Mrs. Howitt,

And hyacinth-like orchises

Are very dear to me.”

The common orchises of our woods are, as Mrs. Howitt
describes them, something like hyacinths in their general

appearance; as the flowers grow down the stem, in the

same way as the bluebell, but their leaves are much
broader, and they are of pinkish lilac-colour. The ob-

server of the orchis plants would not, in several instances,

detect their resemblance to the objects from which they

are designated, as it is often very slight
;
and that remark-

able similarity which might bid us pause in our progress

to seize the insect from the flower, and wonder it did not

withdraw from the approaching hand, is, among our native

species, almost peculiar to the bee and fly-orchis.
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The bee-orchis (Ophrys apifera) is sometimes found in

chalk-pits
;
and it grows near woods, or in other shady

places, where the soil is calcareous. It is marked with

the rich brown and yellow hues which embroider the vel-

vety coat of the humble-bee ; and in fine plants the flower

is almost as large as that insect. The delicate lilac petals

of this blossom are very similar to gauzy wings extended
ready for flight. Its leaves are glossy, and of a pale-

green colour; but by the time the flower is quite blown
they are generally much eaten by insects.

The fly-orchis (Ophrys muscifera) is plentiful in some
of the southern counties of England

;
the plant generally

preferring the vicinity of a hedge or bush. It would im-

mediately suggest the idea of a fly, of a bluish-coloured

body, settling on a stem; and two small coloured threads,

situated towards the upper end of the flower, are so fine

as greatly to resemble the delicate antennae of some of

those joyous little creatures which are ever dancing about

in the sunbeam, revelling among the flowers of the bank,

or the sedges of the pool-side. These two kinds of ophrys

flower about the latter end of June.

Let not the reader imagine that in our wild plant the

man-orchis (Aceras anthropophora) he shall discover any
striking resemblance to the human frame. There is in-

deed something like a helmit-covered head, and the small

linear portions of the flower have, by the fanciful, been
thought like the limbs of the human bodv

:
yet perhaps it

is not attributing too much to the imagination of him who
first named it, to say that nineteen persons out of twenty
would never detect the similarity. This orchis has not
the gay colours of many blossoms of the family, but is of

a yellowish-green colour. It is about a foot high, and in

flower during June. It will flourish on no soil of which
chalk or clay is not the chief ingredient.

Our most common kinds of orchis plant may be found
in almost every wood or on every hedgerow. It would not
be difficult for anyone who walks into the country in spring
to find the early purple orchis (Orchis mascula). The
flowers are of a deep lilac colour, sometimes very odori-
ferous

;
and the broad, shining leaves are generally thickly

spotted with purple. From this plant has been derived
the salep of commerce.
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Salep is a farinaceous substance; made from the roots

of several kinds of orchis, and chiefly imported into this

country from the south of Europe, where fields of these
plants are cultivated for the purpose of procuring it. The
same substance, not at all inferior in value to the foreign

produce, has been obtained from the orchis root of our
meadow

;
and it is to be regretted that its culture is not

attempted in England.
The roots of all European orchises consist of two knobs,

which are either of a globular form or, like that of the
purple orchis, palmate (shaped like the hand). On one of

these bulbs is produced the flower of the summer
; and this

dying away towards the decline of the year, the other re-

mains to bear the blossom of the succeeding vernal season

;

while, in the meantime, a third bulb is formed on the side

opposite to the decayed knob. In consequence of this

mode of growth, the plant advances every year about half

an inch from its original position
; and will, of course, in

a number of years, if undisturbed, have made a consider-

able progress over a meadow-bank or other plot of ground.

Children in the country, who have detected this move-
ment by watching some favourite root, call the orchises

walking plants. A somewhat similar structure of the root

accounts for the movements of some plants in our gardens

which, in the course of a few successive seasons, vary their

places of growth.

There is no substance of the same bulk which contains

so great a portion of nutriment as salep; and it has on
this account been recommended as a valuable addition to

the store of vessels desinged for long voyages. Several

medical men have urged its more frequent use. When
dissolved in boiling water it forms a rich jelly, which not

only affords a nourishing diet, but is an excellent pre-

ventive of the complaints most likely to arise from sea

voyages. One ounce mixed with two quarts of hot water

Avill furnish a sufficient quantity of soup for a man’s daily

consumption.

Salep is in many warm climates much used as food.

The Turks employ it at every meal. The Eastern mode
of preparing it is by washing the roots of the several kinds

of orchis
;

and, the skin being thus removed, they are

hung in the sun to dry. This process of preparation much
14
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diminishes the size of the knobs, which when brought into

England are not larger than a walnut. This root is pul-

verised and sold as salep.

I'he wild orchises of Great Britain all grow in the

ground; but in the tropics orchis plants grov/ on trees,

forming some of the most elegant floral appendages of the

boughs of the damp forests of South America. Though
they grow from the branches and stems of other plants,

they are not strictly parasitic, as they do not weaken the

tree on which they hang by nourishing themselves upon its

juices; but, deriving their sustenance either from the soil

lying about their bases or among their branches, or by
insinuating their fibrous roots into the bark, they acquire

support, and are fed by the damp atmosphere about them,

like the mosses of our own land.

So immense is the number of plants which there hang
among the trees, and so closely are the trees placed to-

gether, “ that,
’

’ says Baron Humboldt, “ were it not for

intervening rivers, the monkeys, almost the soje inhabit-

ants of these regions, might pass along the tops of the

trees for several hundred miles together without touching

the earth.”

The orchises of the tropics, although in their general

appearance like those of our own land, are not in any of

their species exactly like them. Those which resemble

insects are much more numerous than ours. The beauti-

ful butterfly plant of Trinidad has large red and yellow

blossoms which, as they wave about in the air, resemble

some of our gaudiest butterflies; and one tropical species

is so like one of those elegant lizards which are found in

hot countries, that even those who have often seen it are

again and again deceived by it.

Our hothouses often display the beautiful tribe of epi-

dendrums, hanging merely from, a tuft of moss, and receiv-

ing their aliment from the w^arm, moist air
;
and nature

does not offer to the florist a more beautiful production

than the air-orchis, which, if hung up in a roorn, will con-

tinue to unfold, for several successive wrecks, its fragrant

and delicate flowers. It is a native of the East, and is

peculiarly beautiful in China; but it does not attain per-

fection in this country.

The orchideous plants (Orchidege) are very similar in
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the structure of their flowers, and easily known by a person

acquainted with any one plant of the tribe. They are

found in all parts of the world except those bordering on
the frozen zone. The elegant perfume of Vanilla is ex-

tracted. from one of them. They are, however, generally

rather an ornamental than useful tribe of plants; and we
may infer that they have been scattered over the world
by the great Creator chiefly for the purpose of affording

delight to the eye of man, or of supplying food to the

bee and butterfly, and other free creatures of the air to

whom God giveth their meat in due season.
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CHAPTER XXL

Bell-flowers — Heath-land — Heatli-flowers — Hare-hell—Differe7it Forms of Leaves on the same Plant—
Netile-leaved Bell-flower—Giant Bell-flower—Rampion
—Pyramidal Bell-flower— YenuP s Looking-glass.

Their groves o’ sweet myrtle let foreign lands reckon,

Where bright beaming summers exalt the perfume

;

Far dearer to me yon lone glen o’ green bracken,

Wi’ the burn stealing under the lang yellow broom :

Far dearer to me yon humble broom bowers,

Where the bluebell and gowan lurk lowly unseen

;

For there, lightly tripping amang the wild flowers,

A-listening the linnet, aft wanders my Jean.—Burns.

The zephyrs are sporting with the flowers on the heath-

land
;
and that wide tract which, during a great part of

the year, is remarkable for its waste and barren appear-

ance, is richly clothed, during summer, with its own pecu-

liar blossoms. The loneliness often experienced by those

who have to traverse a portion of heath ground, where no
tree or hedge, perhaps not even a solitary cottage, serves

as a landmark to the wanderer, has led us to think of the

heath as a cheerless spot. Oftentimes, however, its wide
carpet presents a scene of wild and rich beauty; and the

purplish-red colour of the bells of the heather, and the

sweet perfume of the golden furze and broom, and other

flowers, and the constant humming of the wild bees,

which, so long as the sky is unclouded, are hovering in

swarms about it, delight the senses of those who, amid the

scenes of nature, have an eye to mark, an ear to listen,

and a heart to love.
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The pretty iow-branched shrub, the common ling, is

bright with its reddish flowers
;
and so plentiful are they

that the Icelander would say they threatened a severe win-

ter. The purple or rose-coloured blossoms of our native

heaths are growing, too, in large and thickly-clustered

patches. The name of the former plant—ling (Calluna)

—is derived from the Greek word “to cleanse’' or

“'adorn;” whether because it causes the wilderness to

blossom, or that because, as Sir J. E. Smith observes,

it merits that title from the domestic uses to which it is

applied where its twigs are manufactured into brooms.
Professor Hooker says of it that it makes an excellent

edging to garden-plots, and will bear clipping as well as

box.

But we do not, in the southern parts of Great Britain,

witness the beauties which tracts of heath-land present in

the northern portion of our island, nor the services they

render to those who inhabit the neighbourhood. The
Highlanders make their beds of the green or dried

heather; and the hardy and simple mode of life of these

mountaineers, and their constant exposure to the free and
invigorating air of their native hills, render their couch a

more certain place of repose than is the curtained down of

the luxurious.

How little do they who, rising at noon-time, spend the

day in listless indolence, or in the frivolous pursuits of

fashion, know how many of the charms of existence are

lost to them ! To them the wide-stretching landscape, the

lone walk along the meadow or river-side, offer no delight.

They are unenlivened by all those “skyey influences”

which can raise the spirits to an overflow of exhilaration,

and give a corresponding spring to the untiring footstep.

The odour of the wild, if it greet their languid senses,

needs the stimulus of greater fragrance, and equals not,

in their esteem, the perfume which is borne to them from
the vase of the distiller. Weary they are, yet they do not

experience the fatigue induced by exertion, which makes
the hardest bed agreeable and refreshing, and invites to

a light slumber, unscared by the visitations of restlessness

or terror. They lose in early life that freshness and vigour

of feeling which a constant intercourse with nature serves

to continue
;
they cannot taste the chief delights of poetry

;
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they miss the music of many voices^ and pass away life

unconscious of the common sources of enjoyment which it

offers to those of simple tastes and energetic habits.

“ Trees, and flowers, and streams,

Are social and benevolent: and he
Who oft communeth in their language pure.

Roaming among them at the close of day,

Shall find, like him who Eden’s garden drest,

His Maker there to teach his listening heart.”

The Highlanders use the heather as a thatch for their

cottages, dye their cloth of a yellow or orange colour with
an infusion made from the young shoots, and make their

ale by substituting it in part for hops; and almost useless

as we deem the heather for any other purpose than to feed

the bee or to enliven the moorland, to them this plant is

invaluable.

But the heath-land in summer is decked with other

blossoms besides those to wTich we have adverted. Seve-

ral kinds of St. John’s wort there expand their yellow

flowers; the golden-rod is a bright and frequent adorn-

ment; some kinds of trefoil grow better there than in any
other place; and that flower—the peculiar favourite of

poets—that flower which the Scotchman deems especially

his own—that dweller on heath and moorland—^the hare-

bell, raises its delicate stem and bows its gentle head,

neither proudly defiant of storm nor easily broken by its

violence
;

like the elastic spirit of some gentle woman,
strong by its very weakness, trembling before the tempest,

but quickly after rising all fresh and vigorous, as if nought
but sun and smiles had ever beamed upon it.

The harebell (Campanula rotundifdlia) is among the

most slender and delicately-formed of our wild plants.

Its azure bell hangs lightly upon its stem, and has a look

so frail that one might think that the first wind would
break it to pieces

;
yet is the structure of this little summer

flower, though destined for a few days only, planned with

the same exquisite care and skill of arrangement as is the

lofty beech tree, under whose branches the child seeks for

the beech-nuts, and looks up to its canopy long years

afterw^ards and sees it yet in youthful vigour.
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Many who have gathered the harebell, and marked it as

it grew, may wonder that it should be termed specifically

the round-leaved bell (rotundifolia), since the leaves are

long and slender like those of the grasses. If, however,

we observe the plant during the earlv stage of its progress,

we may see, around the base of its stem, several leaves of

a roundish shape. But these wither at an early period of

its growth. It is not uncommon for the leaves of plants

to vary considerably in shape, according as their position

on the plant is around the stem or near the root. Indeed,

when plants have leaves arising immediatelv from the root,

it is more usual to find them different from those on the

stem than to find them formed alike. In some plants the

leaves on different branches are dissimilar in shape, as

may be seen in the ivy, some of whose leaves are quite

uncut, while others are very deeply lobed.

The harebell is in flower from July until September, and
not only lends its grace to the heathy tract of land, but

grows upon the hedge-bank of the meadow, or by the side

of the full-embowered wood or the green lane.

Several other species of bell-flower are found in hedges
and fields. The common nettle-leaved bell-flower

—
“ Can-

terbury bell,'’ as it is often called—is most frequent in

hedges and thickets. It formerly bore the name of “ fayre

in sight." It is a large and handsome plant, and is easily

distinguished by the form of its leaves, which resemble
those of the common nettle. Its bells are generally of a

deep purple, and very large. It was called Canterbury
bell because it was once more common in the neighbour-

hood of that city than elsewhere.

But the most showy native flower of this kind is the

giant bell-flower. It is, however, very rare. It has larger

flowers than the last-named species, and grows in moist
and shady places.

There is one kind which somewhat resembles the hare-

bell, except that its tint is much deeper. This is the

spreading bell - flower. Its blossoms are also generally

larger than that of the favourite flower. There are ten

species of wild bell-flower; but it would not be easy to

give a description of them all which could be understood
by any but a botanist. One kind, however, may be easily

known, as it is much smaller than any other. This is the
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elegant little ivy-leaved bell-flower. It grows in small
tufts, its stems not so high as the common grass of the

meadow, and the beautiful bell so small tha,t a fly could
scarcely shelter itself from the rain beneath its dome. It

well deserves culture in a garden. It is rare in most
counties of England.
One of our native species of bell-flower, the rampion,

was formerly much cultivated in kitchen gardens for a

table vegetable. Its roots are called ramps, and were
eaten uncooked. The flow'er has putple bells, and grows
about three feet high. It is peculiar to gravelly districts.

Its leaves were eaten as salad ; and the plant is still culti-

vated in the northern countries of Europe, as well as in

France, for this purpose.

The roots of any of these bell-flowers may be safely

eaten; but the great attention which has been paid during

late years to edible plants, and the introduction of many
from foreign countries, have rendered the rampion of com-
paratively little value in the present day. It is, however,
but a fev/ centuries back when salad herbs were scarcely

cultivated in England. Even when Henry VIII. wanted
a salad for his queen Catherine, he was obliged to send

to Flanders to get it. Like the rampion, many wild plants

afford good culinary vegetables to those who cannot pro-

cure the produce of the garden. Thus, the tops of the

wdld hop and the stalks of the common burdock are ex-

cellent substitutes for asparagus. The burdock is the

plant which furnishes the burs that so amuse children
;
and

it may easily be known by its purple thistle-shaped flow-ers

and its very large leaves. It is very common in hedges

and waste-places. Those who live by the sea-side may
use for the same purpose the stems of the sea-holly; and
Linnajos considered it quite as good as the cultivated

asparagus. In such situations, too, the sea-kale may be

procured, which is one of the wild plants most recom-

mended for cooking, and which makes an excellent dish.

Even the ‘common chickweed and the nettle are very

good and wholesome, when boiled; and we may, on any

summer day, gather a good salad in the fields. The dan-

delion leaves are much eaten on the Continent
;
and the

large leaves of the milk-thistle, when stripped of their

prickles, are fit for any table. The latter plant may
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always be known by its large green leaves, covered with

broad and numerous white streaks or veins. Then, there

are the water-cresses of the streams, and the wood-sorrel

;

the leaves of the cardamine, or cuckoo-flower, which is the

companion of the wood anemone in the spring; and the

young shoots of yarrow, or old man’s pepper, as it used

to be called, because it w^as formerly used to correct the

coldness of uncooked vegetables. This latter plant is,

however, less agreeable to the palate than the others here

mentioned
;
and instead of it may be recommended the

brooklime, which growls by the stream, and has blue

flowers and notched, succulent leaves. This vegetable is

sold in the markets of Scotland, and termed water-purpie.

The wild-flowers which enamel the meadows might often

be made of much use to the cottager, if those who have
the means of knowing their value would point it out to-

the iininstructed. Several roots may be boiled as potatoes,

and are as wholesome, though not so large as this root;

and many a poor family in the country might be more
comfortably and nutritively fed, were the practice of using

them more general. Thus, the roots of the whld succory

are thus used, and sold in the markets of France; those

of the water arrow-head are equally nutritious; and this

plant may be distinguished from the other ornaments of

our pools by its large leaves, shaped like the point of an
arrow, and its white flowers. The roots of the purple

meadow orchis, as well as several others, contain, when
boiled, far more nutriment than the potato. The little

buds of the marsh-marigold, a water-side plant like a

buttercup, make good capers
;
and of the samphire and

glasswort of our salt marshes may be made a pickle which
is esteemed even at the rich man’s table.

The garden species of campanula, or bell-flower, are

very ornamental. The large pyramidal bell-flower (Cam-
panula pyramidalis), whose numerous blossoms are often

trained across a widely-extended frame, and serve so ad-

mirably to stand as a shade in the window-seat, are not

so much admired as they were some years since
;

for

fashion has great influence over garden flowers, promoting
one and lowering another according to her dictates. The
bright-blue flowers of this plant compensate for the arti-

ficial appearance which a plant reared in this position must
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necessarily present
;
and the change of taste in England

has not affected its frequent use on the Continent, as a
flower peculiarly adapted for the interior of houses. It

was brought hither from Cainiola
;
but its training has had

considerable effect in altering its general appearance. It

was formerly called steeple milkie bell-flower.

A small and elegant border-flower, the Venus’s looking-

glass (Campanula speculum), received its name from the

resemblance of its round-shaped blossom to the form of

a small mirror; and being thought particularly pretty, it

was appropriated too to the Goddess of Beauty. The
mirrors of the ancients were always circular in form.. The
flower was originally brought from the south of Europe

;

but it was thought by Sir J. E. Smith that a pretty little

campanula which grows in the corn-fields in the midland
and southern counties of England, the corn bell-flower, is

the same species. It is certainly very similar, but not so

large as the cultivated kind. The Venus’s looking-glass

is abundant in corn-fields on the Continent, and may be
found in such places immediately over the Channel.

The order called by botanists Campanulacese contains a

few others besides the bell-flowers, which are more similar

to them in their properties than in their general appear-

ance.

The Faded Heather.

It is recorded of the Highland emigrants to Canada that

they wept because the heather would not grow in their

newly-adopted soil.

There may be some too brave to weep
O’er poverty, or care, or wrong,

Within whose manly bosoms sleep

Emotions gentle, warm, and strong

;

Which wait the wakening of a tone,

L^nmarked, unthought of by the crowd,

And seeming unto them alone

A voice both eloquent and loud

;

And then the feelings, hid for years.

Burst forth at length in burning tears.
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He wept, that hardy mountaineer,

When faded thus his loved heath-flower ;

Yet, ^mid the ills of life, no tear

Had wet his cheek until that hour

:

You might have deemed the mountain tree

Had sooner shrunk before the blast,

Or that his native rock should be
Rent by the winds which hurried past,

Rather than he a tear should shed
Because a wild-flower drooped its head.

It would not grow, the heather flower.

Far from its native land exiled,

Though breezes from the forest bower
Greeted the lonely mountain child;

It better loved the bleak, wild wind
Which blew upon the Highland hill.

And for the rocky heath it pined,

Though tended both with care and skill

;

An exile on a stranger strand,

It languished for its native land.

Oh ! if the heather had but grown
And bloomed upon a foreign scene,

Its owner had not felt alone,

Though a sad exile he had been

;

But when he marked its early death,

He thought that, like his mountain flower,

Withered beneath a foreign breath,

He soon might meet his final hour.

And die, a stranger and alone,

Unwept, unpitied, and unknown.
A. P.
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CHAPTER XXII.

Aloe-Agave—Hedges formed of this Plant—Uses of
Agave—Bridges made of Agave Fibre—Use of Agave
in Manufacture of Paper—Ancient Mexican Manu-
script—Pulque made from the Agave—Aloe—Use of
the Aloe Plant by Mahometans—Aloe planted on Graves
—Adaptation of Succulent Plants to Spots on which
they grom—Cactus

—
'Nutrition of Plants,

But high in amphitheatre above.
His arms the everlasting aloe threw.—Campbell.

Under the general name of aloe are comprehended two
distinct families of plants, the agave and the aloe. From
the latter the drug so often employed in medicine is ob-
tained.

It was to a plant properly called agave, though usually

termed aloe (the Agave Americana), that our forefathers

attributed the remarkable faculty of flowering once in a
hundred years. This was for many years commonly as-

serted; but that great teacher, Time, has proved the

assertion fabulous, and this may now be added to the list

of popular errors, which the knowledge of later years has

shown to be a long catalogue. The fact is that this is

a plant of remarkably slow growth, and as ours is not its

native climate, it attains with us its usual size and maturity

much more gradually than in its own congenial clime. As
it is very commonly planted in flower-pots, this slow growth

is often seen
;

for, even when in a flourishing condition,

the agave or aloe only lengthens its prickly leaf by slow

degrees, and seldom grows an inch in a year. When,
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however, it has reached its ordinary size, it produces
flowers; and this may be once in seventy, eighty, or a
hundred years, as the degree of culture and measure of
heat afforded may affect it. Several plants of the Ame-
rican agave have blossomed in England during the last few
years; but as, from their nature, the flowers cannot be
frequent, public attention is sometimes invited to the cir-

cumstance when it occurs. The leaves are full of pulpy
matter, very spiny, and often six feet long, in some va-
rieties they are striped with yellow, white, or red. The
flowers, which are of a greenish-yellow colour, continue in

bloom three months, and crown a stem which rises thirty

feet in height. The agave, owing to this lofty stem, pre-
sents one of the most gigantic specimens of plants which,
in familiar language, we term flowers, in distinction from
shrubs and trees. Our forefathers named this plant the
sea - ayegreene, because of the evergreen nature of its

leaves.

There are many species of agave in British gardens and
hothouses. They are, however, very similar to each other
in general appearance

;
and it is thought that travellers

who describe them very often confound one with another.

One kind of agave (Agave foetida) exhibits a striking

rapidity of growth. M. A. Richard says of it :
“ This

plant, which I have seen covering the rocks along the

shores of the Mediterranean, in the Gulf of Genoa, when
it flowers shoots out a stalk which sometimes acquires a

height of thirty feet in the space of thirty or forty days,

or even less. As it thus grows about a foot in a day, it

may be conceived to be in a manner possible that its suc-

cessive development should be perceptible to the general

observer.’’

The agave, although in its wild state a native of coun-

tries in or near the tropics, will grow in America, either

in the low valley or upon the highest mountain
;
and it

will vegetate in regions where the thermometer is below

the freezing-point, or flourish in the most burning part of

the globe. Its tall stem is often reared upon the most

arid spots of Africa; and at the Cape of Good Hope it

forms an excellent fence for fields and gardens, offering

an impervious barrier to the intrusion of man or animal.

These hedges are also common in the West Indies; and
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in some of the southern countries of Europe^ in which the
agave has been naturalised, it is a favourite ornament, and
is placed in vases in the garden and on the public prome-
nade. At Milan, where the winter does not well agree
with it, it is considered so desirable an ornament that a
representation of the plant, cut in copper, and ingeniously
painted, is often made to supply its place, and quite de-
ceives the beholder who is unaware of the practice.
The juice of the agave is much used in washing, instead

of soapj the fibres of its leaves are manufactured into
cordage; and its stalk supplies tinder for the domestic use.

In no other country, however, is the agave so generally
serviceable as in those parts of America which are near
the tropics. The rope bridges of Mexico, so often named
as dangerous to the traveller unaccustomed to cross them,
are formed entirely of cords made of the fibrous parts of
its root. These bridges, swung over some foaming tor-

rent, have pieces of the bamboo stem placed at small
intervals across the ropes, disclosing, through their inter-

stices, the dashing of the waters; and this rude structure,

oscillating either with the wind or the unsteady footstep

of the passenger, might appal the heart of the strongest

and bravest stranger, though the Indian passes lightly and
fearlessly over it.

The leaves of the agave are baked, and form an excel-

lent dish; its trunks serve as beams for the roofs of the

Indian dwellings; and its leaves are used as tiles; while

from its succulent substance sugar and medicine are pro-

cured. The Indians call the agave the pite
;
and “ this

plant,” says Baron Humboldt, “may be used as a sub-

stitute for the hemp of Asia, the paper-reed of Egypt, and
the vine of Europe.” How few, as they see the prickly

aloe of the garden flower-pot, think of its value to the

Indian

!

In former times the agave was extensively cultivated in

Mexico for the manufacture of paper as thousands were,

apparently, employed, in the time of Montezuma, in paint-

ing hieroglyphics. The agave, besides that the mode of

converting it into paper was very easy, had this advantage

over the papyrus, from which the paper of Egypt was
made, that it flourishes under greater variety of soil and

climate; the Egyptian reed requiring a temperate clime

and a moist situation.
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The ancient Mexican manuscripts, which have received

so much attention from the learned, and wdiich have con-
veyed to us so much knowledge of the habits and manners
of that injured and interesting people, were painted chiefly

on paper made of the agave fibre. Many of their “ pic-

ture writings, as Dr. Robertson expressively calls them,
are yet preserved at Mexico, and many are at Bologna and
Rome.
The pite is still a plant very important to the Mexican,

and carefully cultivated on account of an intoxicating

liquor cplled pulque, which is prepared from the juice of

its flowers. The plants are arranged on the grounds in

regular lines; and as it is not used until it bears flowers,

the Indians are accustomed to watch it so earnestly that

it is said that they know, by invariable signs, the very

hour at which it will burst into expansion.

Mr. Ward, speaking of the fondness of the Indians for

this liquor, says :
“ The natives ascribe to pulque as many

good qualities as whisky is said to possess in Scotland.

They call it stomachic, a great promoter of digestion and
sleep, and an excellent remedy in manv diseases. It re-

quires a knowledge of all these good qualities to reconcile

the stranger to that smell of sour milk, or slightly tainted

meat, by which the young pulque-drinker is usually dis-

gusted : but if this can be surmounted, pulque will be
found both a refreshing and wholesome beverage; for its

intoxicating qualities are very slight, and as it is drunk
always in a state of fermentation, it possesses, even in the

hottest weather, an agreeable coolness.” There is also a

strong liquor, resembling brandy, procured from this plant.

The different species of agave were all introduced hither

from North or South America, The large American
agave, or aloe, as it is oftener called, was the first kind

cultivated in England, and was once, as a greenhouse

plant, much more valued than it now is, and a more fre-

quent ornament of court-yards and terraces.

The plants more strictly called aloe are very similar to

the agave; being of a succulent nature, and having spiny

leaves. They are most commonly herbaceous, but are in

some cases shrubs, and even trees. Like the agave, they

are used, in those countries w^here they abound, as hedges

for enclosures. By far the greater number of the species
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which are in England were introduced from the Cape of
Good Hope, where they are very numerous.
The drug called aloes is the thickened juice of the aloe,

and is procured by cutting the leaves in pieces and press-
ing and boiling them. Various kinds of aloe are culti-

vated for medicinal purposes in the West India Islands,
and at the Cape of Good Hope. The flowers of these
plants are almost all of a yellowish green, but are rarely

seen in this climate.

The Mahometans, especiallv those who reside in Egypt,
regard the aloe as a religious symbol

;
and the Mussulman

who, having performed a pilgrimage to the shrine of the

Prophet, considers himself ever after entitled to the vene-

ration of a saint, hangs the aloe over his doorway, as a

sign that he has accomplished this duty, and expects that

it shall procure for him the reverence of every true dis-

ciple of the crescent. The Mahometans believe also that

any malign genius would shrink from entering the house
whose owner could display so holy a symboL In Cairo

the Jews likewise adopt the practice of hanging up the

aloe, from a belief in the latter superstition—influenced

by the same vague fear of evil spirits which induces the

ignorant in the country places of our own land to nail a

horse-shoe over the entrance to their houses, as a security

against similar objects of dread.

Peculiar regard is paid by the Mahometans to their

burying-places. They are planted with trees and flowers

;

and whole families often resort thither to enjoy the shade

and coolness of these spots. So that it is not uncommon
in Eastern countries to find some who, like the afflicted

youth mentioned in the New Testament, dwell among the

tombs. In the neighbourhood of Mecca, at the extremity

of almost every grave, on a spot facing the epitaph, Burck-

hardt found planted a low, shrubby species of aloe, wdiose

Arabic name, “saber,” signifies “patience.” The plant

is evergreen, and requires very little water for its susten-

ance. Its name, patience, alludes to the length of time

which must elapse between the entombment of the dead

and the great day of resurrection.

The different kinds of agave and aloe, destined as they

are to inhabit countries where the sun has great power

and the soil much aridity, and where the rainy seasons
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have long intermissions, are admirably provided by their

succulent leaves and stems for the conditions under which
they exist. The cuticle, or thin skin, which covers every
part of a plant, is, in those which contain a great quantity
of pulpy material, formed so as to imbibe moisture with
peculiar facility, and to evaporate it very slowly. If a

leaf of an aloe be separated from the parent plant, it may
be laid in the sun for several weeks without becoming
entirely shrivelled

;
and even when considerably dried, by

long exposure to heat, it will, if plunged into water, be-

come in a few hours plump and fresh.

Plants thus formed and situated derive very little sus-

tenance from the soil on which they grow ; depending
chiefly upon the atmosphere, which they imbibe through
their leaves. This may be seen in the yellow stone-crop

of the old wall, and the house-leek, which our forefathers

carefully planted among the tiles on the roofs of houses,

under the idea that it preserved them from thunder and
lightning. Either of these plants will grow on the small

quantity of soil which fills up the crevices of a brick wall,

or upon a stone grotto, and flourish there as well as in the

mould of a garden.

The different species of cactus, also, which produce
their handsome scarlet or pink rose-shaped flowers in the

conservatories of this country, are never found wild but
in a warm and very dry situation, where little food can be
extracted from the earth. Of the same nature are those

singular productions of the African desert, the carrion-

flowers—Stapelia. These plants scent the air to a great

distance with their disgusting odours of carrion, and at-

tract the flesh-fly to the conservatory in England in which

they are found.

The species termed the warty carrion-flower (Stapelia

verrucosus) is sometimes seen in the hothouses of this

country.

The cactus, in its native climate, affords instances of

immense vegetable growth, and is even planted in the

neighbourhood of forts, as affording by its spiny leaves a

better protection than a guard of human sentinels.

The nourishment of plants in general is effected by

means of their roots and leaves. The small fibres of the

15
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root absorb, by their minute points, the solid, liquid, or

gaseous substances of which the soil is composed. The
expanded green leaves of the plant are another very im-

portant means of nutrition, as they imbibe the ingredients

of the atmosphere. Thus, if a plant be deprived of its

foliage, it will perish, because the roots alone will not be
sufficient to absorb all the nutriment requisite for it. In

the case of the succulent plant of the rock or desert, the

foliage performs by far the greater portion of absorption;

the roots being generally extremely small in proportion to

the size of the vegetable, and the soil containing little of

that moisture which is the grand medium of the various

substances absorbed by plants.

The agave belongs to an order of plants which are

chiefly exotics.
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CHAPTER XXIIE

Sweet Woodruff—Morning in the Country—Old Name of
Woodruff—Scent Jars— Moorland Woodruff—Field

Woodruff—Madder—Bed Straw—Goose-grass—Use of
this Riant in Villages— Verses.

Come, while in freshness and dew it lies,

To the world that is under the free blue skies

;

Leave ye man^s home, and forget his care,

There breathes no sigh on the day-spring’s air.

Come to the woods, in whose mossy dells

A light all made for the poet dwells,

A light, coloured softly by tender leaves,

Whence the primrose a mellower glow receives.

—Mrs. Tiemans.

How pleasant it is to wander into the country when the

breath of early morning is upon the dewy hills, the lark

singing at heaven’s gate, and when the slight mist in the

atmosphere and the deep blue of the sky give promise of

a warm summer’s day. The spider is busy repairing the

slender line which the dewdrop has broken, and weaving

a tenement which will perhaps last some hours, since no
breeze seems likely to arise that will do more than sway
the bough on which it hangs. A pleasant day it will be
to wander in the wild wood and gather strawberries

;
but

still pleasanter is it, while the day is yet young, for the

poet and the lover of nature to linger on the borders of

the quiet copse, to watch the opening flowers as they lift

their meek eyes to heaven, silently, though unconsciously,

speaking the praise of their Creator.
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“ Sweet is the breath of morn, its rising sweet,

With charm of earliest birds.’'

The country is so calmly beautiful in the morning that

it seems rather to belong to the world of dreams which we
have just quitted; to be some Paradise, which suffering

and care cannot enter, than to form a portion of a busy
and anxious world, in which even the very flowers must
share in decay and death.

How glad are they who love nature too well to sleep

when she is putting on her loveliest dress, to wander away
into the woods and meadows 1 The mower with his scythe

is laying low the flowers of the field, and, like his great

prototype, Death, will spare neither the proud nor the

lowly; and now will fall many

“ A coronet of fresh and fragrant flowers.

While that same dew' which sometimes on the buds
Was wont to swell like round and orient pearls.

Stands now within the pretty flow ’rets’ eyes.

Like tears which do their own disgrace bewail.”

But the flowers of the hedges and copses will remain to

pour out their fragrance long after the hay is carried from

the field. The sweet woodruff is secure
;
for it is a lover

of the quiet wood, and can only be found where tree or

bush will lend a friendly shelter from the rough winds or

storms, which might fall too heavy upon its gentle head.

A very pretty little plant is the sweet woodruff, with its

thick clusters of purely white jasmine-shaped flowers, and

its numerous coronals of bright-green leaves, placed one

above another around its stem. One might almost fancy

that a great divine was thinking of this very flower when

he said that the soul of a good man was like “ such a little

flower as we see in the spring of the year, low and humble

on the ground, opening its bosom to receive the pleasant

beams of the sun’s glory; rejoicing, as it were, in a calm

rapture ;
diffusing a sweet fragrance ;

standing peacefully

and lovingly in the midst of other flowers round about it,

all in like manner opening their bosoms to receive the

light of the sun.” This little flower of the wild is indeed

well adapted to suggest to the mind an image of purity

and humility.
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The sweet woodruff (Asperula odorata) has slender

leaveS; placed around the stem in a whofl
;
the number

of leaflets in each little coronal being generally eight.

The foliage is something similar to that of the common
cleavers, or goose-grass, but larger and much prettier

;
and

the blossom, too, is far more elegant. It may be found
in the woods during the whole summer, but is in flow^er in

May and June. It emits from its foliage, when growing,

a delicate odour, perceptible to those only whose sense of

smelling is acute.

The Latin name of the plant, derived from “ aspex
”

(rough), was given it on account of the roughness of its

stem and leaves. Its English name is supposed to be a
corruption of the word wood-rowel. As Turner says,

“The leaves represent some kinds of rowels, or spurs.

“The Asperula,’’ says Dr. Drummond, “is in English

also called woodruff, woodrowe, and woodrowel. Perhaps
you may recollect a rhyme which often forms an amuse-
ment of children at school, and is taken from the ancient

method of spelling the name of this plant. It runs thus

;

Double U, double O, double D, E,

R O, double U, double F, E

;

the old English word being Woodderowffe.”
Ladies who are fond of gathering the leaves and blos-

soms of odoriferous plants, and preserving them for scent-

jars and boxes, often neglect the sweet woodruff, which
is peculiarly adapted to their purpose. While fresh, its

odour is not powerful
;
and even when, by its being walked

upon, its sweetness is expressed, this is often attributed to

some of the flow^ers that grow about it, which are taller

and more showy, and thus better known. So are the

humble often overlooked ! With the exception of the

lavender, there is perhaps no flower which, when withered,

yields so pleasant a fragrance, or retains it during so long

a time, as the sweet woodruff, which is often as sweet a

year after it was gathered as on the very day wTen the

sunbeams dried it.

During the process of drying, a small quantity of the

plant will be sufficient to scent a room
;
and if placed

among clothes, it wall not only give them, like Esau’s gar-
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ment, the smell of a field, but will effectually prevent
them from being injured by the moth. Several plants
retain some degree of odour w^hen dried; but the cases
are very few in which, like the sw^eet w^oodruff, their
scent is actually improved by the diminution of their fresh-
ness.

“ Filled with balm, the gale sighs on.

Though the flowers are sunk in death

;

So, when Pleasure's dream is gone,
Its Memory lives in Music’s breath.”

This plant is eaten by cattle; and it was formerly much
valued as a medicine in liver complaints. It prospers well
in a garden among shrubs

; and it is to be regretted that
it is not more commonly planted there, as it is one of the
few plants which are uninjured by the shade of foliage, or
the water which drops from it.

On chalky hills and moorlands, unsheltered by trees,

another species of woodruff is very comm.on. This flow^er

(Asperiila cynanchica) is destitute of perfume
;
but its blos-

som is formed like that of the scented kind, though not
so large, and slightly tinged with a pinkish colour. It is

not so pretty as the former, as it growls much lower; and
its foliage is small and inconspicuous, instead of forming
any addition to its beauty. It blooms in the midst of

summer, contrasting with the deeper colour of the wdld

thyme and the eyebright, wTich are its common com-
panions on the moor. It abounds on sunny, chalky places

throughout England, but is never found in Scotland or

Wales. It is often called by cottagers squinancy-w^ort.

One other species only remains to be enumerated among
our wild-flowers. This is the field woodruff (Asperula

arvensis)
;
and it is by no means a common plant, being

confined to a few districts of our land. Its blossoms are

of a bright-blue colour. The fruit which follows them is

remarkable for its large size. It has only during late years

been observed in England
;
and was formerly said to be

a native of every country in Europe except Britain. There
are in this country a few^ kinds of cultivated woodruff.

One of them, the hairy w’oodruff, bears purple blossoms,

and is found wild on the Pyrenees. The others are all

natives of the south of Europe.
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The woodruff, with its stellate, or starry, leaves, belongs

to the natural order Stellatse. Anyone used to walk in

the fields must have remarked a number of small flowers,

with their leaves all round the stem in a number of whorls,

looking like so many green stars or coronals. These con-

stitute the stellate tribe. The careless observer of plants

might call them weeds; but he who loves flowers will give

them a kindlier name. There is the pretty yellow ladies’

bed-straw, with its abundant little golden blossoms grow-
ing in hundreds on its stem. In more primitive times,

when floors were strewed with flowers, and when couches
made of the green stems from the meadow were deemed
good enough for “ dainty limbs ” to repose upon, this, and
its companion the white bed-straw, served for these pur-

poses. Strow, or straw, being the old word for strew, the

flower has kept its name in memory of a custom long

passed away. This flower is common everywhere in Eng-
land, on sunny banks. It is used by the Highlanders in

dyeing red. The Norwegian peasants, who have a very

picturesque appearance in their holiday dresses, wear at

these times small skull-caps of a bright-red colour, and
occasionally add to their attire a bright-scarlet jacket,

dyed with the juices of the yellow bed-straw. Some spe-

cies of bed-straw, with little white flowers, grow about the

fields
;
and one very pretty kind, the water bed-straw, may

generally be found in summer time by the stream-side.

Another stellate plant is the comm.on goose-grass, or

cleavers; and it is well known to those wTo are used to

gather wild nosegays : for to which of us has it not clung

with an unwelcome tenacity, winding itself into the fringes

of shawls, and laying hold of anything w^oollen within its

reach? The seeds of the goose-grass are used as a sub-

stitute for coffee; and the stalks are employed in Sweden
to strain milk through. Its juice, when expressed, is an

excellent purifier of the blood, and it is a famous village

medicine.

The madder, so much used in dyeing, is another plant

of this order. It is said that if poultry eat this plant it

imparts a red colour to their bones.
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Sweet Woodruff.

As sullenly swept the wintry wind,
With moanings loud, through the hollow trees,

The withered foliage rustled behind.
Borne from the oak by every breeze

;

And it lay round the trees in a massy heap,
While the seeds of the flowers were in earth asleep.

But soon as the cheerful month of May
Threw over earth her mantle green.

There sprang a stem, whose starry array

In clusters around the oak was seen

;

And a fragrance pure as the breathings of morn.
From the delicate flow ’ret was hourly borne.

Lovely as innocence was that flower,

Which formed a ruff for the stately tree,

And fitted to grace the verdant bower
Where it grew in spotless purity

;

Yet it sprang from the brown and withered leaves,

As a gem of bright beauty from earth’s dark caves.

A lady was lingering in the wood.
To taste the delights of fragrance and shade,

And saw the lowly plant as she stood.

And of its white flowers a wreath she made

;

And she wore it all day, till the evening skies

Bore the rich pearly streaks of the sunset dyes.

Lightly she cast her garland away

;

Yet she marked the fragrance that it threw

Was stronger than when, at early day.

She found it all besprinkled with de\v

;

And the thought of a friendship came to her mind,

Which time had but strengthened and refined.

She had soon forgot her floral wreath

If from the chamber where it had been

There had not issued as sweet a breath

As when it lay in its withered green

;

For the scent, like a memory, lingered on,

Of a gentle voice whose loved owner was gone.

A. P.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

SL John's Wort— Large-flowered Species— Locality of
some Riants—Social Plants— Virtues formerly ascribed
to Herbs—Eye-bright— Borage— Moon-wort—Rue, or

Herb of Grace—Holy Herb—Enchanter' s Nightshade
Milk-Thistle—Monk's-Hood— Job's Tears—Love lies

bleeding—Wild St, John's Wort—Customs formerly
practised on the Vigil of Si. John—Customs still prac-

tised in Greece and on the Continent-—Yellow Juice of
St. John's Wort.

Hypericum all bloom, so thick a swarm
Of flowers, like flies, clothing its slender rods,

That scarce a leaf appears. —Co-wper.

We have several kinds of St. John’s wort in gardens and
shrubberies—some brought from China, some from North
America, others natives of the Azores and Madeira Is-

lands; but none is more generally planted than the large-

flowered St. John’s wort (Hypericum calycinum). It has,

like the other kinds of this plant, flowers of a bnght-
yellow colour, and has around its centre several bundles
of stamens which resemble filaments of gold. This plant

is a native of Britain, growing wild in several parts of

Scotland, and near Cork, in Ireland. It requires but little

care in culture, and is a very ornamental shrub among
trees and bushes, bearing, after its blossoms have died

away, a number of reddish-green berries, which, like the

flowers, have rather an unpleasant odour, resembling that

of rosin.

But if we wander away over the heath, or by the mea-
dow bank, or through wood or dingle, during the summer
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day;, we shall not fail to find some one species or other
of St. John's wort growing in plenty. The kind to which
the motto of this chapter particularly refers is very com-
mon; and we could hardly find a spot in the land, over
whose lap summer had strewed her blossoms, where either

this or the next-mentioned kind may not be seen. This
is the small upright St. John's wort. It grows most fre-

quently upon dry banks and heaths. The other most
common sort is the perforated St. John’s wort (Hypericum
perforatum), which is much larger than the former, but
has not so great a proportion of flowers. The corolla, as

w^ell as the foliage of this flower, is often so covered with
minute dots that, if Ave only observed it casually, we might
suppose it to be a plant that had been injured by insects.

Some handsome species of the St. John’s wort are found
upon gravelly heaths; some upon stone walls; others in

muddy bogs—each, though in general appearance much
alike, yet bearing some features of difference which enable

the botanist, when he sees the plant, to state the probable

nature of the soil whence it was derived.

Whoever occupies himself with wild plants soon be-

comes interested in observing their places of growth

—

habitats, as botanists call them. Some of these are very

constant. ¥/ho ever thinks of finding the lily of the valley

growing wild in any spot but the wood or the sheltered

bank; or if he meet wdth it in a garden, does not think

how far more lovely it w'ould appear were its bells swing-

ing in the quiet seclusion of the woodland ? Who ever

expects to find the wood-sorrel lifting up its pencilled

flower among the grass of the meadow? The yellow

poppy of the sea-side never flaunts its showy head by the

side of the silver streamlet; nor does the aquatic lily cast

her shadow upon the waters of the ocean. Some plants,

however, will flourish on any spot. To the nettle no soil

or climate is unfriendly ; and of any place which plants

can inhabit it takes possession. In the thickest and

dampest parts of the forest; on the dry rock or wall,

which can afford sustenance to little else than moss or

lichen; on sunny bank, or on the borders of the cool

rivulet—the nettle may be found everywhere; unhurt by

the ice and snow of northern regions, and gathering vi-

gour from the rays of a tropical sun, to rise to the size
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of a tree, and acquire a virulence which can kill those
who are stung by it. Our gardens remind us that many
plants will bear removal from their native soil, provided
they receive the attention of man; but some are so tena-
cious of their native circumstances, that no care will save
them if transplanted.

Plants, like animals, are found together in groups,
covering a wide extent, like the buttercup, which bedecks
a whole field, or single, as the bee-orchis, which is onl}r

met with here and there. We see the goodness of Pro-
vidence when we observe that those plants which are ne-
cessary for the food of man, as corn, are social, and not
scattered over the landscape; “so that,” says Dr. Kidd,
“ they are capable of being cultivated gregariously, as it

were, with comparatively little care or attention. Thus,
in our own and other European countries the daily la-

bourer, after his hired rvork for others, can cultivate his

own private field of wheat or potatoes with very little

additional expense of time or trouble.”
In former days, when the knowledge of plants had made

little progress, many of their familiar names indicated the

properties they were supposed to possess. That some of

the virtues ascribed to various plants might really be
found in them, although in a less degree than was once
imagined, there can be no doubt, as many are still used
in medicines, and others are considered good remedies,

l)ut have yielded to newer discoveries. A large number
of plants, hoW'Over, received their names from some super-

stitious veneration attached to them from legends, and
were regarded as charms and spells, and worn as pre-

ventives to disease. Thus, in the days of chivalry, when
a combat between two persons w^as about to commence,
an oath was administered to each knight, of w^hich the

following was a part: “Ye shall swear that ye have no
stone of virtue, nor hearbe of virtue, nor charm, nor ex-

periment, nor none other enchantment; and that ye trust

in none other things properly, but in God, and your body,

and your brave quarrel.”

In early times the common perforated St. John’s wort

was called also “the balm of the warrior’s wound,” and
“ the herb of war;” and in allusion to the clear little dots

of the leaves, which look like sm.all pierced holes, the

poet says.
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“ Hypericum was there, the herb of war,
Pierced through with wounds, and marked with

many a scar.”

1 he healing efficacy which once made it celebrated by the
herbalist and the poet, is not now thought very great;
though the juice of the plant is still, in country places,
applied to bruises, and would perhaps be more frequently
used, but that healing applications may, in modern times,
be procured at little expense from the apothecary.
The names of many common plants remind us of the

value once attached to their restoring virtues. Thus, the
Druids called the mistletoe all-heal;” and the little wood
loose-strife, a flower very similar to the scarlet pimpernel,
only that its colour is yellow, was called, besides its com-
mon name of herb twopence, “ herbe aux cent maladies.”
“He who hath sanicle needeth no surgeon,” says an old
writer

;
yet its power of “ making whole and sound all

inward wounds and outward hurts ” seems to have passed
away with the proverb respecting it. The common yarrow
is a plant to be found in almost every meadow, with a

bunch of white flowers, sometimes tinged with pink, and
leaves cut into many divisions; and is often called old

man’s pepper, or hundred leaves. It was once termed
Knyghten milfoil, or Soldier’s woundwort, because it was
thought to cure the wounds inflicted by a spear.

Though less acquainted with the properties of plants

than modern botanists, they who gave their familiar names
to some of our wild-flowers seem to have loved them well,

and associated a number of pleasing and pastoral ideas

with them. Thus, there is the heart’s-ease, the traveller’s

joy, or virgin bower, by which the clematis is called; the

wayfaring tree, which is the old name for the guelder

rose
;
the waybread, which designated the plantain that

grows by the way-side, and which we often gather for

canaries. Then, there is the pretty lily of the vale, or

May lily, as it used more frequently to be called, and

both of which names are elegant and expressive
;
and the

shepherd’s needle, a little white-flowered plant, with long

seed-vessels like sharp-pointed needles
;
and the shep-

herd’s purse, with its heart-shaped pouches, often called,

too, bv children, pickpocket. There is the wake-robin,
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which is the old name for lords and ladies, and the

cuckoo-flower—both indicative of spring. There are the

good King Henry, and the goose-grass, and the queen of

the meadow, and many others; while the common name
of chickweed has succeeded that of hen’s inheritance; and
we now call wood-sorrel the plant which, in other times,

was termed cuckoo ’s-meat, or wood-sower.
The names of many plants are connected with pious

remembrances; and some of them, doubtless, were related

to superstition. Yet, since the Saviour condescended, in

His instructions, to ally the various objects of nature with

sacred thought, and has bid us gather subjects of pious

contemplation from birds, and trees, and fields, and
flowers, surely these names can be objectionable only when
implying the worship of saints. We might ask, with Mrs.

Sigourney,

“ We boast of clearer light
;
yet say.

Hath science, in her lofty pride.

For every legend swept away.

Some better, holier truth supplied ?

What hath she to the wanderer given

To help him on his road to heaven?”

The pretty grass brought from the East Indies, and fami-

liarly called Job’s tears, from its crystal-looking fruit,

once, perhaps, reminded the pious man of the sufferings

of the patriarch, and silently preached a lesson of patience

and sympathy.

Then we have, too, the star of Bethlehem, and the

cross-flower, as the little milk-wort was called, because it

blossoms about Easter; the star of Jerusalem, which was

the old name of the common yellow goat’s-beard—a flower

something resembling the dandelion, and the holy oak, of

which the modern hollyhock is a corruption.

Many of our meadow flowers were dedicated to the

saints. The pretty daisy was called herb Margaret, be-

cause dedicated to the saint of that name; the samphire

is a corruption of “ herbe de St. Pierre;” and the common
yellow ragwort, with its gay starry flowers, bore the name

of St. James’s wort. Then, there is Our Lady’s slipper,

the little yellow pea-shaped trefoil, which grows on pas-
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turesj besides Our Lady’s mantle, Our Lady’s thistle, and
the foxglove, which bore the old name of “ Gant de notre

Dame ”—all called, with a hundred others, in honour of

the Virgin Mary.
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Spenser, Herrick, Ben Jonson,

Milton—how have their writings handed down to modern
times customs connected with flowers, which else had been
unknown ! Milton, in his “ Paradise Lost,

’
’ when he por-

trays Adam as having forfeited that clearness of vision

which he had once enjoyed, represents Michael, when
about to direct his eye into futurity, as having first

“ The film removed.
Which that false fruit that promised clearer sight

Had bred, then purged with euphrasy and rue

The visual nerve, for he had much to see.”

The pretty little euphrasy, or eye-bright, is a common
plant on hilly pastures and moorlands. The Highlanders

still use it, infused in milk, for complaints of the eye

;

and it is, in villages, often employed in the same way,

though pronounced decidedly injurious to the eye by men
of science. It was, doubtless, in Milton’s time, in high

repute as a remedy.

Rue was, in the days of Shakespeare, called herb of

grace. Thus says the queen of Richard III. :

“ Here in this place

I’ll set a bank of rue, sour herb of grace;

Rue, even for ruth, shall shortly here be seen.

In the remembrance of a weeping queen.”

“ Here’s rue for you,” says Ophelia, “ and some for me;
we may call it herb of grace o’ Sundays ”—that is, by its

Sunday name.
It was thus called because handfuls of the plant were

used by the priests to sprinkle holy water upon the con-

gregation assembled for public worship. That it was also

used in enchantments we may infer from the lines of

Michael Drayton :

“ Then sprinkles she the juice of rue.

With nine drops of the midnight dew
From lunarie distilling.”
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This latter plant was the moonwort (Lunaria), often

called honesty—^a common garden flower, with cross-

shaped lilac blossoms, and round, clear, silvery-looking

seed-vessels. It was considered a cure for madness.
Chaucer also calls it Lunarie.

The common wild vervain was once called holy herb.

It was much valued by the Druids, and used by them in

casting lots and foretelling future events. The plant was
ordered, by these ancient priests, “ to be gathered about
the rising of the great dog-star, but so as neither sun nor
moon be at that time above the earth to see it.’' With
this charge also, “ that before they take up the hearbe,

they bestow upon the ground where it groweth honey with

the combs, in token of satisfaction and amends for the

wrong and violence done in depriving her of so holy a

hearbe.” It was called the sacred herb by the Greeks
and Romans, who used it at their religious festivals, and
sent it by their ambassadors on treaties of peace. This
little plant is very common by road-sides in England. It

has very small lilac flowers, which grow at some distance

from each other up the higher part of a stem about a foot

high. It has rough and notched leaves, and flowers in

July. It is quite a small and insignificant-looking flower;

but its old renown has not yet left it, for it is still tied

around the neck, by cottage people, to charm away the

ague. How little does the passenger by the road-side, if

he sees this plant, think of the feelings of anxious venera-

tion with which his countrymen once gathered it ! Ben
Jonson says,

“ Bring your garlands, and with reverence place

The vervain on the altar.”

This plant is one of those which are always contiguous

to human dwellings. It is said of the vervain that it has

never yet been found at a distance of half a mile from
houses.

The name of one of our common garden flowers has

suggested a beautiful poetic legend to Campbell. It may
be but a poet’s tale :

yet few who have once read “ O’Con-
nor’s Child ” will look on the long, drooping, velvety

plumes of this amaranthus without recalling the woes
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which befel the lonely lady. O’Connor’s fair and lovely
child was the bride of Moran, who fell beneath the hand
of the lady’s own brother. She chose for her home the
wild spot where he fell, and where she buried him.

“ A hero’s bride, this desert bower,
It ill befits thy gentle breeding

;

And wherefore dost thou love the flower

To call—my love lies bleeding?
This purple flower my tears have nurst,

A hero’s blood supplied its bloom;
I love it for it was the first

That grew on Connocht Moran’s tomb.

* * * * *

Nor would I change my buried love

For any heart of living mould

;

No, for I am a hero’s child.

I’ll hunt my quarry in the wild.

And still my home this mansion make.
Of all unheeded and unheeding,

And cherish, for my warrior’s sake,

The flower of love lies bleeding.”

The species of amaranth which forms the subject of this

poem is the well-known Amaranthus caudatus, which we
have from India. Many kinds of amaranth are common,
some shaped like fans, others in round heads and other

forms. The drooping kind was formerly called florimor,

or flower gentile, or purple velvet flower, or “ discipline

de religieuse.”

The old herbalist, Lyte, says of it, “ The wemen of

Italic make great accompt of this kinde, because of the

pleasant beautie; so that ye shall not lightly come into

any garden there that has not this herbe in it.”

But we have wandered long from the flower which sug-

gested the remarks on the names of plants—^the flower

dedicated to St. John the Baptist, anciently called Fuga
doemonum, and still gathered in some countries on St.

John’s day. The name of this flower recalls to mind the

festivities formerly practised in England on the vigil of

this saint, when the bonfire was lighted, and young men
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and maidens, carrying posies in their hands, and having
their brows encircled with vervain and St. John’s wort,

danced round the blazing fire, and threw the flowers into

it, at the same time invoking the name of the saint, and
praying that the coming year might be more full of good,
and less fertile in sorrows, than the one just passing away.
These superstitious practices were founded on a strange

misapprehension of the words of Holy Writ, which told

of St. John that he was a burning and shining light. In

London, in addition to the bonfires on the eve of this

saint, as well as on those of St. Peter and St. Paul, “ every

man’s door was shaded with green birch, long fennel, St.

John’s wort, orpin, white lilies, and the like, ornamented
with garlands of beautiful flowers.”

St. John’s day is on the 24th of June; and in the vil-

lages of France and Germany it is usual on this day to

gather a species of St. John’s wort, and hang it over the

cottage doors, or place it in the windows, under the idea

that its sanctity may deter malignant spirits from entering,

and that the inmates of the house may thus propitiate the

favour of their patron saint.

In Lorraine no persuasions will induce the peasant to

cut down his grass until the arrival of this day, however
the sun may have previously prepared it for the scythe

;

while it matters not that the season be retarded, no event

is allowed to delay the commencement of haying at this

period.
,

The custom of reverencing St. John’s day is not peculiar

to the countries already mentioned. It is generally be-

lieved throughout the Levant that the plague disappears

from the country on the anniversary of this reverenced

festival; and the annual disappointm^ent of their expecta-

tion is not sufficient to convince the Greeks of its fallacy.

In many parts of the Continent the day is celebrated in

a manner similar to the eve of Allhallows in Scotland,

with various rural pastimes, accompanied by a plentiful

use of the St. John’s wort.

The hypericum tribe are all yellow or orange-coloured

blossoms; and they possess a viscid juice, which is valu-

able in medicine, and is so similar in its qualities to the

gamboge of commerce, that a foreign species has received

the name of American gamboge. The perforated St.

16
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John’s wort has been used in colouring brandy. There
are eleven native species of this plant

;
and he must indeed

have lived far away from wood and glen, and lane and
meadow, who has never seen a plant of the St. John’s

wort.
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CHAPTER XXV.

Michaelmas-Daisy—Autumn—Farewell Summer—Sea-side

Daisy — Compound Flowers — Verses 07t Autumn
Flowers.

The windflower and the violet, they perished long ago,

And the briar-rose and the orchis died amid the summer’s
glow;

But on the hills the golden-rod, and the aster in the wood,
And the yellow sunflower by the brook, in autumn beauty

stood,

Till fell the frost from the clear cold heaven, as falls the

plague on men.
And the brightness of their smile was gone from upland

glade and glen. —Bryant.

It is with the different months of the year as with the

varieties of human character—each has its peculiar excel-

lence. It is, too, a happy tendency in the human mind
which 1 ads us to think of each season as it comes as the

best of them all. There are the hopeful and the gay, and
the grave and the pensive; and who, as these characters

pass in review before his mind, could decide which, if it

were to become universal, he would choose, either for the

season or the companion? Even the daisied turf and
smiling sky of June would be less beautiful to us if they

were perpetual
;
and though we regret the falling-off of

summer flowers, as they lay them down to die, yet the

winter too will bring his own charms, and even a few hardy
blossoms will form a garland for “his thin grey hairs.”

Spring-time seems peculiarly congenial to the feelings

of the young and gay. The birds pour out the overflow-
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ings of their hearts in loud bursts of sang, among woods
where lately were heard only the loud harsh tone of the
missel-thrush, as he sat in the pearly-berried mistletoe, or
the low, sweet song of the robin, who, " with all his

feathers seemed a-cold.” Spring returns, and the iamb
bounds away over the grass of the meadow, the leaves
burst from their brown buds, fruit trees wear a dress of

flowers, and the daisies, primroses, and violets—and
where shall we find a wreath so expressive to the human
heart of much that it loves and hallows ?—are making the
lanes and fields gay and fragrant with their beauty and
their wealth of odours. The joyous spirit of youth and
childhood enters into the exhilaration of the scene, and
gives a ready credence to its promises of a long season
of liveliness and pleasure.

But autumn has its delights to those who, having known
sorrow, find its pensive character more in unison with their

quiet musings. To many the silent sympathy of nature is

more soothing than the consolations even of the human
voice. There is a stillness, a sublimity, in the close of

an autumn day, when the shadows of the evening are

stretched out, which inclines to meditation. The breezes

may then, in their low utterings, be aptly compared to

sighs; the daily fading away of the flowers, and the fall

of the withered leaf, speak to the thoughtful, like a voice

from the dying, of change and decay. And yet, how
much of beauty is there mingled with the sadness 1 How
rich the colours which glow on the summits of the wood-
land boughs, green, brown, yellow, in all their varieties

!

—^here a dark patch of rich green, colouring those trees

whose foliage will last through the winter
;
there an olive

tinge, or one that is fast fading; now a crimson bough,

and again a dark grey-looking mass, which seems as if it

stood there to show to advantage the gayer colours of its

neighbours. And then, too, how beautiful is an autumnal

sunset, shedding a golden light on field and wood, till all

seems one wide scene of lustrous brilliance.

There is scarcely any flower which, more than the

Michaelmas-daisy, seems identified with autumn. The
chrysanthemums linger through a part of the winter, and

may, in fact, be considered, with the laurustinus, as winter

flowers; but the Michaelmas-daisy is the last of the sum-
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mer wreath, and smiles upon a garden left almost desolate.

More than a hundred species of Michaelmas-daisy are

cultivated in England
; and some of them may be found

during the latter part of the year in almost every garden,
growing sometimes as tall as shrubs, and covered with
blossoms, which are called stars (aster), from their nume-
rous rays. Varying from a pale delicate lilac to a dark
purplish colour, they are generally too sombre, or too pale,

to be very ornamental
;
yet they are clad in a proper dress

for the Est flower of the season, and may seem to wear
a slight mourning for their departed companions. When
ail flowers save themselves are gone, and the summer birds

have winged their way afar, and the bright butterfly is

bright no longer, and the brittle brown lea.ves are crushed
by the footstep, then this large family of plants is a wel-

come acquisition to the garden-bed.
Upwards of two-thirds of their number have been intro-

duced into England from different parts of North America,
where tliey grow so abundantly among trees that the aster

of the wood ''
is as familiar to the schoolboy as to the

poet; or their sm.all stars, contrasting with the immense
rayed blossom of the yellow sunflower, adorn some of the

vast prairies of that country. They are found too on the

muddy shores of rivers, and scattered about upon dry and
sunny places. Some species are brought from the Cape
of Good Hope, where they are numerous on low, swampy
grounds or about the pasture-lands, A few species are

derived from China, and others from the south of Europe.
There is so great a similarity in ail the kinds of Michael-

mas-daisy that the attempt to particularise any number of

them would be useless in any but a botanical work. The
American large-leaved daisy (Aster macrophyllus), which
blooms from July to the end of September, and the red-

stalked daisy (Aster puniceus), which is in blossom about
the same time, are among the most ornamental of the

Michaelmas-daisy.

One pretty little well-known plant, which is quite co-

vered with a great number of chocolate-coloured flowers,

the many-flowered aster (Aster multiflorus), is among the

latest blooming of all the species, and has received the

appropriate and poetical name of Farewell summer. It is

very generally called by this familiar name
;
and it is often
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in greatest beauty during the chilly month of November.

Cold weather is so unfavourable to flowers in general
that ver}s few remain to us after winter has commenced,
and these are generally pale and scentless; but in coun-
tries where even their coldest seasons have a good degree
of heat, the earth is always covered with a succession of

varied floral beauties. In our land the period at which
flowers are in greatest perfection is during July and Au-
gust.

One species only of Michaelmas-daisy grows wild in

Britain. This (Aster tripolium) is to be found on the

sea-shore, or upon the marshes adjoining salt rivers. It

very much resembles the commonest pale-coloured kind of

the garden, except that its leaves are m^ore succulent. It

is not found upon the sand; although it is not always

situated beyond the reach of the spray, nor without the

sound of the swelling roar of the great waters. But whe-
ther the sea-shore or the salt-river marsh be its home, the

plant is impregnated with the saline air of its neighbour-

hood; and if one of the fleshy leaves be eaten, it will

often be found as salt and as bitter as the briny drops of

the ocean. It is among the very few flowers which can

endure the rough blasts of the saline atmosphere of the

sea -side. A nosegay gathered from the immediate vicinity

of the shore would afford little that was gay in tint or

sweet in fragrance, and would not bear comparison with

the poorest bouquet that was culled from an inland mea-

dow. The sea-side poppy is, indeed, of a bright yellow,

and very similar in the size and shape of its blossom to

its showy namesake the poppy of the corn-field
;
and the

little thrift, or lady's cushion, as it used to be called, bears

a pink head of pretty flowers, and is considered orna-

mental enough to be used in many gardens as an edging

to the beds, instead of box. The white scurvy grass has

a little blossom shaped like the wall-flower, though seldom

a foot high; and there are the sea-side convolvulus, and

the samphire, and a few others, the most handsome of

which is the scentless sea-lavender, that grows in a large

full cluster of lilac flowers, but is like the garden lavender

in nothing else but its name, as it is lower, and bears large

ovate leaves.

Crabbe, whose botanical observations had led him to
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mark the inferiority of the vegetable kingdom in the

neighbourhood of the sea^ gives the following melancholy
picture of the plants of a small town on the coast

:

“ Where thrift and lavender and lad’s-love* bloom,
There fed, by food they love, to rankest size,

Around the dwellings docks and wormwood rise.

Here the strong mallow strikes her slimy root;

Here the dull nightshade, hangs her deadly fruit

;

On hills of dust the henbane’s faded green,

And penciird flower of sickly scent, is seen;

At the wall’s base the fiery nettle springs,

With fruit globose and fierce with poisoned stings

;

Above (the growth of many a year) is spread

The yellow level of the stone-crop’s bed;
In every chink delights the fern to grow,

With glossy leaf, and tawny bloom below

:

These with our sea-weeds, rolling up and down,
Form the contracted flora of our town.”

The v/ild Michaelmas-daisy blooms in August and Sep-

tember, and is about two or three feet in height. It is not

unusual to find specimens of this plant in which the rays

are wanting, and the flower of which consists only in the

yellow centre or disk.

The Michaelmas-daisy is an instance of a very numerous
order of plants, which bear what are called compound
flowers

;
and as a little observation will enable anyone to

recognise blossoms of this kind, it may be desirable to

explain their nature. A compound flower is one which
consists of a number of small flowers situated on one point

of insertion (receptacle), and enclosed in a calyx. The
yellow centre of these flowers will, upon examination, be
seen to be formed of several distinct little flowers, each

one as perfect as is the tulip or any other large blossom,

and having its own complement of pistils, stamens, germ,

and seed. If the rays surrounding the blossoms of a com-
pound flower be pulled away from it, each ray may be

seen to have at its base a small tabular flower
;
so that

* Lad’S'love is a village name for southern wood, which is

very common on salt shores.
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what we are accustomed to regard as a single flower, con-
tains within itself more than a hundred.
The central part of a compound flower is generally of

a yellow colour, as in the Michaelmas-daisy, the China-
aster, and others

;
and the rays are either white, yellow,

blue, or of some shade of red or purple. There is no
instance in which a flower has yellow rays and a white,

blue, or red centre.

Many compound flowers are, like the dandelion, formed
entirely of rays, and are thence called ligulate, or strap-

shaped.

Anyone may recognise the greater number of plants of

the natural order Compositse, to which the aster belongs,

by the star-shaped, compound flowers, if he only remem-
ber that the “ bonnie gem,” the daisy, is one of them. A
few, as the thistle, are formed differently. The daisy

!

How many beautiful thoughts has this “ modest, crimson-

tipped flower” suggested! Wordsworth’s three beautiful

poems have been quoted too often to be quoted here; but

they are well known. Spenser sang of the “ little dazie,

that at evening closes.” Chaucer called it “la douce
Marguerite,” and “the e’e of daie;” and Ben Jonson
had a friendly word for the “bright day’s eye.” The
botanist who named it “ bellis perennis ” admired the

spring beauty; and one of Chaucer’s names. Marguerite,

is still preserved for this flower in France, and was taken

from the Latin word for a pearl. The French call it

also “ Paquerette,” because it blossoms most about Easter

(“ Paques ”). The lamented Mrs. Maclean called our

early favourites

“ Daisies whose rose-touched leaves retrace

The gold and blush of morning’s hours;”

and many poets who “ have never penned their inspira-

tion,” but who are running gaily among the pearl-clad

meadows, gathering it in handfuls, and pouring out the

love of their little hearts upon the wild daisy, will sing

of it when they can better express the feelings they already

experience.

The large ox-eye or ox-daisy (Chrysanthemum leucan-

themum), though ornamental to the held, is injurious to

the pasture, and is considered so much so by the Danes
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that one of the laws of Denmark enforces its eradication

by the farmers on whose land it appears. It was in for-

mer times called Maudelyne-worte.
A large number of our wild plants belong to this order

;

and according to Dr. Richard, more than a twelfth-part

of known vegetables are included in it. The tansy, which
is a common plant in gardens, and often found by road-

sides, was formerly made into puddings, or otherwise

eaten, at Easter; its bitter flavour being symbolical of the

bitter herbs which the Jews were commanded to eat at the

Passover. The word tansy is a corruption of the old

French name of “St. Athanasie.” If meat be rubbed
with this flower, no fly will touch it.

The large tribe of hawkweeds—those yellow)^ flowers

which grow" in almost every meadow, or under hedges,

in shape something resembling the dandelion, but with

slighter stems, and much taller than that flower—received

their name because it was fancied that the hawk derived

his strength of vision from their juices. The golden-rod,

a tall, yellow flower
;
the coltsfoot, a lower blossom, which

visits us in early spring, flowering long before its leaves

appear; the camomile, the wormwood, the bright blue

succory, the groundsel, the wild lettuce, and a great

number of others, are known to many. The dandelion
is thus called from “ dent de lion its notched leaf being

supposed to be shaped like a lion’s tooth. It has gained

nothing, however, by the exchange of this for its old

name; for it once bore the prettier one of condrilla. It

is much used in medicine
;
and its leaves are eaten as salad

on the Continent.

Many compound flowers ornament our garden both dur-

ing summer and autumn
;
from the stately sunflower, which

grows to an immense size in woods and plains in Mexico,

and excited the astonishmxCnt of the Spanish conquerors,

to the marigold, which received its name, calendula, of

the Romans, from the word “ calends,
’

’ because it is to

be found in flower in all the calends, or months of the

year. The many-coloured dahlias are natives of the sandy

fields of Mexico
;
the African marigolds have come to us

from Japan and India; and the beautiful China-asters

(Chrysanthemum sinense) are objects of general culture in

the Chinese gardens, and far exceed in beauty those w"hich
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we prize in this country. The French call this flower
“ Reine Marguerite,” or queen daisy. The chrysanthe-

mums (literally, flowers of gold) are valuable winter

flowers, with their delicious scent. In the language of

flowers they signify “Do not leave me;” and this mean-
ing is more significant than many things expressed by
floral symbols, as they are the latest blossoms of the year.

The Holly.
From out the hedgerow's faded side,

Forsaken now by half its pride,

Still shoots the holly's unchanged green,

But not in barren beauty seen,

For, clustered o'er that goodly bough.
Are scarlet berries blushing now.

How forcibly recalled to me
The scenes of long-past infancy,

By violet of the early spring,

By paly primrose gathering.

By cowslip, like a fairy cup.

Just made to serve the dewdrops up.

And well do I remember how,

Soon as we knew the holly bough
Should bear its winter fruit, we found,

And with it ivy berries bound.

But not till we had dyed them blue,

To make the contrast gay and true.

Birght holly, thy dark shining hue
We even then with pleasure view.

When flowers of every rainbow tint

On earth the hues of heaven print,

And yielding to the sunny ray

Their luscious perfumes—live their day.

But when the snow-flake’s silverv sheen

O’er wood, and hill, and vale, is seen.

Thy berries, with the ivy’s jet.

Like ebony with rubies set.

Peeping from out their verdant wreath,

Shine brightest 'midst the general death.
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And then from every cottage pane
We see thee beaming forth again

;

And sacred churchy and lordly hall,

Proclaim by thee their festival

:

Thou thoughts of peace and joy dost bring,

With promise of another spring.

Our fathers taught us thus to cheer.

With nature’s charms, the dying year.

And the soft laurel’s emblemed peace
With thy gay beauty to increase.

Till, Christmas fires bright blazing now,
We may not miss the holly bough.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

Butter-bur—Used as Remedy against the Plague—-Large
Leaves—Instincts of Bees—Garden Butter-hur

,

“ No gem-like eye glitters in thy pale face,

No rich aroma breathes from thy dull lip,

Yet, Petasites, there is that in thee
Which calls emotion from its lurking-place

To work upon the brow, and tinge the cheek;
There is a scene to which thou are allied

—

A room the sun scarce sees
;
an atmosphere

Converted into poison, and the couch
The plague-spot marks his own

; where crowded
victims

Mingle their groans, their weeping, and despair.

The plague-flower was the name formerly borne by this

plant
;
and what a host of melancholy recollections does

its appellation bring to the mind, of the sad period when
thousands of our countrymen lay dead or dying \

Comparatively inefficacious as seemed the skill of the

physician in allaying the general contagion during the

most distressing time of its prevalence, yet some medicines

gained a reputation as remedies, and among these was the

butter-bur (Petasites). Whether or not the recovery of

those who employed it may fairly be attributed to this

plant, is now a matter of various opinion. Lyte, who
translated his Herbal in 1578—which was previous to that

general visitation, the “Great Pestilence of England’'—
calls it “a soveraigne medicine against the plague;” its

value having been probably ascertained during some of

those less alarming periods of this sickness which occa-
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sionally afflicted our country with a slighter degree of

fatality.

The plant which has in later years received the name
of butter-bur, and is generally so called by country people,

bears on the summit of a round and spongy stem of about
eight inches high a crowded duster of pale flesh-coloured

compound flov^^ers, which unfold and wither away before

its leaves appear above the ground. Indeed, the blossoms
of this plant and its foliage, being never in perfection at

the same time, and having no marks which might induce
the observer to suppose that they were in any way con-

nected, are often thought to be, in one instance, a flower-

less group of foliage, and in the other a leafless branch
of flowers

;
and it is only those who are aware of this

peculiarity, who would suppose them to be but one plant.

Exactly the same manner of growth is exhibited by the

coltsfoot (Tussilago), which puts forth its yellow star by
the way-side, or in the cultivated field, at one season, and
its broad leaf at another.

The leaves of the butter-bur are heart-shaped, having

their margins irregularly notched. They are quite white

on the under surface, with a covering of cottony down,
and are the largest leaves possessed by a British plant.

One of them,
'

' says Lyte, “ is large enough to cover a

small table, as with a carpet;” and they are often about

two feet in width. It is from the covering which their

size affords that its name petasites is derived; this being

taken from a Greek word signifying umbrella, or covering.

Under its ample foliage the poultry, which are often kept

in country meadows, near farm-houses, shelter themselves

from the rain, or find a cool retreat from the noonday
sun, and sit assembled beneath its shade as complacently

as we should repose on a warm day beneath the cool

canopy of the oak bough. It is often found on the sides

of rivers; its leaves running over the banks in summer so

as to cast a fuller shade on the herbage which springs up

beneath or between them. The white down which is so

abundant upon them is picked off by cottage children, and

used for tinder.

Bees are remarkably fond of this plant, and may, on a

fine day, be seen continually hovering about its blossoms,

humming their low song to the flowers. As it is in bloom
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in early spring, the farmers of Sweden who have bee-
hives often plant it in great quantity about their gardens,
as a resource for these intelligent little creatures before
flowers are abundant. Guided by its instinct, the little

insect selects the wholesome flower, and passes by the full

nectary of the crown imperial, because its honey is poison-

ous.

The butter-bur is considered very injurious to meadow-
lands

;
for its white root creeps to a great distance, and by

thus multiplying the plant, renders it very difficult of ex-

tirpation. It was to the root that were ascribed the

remedial effects of the plant in the plague; and a decoc-
tion of it is still given by country people to patients suffer-

ing from pestilential fevers.

There are in the gardens two species of butter-bur.

The white kind (Petasites alba) is brought from the

southern parts of Europe, where it is a very common
plant

; and the sweet - scented butter - bur (Petasites fra-

grans) is often its companion in the luxurious plains of

Greece, and scents the air above the “ flowery fields of

Enna.'’ The latter kind extends itself, if left undisturbed,

all over the garden, and grows well among trees. Its

blossom has a lilac tinge; and it bears large leaves, and
is so powerfully fragrant that, though delicious out of

doors, it is too powerful to be endured in the house by

any but persons possessing the strongest nerves. Its scent

resembles that of the white clematis, but is even stronger

than that of this flower.

Both of the garden kinds are also peculiarly grateful to

bees, and are in bloom during the three first months of

the year, along with the snowdrop and crocus.

The petasites, being a compound flower, belongs to the

order mentioned in the previous chapter.
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CHAPTER XXVIL

Lilies^
—

''Lily of the Field ”—Liliaceous Plants of Eg^ui-
noctial Countries—Lily of the Yalley—Water-lily—
Eastern Lotus—Garden Lily—Orange Lily—Turk'scap
Lily—Kamschatka Lily—Its Use as Food—Mode of
collecting it.

Queen lilies, and ye painted populace
That dwell in fields, and lead ambrosial lives,

In morn and evening dews your beauties bathe,
And drink the sun, which gives your cheeks to glow,
A-.d outblush, mine excepted, every fair;

Ye gladlier grew, ambitious of her hand
Which often cropt your odours, incense meet
To thought so pure ! Ye lovely fugitives.

Coeval race with man, for man ye smile

;

Why not smile at him too? Ye share indeed
His sudden pass, but not his constant pain

!

—Young.

Lilies, lilies of the field! Shall we hear their names
uttered without being carried back in thought to the

group once assembled on the plains of Judea? There the

Saviour of the world, foreseeing the ills which on a future

day would befall those who were now listening to his

address, stored their minds with consolations adapted to

their common sorrows
;
and pointing to some of the lovely

blossoms which sprang up before them, and directing their

attention to a glory with which the splendour of Solomon
could not compare, He bade them take no thought for

the morrow, since He who thus arrayed the lilies should

much rather protect and clothe them.

Surely when, in after-days of sorrow, these lonely men
again traversed these plains, as, destitute of food, and
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provided with raiment sufficient only for the present day^
if their hearts failed them on thoughts of the morrow,
surely they paused to “consider the lilies!'' Many a tear

may have been dropped upon the lily, many a song of

gratitude uttered above its blossoms; and often may the

simple flower have stayed the faith which else should have
fainted.

If we could have ascertained exactly which is the lily of

the field, connected with circumstances so fitted to interest

the imagination and affect the feelings, this flower would
have been an object of general care and love. In some
periods less enlightened than the present, how would the

lily of Palestine have been cherished among those relics

which have been the objects of a reverence almost amount-
ing to worship, and the pilgrim who journeyed to Jeru-

salem to set his footstep on her sacred ground, w^ould have
borne thence the lily honoured by so memorable a notice.

Sir James Smith, speaking of the lily of the Scripture

writers, terms it the golden lily. Various are the conjec-

tures which have been offered as to the precise plant

alluded to. Nothing can be certainly known upon this

point, as many flowers were once called by the English

word lily which are now known to us by different names.
Some writers have supposed it to be the narcissus, which
is a favourite flow^er in the East; some have considered it

referred to the stately crinum; others have felt persuaded
that the amaryllis, which is abundant in the fields of

Palestine, is the flower around which the disciples stood.

An interesting note is given on this subject by the com-
mentator on the “ Pictorial Bible,

'

' whose footsteps have
often trodden among the flowers of Judea. In remarking
upon the word lily, this gentleman observes :

“ The He-
brew word seems to indicate that the lily was one of those

plants wherein the number six predominates in the distri-

bution of their parts, such as the crocus, asphodel, daffo-

dil, lily, etc. We once felt inclined to think that a species

of asphodel w^as the plant alluded to, since the Asphodel
ramosus covers immense tracts of land in the south, and
is said to be good fodder for sheep :—

•

he feedeth among
the lilies.' But in a matter of so much obscurity, we pre-

fer to concur with those who think that the Am^aryllis

lutea, or yellow amaryllis, may be here intended. The
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yellow' amaryllis bears some resemblance to our yellow

crocus^ but with a larger flower and broader leaves. The
blossom emerges from an undivided spathe^ or sheath,

and is of a bell-shaped contour, with six divisions, and
six stamens, which are alternately shorter. The flower

seldom rises above three or four inches above the soil,

accompanied by green leaves, which, after the flowering

has passed, continue to wear their freshness through the

winter. Many acres are often covered with this pretty

flower, which is in its prime in September and October.

It is a hardy plant, and was introduced into the English

gardens by Gerarde in 1596, where it is seen flowering

nearly at the same time as the saffron crocus and the

colchicum (meadow saffron), with which it harmonises

greatly in appearance.”
The lily of the Scriptures seems to have been a flower

which excited much admiration, as it was the subject of

many beautiful comparisons. It is often spoken of in the

Song of Solomon
;
and He shall grow as the lily—He

shall be as the dew upon the lily,” were figures employed

by the inspired writers to convey ideas of purity and love-

liness,

Baron Humboldt, when remarking on the absence of

meadow lands in tropical countries, dwells on the number
of lily-like plants, with long, slender leaves, which stud

the equinoctial plains. “ It would seem as if liliaceous

plants, mingled with the grasses, assumed the place of

the flowers of our meadows. Their form is indeed strik-

ing; they dazzle by the variety and splendour of their

colours; but, too high above the soil, they disturb that

harmonious relation which exists among the plants that

compose our meadows and our turf. Nature, in her bene-

ficence, has given the landscape under every zone its pecu-

liar type of beauty.”

“ There’s beauty all around our paths, if but our watchful

eyes

Will trace it in familiar things, and in their lowliest guise.”

And we may find it alike in the green fields of our own
country, bespangled with dewdrops and daisies, or in the

m.ore gorgeous array of flowers, and birds, and butterflies,

17
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of all the hues of the rainbowj which look up to a tropical

sky, or flit across a cloudless landscape.

But leaving the golden “lily of the field/' we will turn

to an humbler flower, the lily of the valley—the May lily

of old writers (Convallaria majalis). This cannot be the

lily of Scripture, because it is a native of cold or mode-
rately-warm countries only, and would never bloom in a

field of Palestine. In Britain its white bells come forth

in the early season of the year. The author of the “ Mir-

ror of the Months '

' calls them the “ little illumination

lamps/' and truly, in their form they closely resemble

the objects of his comparison. Hidden between their

broad green leaves, and blooming unseen in the retired

woodlands, we are accustomed, even from our childhood,

to regard the lily of the valley as an emblem of modesty.

A little poem written for the very young reader, but

equally suitable to others, says of this beautiful spring

flower ;

“ See the lily on its bed,

Hanging down its modest head,

While it scarcely can be seen.

Folded in its leaf of green;

Yet we love the lily well,

For its sweet and pleasant smell,

And would rather call it ours

Than a thousand gayer flowers."

Shakespeare alludes to its drooping posture

:

“ Shipwreck'd upon a kingdom where no pity.

No friends, no hope, no kindred weep for me,

—

Almost no grave allowed me ! like the lily

That once was mistress of the field and flourished,

I’ll hang my head and perish.”

Very few are the floral beauties which deck the barren

hills and plains of Norway; yet Mr. Inglis says of the

lily of the valley in that country: “It stood everywhere

around, scenting the air, and in such profusion that it

was scarcely possible to step without bruising its tender

stalks and blossoms. I have not seen this flower men-
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tioned in any enumeration of Norwegian plants
;

but it

grows in all the western parts of Norway, in latitude 59
degrees and 60 degrees, wherever the ground is free from
forest, in greater abundance than any other wild-flower."

It is rather singular that the fragrance of this flower,

which is, while the plant is fresh, remarkable only for its

sweetness, possesses, when dried, a powerfully narcotic

influence. The root, too, of the wood-lily is extremely

bitter. In Germany the flowers are made into wine.

Again, there is another flower which we call lily—the

lily of the brook (Nymphaea), the nymph or naiad of the

streams, the very queen of all our wild-flowers. The
water-lily, with its large round leaf and full blossom, look-

ing like a white rose, lies upon the bosom of the clear

waters, and if gathered, showers out the liquid pearls

from its full cup. It is ephemeral as beautiful. Pro-

fessor Hooker says of it that it delights in still waters,

and haunts the quiet recesses of the Highland lakes. It

is also particularly partial to the shadow of trees. Mrs.

Hemans has addressed some elegant lines to this flower

:

“ O ! beautiful thou art.

Thou sculpture-like and stately river queen,

Crowning the depths as with the light serene

Of a pure heart!

Bright lily of the wave 1

Rising in fearless grace with every swell,

Thou seem’st as if a spirit meekly brave
Dwelt in thy cell."

It is often said of our wild water-lily that it retires below
the surface of the stream soon after noon, and remains
there during the night, rising again upon the waters in

early morning. Those who have been accustomed to

ramble by moonlight near streams decked with these ala-

baster vases, know that this is not strictly correct, as many
of them lie folded above the water. It is possible, how-
ever, that some may sink

;
and it is quite certain that they

close after the sun has lost its power.

The white water-lily has a pleasant odour ; and its roots

are used in Ireland for dyeing brown. The flower with us
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is too rare and too ornamental to be applied to any pur-

pose of this kind. Its roots fix themselves at the bed of

the stream; and the plant is easily propagated—it being
necessary only to throw the roots into the water.

The yellow water-lily (Nuphar lutea), called by country
people brandy-bottle, on account of its odour, often grows
on the same stream as the white lily; but it is far more
frequent. Its flower is not so full of petals as the white

kind, and not nearly so handsome; yet, floating upon its

long stems, and decked with its large leaf, which is so

smooth that the water runs off it, it is very pretty. The
roots are nutritious, and are frequently powdered and
eaten for bread in Sweden. It is said that, mingled with

the bark of the Scotch fir, they form a cake much relished

by the Swedes; but it might possibly be less agreeable

to our palates. They are also burnt on the hearths of

farm-houses, because their smoke is reputed to drive away
the crickets, whose chirping is sometimes too loud and
shrill to be deemed musical. Many country people, how-
ever, regard the crickets as “little harbingers of good,”
and would not permit the lily root to be burned to their

annoyance.

The water - lily of the East—the Nymphaea—^though

much resembling our “ flower made of light,
’

’ is still more
beautiful; and it enlivens the streams of India, Africa,

and some parts of America with its rich blossoms, which

are sometimes blue or red, as well as white. It is called

Lotus, and is said to sink quite below the water in the

evening and night. Thus, Moore says of it

:

“ Those virgin lilies all the night

Bathing their beauties in the lake.

That they may rise more fresh and bright

When their beloved sun’s awake.”

In Egypt it abounds on the streams; and the Egyptians

represent the dawn of dav by a youth seated on its flower,

and consecrate its blossoms to Osiris—the sun.

The Chinese have a beautiful and odoriferous water-lily

called the Leenhwa; and, its root being nutritious, it is

made by them into cakes.

The Eastern lotus, or water-lily, is powerfully fragrant

;
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and its flower is much valued by the Hindoos, and con-

secrated by them to one of their deities. Its leaves serve

them for many domestic purposes, as they cover their

tables with them, and eat their food from the smaller
ones; while flowers and fruit are presented to the stranger

in a simple basket made of the lotus leaf. It has been
said by one well acquainted with the Ganges and its

banks :
“ The rich and luxuriant clusters of the lotus float

in quick succession upon the silvery current. Nor is it

the sacred lotus alone which embellishes the wavelets of

the Ganges. Large white, yellow, and scarlet flowers

pay an equal tribute ; and the prows of the numerous
native vessels navigating the stream, are garlanded by
long wreaths of the most brilliant daughters of the par-

terre. India may be called a Paradise of flowers. The
most beautiful lilies grow spontaneously upon the sandy
shores of the rivers, and from every projecting cliff some
shrub dips its flowers in the wave below.”

But although we have thus lingered over several flowers

called by the general English name of lily, some of the

plants which have been mentioned have little affinity to

each other^ except it be the white tint by which many
of their blossoms are characterised. The family of tall

garden flowers which are named lily (Lilium) are some
of them intensely white, and received their name from

the Celtic word “ lis,” which signifies whiteness. Old Ben
Jonson, who had a poet’s love for the beauties with which

earth is covered, admired the lily :

It is not growing like a tree

In bulke, doth make man better be

;

Or standing long an oake, three hundred yeare,

To fall a logge at last, dry, bald, and seare :

A liilie of a day
Is fairer farre in May,
Although it fall, and die that night.

It was the plant and flowre of light.”

“ Fair as the lily ” is a comparison suitably applied,

when the tall white garden lily (Lilium candidum) is re-

ferred to. This plant is a native of the Levant, and some

other r^oderately-warm climates. It is one of the most
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elegant flowers which we have in the garden; and though
so frequent that the little bed in front of the cottage
window is often graced with it, it is generally much ad-
mired. Some other less common species of garden lily

are also white.

The common white lily has lost some of the interest

which it possessed among our ancestors; for they sup-

posed that the price of a bushel of wheat in the ensuing
season was foretold by the number of white cups which
surmounted its stem—each bell being a sign of a shil-

ling. This fancy actually prevailed during a long number
of years; and it is a strange instance of self-deception

that summer after summer they continued to believe a
prediction so continually proved to be fallacious. This
flower was highly extolled by ancient herbalists as a cure

for the bite of a serpent; and its bruised petals laid upon
a wound are still justly considered by country people a

safe and speedy remedy. They are much employed by
those sage matrons who take charge of the wounds and
bruises which befall the children of the village, and who
may rival “the learnedst lady in the land,” of Spenser, in

their “power of herbs.”

The orange lily (Lilium bulbiferum), though wanting

the classic elegance of its white rival, is still a handsome
ornament of the flower-bed. It is a native of the south-

ern countries of Europe. When the Dutch were dis-

pleased with the House of Orange, they used to exter-

minate this flower from their gardens, on account of its

colour. The tiger-spotted lily (Lilium tigrinum) is an-

other beautiful lily, which we should be sorry to spare

from the summer garden, and is found wild in China.

The common Turk’s-cap lily (Lilium martagon) is the

ancient hyacinth—“ the sanguine flower inscribed with

woe.” It is not now so frequently cultivated as for-

merly.

One plant of this species, the scarlet Kamschatka lily

(Lilium Camschatcense), is very important to the natives

of the cold Kamschatska. Over the dreary lands of that

country this lily extends itself very plentifully; and it is,

besides, an object of frequent culture. It forms, by its

rich and gay colours, and by its profusion, a prominent

object in the flora of a country of which the natural pro-
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ductions are seldom brilliant or magnificent. Its bulbous
root, which is called by the natives “ saranne,

’
^ contains

a farinaceous substance that is remarkably nutritious.

The gathering of the saranne, and preparing it for use

by drying it in the sun, forms a portion of rustic labour
somewhat similar to our harvesting; and it is entirely per-

formed by the females of the country, except as they are

aided in their industry by a little animal generally deemed
very useless—the field-mouse.

The little wild mouse of Kamschatska subsists during

the winter season upon the saranne; and, warned by its

instinct that the lily roots will become useless unless ex-

posed to the sun to dry, it not only collects them at the

proper season into a hoard, but lays them out in the air

during sunny weather, to prevent their being decayed by
the moisture which they contain. These small deposits

of lily root are sought by the Kamschatdales, and appro-

priated to their own future provision
; but lest they should

deprive themselves of the assistance of these diligent pur-

veyors, they are careful to leave a small number of the

roots, on which the animal may subsist until the returning

flowering season.

The saranne is sometimes boiled and eaten in the same
manner as our potato; but its principal use is in forming

a kind of bread, on which, during a great part of the

year, the natives of Kamschatka subsist. These poor

people, living almost entirely upon fish, bread, and the

berries which are so abundant in cold countries, are glad

to have some change in their limited articles of diet.

They are supplied with their two chief sources of sub-

sistence alternately; for during the season in which fish

is plentiful the lily root is not to be procured, while at

the period at which the supply of fish ceases this latter

provision commences.
None of the flowers mentioned in this chapter on lilies,

except the various species of garden lily (Lilium), belong

to the order called by botanists Liliacese, as the plants

of this order are found only in cold or moderately-tem-

pered latitudes; but when English writers speak of lili-

aceous plants, they mean such as have a blossom shaped

like the lily, and long, slender leaves. The lily which
is described as outrivalling the glory of the Eastern
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monarch, the modest lily of our own valleys, and the
floating species, all belong to different orders’; but as the
plants contained in the Liliacese are few, we may here
notice them all.

The tulip (Tulipa) was introduced hither from Persia
in 1559. It is unnecessary to speak here of the immense
importance which Dutch florists have attached to this

plant; and it is still an obiect of much value, both in

Holland and in England, among cultivators of choice
flowers. It was formerly called tulpia.

The fritillarv. which includes the crown imperial (Fri-

tillaria imperialis), with its large cluster of orange or

pale-yellow bells, is a family of handsome plants. The
word fritillary is taken from “ fritillus,’’ a dice-box. One
species grows wild in Britain, and is often called the

mourning widow. It is very rare; but the chequered
marks on its flower suggested the name of the genus. It

was formerly called chequered daffodil.

The remaining plants of the lily order are the pretty

dog’s-tooth violets (Erythronium), which are quite unlike

a violet, being more in shape like a small Turk’s-cap;
having, however, a single flower on the top of a stem,

and being generally of a purple or yellow colour, though
somietimes white. This plant has at first but one leaf,

until the flower has blown, when it is decked with two
broad leaves, spotted with white and reddish purple. It

grows wild in Germany, Italy, and Siberia. The superb

orange or blue-flowered gloriosa, which has no English

name, and received this from the beauty of its fl.owers;

and the tall evergreen, yucca, complete the list of this

order of plants. The latter plant, with its aloe-like look,

is often called Adam’s needle. It has handsome white or

cream-coloured blossoms, and grows wild in various parts

of America.
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

Carnation and Pink—Deptford Pink—Mountain Pink—
Clove July - Flower— Varieties of Carnation— Rose
Campion—Lychnis—Chickweed—Soapwort—Spurrey.

“The curious choice clove july-flower.’'’

I would rather see thyme and roses, marjoram and Juiy-

flowers, that are fair and sweet and medicinal, than the

prettiest tulips that are good for nothing.

—Jeremy Taylor.

Dianthus, the “Flower of God,” or the Divine flower,

is the Latin name of this family of plants, and was given

to the carnation and pink to show the estimation in which
these beautiful and fragrant flowers were held. The car-

nations were formerly called also coronations, and clove

July-flowers, or gilliflowers; and a curious old name for

the pink was that of soppes in wine, because its spicy

petals were used to flavour the wine-goblet of our ances-

tors, as rosemary flavoured the tankard of ale. Spenser

says

:

“ Bring hether the pincke and purple cullambine,

With gelliflowres

;

Bring coronations and soppes in wine.

Worn of paramours.”

During summer our gardens have no greater beauty

than the varied tribe of carnations; and the flower culti-

vator is busily employed in tending them, and giving their

slight stems and heavy blossoms the needful support

;

while their powerful aroma is scarcely excelled in strength

and sweetness even by that proverb of odours, the rose.
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In winter, when the flowers have perished and left the
scene almost desolate, the long, slender leaves of the
pinks, covered with their sea-green-coloured powdery
bloom, and planted in tufts about the borders, still remain
as a memory of the past and a hope of the future.

There are, in our island, five native species of pink;
but they are generally rare, and when abundant are limited

in their places of growth. So that many persons who are

familiar with wild-flowers would be surprised to hear that

such a thing as a wild pink was to be found beneath a
hedge or in a meadow.
The little Deptford pink (Dianthus armeria) is the least

rare kind; and it may sometimes be seen thickly inter-

spersed among the grass of a meadow land. The form
of its blossom is similar to that of the single garden pink.

Each flower is about the size of one flower of the sweet-

william; and the blossoms grow like those of that plant,

in a cluster, but the cluster is much smaller. This scent-

less pink, even when it is found in plenty, does not, like

the yellow cowslip and the blue speedwell, give its pecu-

liar hue to the spot on which it abounds; as its small

rose-coloured or white petals are not, at a distance, dis-

tinguishable among the grass, and the stem and foliage

are of a dark-green tint. Its petals are notched at the

margin; and the rose-coloured blossoms are speckled with

minute white dots. The plant is about a foot high
;
and

it blossoms in the months of July and August.

Various opinions have been given as to the origin of the

garden pink (Dianthus hortensis), which some botanists

think was derived from a wild pink that grows also in the

fields, while others consider it is but a cultivated kind of

the species which grows on old walls, and is commonly
known by the name of the castle pink or wild clove pink.

It is generally believed that the pink was quite unknown
to the ancients.

One wild species, the mountain pink (Dianthus coesius),

is a large, handsome flower, and grows only on lofty

mountains. Never is it found on plain or valley; but it

is one of those blossoms whose beauty gladdens the moun-
taineer, or bids the traveller wonder that so lovely a

flower should be blushing on the lone summit scarcely

accessible to his footstep, or cheering a rock where only
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the yellow lichen^ or the verdant or grey moss^ reminds
him of vegetation. Such a sight might bid one think of

the old motto which accompanied a wild-flower—

“

I trust

only in heaven.” How beautiful is it in its loneliness!

Scarce an eye meets it but that of the towering bird as

he dashes through the air above it; yet is it as full of

lustre as the flowers we daily see and admire. Surely it

should arrest the eye and the thoughts of the traveller,

as certainly as would a monument of human skill on such
a spot. Like a lone ruin, it is a page of story, telling

not only of the past, but the present, and reminding us

of a Being who has reared it there, where it stands a

memento of power and goodness.

Thanks to the human heart by which we live,

Thanks to its tenderness, its joys and fears,

To me the meanest flower that blows, can give

Thoughts that do often lie too deep for tears,”

The most interesting of all our native species is the

dove gilliflower-—the July-flower of the old writers—the

castle pink (Dianthus caryophyllus). It is generally al-

lowed that from this flower have been derived many of

the bright and fragrant carnations of the garden; and
many writers think it also the origin of the garden pink.

It has a delicious, dove-like perfume
;
and, after a shower

of rain, its odour is borne upon the gale to some distance

from the wall on which it grows. Its comparison with the

carnation affords an opportunity of observing, in the lat-

ter, the difference which may be effected in the size and
beauty of plants by the skill of the cultivator; as few

persons would suppose, ftom its appearance, that it had
originated so showy a flower as that of the garden.

The wild castle pink grows chiefly on ruins, and some-
times crowns the lofty and crumbling wall of the old

tower or castle. It is to be found on the walls of San-

down Castle, near Deal, and on ruins in the neighbour-

hood of Norwich. On the massy walls of the ancient

castle of Rochester, “ bathed, though in ruins, with a

flush of flowers,” it grows on heights far beyond the

reach of the passenger, rendering the top of the ruins a

summer garden. It blossoms in July; and there are not
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more than half a dozen spots in our island where it may
be found wild. When transplanted to a garden, it soon
assumes a different appearance

;
and the little castle pink

would not be recognised, on another summer, in the bed
of the garden, as the wild-flower which had last year
greeted us from its lofty abode. The infrequent occur-
ence of this pink compels the florist to receive the greater
number of carnations from countries where it is more
abundant. The carnation was first introduced into British

gardens from Germany, in which country its culture re-

ceives considerable attention.

The varieties of carnation amount to several hundreds

;

but the names, having been given by gardeners, are quite

arbitrary, and convey little or no idea of the nature or

habits of the respective plants. Cultivators have arranged
them into three principal divisions. Flakes, which are

striped with two colours only, and of which the stripes

are broad; bizarres, from the French word signifying odd,
which are irregularly marked and of several colours

;
and

the picotees, from “ piquette
'

'
(spotted), because they

have a white or yellow ground spotted with some gay
colour. The picotees are generally smaller flowers than

the other carnations. Many carnations are brought from
Italy and those flowery lands the islands of the Medi-
terranean.

Among the sweet tribe of pinks we must not omit the

common and handsome border flower, the sweet-v/illiam

(Dianthus barbatus), with its large tufts of crimson or

rose-coloured blossoms. It is an old favourite, because

it is so hardy that it will grow in any garden, and even

the little child may tend it and call it his own. It for-

merly bore the name of “London tuftes,” and received

its Latin distinction, “barbatus,” from the bearded nature

of its calyx. The old botanist Gerarde praises it “ for its

beauty, to deck up the bosoms of the beautiful, and gar-

lands and crowns for pleasure;” but few besides cottage

maidens now ornament themselves with it. Like the large

feather-like leaves of the carrot, which the ladies of

Charles the Second’s time used as plumes for their hair,

it has given way to ornaments less beautiful, perhaps, but

more costly.

The carnation and pink are the pride of the natural
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order to which they belong (Caryophyllese). This order
is, however, very interesting to English botanists, because
many of their wild favourites are found in it, and gladden
the country scenes in which they delight to linger. The
corn-cockle, whose lilac petals, rising among the tall corn,

have procured for it the name of Agrostemma, or crown
of the field, is a common flower. The various sorts of

campion and catchfly (Silene), which are remarkable for

their inflated calyxes; and the white and rose-coloured

lychnises, some of the handsomest kind of which are

found by streams. The cottony down on these plants is

often employed for wicks of lamps. The flowers are

showy, and common during summer in all parts of Eng-
land; and many species are planted in gardens.

All the tribe of chickweeds belong to this order. Some
of them, especially those known commonly by the name
of stitchwort, with their white, pearly blossoms, are very

pretty in spring-time, under hedges and in woods. They
have long slender leaves, like those of corn, and white

flowers, not quite so large as those of a primrose, shaped
like a star, though not of the same kind as the aster,

or daisy, but having five petals. Their starry shape sug-

gested their Latin name of stellaria.” Then there is

the little chickweed, with its small white stars (Stellaria

media), a plant which grows chiefly on cultivated places,

and which is so commonly carried home by persons who
keep those innocent little prisoners, tame goldfinches. It

affords a supply of food to thousands of our wild summer
birds, and is extremely profuse, coming up at all seasons

of the year, for their meals. It is also eaten in some
villages, boiled as a table vegetable, and is very whole-

some.

A handsome wild plant of this order is the soapwort

(Saponaria officinalis). This can hardly be called a com-
mon plant, because in many countries it is scarcely to be

met with, though in Kent it is by no means rare. It has

a full cluster of rose-coloured blossoms, rather larger,

and more loosely grouped, than those of a sweet-william,

which flower, in its leaves, it much resembles—these being

opposite to each other, and partly clasping or surrounding

the stalk at their bases. The juice of the soapwort is one

of those vegetable substances which, by making a lather
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with water, will cleanse linen, and remove grease as ef-

fectually as soap. It grows more generally in the neigh-

bourhood of villages than in any other situation; as if

Providence had placed it there especially for the service

of the cottager. Yet it is very little used, either from
ignorance of its properties, or because it would require

some cultivation to render it sufficiently plentiful for

household purposes. It needs the addition of ashes to

make it a good soap for washing linen; but it is of much
service to the shepherds on the Alps, who wash their

flocks, previous to shearing them, with soapsuds made by
boiling this plant in water. The large fruit of the horse-

chestnut has similar cleansing properties, and may be
used by cutting it into small pieces, or scraping it into

water. It has even been suggested that if the nuts were
reduced to powder, and made into balls, with some unc-

tuous substance, they would answer all the purposes of

our manufactured soap; and yet numbers of poor people

see these nuts lying decaying in their neighbourhood, and
have no idea of making them of any service.

The peasantry of several parts of the Continent use

them frequently
; and the same people gather the beech

leaves and make them into mattresses. John Evelyn says

of this latter practice that it is an excellent one, as the

mattresses thus filled are much more pleasant to lie upon
than those made of straw ; and adds that they only require

the leaves to be changed about once in eight years. He
speaks of these couches from his own knowledge

;
for he

tells us he has often slept upon them “ to his great con-

tent.”

But to return to the plants of the order Caryophyllese.

The little corn-spurrey (Spergula) is another very common
instance of this order. It is a little white-flowered plant,

with a great number of small fibre-like leaves growing in

a whorl all around the stem. The seeds of the spurrey

are very numerous; and the plant often extends itself

over pasture lands, rendering them a valuable addition

to a dairy-farm, as cows are much improved by feeding

upon it.

With the exception of the few conspicuous plants of this

order to which we have alluded, it consists of a number
of small plants few of which are placed in gardens.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Cistus—Ephemeral Flowers— Gum Cistus—Ladanum—
Ancient Mode of collecting Ladanum—Furple Cistus—
Wild Rock-rose.

Flower, thou seem’st not born to die,

With thy radiant purity.

But to melt in air away.
Mingling with the soft spring day.

When the crystal heavens are still,

And faint azure veils each hill,

And the lime tree doth not move,
Save to songs that stir the grove,

And earth all glorified is seen.

As imaged in some lake serene.—Mrs. Hemans.

Thfre is scarcely a flowering shrub which during its

season of bloom makes a greater show upon the garden-

beds than the gum cistus (Cistus ladaniferus). Covered
with a profusion of blossoms in form something like that

of the wild rose, this plant makes a handsome appear-

ance when seen from a distance. Upon a nearer survey,

its blossoms are discovered to have at their centre a rich

purple or puce-coloured eye, which, by varying the white

hue of the petals, adds much to therr beauty.

Who has not remarked the frailty of flowers? Even so

long ago as when the inspired writers wandered among
the scenes of nature, collecting from her stores figures

wherewith to impress and affect the human mind during

all time—even then “the flower that fadeth,” the flower

of the field,” was an emblem of all that was fleeting.

Evanescent, however, as is the beauty of all flowers, there
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is a difference in th© length of time during which the^
are beautiful; and some which are destined for a few
hours only of sunshine, have been classed as “ Ephemeral
flowers/’ Among these are the plants of the cistus genus.

Single flowers generally fade earlier than double ones;

and this is the reason why a field nosegay perishes so much
sooner than the bouquet of cultivated flowers—wild plants

having usually single blossoms, and the full double flowers

of our gardens having been rendered thus, in most cases,

by the art of the cultivator.

No one who has remarked the flowers of the gum cistus

can have failed to observe their ephemeral nature. The
very shrub which in the sunny morning bears such a quan-

tity of elegant and fragrant blossoms, is by noontime left

destitute of all but its leaves, and the small white buds
which promise a gleam of beauty on a coming day; while

the fair large petals, showered over the small plant which
grows beneath the shelter of its branches, makes the latter

look like a little snow mound, or, strewn by the breezes

more loosely upon the garden pathway, deck it as with

numerous flowers.

“ Yet, sooth, those little starry specks.

That not in vain aspired

To be confounded with live growths.

Most dainty, most admired.

Were only blossoms dropped from twigs,

Of their own offspring tired.”

Notwithstanding the fugacious nature of its flowers, this

shrub is, upon the whole, entitled to be regarded as a

more permanent ornament to the garden, for after the

falling of one day’s blossoms, its abundant buds await

only the dawn of another morning to expand; and thus

they maintain a constant succession of beauty during the

months of June and July. This shrub was introduced
hither from Spain, where it grows wild in abundance

;
and

it is found generally in the countries and islands of south-

ern Europe.
From the gum cistus, as well as from two other kinds

—Cistus ledon and Cistus creticus—^is derived the gum
ladanum, or labdanum, which in Greece and some other
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lands is in great request as a perfume, and is very often
used in fumigations in this countr}'.

This resinous substance is secreted by the leaves and
stems of the cistus, and was, on account of its fragrant
property, much valued by the ancients, who called it

ledon. They were accustomed to obtain it in consider-

able quantities from the Isle of Cyprus, which was long
famous for producing it.

A strange tale is told of the method by which the la-

danum was formerly gathered. The leaves and branches
of the cistus emit this gum in drops as clear as turpentine.

In its native sunny regions this liquid is profuse upon the

plant
; though in our colder climate it is only in sufficient

quantity to render the stems clammy to the touch. The
goats which browse among the wild thyme and other

plants of those rocky cliffs on which it often grows, at-

tracted by its odour, pierce its branches with their teeth,

and these incisions cause the resin to exude more freely.

It is said that the drops which flowed down upon the

beards of these animals, and concreted there, were scraped

off for the purposes of commerce.
A more cleanly mode for obtaining this substance is now

adopted, as a kind of rake, to which are attached several

leathern thongs, is scraped over the plant during the

hottest days of the season, at which time the liquid ap-

pears upon it in greatest quantity. The drops are then

collected and made up into cakes, which the Greeks too

often adulterate with sand.

The gum cistus (Cistus ladaniferus) grows in great pro-

fusion at the foot of Mount Ida, and upon the mountains

in the vicinity of Canea. The ladanum exhales, while

burning, an aromatic odour; and this drug is also valuable

for its tonic properties.

The exudation of the resinous substance from the cistus

must be regarded as an effort of the plant to throw off

the superabundance of its secretion, and is not, like the

honey-dew, a symptom of the unhealthy state of the vege-

table. This latter substance is the gummy, sweet fluid

found upon the foliage of some plants, and is very hurtful

to them, especially to the hops. It is generally considered

to arise from an injury done to the root by the caterpillar

of a common moth.

18
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“A great consumption/' says a French traveller, “is

made of ladanum in the East, It is a custom almost
general to knead little pieces of it between the fingers,

and to smell the rather agreeable odour which they dif-

fuse. The women principally take great pleasure in using

it in this manner. Besides its perfume, this substance is

considered to avert contagion, and to possess several other

medicinal properties." It is used throughout the islands

of the Archipelago as a remedy for headache.
The purple cistus (Cistus villosus) is another flower of

this family, often cultivated in the garden; and it pos-

sesses the advantage of both a vernal and autumnal sea-

son of bloom. Its first period of flowering is during May
and June ;

and it generally expands again in September
and October. Both the white and the purple cistus are

very common in the hedges of Italy, where their crumpled
petals mingle with the white flower of the hawthorn or

privet. The cistus is often called holly-rose ; but its usual

name is derived from “ cista," because its seed is inclosed

in a cista, or capsule.

There are, besides these, some other species of garden

cistus. They have all been introduced from those mild

climates of southern Europe to which our gardens are

so much indebted. They will survive the winter in the

open air, except when the frosts are more than usually

severe.

The only wild kind of cistus is the rock-rose, which is

by some writers called helianthemum, by others cistus.

It resembles the garden flower of the latter name in its

shape; but the blossoms are either yellow, white, or red,

and not much larger than a flower of the large strawberry

or hautboy. The only wild kind of this plant which is

at all frequent is the common rock-rose (Helianthemum
vulgare), which flourishes on dry, gravelly pastures. It

has yellow blossoms, and leaves growing opposite to each

other, of an oblong shape. The remaining native kinds

are confined to a few spots of our island. The cultivated

kinds are well known, with their soft, cistus-like flowers

of orange, red, or yellow, and their small leaves. Their

bright colours originated their scientific name, which is

taken from two Greek words, “sun" and “flower."

Rock-roses are often employed to grow among the stones
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of grottoes, or over rocks, as they require a small portion

of soil for their sustenance.

These plants belong to the natural order Cistacem,

which produces no other plant of any note.
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CHAPTER XXX.

Wall--flower—Ruined Castle—Garden Wall-flower—WildWall-flower—Night-scented Wall-flower—Moschatel—
Musk - Mallow— Cruciferous Plants— Stock— Table
Vegetables — Honesty — Madwort — Candytuft
Cardamine—Scurvy-grass.

Not a pastoral song has a pleasanter tune
Than ye speak to my heart, little wildlings of June

!

Of old ruinous castles ye tell

:

I thought it delightful your beauties to find,

When the magic of nature first breathed on my mind

;

And your blossoms were part of the spell.—Campbell.

How delicious is the scent of the breeze as it comes to

us wafted from the numerous wall-flowers, which have
aspired to the very summit of the old castle’s ivy-covered

walls, and are gleaming brightly to the sun, and looking

upward, like Hope above a tomb 1 Then, as the wind
floats them backwards and forwards, giving a momentary
lustre to some gloomy arch, they remind one of the pass-

ing smiles which can sometimes illume even the brow of

care, and serve but to awaken attention to the melancholy
contrast. A few centuries since and those now ruined

battlements stood in all the pride of a strength which it

might have seemed neither time nor storm should subdue.

Crowned with their martial v^^arriors, tall plumes and bril-

liant pennons received the rays now falling upon the wild-

fiowers; and spirit-stirring echoes were awakened by the

trumpet, where now are heard only the sound of aerial

music, as it sweeps around the ruins. Again and again

returns the “delicate-footed spring,” and those blossoms
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are called by the lark and the cuckoo to awake from their

winter sleep and deck afresh the hoary tower; but never
more shall the ruin arise to renewed vigour.

But though the yellow, scented, and well-known flower

is always meant when we speak of the wall-flow^er, a few
others share with it the lofty station in which it flourishes

so well. There are the handsome and singularly-formed

blossoms of the snap-dragon (Antirrhinum), now of a
colour deep as the crimsoned, purple tide which flows in

living veins, now of a pale and soft rose-coloured hue,,

or sometimes of a white tint, shaded with a faint blush
of pink. From out the old crevices of the crumbling
stone creeps that small flower called familiarly mother-of-

thousands, but more correctly the ivy-leaved toad-flax.

Its long, thread-like, reddish stems are covered with a

number of lobed leaves, the under surfaces of wTich .are

often flesh-coloured; while the small flower, shaped like

that of the snap-dragon, is of a purplish lilac. Some-
times the wild mignonnette, or dyer's-weed (Reseda lute-

ola), lifts its brimstone - coloured spike above the deep
yellow of the low stonecrop, whose name well implies its

uses
;
for it furnishes a common crop to the stony surface.

Its acrid, succulent leaves have procured for it also the

name of wall-pepper
;
and so pungent are they tha.t they

wall blister the tongue of anyone who tastes them.
On a few walls of England, though never in the north-

ern portion of the island, may be found the red wild

valerian (Valeriana rubra), called commonly pretty-betty,

and frequent in gardens. Its old name was setewall;

and Chaucer calls it thus, as does also the gentle-hearted

and earnest poet of the “Fairy Queen.” Mercurie's

moist-bloude, too, was one of its old appellations.

The pellitory of the wall is another common plant on

old ruins and similar places, and receives its name (Parie-

taria) from “paries,” a wall. Its stems are of a reddish

colour; and it has small green flowers, tinged with pur-

plish-red. It has a singular power of attracting and

condensing the moisture of the atmosphere, and is often,

on a dry day, covered with little spangles like dewdrops.

This plant is very interesting to botanists, because of

the singular manner in which the stamens shed the pow-

dery dust which lies upon them. This powder is calle-d
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pollen^ and is very conspicuous on the stamens of large

flowers, as the white lily, where it often colours with
yellow the faces of those who approach very near ta
inhale the fragrance of the blossoms. When the minute
flowers of the pellitory of the wall are first formed, the
threads, or stamens, all bend inwards. As soon as the
pollen is quite ripe and the sun shines upon it, the stamens
fly back instantly, and a quantity of dust is discharged
from them. The same effect is produced if they are

touched ever so slightly with the point of a pin.

Then, there is the little white-flowered whitlow grass

(Draba verna), which grows in small tufts of a few inches

high on many a stone or brick building, and almost es-

capes observation, from its diminutive size
;
and there are

ferns and mosses which cannot be individually described,

but which lend their grace to hide decay. Sometimes a
stray flower, like the pale yellow toad-flax, or the brighter

yellow hawk-weed, is sown on the wail by the birds of

the air, and grows there for a season, though on an un-

kindly soil. Occasionally even a tree, whose seed was
borne thither by these winged planters, sends out its

roots, and spreads abroad its branches, and shoots forth

its green leaves to the sun and dew;

“ And there it lives a huge tree flourishing.

Where you would think a blade of grass would die.”

But the plant which peculiarly inhabits the soil of the

mouldering tower or building, the “ yellow wall - flower

stained with iron brown,” as Thomson calls it, is as

common throughout our island as any wild-flower, and
everyone knows it too well to need a description of its

appearance. The Cheiranthus cheiri, with its shrubby

stem and yellow blossoms, is one of the sweetest-scented

flowers of the early year. This is the same species as

the common wall-flower of the garden ; but the additional

nutriment gives its petals, when planted on the bed, a

deeper stain of the iron-brown than they have when they

grow unattended by human hands, sown by birds, and

watered only by the spring rains. It was regarded by the

Troubadours as the emblem of faithfulness in adversity,

because it smiles upon the ruin. Its old name was that
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of yellow violet, or yellow stock gilliflower; and the

Spaniards still call it “ violette amarilla.
’

’ Bernard Bar-

ton has addressed some beautiful stanzas to a flower which
is a general favourite for its delicious fragrance, as well

as for the reasons which he assigns for his admiration,

and which will be better told in his poetry than in the

author’s prose. After recounting the feeling with which
his youthful eye marked the wall-flower, the poet sings :

“ And now ’tis sweeter to behold
Upon a bowering eve.

Thy wind-swept blossom, meekly bold,

The sun’s last look receive.

I love thy beauty there to mark,
Thy lingering light to see.

When all is growing drear and dark

Except the west and thee.

For then, with brightness caught from heaven,

An emblem true thou art

Of love’s enduring lustre given

To cheer a lonely heart.

Of love, whose deepest, tenderest worth,

Till tried, was all unknown.
Which owes to sympathy its birth,

And “ seeketh not its own;”

But by its self-abandonment,

When cares and griefs appal.

Appears as if from heaven ’twere sent

To compensate for all.”

But, leaving unquoted the greater part of a poem full

of pleasant thoughts, we must turn to the garden wall-

flowers; though we ought to give them another name, as

they grow on the beds of earth. We have several hand-

some kinds in the garden, especially the dark-brown com-
mon species, and some of the double-flowered sorts

;
and

they are all sweetly and powerfully scented. The foreign

ones have reached us from warmer regions. In Arabia
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the wall-flower is frequently the subject of poetic com-
parison, and is much admired. The word cheiranthus is

derived from the Arabic word ‘"kheyry.” This was the

ancient name, however, of a genus of red flowers, and
was not given in former times to the flower which now
owns it.

One species of this plant, the sad wall-flower (Cheir-

anthus tristis), as it has been poetically called, has a

sombre and dismal hue, of a dark liver colour, and can-

not boast of an ornamental appearance
;
but it compens-

ates for its deficiency in lustre by the exquisitely delicate

fragrance which it diffuses during night.

Night - scented blossoms are rarely beautiful in their

tints ; but this is of little importance, since they seem
rather to belong to the hours of darkness than to the

day and sunlight. Their odour reaches the evening wan-
derer at a time when its aroma might not be expected.

A nightly-expanding blossom it was which suggested the

beautiful thought of the Hindoo poet, “ The moon looks

on many night - flowers
;

the night - flower sees but one
moon.’'

In our country' night-scented flowers are few
;
though

in the East the moon seems to have as much power as

the sun in extracting their perfumes. Several of our

native plants, like the lime blossoms, scent the evening

air, though until that period of the day their odour is

not perceptible. This is the case with one of our wild

orchideous plants, the butterfly-orchis (Habenaria bifolia.)

.

It has large yellowish-coloured flowers, which are at all

times fragrant, but during evening much miore so than

at noon. The same may be said of the little moschatel,

or gloryless (Adoxa moschatellina), a small green flower,

with three lobed leaves on a long leaf-stalk, which, when
the dew begins to fall, emits its long-concealed odours,

and imbues the air with the scent of mmsk. The yellow

ladies’ bed-straw has, during twilight, a scent like that

of new honey; and the musk-mallow (Malva moschata),

which during the sunshine has but a faint musky smell,

reserves the full power of its odours until that period

“ When the lamb bleating doth bid good-night

Until the closing day.”
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This flower is generally described as yielding a slight

scent of musk, and this only from its leaves
;
but perhaps

it has not been observed in the evening, when every part

of it is so fragrant that, if gathered, it will fill a room
with its odour. It is not common in Kent and some
other counties; but in Essex it is very abundant. Plants

whose blossoms, like those of the wall-flower, are shaped
like a Maltese cross, are termed by botanists cruciform;
and they constitute the natural order Cruciferas.

If the reader remember the form of the single wall-

flower, with its four petals, and its flower-cup of four

leaves, he may know the order whenever he meets with

it. There is, too, in cruciferous plants, a great similarity

of properties. They are generally characterised by a pun-

gent principle, which renders them valuable to the phy-

sician; and they all diffuse, when bruised, an odour of

mustard. A large number of cruciform plants are eaten

at our tables; and even those which, like the wall-flower,

are unpleasant to the palate, are yet wholesome. In the

kitchen-garden we find the radish, the turnip, the horse-

radish, and many plants of this kind; and the large num-
ber of cresses, both wild and cultivated, which by their

pungent principle render salads more wholesome, have
cross-shaped flowers.

The wild mustards, of which there are too many kinds

to be enumerated here, have yellow or white blossoms

in this form. One of them, commonly known by the

name of charlock (Sinapis arvensis), gives the neglected

field a very gay colour : and far over the landscape may
be seen the patch of bright yellow, where only the green

leaves of the corn would be welcomed by the land-ovmer.

Everyone must have observed in May and June the corn-

field, where

“ O’er the young corn the charlock throws a shade,

And clasping tares cling round the sickly blade.”

Many more cruciform plants may be mentioned. There
are the different kinds of scurvy-grass, with white flowers.

One of these, the English scurvy-grass (Cochlearia an-

glica), grows on rocks and muddy shores, and is very

common by the sea-side, as well as by salt rivers. It
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may be regarded as a beneficent arrangement of Provi-

dence that a plant so efficacious in curing complaints
often engendered by a long voyage, should be one of

the first to greet the sailor when he touches the land.

The town of Barmouth, in Wales, is said to have owed
its repute as a bathing-place to the quantity of this plant

which grows in its neighbourhood, and which is taken by
invalids.

We have, besides, a number of cruciferous plants which,
with their white or yellow flowers, are well known, and
often found intruding on the forbidden ground of the

garden. There is the shepherd’s-purse, with its little

heart-shaped pouches thickly set down its stem; and the

land-cress, and the treacle-mustard, or Jack-in-the-hedge,

as it is often called (Erysimum alliaria), with small white

flowers and large leaves—a plant which may be easily

known by its powerful odour of garlic. And there is a

taller plant, with small yellow flowers, most frequent in

cultivated fields, with its long stem often three feet high,

branched at the summit only, and looking like a tall

chandelier with many branches. This plant is called the

gold of pleasure (Camelina sativa).

One of the prettiest flowers of spring woods and mea-
dows, the ladies’ - smock (Cardamine pratensis), often

called by the prettier name of cuckoo-flower, belongs to

this order. It rises more than a foot high, and has deli-

cately-tinged lilac petals. Its old English name, by which
Shakespeare and our earlier writers call it, was given it

because linen was formerly laid out in meadows to dry,

and the appearance of a land covered with this flower was
fancied to resemble that of one covered with linen.

Shakespeare’s description of it, “ the ladies’-smock all

silver-white,” is true to nature. Old Gerarde says of it,

“ It flowers when the cuckowe doth begin to sing her

pleasant notes without stammering.” It is often eaten as

cress, and was formerly called bitter-cress.

The dyer’s-woad (Isatis) is another plant of this order,

sometimes found wild, and frequently cultivated for its

blue dye. It has arrow-shaped leaves and yellow flowers,

and is interesting because our forefathers employed it to

stain their bodies, and acquired by its means the name of

Britons, from the word “britho,” to paint.
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Among the chief ornaments with which the cruciferous
family supply our gardens is the stock. This flower, with
its dark-purple, red, or white blossoms, is too fragrant

and too beautiful not to be generally cultivated. As we
have two species of wild stock (Mathiola), it is thought
by some botanists to have been raised from the little sea-

side flower
j

but it is most probably derived from the

finer kinds which grow wild in the south of Europe. It

was formerly called dame’s-violet, perhaps because the

dames or ladies of olden times took pleasure in rearing it.

The cross-shaped form must, of course, be looked for in

the single flowers, as cultivation renders the blossoms like

dark-coloured roses. Then, we have the rockets (Hes-

peris), some of them fragrant in the evening; the purple

honesty, with its silvery pellicles, whose transparent riature

has procured for it its familiar name, while the crescent-

shaped seeds have caused it also to be called moonwort,
and their soft texture made the old name of satin-flower

very suitable. The pretty candytufts, one of which, the

white kind (Iberis semperflorens), remains in blossom all

the year. The purple species was the first known to us;

and as it was found wild in Candia, it has given the name
to all the genus. The alyssums are also pretty summer
flowers, especially the common yellow sort (Alyssum saxa-

tile). The ancient Greeks thought that this plant, if taken

internally, allayed anger.
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FOFULAR TALES OF FLOWERS





POPULAR TALES OF FLOWERS.

THE LADY IN THE FLOWER-GARDEN.

The Lady walked through her garden in the early morn-
ing, and she smiled upon her flowers as she passed by

;

so they looked up and smiled too.

Who was the Lady?
I do not know. She had come from far away, and

called her garden her home; and her flowers were her

mother and sisters, she said. The garden was very beau-
tiful at all times; but on this morning the flowers were
more so than usual, for they had not laid aside the holiday

robes with which they had adorned themselves for the

Sabbath—for this was Monday.
“ The Lady has not looked at me once,

’
’ said a Scarlet

Pea near which she stood. “ She loves my cousin so

much better ! See how she stands and pets her, and puts

down her red lips to be kissed ! Ah ! but I wish she cared

for me.'^

The Lady was grieved when she heard this, and she

said to herself, “ Oh ! I must not again neglect my Scarlet

Pea, for I would not willingly wound her; besides, I want
to gain her affections, that I may persuade her to mount
upward, rather than thus trail upon the ground."
Thus thinking, the Lady passed on, and quite forgot

that she had not said good-morning to her little friend,

her beloved mignonette.

“There, miss!" said the Scarlet Pea, “the Lady is al-

ways pretending to find great delight in your society, and
now she has passed you by without even saying good-

morning."
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“Well, I don't much wonder/^ answered the little

neighbour, for I am sure there is nothing in me which
is worthy of her notice. I am so ugly and so lowb’

just then the Lady turned and looked back, saying,
“ How very fragrant it is just here ! My sweet Mignon-
nette must be near, and I had nearly forgotten her. Ah

!

my little pet, you know how to call me back when I pass

}ou by.”

I am not sure that little Mignonnette smiled when she

heard this, but I think she could not help doing so. As
for Scarlet Pea, she turned redder than ever, and said,

“Well, I never did— I”

“ Here comes the Lady,
'

’ said Love-in-a-mist to her-

self j but I won’t let her know that I love her. I shall

just turn my head the other way.”
Poor Love-in-a-mist was very diffident, and she lost

no time in carrying her plan into execution. The Lady
stopped and spoke to her; but she pretented not to hear

her, while yet she trembled all over. The Lady knew
not what to do; but she spoke a few kind words, and
walked on to the Moss Rose, her favourite flower. The
Rose was very happy and very beautiful that morning,

and she showed the Lady how many of her buds had
opened since last she was there, and begged that one

might rest upon her bosom that day. No wonder, then.

Moss Rose was very dear to the Lady! Was she not

nearly perfect in her lovely robe of soft green moss; was
not her smile the sweetest and her lip the softest in the

whole garden The flowers about her knew this; and
some of them loved to sit at her feet and own it, while

others were ready to bite their lips with envy.

“When the Lady comes this way I’m going to show,

her how I am crowded up here in this little corner,” said

the Tulip. “ I can’t bear to live next-door to anything

so vulgar as that mean old Buttercup.”

“As to that,” returned the Buttercup, “I am noRso
very old as you imagine, madam; and I would have you
to know that as I am placed in the garden by the special

direction of the Lady, I shall stay here as long as I

please.”

“Then don’t expect any attentions from me,” said the

Tulip, tossing her beautiful head in high disdain
;

“ for I
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shall not associate with every low person who is forced

into our neighbourhood/’
“As you please,” answered the Buttercup. “You had

better stay at home and make preparations for your Dutch
cousins, who, I hear, are coming to visit you.”

“ Dutch cousins indeed I I think I see myself entertain-

ing those vulgar persons 1 I desire to be thankful that

there is no Dutch blood in my veins, madam.”
The Buttercup smiled a very provoking smile

;
and this

so exasperated the Tulip that she could scarcely speak
when the Lady made her appearance.

But the Lady saw that all was not right. She strove to

make the two regard each other as friends, and told them
that in her affections they were of equal rank; but they

refused to become reconciled, and though they dared not

speak, they threw angry and contemptuous glances at each
other, and so made the Lady sad. She said to herself,
“ I expected to find peace and harmony here

; but it is

far otherwise. Is the fault mine? It grieves me to see

my Scarlet Pea trailing along upon the ground, making
acquaintance with the stones and sticks she finds there;

and the aristocracy of the Tulip disturbs me also. I must
seek a remedy for all this.”

The Lady went straight to the Scarlet Pea the next

time she visited the garden, anl said to her, “ Now, my
little friend, I don’t like your lying down here in the

dust. I mean to help you to climb up this delicate frame
which I have had prepared for you. Then you can look

all over the garden and breathe the sweet, fresh air. See

your cousin, the Pink Sweet Pea ! how beautiful and how
good she is! Would not you like to resemble her?”
The Scarlet Pea promised to try, and she began to wind

her arms about the framework which was to be her sup-

port. How very glad was the Lady then 1

“ My Pea has a good disposition, I am sure,” she said,

“ and will soon take her place among the beautiful of my
garden. But what is this!” she cried, as a great, tall

Poppy thrust herself right into her very face and eyes.

.. “Good-morning,” said the Poppy pertly, and putting

herself directly before the Lady, so that it was impossible

to pass. “ I have been waiting an hour for an opportunity

to speak to you; but really, the others take up all the

,

^

-^9 *
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time, and I never get a chance to come near you/' The
Lady thought this no great misfortune; but she spoke
kindly to the Poppy, and tried to proceed on her way.
But the Poppy had a dozen foolish questions to ask, and
as many sage opinions to express; and the Lady was kept
standing in the hot sun while the talkative flower un-
burdened her mind of all that had interested it during the

last week.

When the Lady at last made her escape, she turned to

cast a glance at her Scarlet Pea ere she passed onward.
Alas for her sanguine hopes concerning it ! Alas for the

flattering unction which she had laid to her soul in regard

to the “ good disposition
’

' of the object of her interest

!

The Scarlet Pea, notwithstanding her fair promises and
ready smiles and good intentions, had relapsed to her

former grovelling position, and was at this moment so

ardently engaged in making love to a certain crooked
stick of her neighbourhood as to be quite unconscious of

the sad and half-despairing look which rested upon her.

The Lady sighed, and passed on; and as she passed, the

Moss Rose looked her ready sympathy, and seemed to

sigh too.

A fine Scotch Thistle next attracted the notice of the

Lady; and she went smilingly towards her, making plea-

sant inquiries about her health and comfort. The Thistle,

armed with sharp points, had a “ who*<iare-meddle-me ?"

sort of look; and her voice and manner, when she spoke

to the Lady, were rough and harsh. It was to those only

who hfad known and understood the Thistle that she was

an object of interest; for her warlike air and repelling

armour drove far from her those who sought to approach.

On this occasion she spoke roughly to the Lady, and put

on a more fierce expression than usual; but the moment
she had passed, our Scotch Thistle lost no time in bow-

ing down her stately head to kiss the very dust which

bore the impress of the little foot which was as dear t©

her as her own life.

The heart of the Lady was gladdened that day by an

unexpected sight—that of the Tulip and the Buttercup in

friendly intercourse ! The Tulip being indisposed by the

effect of the intense cold, the really warm and kind heart

of her lowly neighbour softened towards her; and her
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quiet attentions had no small effect upon the aristocratic

beauty. How pleased and how happy the Buttercup

looked; and how lovingly the Lady bade good-morning

to both!
But even while she was rejoicing over them, the Tulip

was removed to another garden, and the Moss Rose began
to droop and to hang its head as if in pain, upon its stalk,

and the fragrance of the beloved Mignonnette was borne

by new breezes to a far-off region. The Lady shed no
tears

;
but when she came to her garden again, and looked

at the vacant places, her heart was full of the pain which
tears would have relieved, and her face was sad even when
she smiled.

When the Scotch Thistle saw that the Lady was sad,

she said to herself, “ Now will I console and comfort her

by my gentlest tones.” So she spake in the low, soft

voice which those love who have heard it, and no longer

met the offered hand of the Lady with pretended indiffer-

ence and stinging thorns. And she spake to the Scarlet

Pea kind, beseeching words, in the early morning and in

the still evening, till that strange, wild thing grew serious

and thoughtful, and at last began with right good will to

clasp her uplifted arms around the framework on which
she was to ascend upwards—how far more beautiful and
lovely now than in the days of her earthward creepings

and stick-embracings

!

And now that she had left room for her to do so, a

little flower, a loving, winning Pink Sweet Pea, who had
been almost lost to sight by the overwhelming leaves and
tendrils of her unruly cousin, began to be seen and appre-
ciated; and the heart of the Lady opened to bid her wel-
come, as if she had but just begun to know her aright.

THE OLD MAN AND HIS GARDEN.

Having been advised by my physician to take a temporary
residence in a village at some distance from my native
city, I amused myself while there with frequent walks
through its retired streets and lanes. While the natural
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beauties of the place were abundant, there were no tokens
of the presence of that taste which might have rendered
this country town highly attractive to the stranger.

One exception to this general rule daily delighted and
refreshed my eyes. It was a garden—a small one, it is

true; yet there was within and about it an air at once
calculated to excite interest in the presiding genius of the

place. This proved to be a very aged man; and as from
day to day I passed his little inclosure, I saw him ever

engaged among his flowers.

At last, pleased, perhaps, by the approbation which he
had seen more than once upon my face, he one morning
met me at the gate, and invited me to enter. I did so

at once, and the more readily because the friend whom
I was visiting had just given me some account of the old

gentleman. He had come to this village many years be-

fore—no one knew whence—had kept himself aloof from
those who sought him, seldom, if ever, attended church,

and, in short, seemed neither to think of nor care for

aught save his beloved garden. His love for flowers had
risen to an absolute mania.
As I passed from one to another of these his favourites,

he followed me closely, expatiating with zeal upon the

varieties of colour, of texture, and of form to be found in

this portion of the vegetable kingdom.
“I have a fancy,’’ said he, “that there are flowers in

heaven, and that they only bloom in the perfection of

beauty there.”

“It may be so,” I answered, while I smiled at the

singularity of the conceit. “ At all events, we know that

many a lovely ‘ human flower ’ has been transplanted from
the watchful tenderness of its earthly keeper, to bloom,
and to bud, and to bring forth fruit in Paradise.”

“But,” said the old man, not choosing to be thus

diverted from his original subject, “ there will be flowers

there such as we love and cherish here. God created

everything Wery good,’ that is, perfect.. When man lost

the image of his Maker, all nature sympathised in his

fall. If he had not thus sinned, these fair flowers would
not fade and die. As long as they spring and bloom on

earth, they must share in his imperfection; but when man
loses the thorns and thistles of his moral nature, then the

race of flowers will likewise thrive in the perfection of

beauty and of grace.”
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“These things may be/' I answered; “‘when the wil-

derness shall rejoice and blossom as the rose/ when
‘ instead of the thorn shall come up the fir-tree, and
instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle-tree/ when
only the ‘ ransomed of the Lord ' shall walk the earth

;

but it is not essential to my ideas of the glories of heaven
to believe that flowers are to be found there."

“ But wherefore ? Are they not more beautiful than the

gems, the silver and the gold, with which the celestial

city is ‘adorned?' Besides, they who loved human be-

ings may find happiness in a reunion with their lost ones
in heaven; but flowers are to me friends, children, every-

thing I How desolate would be my existence without
them !"

“But," said I, “far other enjoyments will be theirs

who enter into those mansions of rest, even the ‘ making
melody in their hearts and with their voices before the

Lord.’ ‘And I heard the voice of harpers harping with

their harps; and they sang a new song, to the praise of

God and of the Lamb.’ "

“ Music ! My music is the gentle shower, as it falls

after the sultry day, for the reviving of my flowers; the

song of the passing breeze which awakens them to life

and vigour. What were heaven to me without these?"
“Then, my friend," I answered, “heaven wall, I fear,

be a dreary place to you. Have you laid up no treasure

there which shall satisfy your soul when these lesser glories

shall have passed away?"
The old man shook his head impatiently. “ The tree

of Life is there/' he said; “and flowers are there."

I left him; and as I pursued my way homeward and
laid me down that night to sleep, it was with the prayer

that the leaves of that tree of Life might be for the heal-

ing of this poor, mistaken soul. I thought of this feeble

old man as soon to be cut down, soon to pass away, with

the flowers of his idolatry
;
but where, then, would hasten

the immortal soul which rendered him superior to these,

the ornaments and the smiles of our earth ? And I thought

too of the multitudes who feel, if they dare not say, in

relation to the idols of their heart-worship, “ What were
heaven without these !"

As I slept, after meditations such as these, T dreamed;
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and once again I stood in the garden of the old man. At
once my eye was attracted by the singular appearance of

a plant which lay prostrate at my feet. Half buried in

the earth, sickly, yellow, and feeble, it appeared like one
whose strength, ambition, and hopes had departed. !Me-

thought I heard tones of gentle entreaty. I listened, and
it said, “Awake, poor sleeping one, and look up.”
“Nay,” returned the fallen plant in a feeble tone;

“ shall I look up to see beauty to which I cannot attain,

and strength which shall never be mine?”
“ Thou shalt attain it when thine efforts are put forth.

Arise.”
“ I ami weak.”
“Ask strength from me.”
The fallen one was silent. Again the tender voice was

heard urging its request. Then the deformed spake.

“I pray thee, give me strength.”

¥/ith the w’ords, she made an effort to rise, and lo

!

she appeared upright before me. I looked upon her with

surprise. She was the personification of deformity.

The thorn of the thistle, the sting of the nettle, the

poison of the fabled Upas tree were hers. Her leaves

were defiled with the impurities which they had acquired

in long intercourse with the dust of the earth; her flower-

buds hung drooping in sullen obduracy; and fruit, un-

pleasant to the eye and bitter to the taste, was scattered

in awkw^ard profusion among her manifold branches. lake

a bruised reed she rocked to and fro.

“I cannot stand alone,” she said.

“Ask for trusting love,” said the voice.

She asked, and a forbidding thorn disappeared, and I

saw a tiny, curling tendril put itself forth, till it reached

the trunk of a neighbouring tree, to which it clung for

support.
“ I perceive upon myself an awkward and unseemly

branch,” said the deformed.
” said the voice.

She asked, and the hand tenderly removed it. In so

doing, it was wounded by the thorns,

“Alas!” then said the changing plant, “how am I de-

filed 1 I remember that there are leaves of bright green ;

fair flowers, delicious fruit
;

oh, that such were mine

!
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Oh; for showerS; that I may be cleansed from my im-

purity
'

Then I heard the dropping of a gentle shower. Clouds
and thick darkness hid her for a season from my sight

;

but when anon they fled away^ I saw" what wonders had
been wrought. Adorned with glossy and shining fruit, her

thorns gradually wearing away, her flower smiling in the

sunlight, how beautiful seemed the new" creature 1 But
again I heard her cries. She was seeking deliverance

from the poisonous juice which ran through every limb.

Yet she perceived not that her prayer was answered.
Only new fruit began to appear; it put on the tempting
hue which made it “pleasant to the eye.” They who
passed by tasted thereof

;
and when I looked that they

should have fallen down dead, they went on their way
rejoicing in their strength. Then I knew that the restor-

ation of the defiled was complete; and amid the tones of

joy and praise which came from the heart of the renewed,

I awoke, and behold, it was a dream.
I said, the deformed plant is a type of the soul. Once

upright and beautiful, but, through sin, fallen and defiled,

it lies in helplessness and sloth, till Christ comes to bid

it arise. Then He commences the work of grace, reveals

to the mind a true knowledge of its wants, and leads it

to ask that it may receive freedom from its deformities.

And alas I "the wounded hand” alone can avail for the

healing of the lost 1

THE STORY OF TIME, LOVE, AND THE
FLOWERS.

Said Time, “ I cannot bear the flowers.

They spoil the look of old decay

;

They cover all my ruined towers.

My fallen shrines, and abbeys grey :

I’ll cut them down—why should they grow'?

I marvel Death upon his graves

Allows so many buds to blow

!

O’er all my works the Wall-flower waves!”—
His scythe he sharpened as he spoke,

And deeply frowned at every stroke.
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In vain did Beauty him entreat

To spare the flowers, as on the ground
She weeping knelt, and clasped his feet.

He only turned his head half round.
And sternly bade her go her way.

Said Time, “Were all the world to plead,
They should not live another day.

No, not if Death did intercede!”

—

He took his scythe, and at one sweep
The flowers became a withered heap.

Time came again, and so did Spring;

The spot once more with flowers was strown ;

He scarce could see a ruined thing.

So tall and thick the buds had grown.
“ Oh, oh I” said Time, “ I must upturn.

Dig deep, and cover in like Death

;

Idl not leave one behind to mourn.
Or sweeten more the breeze’s breath ;

Full fathom five I’ll lay them low,

Then leave them, if they can, to grow 1”

Summer met Time in that same place;

It looked more lovely than of old.

For there had sprung another race

Of flowers from out the upturned mould.
Which had been buried long ago.

“ How’s this?” said Time, and rubbed his eyes.

I have laid many a city low,

But never more saw turret rise.”

—

Love at that moment chanced to pass;

He touched Time’s arm, and shook his glass.

“Old man,” said Love, “the flowers are mine;
Leave them alone, and go thy way

—

Destruction is the work of thine,

’Tis mine to beautify decay.

Is’t not enough that thou hast power
To lay both youth and beauty low

;

But thou must envy the poor flower

Which scarce a day sees in full blow?
I’ve seen thee smile on them for hours!”
’Tis true,” said Time, and spared the flowers.
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'i‘H£ STORY OF LOVE AND THE FLOWERS.

It was in that age when the golden mornings of the early

world were unclouded by the smoke of cities, when the

odours from thousands of untrodden flowers mingled with

the aroma of old forests, and the gentlest wind that ever
tried its wings flapped its way through vast realms of

sleeping fragrance—that Love first set out to discover the

long-lost language of the Flowers.

There had long been rumours in the olden world that

before the angels left their watch beside the star-beaconed
battlements of heaven, and gave up all their glory for

the love of woman, the Buds and Blossoms had held

sweet converse together, and that many a time when the

nightingale ushered in the twilight with her song, voices

from the flowers had made low response amongst the

glades and rose-girded pastures of the Garden of Para-

dise.

Even on Olympus Love had heard that an immortal
language never could die

;
that, although silent, it still

slept somewhere amongst the flowers. And many a time,

whilst resting on some fragrant bed, he had been awak-
ened by low whisperings, and disturbed by the heavy
beating of his heart, which ever seemed urging him on-

ward to commence his holy mission, and discover that

language, which had been lost ever since the day when
Eve went weeping from beneath the angel-guarded gates

of Eden.
Love arose, and shook the rounded dew in loosened

pearls from the feathery silver of his wings, and soared

far away over many a hill and valley; alighting when
weary, and kneeling lowly, with attentive ear and bowed
head, beside the blossoms. For a long time he only

iea.rnt what the bees said wLen they hung murmuring over

the honeyed bells, and what words the butterflies whis-

pered as they alighted upon the flowers with subsiding

wings. Onward wandered Love for many a day. Al-

though he caught the faint breathing of the blossoms,

yet the meaning of their lowest words was still to him a

mystery.

At last, weary and sad at heart, he sat dowia and wept
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upon a bed of roses. The Rose was his mother's fa-

vourite flower; it had ever been sacred to Venus; and
he heard a sound, as of iow sighing, amongst its leaves

;

and when he lay down, he felt the drooping petals falling

upon his lips and around his neck, as if to catch the tears

that fell. Then it was that Love first kissed the Rose and
blessed it unawares; for the sweetness and beauty of the

flov/er sank into his heart.

WTiilst folded upon his lips, she told him that ages ago

Jove selected her for the Queen of Flowers and the God-
dess of Beauty; that nothing human had ever surpassed

her charms; and that when every image of poetry was
exhausted, none could equal her own : that from the first

creation of flowers she had been named “ the ornament of

the earth, the princess of plants, the eye of the flov/er, the

blush of beauty, the breath of love;”* that even when
her leaves had withered, to mark her immortal origin she

gave not up her breath, but still lived in a spirit of in-

visible fragrance; that she never knew old age, but sank

to sleep in perfume, in the full perfection of her beauty,

for she was the fairest daughter that was born of the

Mother of Love.

So Love found his sweet and long-lost sister in tiie

Rose, and she first spoke to him in the old language of

the flowers, giving him a new lesson every day; until not

a bell bowed, nor a bud expanded, nor a blossom opened

its beautiful lips, but what I,ove knew every word it whis-

pered.

For days did Love linger with his sweet sister, the

Rose, before he again set out on his pilgrimage; but his

journey was now no longer lonely ; he found a companion

in every flov^er by the wayside, and held converse with

every bud that dwelt within its green homestead of leaves.

The Honeysuckle told him how, in the olden age, she

was the emblem of Devoted Affection; how she twined

over rural and primeval huts, when love alone was counted

happiness, and the only wealth man coveted was the pos-

session of a true heart—one that loved for evermore, and

throughout all the changes of time -for ever remained the

same.

* Fragment attributed to Sappho.
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The Liiy blushed as he drew near, and across her
pearly whiteness stole a crimson shadow, as if a winged
rose had hovered above her for a moment and then passed
©n

;
and with downcast eyes she told him that to her

belonged Purity of Heart, that she was once so holy a

sanctuary that even angels had deigned to dwell with her,

and in their love for so spotless an abode had forfeited

the domains of heaven.

The Forget-me-not uplifted her blue eyes as he ap-

proached, and said that she had never forgotten him, but
had waited in patience and silence many an age for his

coming; that although her lips were sealed she held fond
communion with her own heart, and that she never looked
up to the stars but they bade her hope; that she was still

as true to Love as the blue heaven that bent over her

when first the m.orning stars sang together for joy.

The timid Violet shrank amid her broad leaves as she

heard the approaching flutter of his wings; and long did

Love linger around her, and sigh as he hung over her

beauty. At last she looked up, and told him that her

home was the abode of Modesty, that she seldom ven-

tured forth into the world, that those who loved her

sought out her solitude, for she coveted not the gaze of

a stranger’s eye, nor loved to parade her beauty abroad
amongst the blossoms; for there were those amongst the

children of men who, forgetful of all modesty, peeped
under her face, and looked into her downcast eyes.

The Daisies rose up to welcome him, and gathered

together in thousands to witness his approach. They
made him a couch of their starry coronets

;
they embraced

him with their green arms, and looked fondly upon him
with their golden eyes, as they told him, in sweet, un-

studied syllables, that they were the daughters of Inno-

cence. And as Love gazed tenderly upon them, he felt

a hushed and holy awe about his heart, such as had never

touched those innocent flowers, that for ever remain in

their childhood.

Filled with sad and pleasing Thoughts, which gathered

around him whilst he slept beside a bed of Pansies, he

awoke and winged his way to a grey old ruined fortress,

thinking that he there might ponder over the lessons he

had learnt from the flowers. But on the m.ouldering
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battlements he beheld the wild Wall-flowers blowing; and
when he inquired why they still haunted such a scene of

decay and desolation, they answered that they had out-

lived all that was once lovely and happy; and although
Beauty no longer reigned there, and the banquet-hall was
deserted, and the voice of the lute had ceased to sound
in the lady’s bower, they were still Faithful amid all the

storms of Adversity.

Long did Love brood over the new language which he
had discovered

;
and many a day did he sit pondering

to himself, as if hesitating whether or not he should trust

Woman with the secret.
“ She is already armed with beauty,” reasoned Love,

as he sat with his elbow pillowed on a bed of flowers, his

bow unstrung, and his arrows scattered at random by his

side ;
“ there is a language in her eyes, and a sweet music

in her voice; and shall I now teach her to converse

through flowers—to give a tongue to the rose, a voice to

the lily, and hang upon the honeysuckle words of love,

and turn every blossom she gathers into the language of

affection? No; I will again fly abroad, and, dropping a

bud here, and a bell there, see to what purpose she turn-

eth these beautiful secrets. I will but at first teach her

a few letters in this new Alphabet of Love.”
Then he thought that, as the flowers were such holy

things—born of beauty and nursed in purity, fed upon
the dews, and seldom looking upon aught less sacred than

the stars, as if they were more allied to heaven than to

earth—that if the virtue, and goodness, and love, which
they represent, were but practised by mankind, they would
again make the children of earth what they were in the

infancy of the world, and man would once more be ranked

“only a little lower than the angels.”

Love flew to the burning East, where Beauty is guarded
by jealous lattices, and Pride, armed with sharp scimitar,

stands always ready, feeling its cold, keen edge, and wait-

ing to cut every heart-sprung affection asunder, to punish

a fond look unaccompanied by wealth with death, and to

dig a grave for every hallowed feeling that is unattended

by powes. Love dropped a few flowers in the guarded
turret, and then concealed himself.

A whit© band shaped them after the fond feelings of
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her heart, and then extended her rounded arm and let

them fall from the airy balcony; and the lowly lover,

who waited below, gathered up the banded flowers, and,
placing them upon his heart, bore them away.
He wept, mused, sighed, and smiled over them in his

solitude, until he found their hidden meaning, and spelled

out, letter by letter, the mysterious language of love.

Fearlessly did he approach with them in his hand—he
looked not, he spoke not. The watchful guardian smiled
grimly upon his drawn scimitar, believing that its sharp
edge had cut asunder e;: ry cord of love; for he saw not
the bright eyes that peeped out from every bud, he be-

held not the sweet lips that bent forward from every

blossom. He heard not the language which the flowers

uttered, and he saw not how Love looked on and smiled

as he noted every word which went back and sank unper-

ceived into the heart.

Ages passed away before Love entered the flowery fields

and velvet valleys of merry England. His heart had long

been light, and his wings unfettered, and he cared not

now into what quarter of the world he wandered, for he
found that wherever he went upon his flowery errand, man
grew more refined, and woman each day bore a closer

resemblance to the angels. The dinted helmet, the bat-

tered shield, and keen-pointed spear, were laid aside, and
instead of rushing upon his mailed adversary, the warrior

now sat a captive at the feet of Beauty. He visited

ancient castles and humble hamlets, and thronged thorpes

and thatched granges, and taught everywhere this new
language of love.

If he saw a rustic maiden with her head hanging aside

and her hands clasped, he plucked the fragrant blossom
of the Hawthorn, and, throwing it at her feet, whispered

into her ear and bade her hope. As his foot dashed away
the dew from the up-coned Lilac, he gathered the topmost
sprig and threw it at her unsuspecting lover, who from
that moment dated his first Emotions of Love. He
pointed out the spot where many a blue-belled flower

grew, and there they met and vowed to be Constant unto

Death; and while they sat hand-in-hand gazing upon the

white Water-Lilies that rested upon their thrones of green

velvet, and were rocked by every ripple which curled the
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clear crystal of the lake, they felt that deep heaving of
the heart which ever proclaimeth the Purity of Love.

So he wandered along;—and on wild moorlands, where
rude huts rose, and scarce a flower broke the dark-brown
solitude, Love left the broad Fern as a token of Sincerity;
on bleak mountain-tops, where scarcely a tree threw down
its chequered shadow to form a golden network upon the
green-sward, he planted the Harebell, and the crimson
Heather, to give a charm to Retirement and Solitude.

Into the depths of the lonelitst woods he went, visiting

deep dells and deserted dingles, v ^re the graceful Lilies-

of-the-Valley grew, telling them they were not forgotten,

but should yet be proudly worn in many a fond breast

that sighed for a Return of Happiness Beside the Mari-
gold, which closed its eyes as if for very Sorrow, he
planted the Celandine

; and leaving the Hawthorn, Hope,
to cheer them and keep watch, he promised that, whilst

ever the golden star shone there, it should be the image
of Joys to Come.
From flower to flower he flew on his peaceful pilgrim-

age—through them reconciling lovers who had long been
estranged, and bringing back many a wandering affection

that had often sighed for a fond heart to dwell within.

Thus Love restored a language which, for undated
centuries, had been lost, which the sweet tongue of

woman had made music of before the beauty of the early

world was submerged beneath the waters. For Time had
all but blotted out the few records which told that there

ever existed a language between Love and the Flowers.

Amid the broken and crumbling ruins over which Time
has marched, he has only left the sculptured capital of

some column, or shattered pedestal, where we can trace,

among a hundred rude hieroglyphics, the rough outline

of some flower, which was either sacred to their religion

or their love. In the ruins of temples, whose origin eves

Antiquity has forgotten, we see in the life-like marble of

the figures brows which are wreathed with blossoms, and

in the broken fresco we find groups of maidens strewing

the pathway which leads to the holy shrine with flowers

—

the carven altar is piled high with them
;
they garland

the neck of the victim which their priests are about ta

sacrifice—and, we know no more.
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Ages have passed away since that procession moved

—

the shadows of three thousand years have settled down
over the hills and valleys where those beautiful maidens
first gathered the flowers of summer—history has left no
record of their existence^—the language in which they
breathed their loves, their hopes, and their fears, has
died away—even their name as a nation is forgotten : and
ail we know is that their men looked noble, and their

women beautiful, and that flowers were used in their

sacred ceremonies, and that all, excepting the mute figures

upon the marble, have long since passed away. We sigh,

and try in vain to decipher these ancient emblems.
Love turned to the fables of the Heathen Poets, and

there he found that those whose beauty the gods could
not lift into immortality, they changed into flowers

; as if

they considered that, next to the glory of being enthroned
upon Olympus, was to be transformed into a beautiful

and fragrant object—one that, while as the sun shone
upon the world, and the globed dews hung their rounded
silver upon the blossoms, so long should it stand through-

out all time,

“ A thing of beauty and a joy for ever/’

THE STORY OF THE VIOLET OF THE
VALLEY.

In one of those secluded valleys the beauty of which

astonishes the traveller as he comes upon it unawares,

stood a neat-looking, lowly-thatched cottage, like a hid-

den nest, embosomed amid the green tranquillity of the

hills. A winding footpath threaded its way towards the

breezy summit—here running along the narrow level of

a ledge, there making a graceful bend round the bole of

some majestic tree, and farther on climbing upwards, with

a steep, breathless ascent, until the level brow of the

hill was gained. Then, far as the eye could wander, it

commanded a view over, a vast outstretched landscape,

diversified with spires, and plains, and woods, intercepted

every way with a broad clear river, that went rolling and
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bending along, until it dwindled into a mere thread of
silver as it was lost in the distance.

On the brow of this beautiful hill a plain, mstic seat

had been erected by the inhabitants of the cottage in the
valley; and as there was no thoroughfare beyond what
was traversed by the neighbouring villagers, who came
morning and evening to milk the cows, which were heard
lowing amongst the hilly fields, the summit, like the
valley it overlooked, was seldom trodden by the foot of a
stranger.

And often on a summer’s evening, when the labour of

the day was over, might the form of a lovely maiden be
seen leaving that cottage, and climbing the steep ascent

of the hill, carrying either a little work-basket on her
arm, or a book in her hand, and every now and then
pausing to look over the landscape as she threaded her

way to the rustic seat. Sometimes she sent forth her

voice in gushing music, which was prolonged and rever-

berated through the dale, as if the echoes of the valley

were her companions, and their only delight were to call

to and answer each other.

She sang from the very overjoyousness of her heart,

like a bird, perched amid a cluster of milk-white blossoms,

that takes a delight in telling the trees, and flowers, and
sunshine which hang around it, how great is the pleasure

that fills its little heart, and how happy it is in the com-
panionship of such sweet scenery : and should the form of

a stranger appear, the golden chain of her melody was
snapped asunder in an instant, and, like a bird, she would
dart down to her little thatched nest in the valley below.

Her modesty, and the sweetness of her voice, had ob-

tained for her amidst the neighbouring villages the name
of The Violet of the Valley.

Those who know not the bliss which springs from con-

tentment, might marvel how one so beautiful could rest

satisfied by burying herself in such seclusion. They might

as well have asked the Violet why it was so happy in the

solitude which surrounded it, why it concealed its beauty

amid the green leaves by which it was overhung, and

scattered its sweetness upon “the desert air;” and the

Violet might have replied that although the air which

blew around it was deserted, yet many a breeze would
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carry its sweetness afar off, perfuming unseen and distant

places that were not solitary.

Although her beauty had not gladdened the gaze of

many beholders, still, her voice on a calm summer’s even-

ing had fallen with a peaceful hush on many a gentle

heart, coming upon the ear

“ Like the sweet south,

That breathes upon a bank of Violets,

Stealing and giving odour
;

’ ’

for hers were sweet and rustic strains—unstudied melo-

dies, that stole in and out of the heart : they were “ old

and plain,
’

’ such as :

“ The spinsters and the knitters, in the sun,

And the free maids that weave their thread

with bone,

Do use to chant : for they were silly truth,

And dallied with the innocence of love

Like th’ olden age.”

They were such as Barbara was wont to chant when she

went singing about the house, before she “ hung her head
aside,” and all for love; for within that innocent heart

Love had not yet “ lighted his golden torch, and waved
his purple wings.” The temple and the shrine were
there, but within that holy place no worshipper had as

yet knelt down—no incense was offered up excepting from
the flowers, those bowing adorers of that tranquil valley.

The anthems that echoed there were the songs of the wild

birds, and the prayer breathed forth was the adoration
of nature, ministering in her own holy temple.

If Love was there, it sat like a child playing in its

innocence upon its own hearth, admiring the starry Jas-
mine which threw its green curtaining over the casement,
or looking fondly at the Moss-Rose which peeped in

timidly at the latticed doorway. There was an unstudied
grace in her attitude which the eye of the sculptor hath
not yet caught—a finish about the turning of the head
and the rounding of the shoulders to which marble hath
not yet lent its enduring immortality; while in the large

20
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blue heaven of her dov/ncast eyes, Modesty ever seemed
to sit enthroned.

In her casual visits to the distant market town, men
turned their heads in wonderment, and even women mar-
velled from whence such a being of life and beauty had
sprung; for wherever she moved she seemed to throAv

across the pavement a glad streak as if of sunshine. The
astonished stranger made his inquiries in vain—all he
could gather was that she was callel the Violet of the

Valley, but where she dwelt there were few that knew.
And many an eye ere it closed in sleep pictured that

form moving before it, until slumber settled down, and
in dreams they were carried away to far-off dells and
dingles, to valleys where the nightingale made music all

summer long; and they thought of Eve before she fell,

and believed that somewhere in the earth there still ex-

isted an unvisited Paradise. They pictured a rustic home
which the amiable Jasmine overhung, without knowing
that with such her own was garlanded. They conjured

up a porch twined over with Moss-Roses, unconscious

that the threshold over which her beauty passed was
wreathed with the same queenly flowers. In their sleep

they sighed over perfumed beds of Pinks, not knowing
that ther own garden was covered with them; and they

built up an imaginary abode for Love to dwell in, before

the winged god had either alighted upon or visited the

spot.

Many a sigh was sent over the hills which overlooked

that little cottage, and many a prayer wafted towards the

happy valley in which she dwelt; but the bees murmured
round her home, the butterflies sat swing:!re upon her

flowers, morning and evening the birds SA’^ elled their an-

thems upon the breeze, and all night long the brook went

singing to itself beneath her window, and, excepting an

affection for all those sweet sights and sounds, and a

heart at peace with all mankind, she was as yet untouched

by Love.

But Love at length came, timid, as he ever cometh

;

concealing himself at first behind the trees, or screened

by the surrounding bushes, as if all he coveted was to

listen to the music of her voice. When he appeared, she

vanished; when he retreated, she was again in her accus-
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tomed place. It was as if the sunshine was sporting with

the beautiful shadow, and both vanished at the same mo-
ment of time—as if Love and Modesty were ashamed of

accosting each other, though they were ever sighing when
alone to be made one.

Until one day Love, emboldened, left a posy upon her

favourite rural seat, hiding himself while he watched the

Violet of the Valley untwining her sister-flowers. As she

held them in her hand the Moss-Rose fell against her

bosom, and she felt a strange fluttering from within,

which told her that Love was folding his wings and taking

possession of his new abode.

While from her heaving heart arose this confession, her

cheek became blanched until it was paler than the blos-

soms of the Jasmine ;
then over all arose a flushing

warmth, the pearly pinkness of blushing love, mantling

her cheek, and making it more beautiful than the most
delicate crimson wdth which the Moss-Rose was dyed :

—

and from that day Love and Modesty dwelt together, their

abode embowered about with Jasmine, and trailing Roses,

and Violets, sweet as the perfumes of Paradise.

Love could not have found a happier nor a more peace-

ful home. The very spot in which they dwelt was a land

of perfect poetry, and within it her simple wishes were
bounded; for she knew no more about what the world
calls rank, and splendour, and fashion, than the modest
Violet, after which she was named, does of the flowers

that are forced into bloom and beauty within the un-

natural atmosphere of a hothouse.

THE STORY OF HUMILITY AND CONSTANCY.

Humility—Broom : Constancy—Canterbury - Bell

:

Purity

of Heart—White Water-Lily : Affectionate Remem-
brance

—

Rosemary .

Who can tell what sad feelings hung about the heart of

the fair Saxon princess Ethelberga when, standing in the

twilight, on the broom-covered steep hill-side, she saw

from the distance the fires kindled by the hands of the
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desolating Dane, and beheld the flames which devoured
the home of her childhood reddening in the evening sky?

It might be that whilst she found a couch amongst the

waving gold of the wild, surroundeed by her houseless

attendants, and pillowed her beautiful head upon the

Broom, she selected it as the emblem of Humility. And
when she saw the waving Bluebells spring up on the very

spot where the stormy sea-kings had encamped, where
the tide of battle had raged, and swollen, and subsided,

leaving no other trace of its course than the silent ridges

which had been heaped up over the dead, she selected

the blue-cupped flower as the true image of Constancy,
which, though crushed, and bruised, and buried, forsaketh

not the chosen spot where its beauty first bloomed.
That when she sat mournful beside the moorland mere,

wearied through carrying water to quench the thirst of the

brave Saxons who had been wounded in battle, she saw
the pale Water-Lilies sleeping upon their dark-green vel-

vet leaves, spotless as the clear element upon which they

floated, and leaving no vestige of the gross earth from

which they sprang; and she thought how the heart of a

woman, ennobled by virtuous deeds, might become so

purified that, if looked into by the eye of an angel, he

could not discover within either blot or blemish, nor aught

that varied from his own divinity, but the fond humanity

of love.

Musing, she might conjure up some grey old Saxon

abbey, nestling amid the silence of a green, sequestered

valley, with its quiet graves, around which the Rosemary

grew, hallowed the more in its remembrance through

having been brought by holy men across the pathless sea

;

and she might think that even as that plant put fortli

its flowers in the dead midnight of winter, so through the

deep clouds which hung over and darkened her native

land, the morning of peace might yet break, and see many

a battle-field again overgrown with flowers.

It was in those days that Love and Constancy set out

together to visit the world, and look for the abode of

Happiness
;
for there were rumours abroad that she had

concealed herself somewhere in the earth, and they were

fearful that Happiness had long pined for their socie^%

and grown weary in waiting for their coming. Humility
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went with them; and Affectionate Remembrance, a lovely

maiden, who sighed as often as she smiled, was also their

attendant.

Many a time would she have sunk by the way, had not

Love and Constancy consoled her; while Humility led her

by the hand, and whispered words of hope whenever she

felt low and desponding.

“I cannot help it,” said Remembrance. “But when I

look into the past, I see more of pain than pleasure; and
as for the future, it is so chequered with hopes and fears

that whilst ^ I doat I doubt
;

’ and there ever seems some
sorrow overhanging and ready to settle down upon what
I love.”

“Take heart,” said Constancy; “all will yet be well.

Even Love is sometimes fretful; and it is only by leaning

upon him, and looking into his face, that I can comfort
him, for he seems as if he sometimes had forgotten that

I was still at his side.”

Humility, and Constancy, and Purity of Heart, are the

very divinities of Love, and among the holiest images

which we enshrine in the innermost temple of the soul.

Humility, like a lowly and beautiful maiden, ever walk-

eth abroad with downcast and modest glance, her hands
folded meekly, and her free thoughts wandering like

graceful handmaids through the charmed chambers of the

mind, unfettered by the painful panoply of pride, and
unimpeded by the watchful sentries who ever keep jealous

guard around the slave of ambition. On her cheek the

healthy beams of morning beat, and the dews of dawning
are the pearly gems which diadem her brow ; there is a

grace in the unstudied flow of her drapery which the

artists of old seized upon when they called forth from

the canvas forms which embodied the divinity of woman.
They drew the adoration of the angels from her looks,

and the great masters flew to her expressive features
;
then

they shadowed forth the Virgin-mother bending over her

Holy Child
;
for there is no love without humility, no true

affection unless it see in the object of its worship a divinity

towards which it tremblingly aspires.

“ Constancy,
’

’ says the poet, “ liveth in realms above :

but kind Pity, who had long looked down with tender

eyes, and beheld how cheerless and restless the wandering
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heart was, even though it fondly loved, sent her down
upon the earth as a comforter, and she took up her abode
within the blue-belled flowers of the wild. She gathered
together all the floating affections of true hearts, and
formed for them many a sweet habitation, which they had
sighed for in vain, to dwell in. She erected for them a
new and pleasant home in the heart—she assembled round
them a thousand household virtues—and what the eye

had before sought for abroad in vain, it found within; it

became the resting-place of Love, and there alone was
true ben”ty to be found.”
Man no longer sighed for the Paradise he had lost;

for Constancy led him by the hand and brought him back,
and he sat enthroned amid a lovelier Eden in the beating

heart of woman.
Abroad he saw her image everywhere reflected. The

Water-Lily sleeping on the lake mirrored back the purity

in which he now dwelt; all around beside her might move,
but Constancy had anchored her true roots within the

heart—an hundred contending waves might wash over

the spotless snow of her blossoms, but she still rose tri-

umphant, whiter and purer from the contest; for the

washing of every ripple but laid bare some hidden virtue,

and from every assault she won back some lost affection.

And when Love and Constancy set out to wander hand
in hand through the world, with Humility and Affection-

ate Remembrance for their attendants, within was found

that Purity of Heart which ever ensureth devoted attach-

ment
;

it was then that they made a happy home wherever

they alighted, and carried with them a sweet sunshine,

which threw its brightness around the shadiest places.

In old primeval forests they sometimes dwelt, far away
f-rom the fever and the fret of busy cities—they found a

shelter beneath the yellow Broom, and a couch amid
the azure Bells of flowers. Where huge sandy deserts

stretched for miles away, they pitched their tent; and in

the deep caverns of majestic mountains Love and Con-
stancy took up their abode. They tended their cattle

together on vast plains, and followed summer over many
a high hill and outstretched valley, sojourning together

in rude huts, whose branched walls and leafy roofs bore

the first rough tracings of the primitive home of man.
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The feudal castle raised its grim and grated portcullis

to receive them, and the iron archers threw down their

tight-strung bows to welcome their approach. The)/ slept

together in sheds where the hardy serf struggled against

wrong, and lay many a night on the bleak hill-side, where
the lonely shepherd tended his flock. They accompanied
many brave hearts that went forth reluctantly to wage
war against the invaders of their country; and as they
conversed together, they beguiled the listless cheerlessness

of the way.

Wherever they went, old age coveted no other com-
panionship; nor did they leave a grey head to sink down
in sorrow to the grave. They gave to poverty content,

to affliction resignation, and into the sad heart of pity

they breathed hope.

It was then that mankind began to find deep matter

for meditation in the flowers
;
that they no longer looked

upon the blossoms as the mere harbingers of the seasons,

and beautiful ornamenters of the fields, but discovered

that they w'ere lettered over wdth the language of Love

—

that Beauty bloomed where no human eye perceived it, in

sequestered nooks and untrodden wilds, and nature needed
not the presence of man to either look upon or praise her

works.

They believed that hidden spirits dwelt among the

flowers of the woods, and that not a Bell waved in the

solitudes of the pathless dell but what had its own fair*

minister
;
for they were the first to discover that

" There are more things in heaven and earth

Than are dreamt of in our philosophy."

That the “airy tongues which syllable men's names,"
sounding on lonely moors, and amid the silence of solemn
forests, are invisible spirits, which linger about the earth,

until the human heart becomes purified by Love—and
fitting habitation for them to dwell in.

The Descent of Spring was ever beautiful, from the first

moment that she planted her white feet upon the daisied

green of April, to when she stretched herself upon the

couch of flowers, which had sprung up of their own accord

that she might recline upon their sweetness. For her the
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leaves grow longer every day, that under their shade she
may find shelter when the silver-footed showers descend.
Her eyes are ever blue as her own April skies

; her cheeks
dyed with the delicate crimson of the apple-blossoms; her

white and blue-veined neck beautiful as a bed of lilies-of-

the-valley, intersected with trailing violets
;

while her

silken hair streams out like the graceful acacias, that throw
their gold and green upon the breeze.

Around her brow is twined a wreath of May-blossoms

—

pearly buds, but yet unblown. High above her head the

skylark soars, while the linnet warbles in the brake, and
from every tree and bush an hundred choristers raise their

voices in the great concert which they hold to welcome
her. The sunbeams that dance about the primrose-co-

loured sky, the insects that hum and wanton in the air,

the flowers that day by day rise higher above the bladed

grass, and the bursting buds that grow bolder as they

venture out further from the hedgerows to peep at her

beauty, all proclaim with what delight the return of spring

is ever hailed.

HOW THE ROSE BECAME RED.
A Flower Legend.

It was drawing towards the decline of a beautiful summer
day, when the red, round sun was bending down a deep,

blue, unclouded sky, to where a vast range of mountains
stretched, summit upon summit, and in the far distance

arose, pile upon pile, until high over all towered the god-

haunted height of cloud-capt Olympus, rising with its

clouded head, like another world, on the uttermost rim

of the horizon. At the foot of this immense world of

untrodden mountains opened out a wide, immeasurable
forest, stretching far away, league beyond league, with its

unpeopled ocean of trees, which were bounded somewhere
by another range of unknown mountains, that again over-

looked a vast, silent, and unexplored world.

On the edge of this pathless desert of trees, and nearest

the foot of Olympus, sat the Queen of Beauty and of

Love, with her golden tresses unbound, and her matchless
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countenance buried within the palms of her milk-white
hands, while sobbing as if her fond, immortal heart would
break. Beside her was laid the dead body of Adonis, his

face half hidden beneath the floating fall of her hair as

she bent over him and wept. Beyond them lay the stiff-

ened bulk of the grim and grisly boar, his hideous jaws
flecked with blood and foam, and his terrible tusks glitter-

ing like the heads of pointed spears as they stood out

sharp and white in the unclouded sunset.

Not an immortal comforter was by; for the far-seeing

eye of Jove was fixed listlessly upon the golden nectar-cup

as it passed from hand to hand along the rounded circle

of the gods, whilst they were recounting the deeds of other

days, when they waged war against the Titans. Even the

chariot of Venus stood unyoked at the foot of the mount ;

the silken traces lay loosely thrown together upon the

ground, and the white doves were idly hovering round in

the air; for the weeping goddess was so overwhelmed with

sorrow that she had forgotten to waft her lightning-winged
whisper to the Mount of Olympus

; nor had they received

any summons from the charioteer Love, who with folded

wings lay sleeping upon a bed of roses, with his bow and
arrows by his side.

In the glade of this vast forest of the old primeval

world—whose echoes had never been startled by the blows
of a descending axe, nor a branch rent from their majestic

boles, saving by the dreaded bolts of the Thunderer, or

some earth-shaking storm, which, in his anger, he had
blown abroad—the Goddess of Beauty still continued to

sit, as if unconscious of the savage solitude which sur-

rounded her; nor did she notice the back-kneed Satyrs

that peered upon her unrobed loveliness with burning

eyes from many a shadowy recess in the thick - leaved

underwood.
Upon the trunks of the mighty and storm-tortured trees

the sunset here and there flashed down in rays of molten

gold, making their gnarled and twisted stems look as if

they had just issued red-hot from the jaws of some cavern-

like furnace, whose glare the fancy might still trace in a

blackened avenue of trees, up which the red ranks of the

consuming lightning had ages agone marched. Every

way, where the lengthened shadows of evening began to
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fall in deeper masses, the forest assumed a more savage
look, which was heightened by the noise of some deadly-
tusked boar as he went snorting and thundering through
the thicket; the growl of the tiger was also heard at inter-

vals, as he retreated farther into the deepening darkness
of the dingles, mistaking the blaze of sunset for some
devouring fire.

But the eyes of Venus saw only the pale face of her

lover—she felt only his chilly and stiffened hand sink

colder and deeper into the warm heart on which she

pressed it, and over which her tears fell, slower or faster,

just as the mournful gusts of her sorrow arose or subsided,

and sent the blinding rain from the blue-veined lids that

overhung her clouded eyes; for never had her immortal
heart before been swollen by such an overflowing torrent

of grief. But the warmth of her kisses, which would
almost have awakened life in a statue of marble, fell

upon lips now cold as a wintry grave
; and her sighs,

which came sweeter than the morning air when it first

arises from its sleep amongst the roses, stirred not one of

the clotted ringlets which softened into the yielding white-

ness of her heavenly bosom.

She looked upon his lips, and they were pale

;

She took him by the hand, and that was cold

;

She whispered in his ears a heavy tale,

As if they heard the woful words she feoldd'

She would have given her immortality but to have heard

those lips murmur and complain, as they had done a few

hours before—to have seen those eyes again burning with

disdain as they flashed back indignantly the warm ad-

vances of her love. She pictured him as he had that

very morning stood, in all the pride of youthful manliness

and beauty, when he looked down, blushing and abashed,

as he held his boar-spear in his hand, when she threw

the studded bridle over her own rounded and naloed arm,

and the proud courser pricked up his ears with delight,

and shook his braided mane, while his long tail streamed

out like a banner, and his proud eye dilated, and his

broad nostrils expanded, as he went trampling haughtily

©n, proud to be led by the Queen of Beauty and of I.ove.
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She pictured the Primrose-bank on which he lay twined

reluctantly in her arms; how he tried to conceal his face,

this way, and that way, amongst the flowers, whenever she

attempted to press his lips

;

“ While on each cheek appeared a pretty dimple

:

Love made those hollows
;

if himself were slain,

He might be buried in a tomb so simple."

She recalled his attitude as he untwined himself from
her embrace, and hurried off in pursuit of his steed, which
had snapped the rein that secured it to the branch of a

neighbouring oak and started at full speed down one of

the wild avenues of the forest. In fancy she again saw
him as he sat panting upon the ground, wearied with the

fruitless pursuit; and how, kneeling down, she then

“ Took him gently by the hand,

A lily prison’d in a gaol cf snow

:

Or ivory in an alabaster band

:

So white a friend engirt so white a foe

;

A beauteous combat, wilful and unwilling,

Showed like two silver doves that sat a-billing."

And as she looked upon him, she imagined that his lips

moved again, as when they said, “ Give me my hand,
why dost thou feel it?" she fancied she again felt his

face upon her cheek, his kisses upon her lips, as when
she fell down and feigned herself dead; the while he bent

her fingers and felt her pulse, and endeavoured, by a

hundred endearments and tender expressions, to restore

her. And how, when she pretended to recover, she paid

him back again with unnumbered kisses, whilst he,

wearied with opposing her, no longer offered any resist-

ance; and how, at last, he broke from her fair arms, and,

darting down “the dark lawn," left her seated alone upon
the ground.

As picture after picture rose before her of what had
been, and every close pressure of the cold, inanimate, but

still dearly-beloved form told her what death was, and
that those very “ hopes and fears which are akin to love

"

were now for ever darkened and extinguished, she burst
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iorth into such a loud, wailing lamentation that the sound
found its way unto Olympus, and fell upon the ever-open
ear of Jove, who in a moment dashed the golden nectar-

cup upon the ground, which he was in the act of lifting

to his lips, and sprang upon his feet.

There was a sound of hurrying to and fro over the

mountain-summits which sloped down to the edge of the

forest—of gods and goddesses passing through the air

—

of golden chariots that went whistling along like the wind
as they cleft their rapid way—^and the flapping of dark,

immortal wings, between which many a beautiful divinity

was seated.

The golden clouds of sunset gathered red and ominously
about the rounded summit of Olympus, and a blood-red
light glared upon such parts of the forest as were not

darkened by the deepening shadows of the approaching
twilight; for the Thunderer had stamped his immortal
foot, and jarred the mighty mountain to its very base.

And now, in that forest iS Je, which but a few moments
before was so wild and desolate, where only the forms
of the grisly boar, the dead Adonis, and the weeping
Goddess of Beauty broke the level lines of the angry

sunset, were assembled the stern Gods, and the weeping
Graces, and the fluttering Loves that ever hover around
the chariot of Venus. With bleeding feet and drooping

head; wan, and cold, and speechless, was the Goddess
of Beauty borne into her golden chariot, and, with the

dead body of Adonis, wafted by her silver and silent-

winged doves to Mount Olympus. And then a deep dark-

ness settled down upon the forest. Death was to her a

new grief
;
she had seen the sun set from the steep of

Olympus, but only to arise again on the morrow; the

roses of Paphos withered, but there were ever other buds

hanging beside them ready to open; and although she

knew that all things change, yet Death had never before

seized upon one whom she loved.

In vain did Jove attempt to comfort her—^throughout

the long hours which wrap earth in night she wept without

ceasing. The stars of heaven burnt brightly around her,

but she regarded them not, for those which she loved to

look into were dim and quenched for ever. In low tones

the mighty Thunderer told her that all who were mortal
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must perish, that they must again mingle with the earth

from which they first sprang, before they could share the

immortality of the gods; but that when so many moons
had waxed and waned, he would, in pity for her sorrow,

and for the sake of Love, which never dies, restore her

mourned Adonis, but not until the roses bloomed again,

which the autumn winds were then withering upon earth.

He remembered not at the moment that she whom he
sought to console had the sole dominion over these regal

flowers, that they were dedicated to her and to Love,
She had but to wish it and they began to bloom again

—

and as she sat in silence, she felt the warm blood flowing

slowly through the veins of Adonis—as the day dawned,
his hand returned her own eager pressure, and when his

lips moved they gave back murmur for murmur, and kiss

for kiss.

When the next morning's sun arose and gilded these

silent glades, the Roses, on which the blood of the God-
dess of Beauty had fallen, and which were ever before

white, were changed into a delicate crimson
;
and wher-

ever a tear had dropped, there had sprung up a flower

which the earth had never before born, and that was the

Lily of the Valley
; and wherever a ruddy drop had fallen

from the death-wound of Adonis, there rose up the red

flower which still beareth his name. Even the white

apple-blossoms, which he clutched in his agony, ever after

wore the ruddy stain which they caught from his folded

fingers ; and the drowsy Poppy grew up everywhere around
the spot, as if to denote that the only consolation which
can be found for sorrow is the long, unbroken sleep of

Death.
Thus the Rose, which was before white, became red,

and was ever afterwards dedicated to Beauty and Love.

And the Lily of the Valley ever afterwards came up with

the earliest flowers of spring, proclaiming that Happiness
may again return even after the long silence of Death's

unbroken, wintry sleep.
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THE STORY OF TIME AND THE FLOWERS.
Childhood.

Sister, arise, the sun shines bright.

The bee is humming in the air.

The stream is singing in the light.

The May-buds never looked more fair ;

Blue is the sky, no rain to-day:

Get up, it has been light for hours.

And we have not begun to play.

Nor have we gather’d any flowers.

Time, who look’d on, each accent caught.

And said, “ He is too young for thought.”

Youth.

To-night beside the garden-gate?

Oh, what a while the night is coming

!

I never saw the sun so late.

Nor heard the bee at this time humming

!

I thought the flowers an hour ago
Had closed their bells and sunk to rest

:

How slowly flies that hooded crow

!

Flow light it is along the west

!

Said Time, “ He yet hath to be taught

That I oft move too quick for thought.”

Manhood.

What thoughts wouldst thou in me awaken 1

Not Love ? for that brings only tears

—

Nor Friendship? no, I was forsaken!

Pleasure I have not known for years

:

The future I would not foresee

;

I know too much from what is past

;

No happiness is there for me,

And troubles ever come too fast.

Said Time, “ No comfort have I brought;

The past to him’s one painful thought.”
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Old Age.

Somehow the flowers seem different now,
The Daisies dimmer than of old;

There ’re fewer blossoms on the bough,
The Hawthorn buds look grey and cold;

The Pansies wore another dye
When I was young—when I was young

;

There’s not that blue about the sky

Which every way in those days hung.

There’s nothing now looks as it “ ought.”
Said Time, “ The change is in thy thought.”

THE STORY OF THE DAISY OF THE
DALE.

Beautiful are the fields of England powdered over with

Daisies, as Chaucer happily termed it nearly five hundred
years ago—those emblems of innocence—companions of

the milk-white iambs—the first heavings of the awakening
bosom of spring. Majestic are the remains of our old

English forests, where around the battered and weather-

beaten stems of the primitive oaks the broad, fan-like

leaves of the Fern spread, showing how sincerely they

still adhere to the ancient soil which first nourished them,

and, that amid the great revolutions of departed ages,

they still stand there—true but lowly emblems of Sincerity

—marking out the spot where England’s mighty forests

once spread.

There it grew when the maned bison went thundering

through the thick underwood, when the wolf made his

lair at the foot of the primitive oak, and the tusked boar

roamed free from the spear of the hunter. Ages before

the son of Acadd came over the misty coean and called

our island the Country of Sea-cliffs, the Fern grew broad

and green as it does now.
And in those solitudes, where human voice w^as then

seldom heard, the tender and trembling Harebell grew,

ever waving its delicate cups if the hushed wind but

breathed in its sleep. Fitly was it named the Happiness

of Retirement—the beauty of solitude—the graceful in-
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habitant of still and lonely places
;

for when a silence

hung over the unexplored depths of our woodland fast-

nesses, it was still there.

It was one day, after a weary flight from a far-off foreign

shore, that Love alighted with a sprig of graceful Fuchsia
in his hand, and, sitting down beneath the shadow of a

gigantic oak in a lonely forest-glade, he took up the

broad-leaved Fern to fan and cool himself, for the air

around was hot.

Then throwing it down across his bow, he stretched

himself upon the green-sward, and, playing idly with one
of his arrows, he thoughtlessly cut down the blue Hare-
bells and tall white Daisies which grew around him with

the point of his weapon, until startled from his musing
and listless mood by the sound of the bugle-horn, and the

baying of dogs in the distance, he sprang up hurriedly

from his velvet couch, gathered together his bow and
arrows, and the handful of flowers at random, and flew

off into another solitude, far away from the clamorous din

of the hunters.

It was then that his eye first alighted upon the group
of flowers which he had in his hand. On the broad,

green background of the Fern rested the sky-dyed Hare-
bells; before these, like a cluster of stars, spread the

white Daisies ; while over all drooped the scarlet cups of

the Fuchsia in elegant festoons : and he smiled as he
looked at the graceful finish which the drooping Fuchsia
gave to the wild-flowers that represented Innocence and
Retirement, and the broad Fern that grew up of its own
accord, a true image of Old Sincerity.

Through the dew of many a spring morning, ere the

sun had climbed above the summit of the distant hill,

while only the skylark beat the blue and vaulted dome
of heaven, and with her song wakened the sleeping land-

scape, had Love wandered forth alone, to watch the

Daisies unfold; and so deeply was he enamoured of their

innocence, he all day long had often sat upon the sloping

hill-side, that he might behold them wave to and fro

—

now turning their golden bosses towards the sun, then

bending forward and showing the green cup from which
sprang each pink and pearly rim that starred them round
like a halo of light.
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Until the grey twilight would he linger there and watch
the buds fold themselves up for the night until they looked
like rounded pearls, each placed apart; and when the

pale, white moon rose up above the dark line of trees that

crowned the hill, he would watch the flooded light break
over the scene, and breathe a blessing on the lovely

flowers while they slept.

Oh, Love ! why didst thou not linger behind to see that

gay cavalcade pass? for there was a form which thou
mightest have mistaken, hadst thou not known her, for

Diana, the huntress of the woods
;
for never did the morn-

ing as it looks down upon the thousands of beautiful eyes

which open beneath it, light up two such floating orbs of

love as those which glittered beneath that swan-white

brow, and swam under the nut-brown ringlets of the Daisy

of the Dale. Never did arm more exquisitely moulded or

gracefully formed guide the reins of a milk-white palfrey

;

or forest nymph more lovely cleave the morning air in her

flight, than she who sat, sole queen of the chase, light

as a bird upon her rounded saddle.

The very hawk which was perched upon her wrist

seemed to look into her face with love; and when he
hovered high in the air in pursuit of the quarry, he needed
no other lure than the blue heaven of her eyes to bring

him back again to his stand. Even in the banquet-hall

of her father’s ancient castle, when the stormy and mail-

clad sons of war sat around the board, talking of moats
they had crossed and turrets they had scaled, of the lances

they had shivered and the helmets their heavy battle-axes

had cloven, if they but once heard her light foot upon the

dais, their conversation was changed to that of love, in-

stead of war—-such softness breathed around the presence

of the Daisy of the Dale.

She seemed like the Spirit of Peace alighting in the

midst of those armed warriors upon a mission of Love

—

as if the white folds of her floating tunic were a more
impenetrable armour than the linked mail in which their

sinewy limbs were sheathed, and the rim of Daisies which
were twined within the silken braid that fettered her float-

ing ringlets, a safer helmet than any that was ever wrought
out of steel, three times whitened in the red heat of the

blinding furnace : for it was such beauty as she possessed

21

\
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that first softened down the fierce spirit of English chi-

valry^ and tamed the savage grandeur of feudal warfare.

Lov.e had before seen her when, sad and pensive, she

paced the garden after her mother’s death, when the

youthful knight she loved was absent; but so wan and
woe-begone was she then, that he would scarcely have
recognised in the angelic form on the palfrey the

Drooping Daisy.

Beside a richly-sculptured urn,

The Daisy of the Dale was kneeling;

The tears were down her fair cheeks stealing,

And many an outward sign revealing

How deeply her young heart did mourn

;

She held a portrait to her breast,

And sighing said, “ Oh, be at rest

!

Hush, heart! he will again return.”

Her glance upon the picture fell

;

She kissed the face she loved so well

;

Now she turned red, again was pale.

Just like the Daisy of the Dale,

Whose rim is ruffled by the gale.

When red and white in turn are seen,

Coming and going through the green

Of the ever-waving grass.

A silken scarf that lady wore

—

’Twas picked up on a distant moor,

Only a day or so before,

And there the battle had been fought—
A faithful squire the token brought

—

The young knight he in vain had sought,

“ I wove him this. On this he swore,”

The Daisy said, “ I’ll think no more

!

Dim doubts before my vision pass.”

“ And yet when I this token see.

And think what nights these wakeful eyes

Bent o’er its dim embroidery.

Painful emotions will arise.
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Such as I felt not till we parted,

Such as but spring from doubts and fears,

And make the bearer broken-hearted.

Through nights of sighs and days of tears.

“ Perhaps for me he cares not now.
Nor heeds either my tears or sighing;

Perchance he has forgot my vow

!

Forgive me. Heaven! he may be dying.

And no one near ! Oh, misery I

Breathing my name with his last breath

!

And yet his image smiles on me.
Away 1—I will not think of Death.

No 1 he will live to wear this token.

Hush, heart 1 be still
;
why dost thou sigh ?

I will not think his vow is broken

—

I’ll not believe it, though I die.

This scarf doth bring back many a scene

Of happiness amid those bowers,

Our walks along these alleys green,

¥/hen love was sweeter than the flowers.

“ I marked these corners with my hair

;

I wove his name along with mine.

Letter with letter twined with care.

Hoping that so our hearts would twine :

0 Hope 1 delusive Hope ! ’tis Time
Alone that proves thee a deceiver;

Thou bringest buds of promised prime.

But the keen frost attends thee ever.

“ Oh 1 I am sadly altered now

;

My summer’s changed to winter’s gloom;
I’ve torn the Daisies from my brow.
And hung them on my mother’s tomb

;

1 seem upon a pathless sea,

A lonely ark that still remains.

Doomed to glide on in misery.

And float alone with all its pains.
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“ Oh ! I have loved, and still I love

;

And yet my life is like a dream

:

I look around, below, above.

And thoughts like hovering shadows seem.

Clouds drifting o’er the face of heaven,

That float along in loose array,

The dark and bright together driven,

And mingling but to pass away.

And Love still lives, though Hope is fled,

And Memory that brings no delight.

Telling of Spring, whose flowers are shed,

A weary day long changed to night,

A music all in mournful tone,

Sounding awake, and heard asleep,

A solemn dirge that rings alone.

To tell me I am doomed to weep.

“ Though he is false, I will not chide

;

I feel my heart is all to blame

;

And though I may not be his bride.

But see another bear that name.
Yet will I pray that every blessing

—

Alas ! I cannot pray for weeping

;

A coldness round my heart is pressing,

A tremor through my veins is creeping.

“ Oh ! I am weary of my life

;

My eyes with weeping have grown weary;

Nature too long has been at strife ;

My very thoughts to me are dreary.

Oh ! I am weary of the day.

And wish again that it w^ere night

:

Night comes, I wish it were away

—

It goes, I’m weary of the light.”

She on that marble urn did rest

;

’Twas sacred to her mother’s name;
She clasped its coldness to her breast;

She called on Death, but no Death came

;

The grave is far too cold for Love ;

Why should it sleep within a tomb.

When for its mate the wand ’ring dove
But coos amid the forest gloom?
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She paused, she heard a distant sound

;

Like war-horse tramp it shook the ground;
The jingling ring of arms drew near;

She drew her breath ’tween hope and fear.

O Mary, thanks ! her own true knight

Did from his foam-flecked steed alight.

Though loss of blood had left him pale.

He kissed the Daisy of the Dale.

Her beauty on another occasion saved her father’s fort-

ress from the burning brand of the besiegers, when the

castle was beleaguered during the wars between the rival

houses of York and Lancaster, and when her lover was
compelled to mingle amongst the assailants.

On the battlements the cross-bowmen had perished one
by one, shot down by the unerring aim of the archers who
were assembled without the moat, and whose arrows went
whistling through every opening of the embrasures, wher-

ever a defender appeared. The gates of the outer bar-

bican were already carried ; the chains by which the draw-
bridge was uplifted had been severed by the stout blows

of a battle-axe, and had fallen down with a thundering

and heavy crash across the deep waters of the moat
;
while

throughout the chambers of the inner keep echoed at

intervals the measured sound of the mighty battering-ram,

as it threatened at every blow to carry from their hinges

the iron-studded doors which swung between the grey old

towers—the last defence that stood between the besiegers

and the castle.

But if every blow which shook that ancient archway
went through the heart of the fair inhabitant within, it

did not fall less lightly on that of one of the young assail-

ants without, knocking against his armour, while, under
the stern eye of his unbending father, he hesitated for

a moment to obey his commands, as he stood with his

foot upon the scaling-ladder, which was already planted

before the tall turret.

He felt the wreath of Daisies, that was crushed and
concealed beneath the weight of his hauberk, and fas-

tened behind his gorget with a white silken band, biting

into his flesh, like so many barbed arrow-heads of pointed-

steel
;
and when he had gained the summit, and leaped
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upon the undefended battlements of the turret, by the
strength of his own youthful arm, and the aid of a mighty
lever, he hurled back the scaling-ladder with the besiegers

upon it, which snapped in two as it fell thundering upon
the waters of the moat.
“Rash boy!’’ exclaimed his father, as he looked up,

the flashing anger of his eye somewhat softened Vv'hile he
stood astonished at so daring and unexpected a deed

;

“ an once I gain possession of the gates, I will put the

strongest donjon-keep between thee and that pale-faced

maiden for whose sake thou hast done this.”

But the young lover waited not a moment to listen to

what he said; for, flying to the chamber of his mistress,

he pointed out the way by which she might escape, telling

her that his trusty squire and page were awaiting, with

swift and sure-footed steeds, at the secret postern behind
the castle; that it was she alone his father sought to

capture, that he might prevent their being united; and
so, after a few tears, a few smiles, a few sighs, and un-

numbered kisses, he succeeded in carrying off the Daisy

of the Dale. The few followers who remained alive sal-

lied with her out of the narrow postern, and went forth

without a murmur to share the weal or woe of their be-

loved mistress; for her father was then afar off, fighting-

under the banner of his lawful sovereign.

Picture the rage and the astonishment of the old knight

when he had succeeded in beating the battered doors off

their hinges, and discovered that the bird he sought to

capture had flown, a.nd that his son was nowhere to be
found. Thrice did he order the castle to be burnt and
razed to the ground; then, before a brand was lighted,

countermanded the charge in the same breath : for as he
stalked sullenly from chamber to hall, he everywhere met
with some object that recalled the remembrance of his

youthful days, when, sworn in the solemn bond of friendly

brotherhood with her father, they had in their younger

years been the first to plunge into the foremost ranks of

battle together.

He reached her bower, or tiring-room, and saw the

velvet cushion, the open missal, and the ivory crucifix;

the coif adorned with Daisies, which, in her haste, she

had thrown upon the floor
;
while over all was suspended
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thie portrait of her mother. And as he sat down in the

high-backed and heavy oaken chair, he rested with one
hand on the hilt of his ponderous sword, and pressing to

his brow the gauntleted palm of the other, exclaimed,
“ Pretty sweeting 1 I have done thee grievous wrong thus

to drive thee from thy bower, even at the very moment,
perchance, when thou wert at thy devotions. Well, well 1

after all he has but done as I myself would—I have won
the empty casket, and he has carried off the prize; and
to have won it, the brave young dog would no more have
minded cracking my old crown with the scaling-ladder

than a red squirrel minds splitting open a ripe hazel-nut

to get at the kernel within. By Saint Swithin ! how the

mailed rascals tumbled into the moat ! I could have
laughed if I had not been an angered, to have seen Black
Ralph swimming like a duck in his heavy armour; and
as for Hubert, my henchman, I scarce could draw the

helmet off his ears, so tightly was it fitted on when he
pitched with his head upon tue drawbridge. By our

Lady ! he is a bold and a daring knave, and hath as great

a love for this Daisy as ever Chaucer had, maugre all the

choice rhymes he hath made about it.”

And the worthy old knight laughed so heartily, as he
pictured his followers splashing about in the moat, that

his visor slipped down, and he was compelled to call on
his esquire to unbuckle the fastenings of his helmet.

Pass we over the long ride of the young lovers, followed

by their attendants, through the wild avenues of the

forest, the couch which the Knight made among the

broad-leaved Fern when the Daisy of the Dale was weary,

and the blue Harebells that nodded about her beautiful

head while she slept. Love was their guide, and lighted

their way through the darksome forest-paths, guiding them
over many a wild wold and lonely moor, and beside many
a reedy mere, until he borught them beneath the walls of

the city where her father was encamped.
Wroth was that old knight when he heard that his castle

was besieged; and he vowed, by the blood of the blessed

Martyr of Canterbury, that from dungeon-floor to turret-

steep he would not leave one stone above the other when
he reached the stronghold of his enemy.

But when the wars of the Roses were over, the king
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wrote a “broad letter/' with his own hand, to which he
affixed his royal seal, and despatched it by a messenger

;

and instead of foes, the two old knights became friends,

even as they were in the days of their youth. And the

sounds which startled Love in the forest were the monarch
and his retainers, and the two old knights and their fol-

lowers, and a great concourse of people, who had sallied

out from the castle, and were going to hunt the noblest

hart they could find in the thicket, and to honour by their

presence the marriage ceremony of “ The Daisy of the

Dale."

THE LEGEND OF THE FLOWER-SPIRITS.

It was soon after the creation of the world, when the

hand of nature had roughed-out its mighty work, had
thrown the mountains ruggedly together, and broad-cast

the flowers over the hills and valleys, that lesser powers
were appointed to arrange them in order and harmony;
when winged attendants were placed over the woods, and
fair forms drew out the lines in which the bending water-

courses were to run
;
while the most beautiful spirits, that

kept watch and ward over the gardens of heaven, were

sent down to superintend and give the finishing strokes

of beauty to the flowers. From many that were gaudy in

colour and graceful in form they took away the fragrance,

transferring their perfume to lowlier flowers, whose love-

liness would have been overlooked had not sweetness been

added to their beauty.

The blossom of the Woodbine was thrown aside pale

and neglected, until one fair spirit took it up and breathed

into it an odour which she had brought from the opening

blossoms of Eden
;
another took up her palette, on which

was spread out every hue of the rainbow, and gave to the

pallid Woodbine a golden and crimson rue
;
while a third

squeezed into its cup a drop of the sweetest honev
;
and

a fourth, around whose slender waist were twined trailing

stems of every form, took out the longest and fastened

to it the head of the beautiful Woodbine. Tall and

graceful did she arise from her seat when she had fin-
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ished, and twisted it gracefully around her; and as the

sun-stained flower rested upon the parted amber of her

ringlets, she exclaimed, “ I will exalt this flower over every

blossoms of the wild woodland; whatsoever ye plant it

shall still overtop, until its fragrant head is buried and
lost amid the green foliage of the trees. All the sweet

odours of the summer shall float around its feet, and it

shall receive homage from every flower of the forest.’'

“Stop, beautiful sister,” said another fair spirit, point-

ing upwards her white finger, with an arch look, as she

rose from the high pile of flowers by which she was sur-

rounded
;

“ seest thou that old grey naked rock, which
stood like a lonely ruin, even amid the silence and dark-

ness of Chaos? For many a day had I looked upon it

with an eye of pity as it stood there, grand in its very

solitariness, majestic in its own desolation, and looking

noble though bearing the impress of ruin. Hovering
around it in the early sunbeams of morning, I thought how
its cold aged bosom might be comforted if I threw but

a handful of flowers there
;
and I guessed aright. Sister,

look up, and behold how beautifully those wild Wall-

flowers wave; even the banded bee hath winged his way
to that dizzy height, allured. by their surpassing sweetness.

I will not dispute with thee the tall sovereignty over the

flowers of the forest; but wherever a grey ruin rears,

though it reaches even to the foot of the low, dark thun-

der-clouds, there shall the fragrant Wall - flower wave,

humble, but high over all—the everlasting emblem of

Fidelity throughout all change.”
“Nor shall its influence end there,” said the super-

intending spirit, rising like a tall angel as she spoke, from
amid her sister-spirits of the flowers. “ I will give it a

greater power : it shall stand up like a landmark between
the past and the present; it shall recall images of beauty

which have faded away, and, throughout unnumbered
ages, stand like a sage moralist, proclaiming to the chil-

dren of men how fleeting is all earthly splendour; it shall

lift the mind to the contemplation of an imperishable

immortality, and raise the thoughts to another world,

where beauty decayeth not, and where the blushing cheek
of Happiness is never touched by the pale finger of sor-

row. Wherever the Woodbine is seen it shall denote
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Affection—the devotedness of a fond heart, that clings

unto what it loveth until it dies; but it shall not outlive

the object to which it is wedded, for, when once untwined
from its affectionate embrace, it shall wither and pine,

and die away, and be no more. Not so with the Wall-
flower : when all beside have perished and decayed, when
the carved and vaulted roof has mouldered away, when
the tall turret has fallen, stone by stone, and crumbled
into dust, it shall still wave above the mound of buried

ruins, like Beauty bending over and silently contemplating

Desolation ; the emblem of faithfulness in adversity, the

garland with which Time shall enwreath the grey piles of

silent and untrodden ruins, which in his devastating march
he has overturned.”

As many of the flowers thus passed through their hands,

they gave to them some new charm which they had never

before possessed; sometimes varying and mingling their

fragrances together, and throwing a warm, pearly flush

over what was before of a pale and deathly hue.

They gave a pale blush to the blossoms of the Haw-
thorn, and pressed the white roses to their cheeks until

they left on them every tinge, from the warm tint of

Beauty to the lily-whiteness of their own swan-like necks.

Into some of the Violets they looked until they partook

of the hue of their own deep-blue eyes; and others, which
were before of a dark purple, they buried in their own
snowy bosoms until they faded into a pearly white, then

laughingly planted them again in the ground, causing

them for ever to partake of the candour, and sweetness,

and innocence of the tender hearts on which they were

first nursed, and the gentle spirit by whose purity their

colour was changed.

Round the Daisy, whose edge before was a white un-

broken rim, they clipped the ridge into the star-like silver

which it now wears, and called it the Eye of Day.

They picked up the smallest Primroses they could find,

and, planting them upon one stem, spotted their centres

with the deepest crimson, and thus formed the Cowslip.

Theye copied the colours of the golden-banded bees,

and shaped the flowers of the Orchis after the form of

the insect : not a winged butterfly flew past that escaped

their eyes:—they transferred to the blossoms the hues of

its deep-%ed wings.
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They swept up all the waste and sweetest blossoms that

had blown together, crushing them in the hand until they

formed a solid clump of cream-coloured flowers, and so

made the Meadow-sweet, that the fields might still be
laden with the perfume of May, when the bloom had
flown from off the Hawthorn, and resolved itself into one
of summer’s unseen perfumes.

They made the large Marsh Marigold to plant beside

high-banked streams, that in the water the deep gold of

the flowers might be reflected; giving them a sun of their

own to throw its cheerful and yellow light upon the

ripples, in those deep, shadowy, and out-of-the-way places

which the sunshine of heaven but seldom visits.

And unto all these they gave presiding powers, em-
blems, and virtues, and mysterious meanings; many of

which Love never recovered again, when he set out on
his pilgrimage to visit the Shrines of the Flowers. And
ever as they formed the flowers, and strung the beaded
buds together upon the stems, and perfumed the petals

with odours which they had gathered in the gardens of

heaven, their voices blended together as they chanted the

lays brought from another w^orld.

THE QUEEN OF MAY.

It was a clear, bright morning in spring, one of those-

mornings in wEich summer seems to have stepped forth

from her golden chamber before her time, as if to look

upon her great garden the earth, to see how her buds and
blossoms are progressing, when high in the centre of the-

open village green, towering above the aged elm, whose
weather-beaten stem was surrounding by rustic seats, rose'

the tall Maypole, hung with gaudy garlands, in which

fluttered ribands of as many dyes as there were varied

hues in the flowers amid which they were twined.

At the foot of the Maypole stood a rustic throne of

trellis-work, covered with flowers and branches of Haw-
thorn blossoms, drooping in many a graceful form

;
and'

on it was seated the Queen of May, her beautiful brow
crowned ^Eth a simple wreath of wild roses; while, hand"
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in hand, young men and village maidens formed a circle

around her, and, with smiling faces, timed their feet to

the music of an old-fashioned country' dance.
At a distance stood the wealthy squire, surrounded by

his family, his face beaming with smiles, as he gazed upon
the merry group before him, and pointed proudly to his

youngest daughter, who sat crowned the Queen of May.
For ages past had some high-born daughter of the Hall
laid aside her dignity for the day, and condescended to

preside over their May games.
Many a proud beauty who now slept in the dark vault

beneath the chancel pavement, on which shone the morn-
ing sun, had, in the rose-bloom of youth and loveliness,

left her old ancestral hearth and mounted the flowery

throne on the village green, to do reverence to May; but
never before had there stepped out, from that long gallery

of departed beauties, one lovelier than she who now sat

the crowned queen of the month of flowers.

Her face recalled the immortal sculpture of ancient

Greece; and you might have fancied, but for the pearly

flush which softened into the peach-like velvetness of her

cheeks, and the smile which ever played about the parted

rosebuds of her lips, that her head and neck had been
chiseled from the whitest marble, with just such a warmth
thrown over it as sometimes flushes the pearl-white blos-

soms of the Hawthorn.
The silken flow of her nut - brown hair was parted

Madonna-wise in front, and beautifully broken by the

damask coronet of wild roses, which here and there went
rounding off, or was half buried in the dark background
of her tresses, like a bird partly hidden among the blos-

soms amid which it sings
;

a mild, tender light played

about the softened sunshine of her hazel eyes, throwing

a brightness over the heaven from which they beamed,
and a happiness over every countenance which reflected

back the smiling sweetness of their cheering lustre, like

the sunshine streaming upon a bed of open primroses,

and causing the pale yellow of the modest flowers to

“give back gold for gold.”

Around the ivory pillar of her neck hung a band of

rosebuds, beautifully twisted into a silken riband
;

the

warm marble of her arms was ornamented with bracelets
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of flowers; and the belt which encircled her slender waist

was covered with bunches of Hawthorn-blossoms. She
looked as if the Goddess of Flowers had newly alighted

upon the earth, and ascended that throne to preside over
her worshippers.

In her hand she held a sceptre, covered with the choic-

est flowers of spring; and as she raised or lowered it, so

the dancers proceeded, or halted in a moment in the midst
of their merry measure. They also were ornamented with

flowers; and had a stranger suddenly come up who had
never before witnessed these floral amusements, he w^ould

have thought that the nymphs of Arcady had wandered
from their ancient and poetical vales, and come to pay
homage to the flowery pastures of England.
A handsome - looking young gentleman stood gazing

upon the scene, with his horse’s bridle thrown negligently

over his arm, while he timed the measure of the dance
with the butt-end of his riding-whip upon the ground.

The Queen of May lowered her flowery sceptre, and,

stopping the dance, beckoned one of the village maidens
to approach, when, whispering something in her ear, she

took the band of rosebuds from her neck and placed it

in the hands of the dancer, who exchanged a few words

with flve of her fair companions, and they went trippingly

up to the young gentleman, and, throwing the wreath of

roses around him, brought him prisoner before the Queen
of May. Laughingly he knelt down and kissed the white

hand that was extended towards him, then took his seat

beside her on the throne of flowers.

Then again the music sounded, and the light-footed

dancers wTirled round the dizzy maze, now joined by the

jolly old English squire, who made the earth shake again

beneath the tread of his heavy top-boots. A few bottles

of the choicest wine had been brought from the cellars

of the Hall, and the corks were drawn by a servant in

old-fashioned livery, and, amid loud huzzas, the healths

of the King and Queen of May were drunk by the happy

villagers. Another dance, in which the queen and her

lover joined, being over, the squire and his family retired

through the ancient iron gates of the lodge, and were soon

lost in the long avenue which led to the Hall, leaving the

merry villagers to end their May-day game amongst them-

selves.
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They elected a new May Queen, by cutting a quantity

of sprigs from a rose-bush, amid which only one bud was
placed

;
this, together with the sprays which contained

only leaves, was concealed in the palm of the hand,
while the stalks or stems only were left visible, and she

who was fortunate enough to draw out the rose-bud was
proclaimed Queen of the May, and placed upon the

flowery throne which her sovereign sister had just abdi-

cated.

Alas ! this innocent old English holiday has now ail but
passed away

;
no one now serenades the sweet slug-a-

beds ’’
in the early morning as they did in the days of

Herrick, bidding them rise up and put “ on their foliage,

and come forth like the spring-time, fresh, and green,

and sweet as Flora,’' and not stop to adorn themselves

with jewels, for the dews of morning were w'aiting to cover

them all over with pearls. There is no longer that devo-

tion which gave to each house a bough
;
May-day and

May-games are but like flowers thrown into the sea of

Time, and cast by the waves upon the long, straggling

shores, below the dim cliffs, whose heights are only over-

looked by Memory.

THE STORY OF CUPID AND PSYCHE.

In that primitive and patriarchal age when wealth con-

sisted in the possession of flocks and herds, and the early

fathers pitched their tents and made their homes wherever

the sweetest pasturage could be found for their cattle, or

the clearest streams went murmuring along through the

breadth and length of the sweetest pastoral scenery—it

was then that Love, during his pilgrimage to the shrines

of the flowers, chanced to alight in one of those green

valleys which opened out every way beyond the long

avenues of venerable oaks that threw their shady arms
over the smooth and flowery plains of Arcadia. Below
the oaks spread many a long underwood of fragrant

Acacias, of every hue which the queenly Rose wears

through the endless changes of her diversified attire, from
the deep crimson to the warm white, as it deepens up-
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ward; tint into tint; till you cannot tell where the first

blush commences; nor trace the almost imperceptible
shades it passes through; until it settles down into a
deeper crimson than was ever woven into those richly-

dyed curtains which the hand of Evening draws across
the sky when the sun has descended into his golden
chamber beneath the ocean. Around the stems of the

Acacias gracefully twined every variety of the Sweet; and
Everlasting Pea; while their fragrant flowers of white;

red; and purple; showed like thousands of winged butter-

flies which had alighted amidst those emerald leaves and
curled tendrils; as if to rest a while before they sallied

forth to visit the green and flowery valleys which slept

in the sunshine on every hand.
Whichever way Love turned his eye; to where the green-

sward spread; or the upland sloped downward to the edge
of the stream; he beheld cattle browsing, and saw nymphs
and swains attending their flocks, while their low, sweet
pipings filled all the valleys with music. Here a beautiful

bevy of white-footed maidens tripped lightly to the oaten

reed of the shepherd, as he sat upon the twisted root of

some antique oak, while his flock grazed in the distance,

seeming to take no note of the dancers. There, half

concealed beneath the embowering Acacias, sat two fond
lovers, toying with each other; she timing the distant

music with her crook idly upon the ground, whilst he was
twisting the Sweet Pea in the clusters of her hair, or

hanging its green tendrils here and there amongst the

rolling folds of her down-dropping ringlets.

Further on a group was gathered around two shepherds

who were contending for a milk-white lamb : the prize

stood bleating before them, garlanded with flowers; and
the strove, like two rival nightingales, each trying to

overwhelm the other by the power of its song, as they

chanted aloud the happiness which abounds in pastoral

life, and sung the praises of the beautiful nymph which

each secretly adored.

Love stood by unperceived and listened
;
and his im-

mortal heart glowed within him while he heard one of

them sing the praises of Psyche—the bashful, the beau-

tiful
;
Psyche, the milk-handed—the star-eyed—the shy

fawn; which but the sound of a footstep frightened away.
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I'hey calleed her the nymph whose motions were more
graceful than the flowers of the Acacia, that drooped and
swung in the breeze—who never spoke but what the very

air seemed to hold in its breath, as if to listen to the

music of her sweet voice—who never appeared but the

flocks left off grazing to look upon her—nor ever moved
without the flowers bending their heads as if to follow her.

Psyche, on whose head the timid butterflies alighted,

around whose parted lips the bees flew murmuring, as

if they wanted to deposit the money which they bore to

the rich stores that were hidden within them; Psyche, who
garlanded the ivory of her neck with the trailing flowers

of the i'ea-blossom, until the parted buds flew back from
her shoulders like wings, as she ran along, followed by
the butterflies, when they went out to play together.

Love leant upon his bow enraptured, and resolved

within himself that he would find out where this beau-

tiful flower of Arcadia concealed herself
;

for he soon
learnt that her abode was unknown to the shepherds, who
but occasionally caught a passing glimpse of her beauty.

Over many a pasture and many a plain did Love wander
in search of Psyche

;
through long avenues of mighty

oaks, and fragrant arbours of Acacia, parting the trail-

ing tendrils of the vetches with his pointed arrow as he
forced his way between them, until at length he came to

where a wide field of Marigolds stood, with their heads
ail turned towards a green bower, formed by the Acacias,

and mantled over with the flowers of the Everlasting Pea.

Noiseless as a blossom which just moves before the gentle

breath of a bird, did Love approach that flowery arbour;

and he dropped his bow^ and arrows in mute amazement
as he gazed breathless upon the vision of beauty which
slept in the green shadow of the embowering leaves.

Neither the Graces, nor the Hours, who withdraw the

golden curtains of the dawn when Aurora rises from her

slumber, nor the loveliest forms which hover around the

summit of Olympus and wait upon the dreaded divinities

—not Hebe, in whose countenance all the beauty of youth

was centred, came near to the indescribable loveliness of

that sleeping nymph of Arcadia. And as Love gazed

upon her, he knew that he had discovered a form more
beautiful than any of the flowers he had hitherto knelt

beside.
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He listened to the low murmurs which escaped from
the opening rosebuds of her lips, and he heard her pray
to be wedded to a love that might never perish, to an
essence that could never know decay

;
were it but a mov-

ing shadow of immortality she cared not, if even she

never beheld the substance of the divinity she loved.

“Make me but the remotest point,’’ sighed Psyche in

her sleep, “ that forms a portion of the starry circle which
the star eternally shines upon, the furthest that is lighted

by the radiance on which it waits, feeling itself, never-

theless, as if a portion of that star, although only admitted

these like a worshipper on whom the bright effulgence

falls. Let me become a part of the lightest down that

feathers the edge of an immortal wing, so that I may but
feel that I am a part of that immortality; or if I must
perish, give me a brief career of beauty, crowd the space of

a year into a single day, and, like the butterfly, send me
forth winged, a divinity floating above the flowers, that

I may before I die taste of the existence of the gods, and
catch, like them, the ethereal air, which hath never beaten

upon the bosom of the earth.”

Love knelt down beside her, and breathing between the

parted honey of her lips, in kisses whispered that her

prayer was answered; and from that hour she was a par-

taker of the divinity of Love.
“And this power shalt thou possess,” continued Love,

“ so long as thou canst withhold thine eyes from mine

;

for if once my image is mirrored in the floating orbs of

thy beauty, from that moment shaft thou again become
mortal, and subject to that death which overtakes the

daughters of the earth : for such was the doom uttered by

the Thunderer on Olympus on all who should covet an

immortal love. So fondly do I adore thee,” continued

Love, “ that I will bear thee away to a cave where Jupiter

once sheltered a fair mortal like thyself from the jealous

eyes of Juno ; where it shall ever be light as noonday
when I am absent, but dark as the hollow of a mountain,

into which the air of heaven never breathed, when I visit

thee in all the immortality of my love.”

Love bore her away to the beautiful cavern which had
opened at the bidding of Jupiter, under one of the moun-
tains of Arcadia; and went arching far beneath it: the

22
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entrance was concealed under masses of rugged under-
wood, while all around stretched an impenetrable barrier

of gorse bushes, their sharp-pointed spears half hidden
by the deep gold of the blossoms with which they were
overhung. As a bird bears the feathered seed in its beak,

even so lightly did Love fly along, enclosing the beautiful

Psyche in his embrace, while her white arm was twined,

as if for security, around his neck.

A score of times was she about to raise her eyes and
look into his face, when she recalled the doom of death
which she knew she must endure; and as she remembered
the fiat of the Thunderer, she clung more closely to Love,
and embraced more firmly the divinity that clasped her

in his arms. Once only did she catch a glimpse of his

countenance as they passed over a clear stream; and al-

though it was but a momentary glance, she saw in it a

beauty which belonged not to earth, and she knew that

it was an immortal who loved her.

For many a day did Love and Psyche dwell together

in that beautiful cavern, which was roofed with silver

spars, and paved with the choicest flowers
;

while all

around were piled twisted and crimson shells, and huge
pearls, fust as they had grown; and diamonds that, in

Love’s absence, threw around a light brighter than day.

Still Psyche was unhappy, for she had not yet looked into

her lover’s face.

Clear-mirrored, at the end of the grotto stood a foun-

tain, smooth and bright as glass
;

if she held but one of

her silken hairs in her fingers it was reflected back, and
in it she could see her own face in the beaded pupils of

her matchless eyes. Beside the fountain stretched a bed
of golden-coloured moss ;

and as she had long before

persuaded Love not to withdraw the light when he was

present, so did she now entice him to repose upon the

golden moss, where she could see his image reflected in

the basin of the fountain, without drawing upon herself

the doom of death.

And now she could gaze upon him for hours, with her

eyes bent downwards in that clear mirror; while he was

so enraptured with her matchless beauty that his glance

but seldom wandered from her sweet countenance. And
so imprinted were his features upon her memory that on
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every yielding substance she had drawn out the faithful

features of Love. He who had eyes for her alone was a

long time before he discovered these accurate images of

himself
;
and when he did, his first exclamation was,

“What hand hath done this?”

Forgetting Love’s warning for the moment, she looked

up into his face and answered, “ Mine, sweet Love ! I but

copied the image from my heart, where it had been so

long engraven, and transferred it there.”

Love gazed upon her in mute amazement
;
and whilst

he looked, her face beamed with a brightness which be-

longed to heaven—not a shadow of death passed over it;

for she had gazed into a fountain in which the face of

Jove had many a time been mirrored, and after the death
of Leda, whom he had long secreted in that hidden
grotto, he vowed by his divinity that whatever counten-

ance was next reflected in that fountain should become
immortal, nor ever know death.

Nor was it until an after-day that Venus discovered
this secret, when she found that Psyche overcame every

difficulty, and lived on in spite of all she suffered : for

never had the Goddess of Beauty dreaded a rival amongst
the Immortals until she beheld the lovely countenance of

Psyche. Her labours and her sufferings are found in

many an old legend; her patience and her tears were
known only to Love

;
and it was during her rambles

through the world, while she was driven from the assembly
of the gods, that she wandered many a weary mile hand-
in-hand with Love, when he set out to learn the long-lost

Language of the Flowers.

And ever after, in commemoration of their love, the
Acacia was transplanted to the garden of the gods, and
the Everlasting Pea trailed about the bowers of Olympus

;

while the Marigold was changed to a worshipper of the
sun, hung with grief, and pain, and sorrow, in his ab-
sence, but when present turning to the God of Day with
its golden smile of love. Ages have passed away since

the mouth of that cool cavern was closed for ever : for

numberless years was it guarded by the angry Gorse, and
never durst either nymph or swain venture within sight

of those golden-headed spears after that cavern had been
hallowed by the presence of Love.
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Altars were erected in those valleys, and yeaned lambs,

offered up to the immortal nymph, whom they believed

often came back in the form of a butterfly to visit the

green glades of Arcadia; and many a piece of ancient

sculpture, half buried with flowers, has been found in the

vale of Arcadia, representing Cupid and Psyche enfolded
in each other’s arms.

THE STORY OF ELLEN NEVILLE.

It was towards the close of the civil wars, when the storm
which had long shaken England was somewhat assuaged,

and the cavalry of Cromwell had all but trampled under
foot the last remains of the Royal army—when wealthy
estates were daily confiscated, and the heir of many a

noble race slept his long sleep upon the battle-field—that

young Marchmont, who had risen to the rank of general

in the army of the Commonwealth, came to take posses-

sion of the ancient manor-house of the Nevilles, armed
with the broad seal of Cromwell and his Parliament : for

the last of the Nevilles had died a warrior’s death, and
fallen, fighting nobly, at the battle of Marston Moor.

While yet clothed in deep mourning for the death of

her brother, Ellen Neville received the commands of the

stern Protector to resign for ever the home of her fore-

fathers into the hands of a stranger. A strict inventory

had been taken of every article which the house con-

tained ;
and saving her own wardrobe and a miniature of

her mother, she left the hearth of her ancestors a home-
less and penniless orphan.

The shadows of evening were settling down upon the

old park, when, followed by her attendant, Phoebe, she

walked with sad heart down the long avenue of ancient

elms, in the direction of the lodge. It was still very

early in the spring, and, before quitting the park gates,

she stooped down and gathered two or three pale Snow-

drops, and then, with a heavy sigh, left the park, while

the massy iron gates swung behind her as if with a heavy

and complaining sound. She turned round to take a fare-

well look just as the sinking sun flashed redly upon the
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carved escutcheon of her ancestors which surmounted the

gates. Jt^hoebe stooped down to pick up one of the Snow-
drops which her beautiful mistress had unconsciously
dropped, and, presenting her with it, said,

“Take heart, my dear lady; this flower is the emblem
of Hope, and something tells me that you will yet live

to see happier days.’'

The Lady Ellen took the proffered flower, smiling faint-

ly through her tears as she thanked her attendant, then
threaded her way in the direction of the thatched grange,

in which the honest farmer’s wife lived who had nursed
her in her infancy.

Although General Marchmont had risen to such emin-

ence in the Parliamentary army, it was neither by adhering

to the strict Puritanic habits of the Roundheads, render-

ing himself a tool in the hands of Cromwell, nor a time-

server to any of his emissaries
;
for he was one of those

who drew the sword through conscientious motives against

King Charles, and his own bravery had called forth the

thanks of Parliament, while his praises had been recorded

before the face of the whole army.

The mansion which he inherited through a long line

of ancestors had, with all it contained, been burnt to the

ground by the Royalists during the commencement of the

wars which so long desolated England. Even the very

woods which before sheltered it had been cut down for

fuel by the Cavaliers when they encamped in the neigh-

bourhood :—all that remained of his ancient estate was
the broad lands, blackened over by the traces of the con-

suming fire. He was one of those who wished to over-

turn the old monarchy through the purest of motives;

who from his soul believed King Charles to be a tyrant,

an oppressor, and an enemy of his people
;
and who, like

the noble-hearted patriot Hampden, made up his mind to

sacrifice both estate and life, when he rushed into the

struggle, to do battle for the good of his fellow-meo.

More than one of the confiscated estates which belonged

to the Royalists had before been offered to him, as a

•compensation for the losses he had sustained through the

wars; but these he had steadily refused, from honourable

motives, when he ascertained that the heirs were still alive,

although in exile. Nor could he be induced to take pos-
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session of the ancient manor-house of the Nevilles until

the most solemn assurance was given him that not one
of the family was then left alive upon the face of the

earth
;

nor did he know that such a person as Ellen

Neville ever existed in the world, for she had been edu-
cated in a remote part of the country

j neither was it long

before the eve of her brother’s death that she had, since

her youthful days, dwelt under the ancient roof of her

forefathers.

Thus when General Marchmont took possession of the

splendid old mansion, as a gift from those who then ruled

the nation, and a reward for his unimpeached valour, he
was led to believe that he had only accepted what would
have fallen to the nation, or, at best, slumbered for long

years in the Court of Chancery, until some unknown and
undreamed-of claimant had risen up, and groped his way
towards it, through the dark and uncertain avenues of the

law.

So he entered those walls with no other feeling than

that of sorrow for the ancient possessors who were dead.

Care had been taken to remove all the old domestics;

and, with the exception of a Parliamentary agent, who had
been sent down to take an inventory of the property, no
one besides knew that the young lady in deep mourning
was the Lady Neville, for she had never accosted one of

them before her departure, nor quitted the apartments

which had been allotted to her during the confiscation,

saving to ramble in the ancient garden.

Ellen Neville was too well versed in the changes which
those stormy times produced to be at all astonished at

what had happened
;
for she knew that she had suffered

as others had done who had fallen from their high estate.

And although in heart a staunch Royalist, she had heard

so much said in praise of the young general—of his

valour, his losses, the sacrifices he had several times

made when he thought another would be injured by the

offers made to him by Parliament—that such rumours at

last almost seemed to reconcile her to her lot.

Two or three ancient footpaths crossed the park, and
led to distant villages in various directions; and by the

time that another spring had deepened into summer, she

had so far overcome her old scruples that, through the
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entreaties of Phoebe and the persuasions of her oid nurse,

she now and then ventured out to walk forth into the
park; and on one or two occasions had entered the spa-

cious garden, which was endeared to her by a thousand
memories that recalled the happy days of her childhood.
The gardener was a young man who, during the civil

wars, had belonged to the regiment which the General
commanded, but had now laid aside his sword and helmet
to tend to the flowers, and overlook the spacious gardens.

And never would he allow Phoebe to depart, when in

attendance on her beautiful young mistress they traversed

together the ancient pleasance, without persuading her to

accept a splendid bouquet, in the formation of which he
displayed considerable taste.

Phoebe gladly received the gift; for she soon perceived

that the flowers were treasured all the more by the Lady
Ellen through having grown in the garden which from
childhood she had ever considered as her own. And
thus, while the flowers lasted, they frequently visited the

grounds of the old manor-house.
It was one day while Phoebe was gossiping as usual

with the young gardener, that the Lady Ellen had wan-
dered alone down one of the long, pleached avenues, at

the end of which stood the old familiar summer-house,
where she had passed many a happy hour, when a girl,

in the society of her mother
;
and that, while she sat there

musing on old times, and bygone scenes, all teeming with

sweet and sorrowful recollections, she was startled by the

appearance of a tall, handsome-looking gentleman, who
approached without observing her, so deeply was he ab-

sorbed in the contents of the open book which he held in

his hand.

Nor was it until the slight rustling made by her heavy

silk dress arrested his attention, as she arose from her

seat, that he seemed aware of the beautiful vision which

thus burst so suddenly upon him. He became mute and

motionless in a moment as the lady in the enchanted chair

he was then reading about in the “Mask of Comus,”
which he had only that very day received, by a special

messenger, from the hand of Milton himself
;
nor was his

embarrassment a jot removed when she apologised, in

tones sweet as those of an angel, for having thus uncon-

sciously intruded upon his retirement.
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In the very pains he took to assure her that her pre-

sence was a pleasure, and would be so at all times and
all seasons, whenever she chose to wander over the an-

cient plantations, the beauty of which he only regretted

was so seldom visited by any saving him.sef^. there was
such a tone of sweet persuasion about his vou 2, such a

kindness in the manner in which he invited her to con-

sider the garden as her own while ever she was in it, and
above all, such an admiration of herself lighted up his

looks as he spoke, that no marvel a young lady like her-

self, who for more than twelve months had scarcely seen

anyone saving the rustic inhabitants of the farm-house,

should listen with pleasure to the conversation of one who
was every way her equal, and whose name had never been
mentioned but with respect, even by the Royalists against

whom he had drawn his sword.

With such ease did he glide from one subject to an-

other, that, to the great astonishment of Phoebe when she

came up, she found them seated side by side in the old

summer-house, he reading, and the Lady Ellen listening

with delight to the beautiful passages which he kept quot-

ing from the “ Mask of Comus.”
Many a happy hour did the General and the Lady

Ellen afterwards spend together; he remaining in entire

ignorance respecting her rank and station, saving that her

whole family, with the exception of herself, had perished

during the wars. But as any further allusion to the sub-

ject seemed to cause the lady pain, the young General

kindly forbore to question her.

As the winter approached the affairs of the nation called

General Marchmont up to London, to meet the assembled

Parliament; and during that period he frequently corre-

sponded with the Lady Ellen, for her image was ever

uppermost in his thoughts. And no sooner did the early

spring come, and he was released from his duties, than

he hastened back on the wings of love to the ancient

manor - house. The Lady Ellen was walking in the

pleached alleys of the garden when he alighted from his

steed; and bearing, as he did, about him the marks of

haste and travel, he hurried to pay his respects to her

before he entered the Hall. As he took her hand, he

thought that she had never before appeared so beautiful.
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After a long conversation, during which time fiew by
unheeded, he looked at the few pale Snowdrops which
she held between the whiteness of her fingers, and the

small sprig of a hardy biennial Stock, which had flowered

before its time, and said, with a smile, while his voice

was tremulous with the earnestness of his emotion,
“ Sweet lady, you now hold the emblems of Hope and

Beauty in your hand; and, gathering a bunch of blossoms
from the Peach, which already bloomed upon the old

garden-wall, he added, “ You are, like myself, v/ei! versed

in the meanings which the old poets have attributed to

the flowers. Sweet lady mine, place this before the Snow-
drop, then read me the sentence, that I may know whether
or not you have forgotten the Language of Flowers which
we studied together last summer.’’

She paused a moment, smiled, looked down, and said,

“ They mean, I am your Captive, and Hope to pos-

sess such
—

”

Then she blushed, and remained silent. He confessed

his love, and w'as accepted.

When the General discovered the young lady’s rank,

he shrank back from his engagement, and dearly as he
loved her, from motives of honour refused her proffered

hand; nor was it until he clearly saw that their union

alone would again establish her securely in her property,

and prevent it from falling into the hands of one of

Cromwell’s favourites, that he could be persuaded to be-

come her husband.
“If you love her,” said General Ireton, “you will best

prove it by making her your wife; for there are already

half a dozen hungry cormorants ever besieging his high-

ness, and, much as he admires you, if he once perceives

your honour leaning too much towards this fair Royalist,

he will take up his pen, and at one stroke sweep away
the old manor-house, and all its broad lands, from both
her and you for ever.”

Ellen’s tears and Ireton’s persuasions w'^ere too much
for even General Marchmont’s honest scruples; and the

same sun that shone upon the morning of his wedding-
day, saw the faithful Phoebe led to the altar by the honest

gardener.
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TIME AND THE SNOWDROP.
A Tale.

As Hope, with bowed head, silent stood,

And on her golden anchor leant.

Watching below the angry flood,

While Winter, ’mid the dreariment,

Half-buried in the drifted snow.
Lay sleeping on the frozen ground.

Not heeding how the wind did blow.

Bitter and bleak, on all around.

She gazed on Spring, who at her feet

Was looking on the snow and sleet.

Spring sighed, and through the driving gale

Her warm breath caught the falling snow,

And from the flakes a flower as pale

Did into spotless whiteness blow

;

Hope smiling saw the blossom fall,

And watched its root strike in the earth

—

I will that flower the Snowdrop call,”

Said Hope, “ in m.emory of its birth :

And through all ages it shall be
In reverence held, for love of me.”

“ And ever from my hidden bowers,”
Said Spring, it first of all shall go.

And be the herald of the flowers.

To warn away the sheeted snow

:

Its mission done, then by thy side

Ail summer long it shall remain. .

While other flowers I scatter wide,

O’er every hill, and wood, and plain.

This shall return, and ever be
A sweet companion, Hope, for thee.”

Hope stooped and kissed her sister Spring,

And said, For hours, when thou art gone,

I’m left alone without a thing

That I can fix my heart upon;
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’Twill cheer me many a lonely hour^

And in the future I shall see

Those who would sink raised by that flower

—

They’ll look on it^ then think of thee :

And many a sadful heart shall sing.

The Snowdrop bringeth Hope and Spring.”

THE STORY OF TIME AND THE FLOWERS.

Happy was that age when Love and Beauty kept no other

record of time than what they found in the opening and
closing of the flowers, when the day was measured by the

rising and setting of the sun, and the hours marked in the

unfolding and shutting of the blossoms

!

Morning and evening the village maiden marked the

hour of . milking-time by the waking and sleeping of the

Daisy. The mower, as he strode forth, with his scythe

over his shoulder, to cut down the summer flowers, has-

tened his step if he saw that the cup of the Convolvulus

had expanded
;
and when his arm was weary, turned to the

hedge, over which it trailed in many a fantastic line, for

the close of his day’s labour was announced by the shut-

ting of the Bindweed, The rustic beauty, before she went
forth to Wake or Feast, or donned her holiday attire,

went out and peeped at the scarlet Pimpernel
;
and if its

starry petals were closed, she knew that the showers would
soon descend, and, sighing, laid aside her Sunday gar-

ments, until she could see the purple spot at the bottom
of the scarlet flower.

They knew that Winter was awakening from his long

sleep when the Snowdrop and the Crocus appeared
;
they

dated the coming of Spring from the yellow dawning of

Primroses upon the banks, and the deep flush of Violets

which lay like a purple cloud upon the grass; and when
the Roses and Honeysuckles were in full bloom, they

knew that Summer had come in the beauty of her broad
bloom of flowers

;
but, when only a blossom was seen here

and there upon the Bramble, and the blue of the nodding
Harebell looked wan and pale, and the crimson flush of

the hardy Heath had faded from its cheek, they whispered
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that the solemn Autumn was at hand

; for a thousand
varied hues proclaimed that the funeral pyre of Summer
was kindled, and ail her flowers faded away to the ashy
grey, which only remains behind, when all her beauty is

extinguished.

Then Childhood sallied forth, with merry shout and
happy heart, and ran, until it was compelled to stop

through sheer weariness, to and fro among the unnum-
bered flowers

;
shaking off, in its eager flight, the loosened

silver from the Daisy, and the dusty gold from; the deep
yellow of the Buttercup.

Young lovers only numbered the many happy meetings
they had had together by the days which the milk-white

Hawthorn remained in blossom, and the many times they

had heard the song of the cuckoo, while seated beneath
its fragrant shade.

Old Age dated the years it had lived by recalling how
many times it had seen the Wild Rose blow, and wan-
dered forth to gather the spotted blossoms of the golden

Co^vslip.

They kept their records of marriages by the flowers

’which then bloomed, and the solemn memory of the dead
by the fragrant blossoms which they showered upon their

graves. They recalled their joys and sorrows by the sea-

sons, and dated their success or adversity by the coming
in or going out of the flowers. Not that the flapping of

Time’s grey wings sounded the less solemnly upon their

ears, or the waving of his hoary plumes passed the less

unnoticed, because they beat only upon a race who re-

corded his flight by the sleeping and aw^akening of the

buds. No ! it prepared them for the great change which
they knew would some day take place

;
and they looked

forw^ard to their journey to another world with a saddened
pleasure, deepened the more by the remembrance of the

beautiful flowers they were compelled to leave behind,

and half fearing that they might never love those so well

which would bloom for ever in that land of eternal light

beyond the grave.

They knew not the empty love in w'hich the heart is no

partaker—the vow^s which they breathed were intended

to reach heaven, and to be registered there amid all other

holy things : for to them the Accusing Spirit was not an
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empty name—they believed that its all-seeing eye kept a

severe watch over the plightd troth of Love, and that the

Recording Angel never blotted out a single letter which
stood beside his name who had broken the heart of a fond
and confiding woman.

Wealth had not then ploughed down and dug out that

deep abyss every foot of which separates us further from
heaven : man wandered not in those days in the dark,

amid stumbling-blocks and wedges of unfeeling gold; he
moved not in that cold, cheerless atmosphere where Love
would never be able to breathe, and Affection could never

open the smallest of its beautiful buds.

For in that heart which pines only for riches. Love
can, at best, but find only a brief dwelling-place—no
blossom can ever come into full bloom amid such dark-

ness I Mammon alone dwells there : he is the sole god of

those cheerless dominions, and ever doth he sit alone with

his aching head pillowed upon a wedge of gold. The
cold, faint light of the unfeeling riches that surround him
makes him shiver—he can find no warmth in his bright

icy diamonds—he freezes in his mail of silver—^and when
it is too late, learns that the warm and -beating heart of

a loving woman is the richest gem that the angels ever

dropped into the world, that without her Happiness can-

not exist, that there is no true Love where she is not, that

real Friendship lives nowhere long unless nursed within

her gentle breast.

That when tender Pity returned to heaven, she threw

her mantle over the white shoulders of woman, and bade
her ever wear it for her sake; that Sorrow and Sincerity

pressed her lips ere they soared away together, hand in

hand
;
they left her not hidden by a curtain of gold, but

kneeling with her long hair unbound, and her white sup-

plicating hands uplifted, praying for someone to come and
comfort her. That after a time an angel, with averted

head, led forth man, then turned away weeping and silent

;

and all night, as he stood alone, sorrowing, beside the

battlements of heaven, his immortal heart smote him for

what he had done.

It was one day, as Time sat musing in the midst of his

ruins, while his scythe lay idly by his side, and he took
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no notice of the glass, as through it ebbed slowly the

ever-moving sand, that his thoughts turned to the cities

he had laid low, and the countries over which he had
marched, through many a bygone century. Much he mar-
velled within himself that the scenes which he had ages

ago made desolate, should, in spite of his inroads, have
again recovered their beauty, and in place of the solitude

and dreariment which he had left behind, be fragrant with

the breath of thousands of flowers, and alive with the hum
and murmuring of bees.

“I will destroy the flowers,” said Time; ‘‘they rob all

my ruins of their solemnity, and no one can think of

desolation wherever they are seen to wave : before me
they spring up, and behind me they arise in the very

footsteps where I have left the marks of death, decay,
and desolation : they bloom in the silent aisles of the very

abbeys which I have unroofed
;
and where I have swept

away every trace of the massy and ornamented roofs of

the dead, there they come and wave.”
And as he sat upon the base of the ruined column, he

began to sharpen his scythe
;
but just as he was about to

commence the work of destruction, one of the wandering
Spirits of the Flowers rose up before him, and placed her

hand upon his arm.
“ Wilt thou spoil the beauty of thine own workman-

ship?” said the fair Spirit of the Blossoms. “What
greater victory wouldst thou wish to win over the power
of man than that which thou hast already obtained ?

Thou passest over his mighty works, and they crumble
at thy touch into the dust : thou hast but to sit down and
look upon the masses of masonry which he has piled

together, and, beneath thy silent gaze, they moulder slowly

away. It is over thy workmanship that we scatter the

flowers, to show that thou hast ended what he but began

;

we but pile up a monument on those silent shores where
the pride of man is wrecked. Would thy work be less

complete if all was blank and desolate ? would weary
leagues of brown and barren land show the traces of thy

power? or would they not look like spots over which thy

wings had never waved? It is the peace and beauty

which again reign over the places thy hand hath made
desolate, that hallow the solitude, and point out that.
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although Nature cannot restore what thou hast over-

thrown, she can still beautify what remains behind.”
Time mused a moment, then took up his scythe and

hurried away, leaving the beautiful Spirit to do as she

willed with the flowers.

And ever since that period they have grown about the

grey ruins which Time hath left behind, and waved upon
the roofless walls which have decayed beneath his moulder-
ing touch, and would long ago have crumbled into dust

but for the flowers, which held the weather-beaten battle-

ments together. Over many a mound beneath which the

foundations of forgotten abbeys lie buried, does the crim-

son-spotted and pensive Cowslip still wave, and the early

Crocus unfold its golden sheath to catch the cheering sun-

shine of Spring.

To Time was given power over the works of man,
but over those of Nature he holds on sway

;
from the very

flowers that perish others as beautiful spring up, and the

oak sheds the acorns from which arise other trees. Tem-
ples and palaces he overturns, and they are no more

;
nor

can we ever know the forgotten graves which he has

obliterated, and trampled into the dust.

In the undated summers of the past Youth and Beauty
wandered over the same flowery meadows which we delight

in rambling over now; sunshine and shadow swept above
the long grass; and flowers like those we still look upon
bowed idly in the breeze before their eyes, as they still

do before our own. Could they traverse the same spots

again in the coming summer, saving the altered hedgerow,

and the rustic stile, they would behold no change : the

Crocus and the Cowslip, the Bluebell, Buttercup, and
Daisy, would stand dreaming among the green grass, as

they did a thousand years ago ;
the hoary Hawthorn would

throw out as sweet a fragrance, and the hidden Violet

betray the bed where its blue sisters slept, by the delicacy

of its unaltered perfume : for Time has not left a trace

of his footmarks upon the flowers.

The same sunshine which lighted up the silver of the

Daisy, and deepened the pale gold of the Primrose, when
Chaucer went forth to do “observance to the May,”
sleeps upon them in the sweet spring-time of our own
days; and although the poet would find no traces of the
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castles in which he was a welcome guest, his favourite-

flowers would be there to greet him with a silent welcome,
as they did in the days of old when he went forth to listen

to the song of the nightingale.

And those Roses which, between the wars of the rival

houses of York and Lancaster, caused blood enough to

be spilt to make the white for ever red, would be found
blowing as peacefully in a few old gardens as if the blast

of war had never been heard in the world; bearing about

them no trace of the strife and the struggle, which the

grave has for ever hushed, nor a mark of the finger of

Time upon the unsullied bloom of their buds. Nor could

the eye that then beheld them tell that a flower had
changed; for as they looked on the morning of battle,

and on the evening of the same day, when the sun sank

over a field crimson with blood, so do they look now; the

keen eye of Time, who discerneth the decay of all things,

seeth change in the flowers.

The fond, warm heart of lovely woman ceaseth to beat

—the liquid ruby no longer danceth through the streaked

violets of her blue veins—the opening roses of her sweet

and parted lips are closed for ever—the silver melody of

her harp-toned voice is heard no more—the heaven of

her eyes, the loveliest mirror in which the face of man
was ever imaged, is darkened—^and she, the most beautiful

flower that was ever formed by the hand of Heaven, sleeps

unconsciously below; while the flowers bloom and fade a

thousand times above her grave, yet their beauty cheereth

not, neither doth their perfume gladden, the angel of

earth that slumbereth beneath.

Over the blossoms above Time hath no power : but the

sweet bud which lieth buried deep down, belongeth for

a season unto him and Death, and to us can never again

be restored. And what careth Time for other flowers? he
carrieth away those which are twined around our hearts

—he teareth the bleeding tendrils asunder : the vast cities

and huge temples are not his only prey, for from the

beginning he became a partner with Death, and they have
ever since divided all but the flowers between them.
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THE STORY OF THE FORGET-ME-NOT.

One morning, in the golden days of the early world, an
angel sat just outside the gates of Paradise, and wept.

“ Why do you weep?’' gently asked one who passed that
way. “ Surely the world is lovely, and Paradise is so
near 1”

“Alas!" said the angel, “I must wait long before I

may enter Paradise."
“ Why, '

’ said the other, “ it seems but a step to the

gates. Why must you wait?"
“Look," said the angel, pointing earthward.

The other looked, and saw a dainty, blue-eyed maiden
stooping over the grass by a brook-side.

“ Do you see those tiny blue flowers which she is plant-

ing?" whispered the angel. “They are as dainty as she

herself. They are blue as her own eyes. They have
hearts of gold as true as her own true heart."

“Why, then, do you weep?" asked the other.

“Ah," said the angel, “I love the gentle maiden, and
with her I would have entered Paradise. But, lo, when
we came to the very gates we were not allowed to enter."

“Tell me more," said the other.

‘‘A task was given this earth-maiden," said the angel.
“ In every corner of the world must she plant this tiny

blue flower. I may not enter the gates of Paradise with-

out her. Thus it is that I sit outside and weep."
“Nay, nay," said the other, “weep not. There is a

better way than that." Then he whispered in the angel's

ear. And the angel flew to the earth where the maiden
stooped over her dainty blue flowers. He came to assist

her in her task. Hand in hand the angel and the beauti-

ful maiden wandered over the land. In every corner of

the earth they planted the blue forget-me-nots. Then one

day, when the task was done, they sat together beside the

stream and wove wreaths of forget-me-nots.

And with garlands of their own flowers about them, the

angel gathered the beautiful maiden in his arms and car-

ried her with him to the gates of Paradise. The gates

swung wide at their coming
;
and ever after the angel and

the maiden whom he loved wandered 'mid fields of happi-

ness in the land of Paradise.

23
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THE STORY OF THE MOSS-ROSE,

Once a little pink wild rose bloomed by the wayside.
To all who passed her way she threw out a delicate per-

fume and nodded in kindly welcome. The larks and the

humming-birds all loved the pink wild rose. The baby
grasses and the violets snuggled up at her feet in safety.

To all she was kind and sweet and helpful.

One day Mother Nature passed that way. She saw the

gentle wild rose sending out her helpful cheer to all.

Mother Nature was pleased. She stopped a moment on
her way, to speak to the simple flower. She praised the

wild rose for her sweetness and her beauty and her kind-

ness. At last she promised her her choice of all the beau-
tiful things that were in the store of Nature. The pink

wild rose blushed quite scarlet at the praise. For a mo-
ment she stopped to think.

“ I should like,
'

’ said the wild rose, blushing more and
more, “ I should like to have a cloak from the most beau-

tiful thing you can think of.”

Mother Nature looked down at her feet. She stooped.

She arose and threw about the blushing pink rose a mantle

of the softest, greenest, most beautiful moss. Mother
Nature passed on her way. The sweet rose by the road-

side drew her mantle of moss closely about her and al-

lowed it to trail down the stem. She was very happy.

She was never again to be called the simple wild rose,

but in her heart she knew that her beautiful mossy mantle

would only help her in spreading sweetness and kindness

and beauty and the perfume of happiness through Mother
Nature’s world.

HOW THE SWEET-BRIER BECAME PINK.

Eve was young, and she walked in the Garden of Eden.
Countless as the stars were the nodding heads of the

flowers of her garden. Sweeter than the perfume of a

hundred summer-times was the fragrance of its blossoms.

Eve looked again and again, and was never weary. She

wandered for many happy hours in her Garden of Eden.
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One morningj as she again walked forth, she spied a

rose of purest white. It was the sweet-brier; and when
Eve approached, delighted with the blossom, the whole
plant sent out from every leaf a sweet, delicate perfume.
The pure white rose lifted its cup eagerly.

Ah,” said Eve to the white sweet-brier rose, “you are

beautiful. You are exquisitely sweet!”
She drew the blossom down to her and kissed its white

petals with her sweet red lips. So when the sweet-brier

rose swung back to its place its petals were pale pink.

They had drunk the colour from Eve's red lips.

THE STORY OF A CHRISTMAS ROSE.

The old black pine on the mountain-side cast a long

dark shadow across the thin covering of snow which
covered the whole mountain and even the valley below.

The cold winds blew fiercely, and the old black pine

waved his shaggy arms fitfully and laughed at the soft

snowflakes that nestled themselves fearlessly among his

long needles.

“Ho! ho!” laughed the old black pine. “Ho! ho!
winter has come; but I do not fear him. The flowers

have gone, but I shall brave the winter storms. I shall

laugh at them as I have done for countless seasons.”

Then a fiercer blast of wind struck the pine tree, and
bent his tall head so low that he saw a little plant grow-

ing at bis very feet. It was a hardy little mountain rose,

and it had two buds already half-open. The pine tree

also heard a weary little sigh.

“Why do you sigh and fret?” asked the pine tree, his

shaggy arms spread to protect the plant

“Alas!” said the rose-plant, “the other plants are long

since asleep. I wish I might bloom when the others do.

My buds are beautiful
;
but who is there to admire them ?

What fun it would be to blossom with the blue-eyed

gentian or the lovely golden-rod ! They would have ad-

mired my blossoms. But now no one cares. I see no

use in blooming at all. Oh, dear! oh, dear!”

“Ho! ho!” laughed the old black pine. “Ho! ho!
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What nonsense you talk, little friend. The snowflakes
and 1 will admire you. Do not be a grumbler. Do you
not remember that you are a little Christmas rose? You
are named for the Christ Child. You should be more
happy and contented than other plants. Be brave, little

rose. The snow is growing deeper about you. Push up
and keep your head above the drifts. Care well for your
precious buds, that they may open into perfect blossoms.
Keep up heart, little rose. You do not yet know for

what purpose you were left to bloom so late. But be
sure of this, we were all made for some wise purpose.
When the time comes we shall know.”
Then the shaggy pine fingers of the old tree touched

the rose with a gentle caiess as he lifted his tall head once
more to the winds. He did not speak again

;
but the little

rose, nestling at his feet, thought long of the old pine’s

wise advice.

“Perhaps he is rght,” she murmured to herself.
“ Perhaps I had better do as he said. All the other

flowers are dead. If I was made for a wise purpose, I

shall not long be forgotten.”

So the mountain rose lifted her leaves bravely. She
sighed no longer. She took good care of her beautiful

buds, and watched them as day by day they grew. It was
the day before Christmas when the buds opened lovely

and white and perfect. The old pine saw them, and
bowed his head to admire the blossoms. He shook all

over as he laughed down on the blossoms peeping up
through the snow.

“Ho! ho!” laughed the dark old pine. “Who is un-

happy now?”
And the blossoms smiled back contentedly.

That day two little children wandered hand in hand up

the mountain-side. Their father was the wood-cutter wno
lived in the tiny hut below. Their mother was the pale,

sick woman who lay in the tiny hut and answ’ered her

children by neither look nor word. By their mother’s bed

sat the father, speechless with grief. About the room

moved the kind neighbour, with tears in her ey^es.

Our mother is very ill,” whispered the children.

The kind woman shook her head sadly.

I fear,
’

’ she said, “ that your mother will not live till

sunset,”
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Then, sobbing softly, the two little children stole out

of the door. Hand in hand they walked on, scarce know-
ing where they went. At last they came to the foot of

the black old pine.

“Come,’’ said the boy. “The old pine does not care

for our grief. Let us go to the valley. There we will

find people with kind hearts. They will care for us.”

The girl opened her soft, sad eyes, and stared at the

boy.

“Poor boy!” she said. “Your grief has made you
forget. There is always the Christ Child who cares. To-
morrow is Plis birthday.”

Then she spied the Christmas roses blossoming so per-

fectly in the snow.

“Let us take these roses,” said the children, “and go
to the church. We will pray that our mother may yet

live.”

The old, white-haired pastor m.et the children at the

church-door. Together they entered and prayed. The
roses, nodding in the little girl’s hand, seemed now to

understand why they had bloomed so late. That night

the mother’s fever turned. The mother began to grow
better. There was joy in the little hut.

HOW THE BUTTERCUPS CAME.

Do you believe there is a bag of gold hidden away at the

end of the rainbow? Do you think if you could only get

there before the rainbow fades you would surely find the

gold? Well, don’t you ever run verv far to find the end

of the rainbow. Shall I tell you why? Well, then, the

bag of gold is no longer there. It is much nearer home;
and I can tell you the exact spot to find it 1 Go down
in the meadow where the buttercups grow, and there you

will find the gold which was once hidden at the end of the

rainbow.

Long ago, just as you have so often heard, the bag of

gold lay at the farther end of the rainbow. But, long ago,

somebody found it. Have you never heard about it?

Many, many people looked for the gold, and they failed
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to find it. At last they came to say that no one could
ever get it. It seems almost sad, then, to find out that

at last the bag was certainly found by a miserly old man.
This old man was selfish. He was cross. He was un-

pleasant, and likewise unhappy.
When he found the gold, he wished no one to know of

it. He feared that someone might need some of his pre-

cious gold. So he decided to hide his wealth in the earth.

So one dark night, when black clouds scurried across the

sky, and not a star was in sight, the old miser went to

bury his gold. He slung the big bag over his shoulder

and crept along the dark meadow where the grass was
thick and tall. It was, in fact, the self-same meadow in

which the fairies danced. But this the old man did not

know. Now, the fairies are always good and wise and
loving. They do not like selfishness, and they love to

do kindnesses for others. But fairies are also sometimes
full of mischief. Listen, and I will tell you what one
fairy did ! As the old man crept slily along, a fairy spied

him. With a laugh she ripped a hole in the bag with a

sharp grass-blade. Of this the old man knew nothing.

One by one the gold pieces slipped down among the

grasses. Little by little the bag grew lighter; but the old

man did not notice, so eager was he to reach the wood
before any needy one saw him. His bag was empty before

he reached the wood
;
but all amid the grasses shone the

gold which he had dropped.

“Let us put it on stems, that all m.ay see,’' said the

fairies. “ Let the fairy gold be free alike to rich and

poor!”
So all night long the fairies worked. When morning

came the sun shone down on the meadow, which was

bright with the gold, each piece set on a sturdy stem of

its own.
“You may call them buttercups if you wish,” laughed

the mischievous fairy
;

“ but they are fairy gold just the

same I”
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THE STORY OF THE IRIS.

It was the festival day of the flowers. Every beauty from
Flower Land flaunted her fair blossom in the clear sun-

shine. Every plain but • useful plant sat demurely and
reflected on her own importance. Every common, useless

plant stood in honest wide-eyed admiration of the others.

All were dressed in their very best. It was indeed a scene

of wondrous beauty. It seemed a difficult thing for the

judges to choose which was fairest. At the last moment
there came breathlessly into their midst a new flower.

Her robe was deep blue like the sky of twilight. It was
as delicately shaded as the clouds of sunset. It was
trimmed with fliffiy golden bands. It was jewelled wdth

dewdrops from the pond.
‘‘Who is this beautiful stranger?’’ asked the judges In

a breath. And the beauties from Flower Land stared in

surprise, knowing that the newcomer was more beautiful

than they. But no one answered the question of the

judges. No one knew the fair stranger in robes of blue.

She did not speak for herself. For a moment there was
silence at the festival of flowers. Then one of those wide-

eyed, useless ones whispered in the judge’s ear

:

“Do you not see the rainbow colours of her robe?”
she asked. “ Do you not see the rain-drops sparkling in

the sunshine? Surely it is Iris, the rainbow messenger,.

Look again at her gown !

’ ’

“Iris! Iris!” whispered the flowers together. “Let us

call her Iris the Beautiful!”

So it was that every judge, every beauty from Flower

Land, every plain but useful plant, and every common,
useless plant, chose Iris for their queen of beauty.

THE STORY OF THE PANSY.

A MODEST floweret bloomed in the glade. So shy was

she that she crept into the shadow of a tall leaf. Then
she spread her blossoms. Soon there crept out from the

shadows of the tall leaf an exquisite, delicate perfume.
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Soon there crept under the tall leaf a little singing bird^

who spied the purple and gold of the floweret’s blossoms.
When he flew out he sang of her sweetness to all the

world.

At last, one day, an angel flew down to earth with a

mission of love. Now the long white wings of the angel

swept close to earth. They brushed aside the tall leaf.

The angel discovered the blossoms of purple and gold.

She inhaled the exquisite, delicate perfume.
“Ah!” cried the angel, “how lovely you are! Too

lovely to dwell alone in the shadows. You should be a

flower in the gardens of the angels. But wait
;

I have
thought of something even more beautiful for you. You
shall be the angel’s blossom; but you shall bloom in the

land of man. Go, sweet pansy, bloom in every land.

Bring to all people sweet thoughts of peace and love and
faith.”

Then the angel stooped and kissed the floweret; and
lo, from each little blossom looked out a tiny angel face.

So it happened that the pansy came into our gardens to

live. When you see the tiny faces in her blossoms, will

you remember the angel whose kiss w^as kindness and
gentleness and love?

THE TRANSPLANTED FLOWER.

“ Every time that a good child dies, one of God’s angels

comes down to earth and takes the dead child in his

arms, then spreads his large white wings and flies over

all the spots which the child best loved and plucks a

whole handful of flowers, which he carries up to the

Almighty, that they may bloom in still greater loveliness

in heaven than they did upon earth
;
and the Almighty

presses all such flow^ers upon His heart, but He gives a

kiss to the one He prefers, and then the flower becomes
endowed with a voice, and can join the choir of the

blessed.”

These words were spoken by one of God’s angels as

he carried up a dead child to heaven ;
and the child

heard him as in a dream; and they passed over the spots

in his home wEere the little one had played, and they
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passed through the gardens filled with beautiful flowers.
“ Which shall we take with us and transplant into the

kingdom of heaven?” asked the angel.

There stood a slender, lovely rose-bush, only some
wicked hand had broken the stem, so that all its sprigs,

loaded with half-open buds, were withering around.
“Poor rose-bush!” said the child; “let’s take it, in

order that it may be able to bloom above, in God’s king-

dom.”
And the angel took it, and kissed the child for its kind

intention
; and the little one half-opened its eyes. They

plucked some of the gay, ornamental flowers; but took
likewise the despised buttercup and the wild pansy.

“Now we have plenty of flowers,” said the child, and
the angel nodded assent; but he did not yet fly upward
to God. It was night, and all was quiet; they remained
in the large town, and hovered over one of the narrow
streets, where lay heaps of straw, ashes, and sweepings.

There lay fragments of plates, pieces of plaster of Paris,

rags, and old hats, and all sorts of things that had become
shabby.

And amidst this heap the angel pointed to the broken
fragments of a flower-pot, and to a lump of mould that

had fallen out of it, and was kept together by the roots

of a large, withered field-flower, which, being worthless,

had been flung into the street.

“ Y/e will take it with us,” said the angel; “and I will

tell you why as we fly along.”

And as they flew, the angel related as follows

:

“ In yon narrow street a poor, sickly boy lived in a

lonely cellar. He had been bed-ridden from his child-

hood. In his best days he could just walk on crutches

up and down the room a couple of times; but that was
all. During some days in summer the sun just shone for

about half an hour on the floor of the cellar
;
and when

the poor boy sat and warmed himself in its beams, and
he saw the red blood through his delicate fingers, that he

held before his face, then he considered that he had been
abroad that day. All he knew of the forest and its beau-

tiful spring verdure was from the first green sprig of beech

that his neighbour’s son used to bring him; and he would
hold it over his head, and dream that he was under the

beech trees, amid the sunshine and the carol of birds.
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“ One spring day the neighbour’s boy brought him some

field-flowers besides
;
and among them there happened to

be one that still retained its root, and which he therefore

carefully planted in a flower-pot and placed in the window
near his bed. The flower was planted by a lucky hand

;

it throve and put forth new shoots, and blossomed every

year. It became the rarest flower-garden for the sick boy,

and his only little treasure here on earth; he watered it,

and cherished it, and took care it should profit by every

sunbeam, from the first to the last, that filtered through
that lonely window, and the flower became interwoven in

his very dreams; for it was for him it bloomed, for him
it spread tis fragrance and delighted the eye, and it was
to the flower he turned in the last gasp of death, when
the Lord called him. He has now been a year with his

heavenly Father; and for a year did the flower stand for-

gotten in the window, till it withered. It w'as therefore

cast out among the sweepings in the street on the day of

moving; and this is the flower, the poor faded flower,

which we have added to our nosegay, because this flower

gave more joy than the rarest flower in the garden of a

queen.”
“And how do you know all this?” asked the child, as

the angel carried him up to heaven.
“ I know it,” said the angel, “ because I myself was the

.little sick boy who walked on crutches
;

I know my own
flower.”

And the child opened his eyes wide, and looked full in

the angel’s serenely beautiful face. At the same moment
they reached the kingdom of heaven, where all was joy

and blessedness.

And God pressed the child to His heart.

THE CORN-FLOWER AND THE POPPY.

Long ago there was a king who had one beautiful daugh-

ter. To her was given whatsoever she desired. Men-
servants and maid-servants waited to do her bidding. So

it chanced that the little Princess became a spoiled and

wilful child. She never thought of the wishes of others.

She always followed her own desires.
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The little Princess was vain, and admired her own
beauty. She always wore gowns of beautiful red silk.

They were as soft and as gaily coloured as the petals of

the gorgeous garden poppies. Every morning the gentle,

careful little maid combed the Princess’s long dark hair

with a golden comb.
At noontime she carried to the Princess a golden plate

loaded with the finest ripe fruit. She offered her foam-
ing, creamy milk in a cup of gold. At evening-tide the

maid robed the Princess in a nightgown of silk, and tucked
her snugly in the softest and downiest of silken beds.

When the Princess slept, the little maid drew the silken

curtains of the bed, and herself slept on a couch close by,

that she might waken at the Princess's least movement.
The maid was always gentle, patient, and obedient; and
her eyes were as true and blue as the petals of the corn-

flower, and her hair as golden as the stalks of the ripe

wheat in the field. One day the Princess sat on the wide
verandah on the shady side of the palace. The little

maid fanned her with a fan of sweetest-scented grasses.

Afar in the field the reapers were at work in the harvest.

“Come,” said the Princess. “Bring my parasol of

bright red silk, and we will go to the fields and watch
the harvesters.”

The little maid bowed so low that you could not see

the blue of her eyes, but only the gold of her hair and
the blue of her gown. She hastened to bring the red silk

parasol; and together they found their way to the harvest

field. Now, the reapers loved their king and respected

him. For his sake they loved the wilful little Princess.

When the Princess and her maid reached the field, the

workmen stopped their work for a moment and bowed
respectfully before the two little girls. The Princess

tossed her dark head saucily, and twirled her red silk

parasol impatiently. She spoke scornfully to the honest

workmen, and bade them go about their work.

But the little maid smiled kindly upon the honest work-

men. So though it was to the Princess that the work-

men bowed, it was into the blue eyes of the little maid
that they looked. It was the flutter of her simple blue

gown which they caught as they looked back across the

fields. Now, the Princess was weary from her long walk
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across the fields. She commanded the maid to find her
a place in which to rest. The little maid found a soft

place on the shady side of a shock of golden wheat, and
brought cool water from a stream close by.

As she sat there, the Princess looked far out across the

fields, and away on the horizon she saw a long, slender,

black streak of cloud. She sprang to her feet and clapped
her hands and called loudly to the workmen. From their

places in the field they came running to do her bidding.

“See!” cried the Princess, pointing with her umbrella,
“ a storm is rising. Build me a cabin from your sheaves.

Be quick 1 I am the Princess ! I am the king’s daugh-
ter!”

The workmen sprang to do as she wished. But one old

man, who had long served her father the king, bowed low
before the Princess and spoke.

“Oh, beautiful Princess,” he said, “pardon me, but

there will be no rain. That is not a rain-cloud. See how
brightly the sun shines!”

The Princess screamed with rage.
“ How dare you?” she cried. “ How dare you? Is not

the command of your Princess enough? Do you refuse to

obey?”
“Your pardon. Princess,” said the old man sadly.

“ There is not a man in the field but would gladly lay

down his life to serve the Princess. But your command
is useless, and the sheaves are precious.”

The Princess was speechless and white with anger; but

she still pointed to the dark cloud which was slowly sink-

ing away. Quickly the reapers built the shelter for the

Princess. They knew that the good sheaves which they

wasted might have made bread for their children. There-

fore it was sadly that the reapers wrought, knowing that

the long winter would surely come.
Presently a tiny house was finished. With golden

sheaves of the ripe grain w’'ere the floors laid. With
sheaves were the walls built. With sheaves was the roof

covered. When it was completed the Princess lowered

her red silk parasol, and, still frowning, passed inside.

“Come in!” she cried, sharply; and the little maid, with

tears of pity in her blue eyes, followed. The workmen
turned again to the uncut grain, and said nothing.
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By this time there was no cloud to be seen in all the

blue heavens. The air was clear and cool. But the

Princess and her little maid sat within the house of

sheaves. Then without a second’s warning an awful thing

happened! From the clear sky came a flash of lightning.

From the cloudless sky came a roll of thunder.

From the harvest field shot up red tongues of flame,

for the house of sheaves was on fire. The burning sheaves

fell about the selfish Princess and her little maid. No-
thing could save them. When the flames died out, no-

thing was left but a heap of grey ashes. Then the old

man who had begged the Princess not to command the

workmen’s time for a useless whim turned away. He
went sadly across the stubble fields and in at the great

palace gates. He went straight up the steps to the throne

where sat the king and queen. To them he told the fate

of the two little girls.

The parents were heart-broken. They mourned long

for their little daughter. As the days went by and they

sat in their loneliness, they came to see that they had
made a great mistake in letting their child pet her own
selfishness. When they saw this, they bowed their heads
and wept aloud.

The following summer at harvest-time the reapers came
upon two new flowers blooming in the spot where the

house of sheaves was built. One flower was tall, and
stood up proudly among the wheat. Its petals were as

silky and scarlet as the gown of the Princess. In the

breezes it tossed its head haughtily. Beside the scarlet

poppy grew a pretty little blue corn-flower.

“As blue as the eyes of the little maid,” said the work-
men in a whisper. “ As dainty and simple as the fluttering

blue gown she wore !

’ ’

Then, turning slowly, they went again about their reap-

ing, leaving the corn-flower and the poppy blooming side

by side.
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THE STORY OF THE GOLDEN-ROD
AND ASTER.

Two little girls once lived at the foot of the highest hill

in the world. One little girl had hair as yellow as the

golden sunshine. The other little girl had eyes as purple

as the violets of springtime.

“Do you know who lives at the top of this hill?”

asked Golden Hair one day.

“No. Who?” said Blue Eyes.

“Don’t you really know?” asked Golden Hair.

“No, I really do not know!” answered Blue Eyes.

“Well, then, I will tell you,” said the little girl, shak-

ing out her golden curls. “ Up at the top of this highest

hill in the world lives an old woman. In her orchard are

beautiful ripe apples, which anyone may have for the

picking. In her garden are fluffy-tailed, tame squirrels,

which one may play with all day long.^ In her cupboard
are jars and jars of sweet cakes, of which one may eat as

many as she chooses.”
“ Oh, let us visit the old woman, ’

’ said Blue Eyes,

springing up.

“But listen,” said Golden Hair. “There is some-
thing very strange about the old woman. They say she

can change rabbits into frogs and birds into fish and little

boys and girls into whatsoever she chooses.”

“Oh, let us go and see her!” again cried sturdy little

Blue Eyes.

“Are you not afraid?” asked Golden Hair.
“ Oh, no,” said Blue Eyes, “ she would not do us harm,

for she is kind to the squirrels in her garden. Perhaps
she will change us into something very lovely. Let us

go
So the two little girls set out. Hand in hand they

travelled up the great hill. There was a curious smoky
haze in the air; and the sunshine fell through the haze

in long golden rays. The wind stirred the oak boughs,

and the acorns dropped to the ground. The golden and
red leaves fell at every breath. They rustled beneath the

feet of the children as they walked.

The mellow apples hung on the boughs, yellow and
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russet and red, or fell with sharp thuds to the sod below.
Everywhere was the late summer sunshine. At length the

children passed the brook and the oak grove and the

orchard lands, and came in sight of the tiny old hut where
the witch lived. In the doorway sat the old woman; and
about her the squirrels played and the flowers bloomed.
“What do you wish?” asked she, looking up kindly at

Golden Hair and Blue Eyes.

It was brave little Blue Eyes who spoke; while Golden
Hair shily hung her head until the curls covered her face.

“We have heard,” said Blue Eyes, “that you are very

wise and very powerful, and can do wonderful things. Is

it true that you can change rabbits into frogs and birds

into fishes and little boys and girls into whatsoever you
wish?”

“ And if it were true,” said the old woman, quite gently,
“ what would you like me to do ? Do you wish me to

change a bird into a fish or a rabbit into a frog?”
“ Oh, no,” cried Golden Hair, at last looking up. “ In-

deed we did not come to see that. We came to ask you
how we may do much good.”
“We would like to become a pleasure and a joy to

everyone who meets us,” said little Blue Eyes.

“Ah,” said the old woman, “then you shall indeed

have your wish. But first stay awhile and play in my
garden. When the sun sets you may set out down the

hill.”

So all that long golden afternoon the children played

in the old woman^s wonderful garden. When the sun set

she kissed them both, and herself led them part way down
the hill-side.

“You shall have your wish,” she said; “you shall be-

come a pleasure and a joy to everyone who meets you!”
The next morning on the hill-side two flowers were

found, growing side by side. One was fluffy and soft and
yellow as the curls which fell over the cheeks of little

Golden Hair. The other blossom was bright and purple,

and looked bravely and fearlessly out on the world and
. sunshine, like the blue eyes of the other little girl.

You may still find the little girls climbing the hills side

by side. They bring pleasure and joy to all who meet
them. You may call the sisters little Golden Hair and
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Blue Eyes

; or, if you really wish, you may name them
Golden-rod and Aster.

THE STORY OF THE FRINGED GENTIAN.

The Queen of the Fairies lost her way one night as she

returned from the dance in the dell. On and on, around
and around, she wandered; but in no direction could she

find her home. Poor little Fairy Queen! The world
seemed big and lonely and very dark; and she was afraid.

“ If I might only find shelter among these stranger

flowers!" she thought. “Perhaps they would keep me
overnight."

So the Queen of the Fairies came shyly up to a tall

purple flower bending its heavy head in sleep.

“ Good flower," cried the Fairy Queen, in her soft little

voice, “ will you take me in for the night ? I have lost

my way, and I am very, very tired."

The purple gentian awoke.
“Why, you poor little thing," it said, “who are you?

You are too little to be out in the dark alone. Come up
here to me. I will cover you over until the sun comes in

the morning."
Then the tired little Fairy Queen climbed up to the

heart of the gentian. It wrapped its fringed purple petals

snugly about her; and she slept happily all night long.

When the day dawned she hastened away. As she slipped

down the stem the fringed purple petals unfurled. The
Fairy Queen turned and looked up at the flower.

“You were kind to me when I was in trouble," she

said. “ I w'ish all the fairies in Fairyland to know where

they may find a friend in time of need. Hereafter you

and your children may have the power to open to receive

the warm sunlight, because all through the night you

wrapped me so snugly and so safely."
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THE STORY OF THE SUNFLOWER.

Clyte was a water-nymph, and she lived at the bottom
of the sea. The white sea-sand was Clyte’s carpet, a

pink sea-shell was her bed, and the soft seaweed was her

pillow. The seaweeds and the sea-flowers made groves

and gardens for Clyte, She was quite the happiest nymph
in the whole great sea. One morning Clyte awoke in her

sea-shell cradle with a laugh. She flung on her soft green

dress and clapped her hands to call her servants.
“ Bring my largest, pinkest sea-shell carriage,

'
’ she or-

dered. “And to-day I shall drive the turtles; for they

are strong and can travel far.”

“Take me wherever you like,” said Clyte, when she

was comfortably seated in her big sea-shell carriage, “ All

the sea-bottom is lovely. I can never tire of it!”

The turtles drew Clyte on and on and on. They passed

great forests of seaweed. They passed pink sea-shell after

pink sea-shell. They glided over smooth sandy sea-bot-

tom, They crawled around great ragged-edged rocks.

Indeed, so long was the ride and so easy the carriage

that Clyte at length fell asleep. She did not waken until

a big wave carried Clyte, carriage, turtles, and all ashore.

Then Clyte opened her big brown eyes very wide. She
had never before seen the land

!

The blue, blue sky was above her. Her own blue,

blue sea was before her. There was green grass at her

feet, and such flowers as never grew in her deep sea-

garden. In the trees were birds, whose songs sounded
sweeter even than the wave-music which always lulled

Clyte to sleep. Clyte looked again at the blue sky.

Across it rode the sun-king in a chariot which shone like

blazing gold. When Clyte saw the sun-king, she knew
why the earth v/as different from the sea. She saw how
all living things looked up and smiled when the sun-king

passed that way.

She saw how the sun-king smiled kindly down on every

living thing. Little Clyte sighed and smiled and was
happy, for she liked the strange land.

“Ah, me,” said Clyte, “I wish I were a land-child.

Then I, too, might ever look up to this sun-king. But I

24
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shall do my best to serve him. Every morning I shall

drive my swiftest gold-fish to this spot that I may be here

to welcome him. I shall look up to him all day long,

and when he sinks to bed in the west my face shall be
turned his way !

’ ’

And Ciyte did as she said. Each day her swiftest gold-

fish drew her to the shore. There she watched the sun-

king’s journey. But behold I one evening when the pink
sea-shell carriage drew up on the beach, Ciyte did not

move. The gold-fish rubbed their scaly sides together

impatiently; but Ciyte did not come. Then, looking, the

gold-fish beheld a strange thing. Clyte’s little bare feet

were rooted fast in the soil. Her lovely green dress was
but a slim green stalk with ruffling green leaves.

Her beautiful golden hair was changed to a circle of

yellow petals
; and from their midst looked forth the brown

eyes of Ciyte. Ciyte never again looked at her gold-fish

nor rode in her sea-shell carriage. Morning, noon, and
night she stood with her little feet deep rooted in the soil,

and her bright face turned ever toward the sun-king.

“Ha! ha!” laugh the gold-fish, as they splash and
splash in the water. “ Our mistress, Ciyte, has gone to

live on the land. She has forgotten us and her deep-sea

home. She has become the flower of the sun-king!”
“A sunflower! a sunflower!” cry all the little gold-fish,

splashing mightily as they dodge out of the way of the

slow-crawling turtles who first drew Ciyte to the shore.

THE STORY OF THE DAISY.

Out in the country, close by the road-side, there was a

country-house. Certainly you yourself have once seen it.

Before it is a little garden with flowers, and palings which
are painted green. Close by it, by the ditch in the midst

of the most beautiful green grass, grew a little daisy.

The sun shone as warmly and as brightly upon it as on

the great, splendid garden flowers; and so it grew? from
hour to hour.

One morning it stood in full bloom with its little shin-

ing white leaves spreading like rays round the little yellow
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»un in the centre. It never thought that no one would
notice it down in the grass, and that it was a poor, de-

spised floweret. It was very merry, and turned to the

warm sun, looked up at it, and listened to the lark

carolling high in the air.

The little daisy was as happy as if it were a great

holiday; and yet it was only a Monday. All the children

were at school. While they sat on their benches learning,

it sat on its little green stalk, and learned also from the

warm sun, and from all around, how good God is. And
the daisy was very glad that everything that it silently felt

was sung so loudly and charmingly by the lark. And the

daisy looked up with a kind of respect to the happy bird

who could sing and fly; but it was not at all sorrowful

because it could not fly and sing also.
“ I can see and hear,

’

' it thought
;
“ the sun shines on

me, and the forest kisses me. Oh, how richly have I been
gifted

!”

Whthin the palings stood many stiff, aristocratic flowers

—the less scent they had the more they flaunted. The
peonies blew themselves out to be greater than the roses;

but size will not do it. The tulips had the most splendid

colours : and they knew that, and held themselves bolt

upright that they might be seen more plainly. They did

not notice the little daisy outside there; but the daisy

looked at them the more and thought, “ How rich and
beautiful they are. Yes; the pretty bird flies across to

them and visits them. I am glad that I stand so near

to them; for, at any rate, I can enjoy the sight of their

splendour

Just as she thought that—“ Keevit !
” down came flying

the lark; but not down to the peonies and tulips—no,

down into the grass to the lowly daisy, which started so

with joy that it did not know what to think. The little

bird danced round about it and sang, “ Oh, how soft the

grass is! And see what a lovely little flower, with gold

in its heart and silver on its dress!’’ For the yellow

point in the daisy looked like gold, and the little leaves

around it shone silvery-white.

How happy was the little daisy—no one can conceive

how happy ! The bird kissed it with his beak, sang to

it, and then flew up again into the blue air. A quarter
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of an hour passed, at least, before the daisy could re-

cover itself. Half - ashamed, but inwardly rejoiced, it

looked at the other flowers in the garden; for they had
seen the honour and happiness it had gained, and must
understand what a joy it was.

But the tulips stood up twice as stiff as before. They
looked quite peaky in the face, and quite red; for they

were vexed. The peonies were quite wrong-headed. It

w^as well they could not speak, or the daisy would have
received a good scolding. The poor little flower could

see very well that they were not in a good humour; and
that hurt it.

At this moment there came into -the garden a girl with

a great, sharp, shiny knife. She went straight up to the

tulips and cut off one after another of them.

“Oh!” sighed the daisy, “that is dreadful! Now it is

all over with them!”
Then the girl went away with the tulips. The daisy

was glad to stand out in the grass and be only a poor

little flower. It felt very grateful. When the sun went

down, it folded its leaves and went to sleep. It dreamed
all night long about the sun and the pretty little bird.

THE END.










